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Preface
In October 1959, shortly after the Russian Premier's visit to
I
interrupted work on a book with which I had

the United States,

been occupied for some years to propose a history of the cold war
to my publishers. I began the writing of this book at Christmas time.
I finished it on the day the ill-fated Summit Conference met in Paris
and I sent the manuscript to my publishers a week later.
It is difficult to

know why we

write, just as

it is

very difficult to

the motives of any human action. Yet the aim, the scope, the
approach of any kind of writing is inseparable from the purposes of

know

the author. In introducing this book, therefore, I must say something
about my reasons in writing it that will also show the limits of its
I must proceed from what
may
be
obvious
to my readers.
what
least
most
be
to
may
Since no history of the cold war up to now exists in English, I believe that such a historical reconstruction may fill an obvious need.
I wish to make it clear that this book is concerned primarily with the
history of Russian-American relations in Europe and, to some extent,

scope. In describing these purposes

it is not a survey of the
contemporary historical dethe
of
world.
velopment
During the past fifteen years oceans of ink and mountains of paper
have been spent on the topics of Communism, of Communist Russia

in the

Far East;

Today, and of American Foreign and Military Policy* Yet surprisingly
little has been written about the recent history of Russian-American
relations.
It is

my

belief that history, as a

form of thought,

is

one of the

most precious and, indeed, unique rational possessions of Western
civilization. The character of a person may appear best from the reconstruction of the history of his life, the same is true of the character
of nations; the very history of a problem may reveal its essential dino field of human enagnosis. There is no human problem, indeed,

may not be approached and studied profitably through
This
history.
applies very well to the cold war.
Our very future may be endangered by the progressive weakening

deavor, that
its

of our sense of history.
history remain obvious.

Meanwhile the

A

limitations of contemporary

lack of documentation exists together with
an oppressive mass of documents of largely insubstantial value. Yet
these limitations are superseded by certain considerations.

1O
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First,

the conscientious historian cannot altogether forgo the task

on occasion. He must be more than
a professional antiquarian. He has a duty to the present.
Second, because of the peculiar practices of publicity pursued by
contemporary governments, there are documents, so-called primary
sources, that governments even allow certain newspapers to print.
of writing contemporary history

On

the other hand, the intrinsic value of

many

of these sources has

been weakened, so that the earlier categorical distinction between
primary and secondary sources fades away. The adage that History is
something more than Documents has seldom been truer than in our
times, when "documents" abound and when we also suffocate under
mountains of paper. Now the historian faces new difficulties together with new possibilities. It is still possible to write reasonably
good, and perhaps even enduring, history without or, perhaps,
byond~-all of the documentation required in the past.

At any

rate, this

It presents

but a

book does not claim to be a Definitive History.

historical

should be obvious from

War.

It is

my

approach to the so-called cold war. This
not The, but A History of the Cold

its title:

approach, and

my

approach alone.

The

character of this approach will also be evident from the structure of this book. The scene of the cold war is
and the
very
large;

actors are gigantic and complex. The historical evolution of RussianAmerican relations includes (but also transcends) the relations of

Communism and
and "East."
calls for

It

is

Capitalism, of

Marxism and Democracy,

of

"West"

because of this complexity that

the two parts of this book

main movements.

i.

The

my plan of approach
main events and 2. The

am

separating historical chronicle from historical analysis,
attempting to answer the question how things happened first and why they happened later even though, like every historian, I

know

I

that this separation cannot be
complete, since it flows
human beings and of their history that in

from the very nature of

every description of the how the why is at least partly implicit. Still
I believe that it is
through this kind of a historical approach that many

misconceptions and complexities
clearest
I

do not believe that

point.

may be

illuminated in the best and

manner.

The

I

need to explain my approach further at this
book is such that this must unfold to the

structure of this

reader as he proceeds.
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I believe that I should
say something to those who may think that
have been unduly broad-minded about Russia or, more important;
unduly critical of America. I shall not defend myself in advance from
such eventual criticism by going to the Academic Cloakroom to be-

I

deck myself with that mythical (and transparent) garb of Professional
Objectivity. The very contrary is true. I am Catholic, a Westerner,
^European by birth, now a citizen of the United States, If there Is a
struggle between East and West, Communism and Freedom, my
loyalties are undivided: they

stand or

fall

with the

latter.

But, given

human

nature, the straggles of men and of nations
do not always clearly incarnate the divisions of Good and Evil.
concern with the history of our times is personal; my
here is to

the condition of

My

purpose
contribute to the historical diagnosis of the Russian-American conflict.
By "diagnosis" I do not mean some kind of cold and remote Objectivity, I

believe that just as the essence of our Christian heritage

is

the unique Teaching of Charity, the purpose of knowledge, and
especially of historical knowledge, is Understanding rather than
Certainty. This may go against the grain of our now widespread concepts of Scientific and Objective Knowledge: nevertheless, 1 believe
it

to be true.

The two unique achievements

of

European

civilization

in the

Bourgeois Age were the creation of the scientific method and of hisare at least becoming aware how human
tory as a form of thought

We

and human reason may be endangered by the excesses of the
former. Historical thinking, too, may be used to deceive and poison
the passions of nations. But at least history tells us more about hu-

life

man

nature than does sciencefi^^
than with definite periods; jts aim

and the quality of
understood by anyone whose

^certainty;

problems rather
is

und^rstanding^rather ^jthan
is such that it
may be

historical truth

willingness to read or to listen reflects

the willingness of his heart.

January-May 1960

"Old Pickering School House"
Williams' Corner, near Phoenixville

Pennsylvania
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Parti

The main events

CHAPTER

I

The

historical origins

(To 1945)

On

the twenty-fifth day of April In the year 1945 advancing
American and Russian Armies met in the middle of

units of the

Europe, along the banks of the Elbe River, near the

German town

of Torgau.

This symbolic event marks the supreme condition of contemporary
history that has remained essentially

supreme condition
it is

is

not the Atomic

unchanged ever

Bomb and

not

since. TThat

Communism;

the division of Germany and of most of Europe into American
influence. The so-called cold war grew out

and Russian spheres of
of this division.

We must not forget that the cold war has been a direct consequence
Second World War, even more than the Second World War
direct consequence of the First. Both of these wars began
in Europe; first, and above all, they concerned Europe; but in the end
they were ultimately decided by the tremendous might of the United
of the

was the

Above all, these gigantic struggles involved
the political geography of Europe; and this, too, has remained the
main problem of the cold war up to this day.
States

and of Soviet

Russia.

Neither the American nor the Russian people wanted the Second
World War. Even their governments, with all of their faults, were
less responsible for that

war than were certain European governments,

German nation. It was the
particularly the government of the
central continental Europeans, who
the
and
particularly
Europeans,
and
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rained their continent by tearing each other apart. Upon these rains,
Eurthen, by 1945, the armed might of transatlantic America and of
asian Russia

came

to preside.

The Second World War began between Germany and

Poland,

were
Britain, and France, provoked by Germany; the real victors
the United States and Soviet Russia. By 1945 they had become the
two main Powers on this earth. Russia, true, was bled white in the
war; more than six million of her sons were dead; some of her greatest
cities were devastated; cold and hunger continued to be the daily
affliction of many other Russian millions for many years to come. Still,
never in the history of mankind was the power and prestige of Russia
her resogreater than in 1945. The rulers of the world were awed by

word of her rulers was the supreme law from Vienna
Her sullen soldiers swarmed in the streets of every
town from Alpine villages in the heart of Europe to Manchurian huts
lution in war; the

to Vladivostok.

along the China Sea.
The power and the prestige of the United States of America were
even greater. From the middle of Korea to the center of Berlin the
benevolent system of the American military was established in thousands of places on five continents. About two of every thousand Americans had perished in the war, compared with about fifty out of every

thousand Russians, about ninety of every thousand Germans, about
two hundred of every thousand Poles, if we include the civilian population, who in America went entirely unharmed. The stupendous
wealth of the American wartime establishment fed, clothed, nourished,

and furnished millions of America's allies; it equipped the forces
modern armor. The prosperity of the Arsenal of Democ-

of Russia with

racy continued unbroken. In 1945, at a time when the cities of Europe,
half ruined, were shivering in darkness, the brilliant lights of Amergreat cities shone uniquely bright at night.
well before 1945 the map of the world suggested the
primacy of America and of Russia. Already by 1850 the United States
ica's

But already

formed one of the greatest land empires of the globe, stretching from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Canadian frontier to the Gulf
of

Mexico and the Caribbean

Sea; already

by 1800 the Russian Em-

THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS
pire, stretching

JQ

from Manchuria

to

Warsaw, covered over one

sixth

of 'the entire land area of our globe. Already by
1850 there were as
and Germany Russians as there were Frenchmen and

Englishmen
mans; already by 1890 there were more Americans than Frenchmen
and Englishmen together; already by 1900 the United States produced more steel than any other country in the world; already during

World War the financial wealth of the world

shifted to Amerand Russia were becoming
the two largest Empires in the history of mankind.
Even though their primacy in the political affairs of the globe was
not yet fully established until that time, it could be foreseen how in
an age dominated by materials, technology, and masses their resources

the First

ica.

Well before 1945 the United

States

might sooner or later bring them this kind of primacy, in times when
numbers and material were to weigh more and more decisively in the
ranking of nations in the developing epoch of social democracy toabove and beneath the more

ward which the masses of the world

dramatic changes of fortunes in the history of nations and of political

were gradually moving.

systems

3

From

the perspective of the present, two tremendous movements
from
the history of the world during the past few hundred
emerge
are
the dissolution of the aristocratic systems of governyears. They

ments and

societies,

and the

The

disintegration of the great

European

of the American and Russian Empires

is
Empires overseas.
an inseparable part of these great developments.
Both modem Russia and the United States of America came into
named
being during the eighteenth century. Their capital cities were
before
exist
not
did
but
their
after
Washington
respective founders;

1800 and

rise

BerPetersburg not before 1700. Neither did the city of
that time; London and Paris were the two capitals of the

St,

lin exist at

world.
a willful ugly giant, brutally tore his people out of the
semi-Asiatic darkness in which they had painfully squirmed and slum-

Peter

I,

bered. His purposes were mostly European; his methods were largely
Asiatic. His aim was to introduce Russia into the European Club of

Nations. Unlike the dreadful record of Peter's successes, the record
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American Founding Fathers, and of Washington foremost
among them, was unsullied by such brutalities. But, like that of Peter's
it enRussia, America's fortunate geographical position was decisive:
the
like
from
abled her to win her independence
England; and,
to
due
the
was
profit they
largely
Russians', the Americans success
could reap from the wars that the European Powers fought among
of the

7

themselves.

The full

establishment of Russia as a European Power

is

inseparable

from the histories of Poland and Sweden and Turkey. Whereas the
of Western Europe changed relatively little during the
political map
hundred years before the French Revolution, during that time the
map of Eastern Europe had been transformed beyond recognition.
Before 1700 the entire Baltic was a Swedish lake and the bright flag

Sweden flew over the shores of northwestern Russia; during the
next hundred years Sweden lost not only her eastern Baltic provinces
but in the end even Finland went to Russia. Before 1700 the eastern
of

Kingdom stood closer to Moscow than to WarWarsaw was but the capital of a Russian province; having

frontiers of the Polish

saw; by 1800

been partitioned thrice among Russia, Prussia, and Austria, Poland
disappeared from the map of Europe. Before 1700 the entire Black
Sea was a Turkish lake; by 1800 more than the northern shore was
Russia's, and her outposts were cautiously spreading toward the south.
The establishment of the United States, too, is inseparable from
the histories of Spain and France and Britain. In 1700 the French
and the Spanish had the most immense possessions and titles for possessions on the North American continent; little more than a hundred
years later only a few specks remained for France; the final dissolution
of the Spanish and Portuguese Empires in America had already begun,

and the British held on to not much more than Canada. By that time
it was evident that the United States was destined to be the dominant
Power in the entire Western Hemisphere.
In the long run, the greatest developments in the political geography of the world in the last four centuries have been those imperial
dissolutions that at least indirectly led to the great world wars of
last two hundred years. Toward the end of the sixteenth century

the

began the decline of the Spanish Empire, toward the end of the seventeenth that of the Turkish, toward the beginning of the nineteenth
that of the Chinese, and toward the end of the nineteenth that of
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the Austrian. Through these centuries the Russians promoted the decline of the Turkish and Chinese Empires; but their
had
gains

except for certain Balkan and Caucasian acquisitions, unimportant in the long ran. Before and during the First
World War they (and also Wilson's United States) promoted the
either

impermanent

or,

dissolution of the Austrian Empire; but it was Hitler's
they, who was to gain from that dissolution.

The United

Germany, not

was more fortunate with the dissolution of the
great Spanish Imperium. For the condition of American independence was made possible only by the great transatlantic world wars
fought by France and Britain in the eighteenth century for the
States

Spanish heritage. Indeed, without French help the War of Independence would not have been won. But it was twenty-two years before

Yorktown that on another September day beneath Quebec the ascendancy of an English-speaking people in North America had been
finally secured; and it was finally established in a treaty signed in
Paris twenty years before another Paris Treaty in 1783 sealed the establishment of American independence.

from the retrospect of two hundred
be
seen
as a mark that may be even more
may

It is therefore that in 1960,

years, the year 1763

important (though it is, of course, less dramatic) in the history of
mankind than that central explosive date of 1789, which Europeans
associate with the eighteenth century. For 1763 marks more than the
conclusion of the greatest world war of the eighteenth century. It is
a momentous milestone in the destinies of America and also of Russia.
It was in 1763 that the clever Choiseul foresaw that though Britain
had won and France and Spain had lost, the straggle against the British of the North American colonists was beginning, and that the
latter were bound to emerge as the victors of the North American

continent. It was in 1763 that the Treaty of Hubertusburg, after Russia's sudden unscrupulous withdrawal from the European coalition
alliance and the partiagainst Prussia, foreshadowed their coming
tion of Poland. It was in 1763 that Prussia emerged as a first-rate
Power. In the twentieth century, then, there is reason to

European

believe that the establishment of the United States in America
of Russia

and

Europe may have
more important
even
developments

and Prussia among the Great Powers

been, in the long run, historical
than the storming of the Bastille in 1789.

in
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and fifty years after the French Revolution, Berand
lin and Moscow
Washington were centers of world history at
or Paris. Certainly by 1939 the political
London
as
least as important
in modern Germany and Russia
incarnated
then
ideas and systems
American
of
the
technocracy) attracted the imagigleam
(and also
Surely one hundred

nation of young millions throughout the world to whom the scenes
of the French Revolution were but copperplate engravings from a

now

antiquated past

In a stately little ceremony George Washington was inaugurated
as the first President of the American Republic almost at the very
same moment when in Versailles the grander, more dramatic, and
less orderly French National Assembly came to meet. For long dec-

ades thereafter the interest of the world centered on France and
not on America. But it is evident that in 1789 the American Revolution was already accomplished; the American ship of state was suc-

launched at the very moment the French Revolution began.
American Constitution is an even greater accomplishthe
Indeed,
ment than the winning of the War of the Revolution. Like the United
cessfully

States, in the last two hundred years many colonial peoples have won
their independence. Unlike the United States, few of them succeeded in erecting and maintaining a constitutional order of reason-

able liberty. It

is

the fashion of Russian propagandists to compare

1776 with 1917, the Great American and the Great Soviet Revolutions; but this is no more than a half truth. The great achievement
of the best

among

the American Founding Fathers

is

just that

they

were moderate rather than radical, constructive rather than revolutionary; even though some among them believed that they did estab-

New

Order of Things, in every measure it is unjust to compare
Washington, Hamilton, Adams, or even the democratic Jefferson with
such unscrupulous terrorists as Lenin or Trotsky or Zinoviev or Stalin.
Nevertheless, the relations of Russia and the United States transcend these ideological considerations from the very beginning. Russia, represented by the most autocratic of all rulers, and the United
States, representing the most republican and democratic system of
lish a

the eighteenth century, had amicable relations very early. Even

clur-
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ing the War of Independence, Catherine II refused the British,
as with the Hessians, wanted to lease Russian troops for their American campaign; and the Russian government, associating itself

the League of

Armed

Neutrality,

(and Spanish) power on the high

welcomed the weakening of British
and on the American continent.

seas

common feeling of youthfiilness, of
similar
pioneer tasks,
puritanical and radical pretensions of
a revivalist mission among the nations of the world, a common dis-

Already at that time a vague

common

toward the ancient established civilizations of Euwere
rope,
spinning themselves into a thin thread of instinctive and
intellectual sympathy that from the history of Russian-American retrust felt at times

lations has never entirely disappeared.
the edges of the then civilized world neither the

On

young Amer-

ican Republic nor the Russian

Empire could escape from being involved in the great world drama of the Napoleonic Wars. The United
States almost went to war against France in the beginning; she went
war with Britain in the end. Russia fought France three times; she
almost went to war against Britain once. The French burned Moscow in 1812 and the British burned Washington in 1814; yet the Britto

knew from the beginning that they could not conquer all of North
America, just as Napoleon knew that he could not occupy all of Russia,
though he hoped to defeat her armies and conquer her Tsar. That
ish

perhaps most astute of all American diplomatists, John Qtiincy Adams,
maintained excellent relations with the Russian Tsar Alexander:
Adams encouraged the Russians against the French; Alexander enso
couraged the Americans against the British (his own allies). As
often in history, the Russians solicited American co-operation to the
detriment of Britain and of Europe. Still the War of 1812 ended in
a draw; indeed, the British, with the Treaty of Ghent, hastened to
their American war at a time when they needed reserve

wind up

PrusEurope against the rapacious designs of Russia and
the two latecoming but most ambitious members of the victori-

strength in
sia,

ous alliance against Napoleon.
In the long run, the few charred houses of Washington and the
of Moscow notwithstanding, Russia and America
charred
quarters

from the long great world war launched by the
French Revolution and Napoleon. The Russians were again back in

profited considerably

at the
Poland; they acquired Finland; they gained border provinces
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expense of Turkey and became a Power at the gate of the Balkans:
for a short time Alexander seemed the Arbiter of Europe. The United
States acquired the vast Louisiana Territory and became a leading
in the Caribbean. The disintegration of the remaining Spanish holdings in America was then to involve Russian and American

Power

ambitions and interests anew.

From the very beginning the United States, at times openly and
often secretly, encouraged the various movements of revolt directed
against the remaining European Powers in the Western Hemisphere.
of the French Revolutionary Wars ambitious groups
America began to tear large portions of land away from the
Spanish Crown to establish new nations under their leadership. The
ruler of Russia again showed some interest in the prospects of this
disintegration; but it was Britain, not Russia, whose naval power and
active consent made possible the independence of Latin America

Toward the end
in Latin

politics and tacit consent made possible the historic funcof
Monroe Doctrine. Like the United States, the governthe
tioning
ment of Great Britain, with few minor exceptions, opposed the return
of European influences to the Americas throughout the nineteenth

and whose

century.

Nor

did Britain

much oppose American

expansion in the

Pacific.
It is in that vast warm watery area of the globe that the American
advance has been so astonishingly successful. As early as 1689 the

Russians had reached China overland through Siberia; in the Treaty
of Nerchinsk the Amur River was made the frontier between the

Russian and the

Manchu Chinese

of the Russo-Chinese frontier

American

is

Empires; and today that portion
along the Amur. In 1689 the

still

was but a few dozen miles inland from the Atlantic
American flag flies in Okinawa, Japan, Korea, across
the Pacific everywhere and even on the Asian mainland. By the
iSoos the enterprising sea captains coming from New England, half
a world away, had a larger share of the maritime trade of China than
had the Russians. It was not the neighboring Russians but the faraway Americans who "opened up" Japan in the 18505. On the rainy
western coast of North America, Russian settlements existed almost
as far south as San Francisco in the 18208 but it was the Americans,
frontier

coast; today the

not the Russians, who finally acquired all of that erstwhile Spanish
territory. In 1867 the Russians, worried lest the British occupy it from
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selling Alaska to the United States; they had also
their
halfhearted
given up
attempts to colonize Hawaii, Not until the
of
a
rise
modernized
aggressive
}apan did the rulers of Russia

Canada, preferred

to

comprehend the importance

of the Pacific Ocean.

these great changes registered on the
political map of the
world are transcended byindeed, they are part and parcel of even
Still

greater (though not always conscious) inchoate movements of peoples. These have been social as well as political, "horizontal" as well

Though the first principles of modem political deset down several centuries before, and
though the

as "vertical."

mocracy had been

decline of the Spanish

Empire began at least two centuries before,
end of the eighteenth century that the great
momentum of these movements of peoples began. It was then that,
for the first time in centuries, the populations of Europe and of America suddenly began to increase. From that time onward the barriers
of social restriction rapidly crumbled; the blood and the flesh and
the spirit of millions born poor swelled up into the remaining privileged classes. Though this vertical movement toward equality was
swiftest and most advanced in the United States, it must not be
thought that this was a movement unique for the new American deit

was not

until the

mocracy.

And

millions

moved

also in a horizontal direction across the sur-

face of the world to settle the remaining

empty spaces of

land. IB

the Northern Hemisphere these were mostly to be found within the
American and Russian Empires, with their great plains, uninhabited
except by a few primitive tribes.

Waterloo the world did not experience
expansion of European Powers was directed
no longer toward America but to Africa and Asia, southward and
eastward. The expansion of Russia, too, was to her south and east.
For ninety-nine years

another world war.

after

The

of the United States, on the other hand, moved away
terrains of the American West and of
filling the vast

The expansion
from Europe,
the frontier.

own
a

Thus no European Power would profit from America's
War. The world was spared an Atlantic War for

dreadful Civil

hundred

years.
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Europe was

still

the center of world events.

Still it

could be seen

more than a hundred years ago that Russia as well as the United States
was destined to play an ever larger role in the history of mankind; it
was in the 18305, when America seemed isolated and Russia for a time
withdrawn from the
in

great affairs of Europe,
in America, wrote his

that the great Tocque-

now famous

prophetic
of these two
but
tremendous
unnoticed
the
about
growth
paragraphs
of them
empires, Despotic Russia and Democratic America, each
destined to sway one half of the globe.
ville,

Democracy

The world was spared an Atlantic War for a century; meanwhile
across the Atlantic developed the greatest mass migration of the last
In the century after Waterloo perhaps as many as
sixty million inhabitants of Europe left their homelands. Spurred by
misery rather than by politics, braving the lessening risks of cheap

thousand

years.

steamer passage, most of these millions came to fill the still spacious
lands and cities of the United States.
It was not until the first decades of the present century that these
large colonial and migratory movements came to a halt. It was a decade before the outbreak of the First World War that Japan thwarted
Russia in the Far East by arms. It was a decade after the outbreak
of the First World War that American congressional legislation put
an end to the era of mass immigration to the United States. Meanwhile the great engineering achievements of the American transcontirailroads, of the Russian Trans-Siberian Railway, and of the
American Two-Ocean Canal through the Isthmus of Panama had
been completed. Indeed, somewhat symbolically, the latter was officially opened in 1914 within a week of the great European war declarationsat a time, however, when the frontier era in the American
West was already passing; when the metropolitan organization of the
continental United States into States was already completed; and
when in the far western parts of the Pacific the arms and fleets of
Japan were already more powerful than the military and naval outposts

nental

of the nations of the white race.

During the nineteenth century, with few incidental exceptions, very
friendly relations between the United States and Russia prevailed.

During the

Civil

War, Russia (and

the Union that she

Prussia, too) hastened to

inform

actively disapproved of the British and French
inclinations toward the Confederate States; a Russian fleet made a
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ceremonial and demonstrative visit of friendship to American
Toward the end of the century these amicable inclinations weakened

somewhat. There were now many American immigrants from Central
and Eastern Europe who had little liking for Russia; these included
an increasing number of Russian Jews; the occasional pogroms and
the cruel restrictions practiced by the Tsar turned liberal Americans
against the Russian regime; and there were influential Americans who
appreciated British warnings against the encroachments of the RusBear in the Orient. Still the pools of American Russophobia evap-

sian

orated under the yellow glare of Japan's blazing successes; President
fair to the Russian side as lie

Theodore Roosevelt was more than

mediated excellently the Peace Treaty between Russia and Japan in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1905; and the late iowering of Russian art

and thought,

evoked a strong

by the figure of Tolstoi,
educated Americans. The

particularly exemplified

interest in Russia

among

quick development of mass communications brought to millions of
new readers some information about wonders as well as brutalities

from hitherto faraway scenes and nations. But even though many millions of Americans knew something about the darker features of Tsarist Russia by 1914, it was not prejudice and dislike but rather a mixture
of ignorance with a vague benevolence that marked the sentiments
of the

mal

American and Russian peoples toward each other
World War opened in Europe.

as the abys-

First

Unlike in every other world war in which she had been or was to
involved, Russia chose to participate in the First World War
from the beginning. The origins of the First World War are complex:;

become

Russia were perhaps more re*
have seen that Russia atsponsible for it than any other Power.
tempted to profit from the disintegration of the Turkish Empire long

but

it

may be

said that

Germany and

We

before 1914. Three times in the hundred years before 1914 her armies
moved, and on other occasions they threatened to move, south through
the Balkans toward Constantinople. The concerted efforts of Euro-

pean diplomacy, and

at times the naval

power of

Britain, thwarted

these efforts on every occasion; and, except for the short

Crimean

War
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In the middle of the century, Britain succeeded without recourse to

arms.

World War, however, great
alliances affected Russia's prosof
balance
European
Communism in our times,
pects and ambitions. Somewhat as with
and of Russian Orthodoxy
Pan-Slavism
of
racial
ties
and
the religious
In the last three decades before the First

changes in the

served at times as a secondary arm of Russia's ambitions; and these
ambitions were now directed against the Austro-Hungarian as well
as against the Turkish Empire, But Austria-Hungary, ever since Bismarck's achievement of a united German Empire, was now a German
ally;

and

after Bismarck's

demise no German statesman proved able
commitment with the even more tra-

to reconcile or to balance this

ditional friendship between the Prussian and Russian Empires. Thus
Autocratic Russia entered into a mutual defensive alliance with Re-

publican France in 1892. During the next fifteen years the aggressive
naval, African, and Near Eastern policies and expansive ambitions
of the

German Emperor drove

Britain

first

closer to

France and then

even to her century-long eastern opponent Russia.
On 31 July 1914, after a month of the sharply intricate negotiations that followed the Serbian assassination of the Austrian Heir at

Germany, as a preventive measure, declared war on Russia
and threw her armies forward through Belgium against France. This
priority of the German war declaration was, however, a consequence
Sarajevo,

of the relative ineptitude of German statesmanship ever since Bismarck rather than evidence of outstanding German war guilt when
compared to Russia: for Russia wanted war, too, in 1914.

A

dreadful war; a dreary war; a disappointing war; for Russia

it

soon seemed hopeless, soulless, fruitless, endless. It was longer, much
longer than expected; the Russian armies, equipped much worse than
they had expected, fought with

much

less success

than had been ex-

The enormous

rot of bureaucracy, the sickening lassitude of
pected.
the
fever of recurrent intrigue, turned the iniimperial government,
tial gusts of
into
a gray miasmatic fog that seemed to
patriotism

envelop the lumbering giant of Russia, on the edge of which millions
of peasant soldiers fired haphazardly at the advancing German armies.
The alliance with France and Britain, the potential progress of Western European liberal democracy within Russia, the actual
promises
that Russian diplomacy significantly exacted from the Allies
during the
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war, were not the kind of thing to capture or to refresh the dulled,
painful imagination of the Russian millions: these things succored

the souls of but a few urbane Russians. For what happened in
1917
was a much greater movement, of which the Bolshevik Revolution
was only a part: it was Russia's great dreadful disgust with the

War and with their Western allies, whether foreign or dowith
those rich Russian townees who came to talk to them
mestic,
about the promise of new freedoms and democracy. They sounded so
European

foreign at times with lilting French words

mixed into

their conver-

sation; they looked so foreign in their morning coats.
The First World War, and not the appeal of Marxist ideas,

was the
and
to
the
crucial
great
everybody
trough
of 1917. The Bolshevik Revolution, at any rate, was but the third revolt in twelve years. In 1905 a wave of riots, mutinies, and strikes
shook the Russian Empire; it led to the grant of a first, limited Russian Constitution by the Tsar. In March 1917 one broad wave of dissatisfaction swept away the Tsarist government in a few nearly painless and bloodless days; the proclamation of a Democratic Russia

wave that

carried everything

followed.

Lenin, rooming in exile in Switzerland, myopic like most political
6migr6s, heard the news of both of these revolutions with skeptical
surprise.

Like white-coated

scientists

experimenting with

bacilli in air-

tight tubes, the German government then offered Lenin passage in
a sealed railroad car to Russia through neutral Sweden. The experi-

we

to the ultimate detoff only too well
all of Western civilization. Still, the
with
together
Germany
decisive factor was not so much the potency of the Bolshevik bacillus

ment, as
riment of

all

know, paid

weakened resistance of the old Russian State and Society, a conwas made desperate not so much because of Bolshevik
underminings as it was due to the War. A state and a society where
criminals and weaklings like a Rasputin, a Sttirmer, or a Kerensky
would have a greater influence than intelligent statesmen such as a
at least in retrospect.
Stolypin, a Witte, a Milyukov, seems doomed,
It is true that it was not the old Tsardom but the incipient republican
as the

dition that

but "overthrew"
democracy of Russia that the Bolsheviks overthrew;
word: by early November 1917 the order of the
is not
really the right
Russian state and government la}' mostly in ruin. There is not much
in the scene of 7

November 1917

that invites comparison with
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of the Bastille. Unlike those

4 July 1776 or even with the storming
dark
summery days in Philadelphia or Paris, the Petrograd scene was
and dreary with freezing rain. It was but the beginning of a revolution
not even a coup d'etat but a coup dune ville in a foggy vacuum.
Lenin and his Bolsheviks proclaimed themselves rulers of Russia not
resistance but amidst near universal chaos.
against determined
Still,

their great trials lay ahead;

them. This

is

the one reason

and they were

why we may

to

endure through

regard 1917 the most out-

standing year in the history of the twentieth century,

It was 1914 that, in retrospect, marks the end of an era; but 1917
was more of a turning point. First, the Bolshevik system and state

The Germans made peace with them in 1918. The
with
Allies, stung
anger and fright by the prospect of a Germany relieved of the burden of her eastern front, attempted to intervene with
arms against the Communist government that at times in 1918
in Russia endured.

seemed to hold hardly more than the few central cities of Russia;
but after the Armistice the halfhearted Western intentions to intervene in Russia quickly evaporated. Without massive Allied support,
quarreling among themselves, undistinguished by
the anti-Bolshevik forces in Russia abandoned their

statesmanship,

armed

struggles

within a few years. Only the western border nations of the Russian
Empire the Finns, Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians, and Polessucceeded in establishing their national independence at the expense
of Russian territorial holdings and Communist ambitions. Their in-

dependence was the political price that the new Russian regime had
to pay for its survival. For by 1921 the new government of the "Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics" was the sole ruler of the Russian Empire

from Moscow. It ruled over a devastated, famished, torn, naked, and
weakened country, but it ruled, nevertheless, over about one sixth of
the continental areas of the earth; and it was so recognized by almost
all of the world's Great Powers. This was the
great accomplishment
of Lenin and Trotsky and Stalin.
But 1917 marks an even more important turning point in the history of the world. For the first time in history, breaking with a long
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national tradition proclaimed by the First President, the United
chose to enter a European War. Soon a million fresh American

were pouring into France; their
last decisive

campaign against

arrival furnished

the means for the

Germany. The American

intervention

(a host of Latin-American nations and China followed the American
move) in 1917 transformed what was previously an almost solely Eu-

ropean

War into a World War, in which the most decisive events were

and America's entry. It is true that the massive
Russian retreat from the war did not help Germany enough to win
the war, while the massive American intervention helped the Allies
Russia's withdrawal

enough to win their final victory. But, by 1917, the relative importance of these tremendous events already suggested the future,
when not only would the balance of another European and World
War be tipped by the weight of America and Russia but at the end
of it America and Russia would be the two chief masters of the conjust

tinent.

How and why the United States entered
complex

story,

among

the First

World War

is

a

the elements of which one of the most com-

the character of the outwardly so straightforward and yet so
strange Woodrow Wilson. The clearest argument, that the United

plex

is

States could not tolerate the prospects of a German Atlantic victory
over Britain, was not told to the American people in these words, and
probably Wilson himself did not think about it in these terms, at
least not consistently. It is a curious coincidence that his final ago-

nizing decision for war came in the days when the news of the March
Revolution from Russia was electrifying the democratic imaginations of the world. This may have influenced (though it did not alone

provoke) Wilson's decision: for this dry and outwardly unemotional
professor-President was deeply affected by sentimental and ideological
concepts of politics. He could proclaim and, indeed, transform the

character of this great war now, when Russia, that embarrassing proNow it could
spective ally, was no longer ruled by a reactionary Tsar.
be the true alliance of Democracies against Empires; the world could

be made Safe for Democracy.

About Russia, Wilson's
this did

not

illusions

were soon to be disappointed; but
by 1918 all of Europe, even the

alter the condition that

coming losers, looked to Wilson with trust and hope. The author of
the Fourteen Points, like the Russian Tsar Alexander I the century
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became the Arbiter of Europe. 1 Soon the George Washington
carried him across the gray Atlantic to an exhausted Europe, to occupy,

before,

Peace. It was not
only for a short time, the Chairmanship of World
Princeton
this
it
was
the Bolshevik Revolutionary Lenin,
professor
upon whose ideas hung the hope of millions and the fate of ancient
if

European nations.
It has been the

historians to blame
practice of most American
and
the ensuing troubles
disillusionments, including perhaps even the
led to the withdrawal
American
on
next World War,
politics that then

of the United States from European affairs and even from Wilson's
League of Nations. This understandable inclination of perspective
must now be corrected from retrospect. The blame lies with the Allied peacemakers, including Wilson, for what they did, rather than
with what the American people and their politicians did not do. In

1918 the Western European and Atlantic Democracies won the war;
they were indeed the masters of the world. They had all the face
cards in their hands. Unlike one hundred years before, at the end
of Napoleon's Wars, when the victorious coalition led by Britain
had to face the ambitions and the powerful armies of Prussia and
1 'There is a curious
parallel/* wrote Alfred Duff Cooper almost thirty years
ago in his brilliant biography of Talleyrand, "between the position of the Emperor Alexander [in the iSios] and that occupied a century later by President

Wilson. Both represented enormously powerful nations called upon for the
first time to
play decisive parts in the settlement of Europe. Both had been nurtured in liberal principles and were actuated by generous sentiments. Vague
aspirations played a larger part in their mental equipment than practical experience. They believed that every nation should be given the government that it
desired, and they hoped, the one by means of a Holy Alliance, and the other by
a League of Nations, to secure the future peace of the world. Both these men
of brilliant attainments seemed for a short period to dominate the world; both

of them, a few years after their moment of triumph, ended their careers
prematurely in an atmosphere of tragedy and failure."

There

even more to this American-Russian parallel during the First World
outstanding Tsarist Foreign Minister, Sazonov, in 1914 formulated Russia's war aims in a confidential Note in Twelve Points that in
many
is

War. The

last

ways were similar to Wilson's Fourteen Points. Quite independently from each
other, and for entirely different reasons, Wilson's America and Tsarist Russia

promoted the
ning, even

consistently than

the later similarities
216.

Empire from the very beginhad their French and British allies. About
between Sazonov's and Stalin's war aims see also below, page

dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian

more
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Russia athwart Europe; unlike 1945, when the United States and
Britain had to share the control of the continent with Russia, in

1918-19 the Allies had an opportunity unequaled in modern history:
two Aggressive Empires, Germany and Russia, lay weak in
ruin, revolution, and chaos. Had Germany and Russia been allies,
their Alliance would have won the First (and probably also the
for the

Second) World War. Had the Bolshevik Revolution not occurred
and this is an important point in 1918 large Russian Imperial Armies would have camped across Eastern Europe; the Allies would
have had to honor most of their desperate and secret obligations made
to Russia during the war; a Yalta-like situation would have existed

by 1918.
For we must consider that the Bolshevik Revolution weakened
rather than strengthened the international power of Russia; it not
only failed to extend, it could not even maintain Russia's domains
in Eastern Europe; it reduced the power and the extent of the Russian
Empire for at least two decades to come.
But the statesmen at the Congress of Paris in 1919-20 did not measure up to their great forebears at Vienna or at Utrecht. Whatever
their personal virtues, the divergence of their essential concepts re-

veals the spiritual disintegration of Western Christianity that deep
down was the source of their mistakes and political tragedies. The
chief Wilsonian idea of national self-determination, whose purpose

map of Europe, led to confusion and injustice
Misled by confusing principles, by the confusing
clamor of democratic press diplomacy, and by the confusing claims
of a dozen eager and unruly new nations, the Peacemakers at Paris
it

in

was

to clarify the

many

places.

cut their work short by making a patchwork of illegitimate compromises. From this, Hitler and Stalin were about to profit.

For the next twenty yearscalled by some the Great Armistice
between the First and Second German Wars America and Russia lay
withdrawn into isolation. American prosperity, although deeply rent
by the Great Depression in 1929, nevertheless continued to be the
main element in American prestige throughout the world. The American nation, in line with her old tradition against large standing
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armies, released her soldier-millions at home. The Navy continued
the Pacific first of
powerful, but because of considerations regarding
all In 1921 Britain made her fateful but perhaps unavoidable

choice of making friendship with the United States an obligation
At least up to 1931,
superseding her Far Eastern alliance with Japan.
the United States could limit Japanese expansion in the Orient. Ex-

however, the power of the United States
was not brought into the struggles of the world.
The new Bolshevik Russia, too, chose isolation. After two hundred
cept for marginal

affairs,

years at their seat in Petrograd, the Russian window to Europe, the
government moved back to Moscow, the city on the great Eurasian

Communism for a host of Commuplain. The hopes of international
nist regimes rising above the ruins of Europe's war-torn bourgeois
Empires remained unfulfilled: the few such Communist attempts (in
Budapest, Munich, and Berlin) sputtered out miserably. The Russian Communist attempts to spread their doctrine and system by the
in the former border provinces of the
spirit failed miserably, too,
Russian Empire that now formed themselves into independent nations; and even when they attempted to spread it by the sword, as in
Poland in 1920, they were defeated. Suspicious and fearful of what
they wrongly believed to be the unscrupulous determination of European Capitalism to destroy them by arms at the first opportunity,
the rulers of Russia, by 1921, had separated their large Empire from

Europe by an

iron curtain.

Withdrawn from Europe, like the United States, the rulers of Russia showed more interest in their Far Eastern
prospects. For six
years after 1921 they were somewhat more active in certain Asian
countries, believing (as in the 19505)

that their support of nation-

and anti-European movements there would ultimately result in
the victory of the local Communists; but there, too (in Turkey, Persia,
Afghanistan, China), they were to be disappointed.
alist

With Germany

alone they entered into highly secret, unscrupulous,
significant political and military arrangements: the Pacts of Rapallo and Berlin suggested a community of German and Russian in-

and

aimed against Poland and her ally, France; and clandestine
arrangements were made to train German tank, gas, and air corps
terests

officers,

outwitting the provisions of the Versailles Treaty, in camps

hidden within the vast plains of Russia. But the governments of
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Germany had no intention of staking too much on the friendship
of Russia; they were making arrangements with West and East alike;
and after Hitler became the German leader, this significant military
collusion between Germany and Russia also came to an end.
Lenin and Wilson died in the same year, igz^f Hitler and Franklin
Roosevelt became leaders of their nations in the same year,
1933. Thm7
at a time when Germany and Japan had
left
the
already
League of
Nations, at a time when Germany, moved by anti-liberal and anti-

Communist fervor, chose to spurn her potentially auspicious collaboration with Russia, the liberal Roosevelt, in one of his few early
diplomatic moves of significance, proceeded with the long overdue
establishment of formal diplomatic relations between the United
States and the Soviet Union.
were, after all, the two largest continental Empires of the
their
populations and productive capacities were almost as
globe;
large as those of all Europe combined. And yet it would be a mistake

They

to attribute too

much importance

to the otherwise significant

Amer-

ican recognition of Soviet Russia in 1933. The center of history was
still
Europe; and the main actors still Germany, Britain, and perhaps

France, Italy, and Japan. Except for the usual minor crises and problems that arise in the relations between states of which one is avowedly
revolutionary, between the two World Wars American-Russian relations continued largely uneventful. Inclinations somewhat similar to
the traditional Russian suspicion and distrust for Europe that were
renewed under Stalin, existed in America, too; toward the end of
the 19205 both Kellogg and Litvinov extolled, each in his own way,

the theory of Collective Security; but their reactions to the rise of
Germany were still quite different. In Asia, however, a vague but
broadening community of American and Russian interests developed
2 Sun Yat-sen died in
of modem
1925. In the political ideas of this founder
China, Wilsonianism and Leninism were mixed. In China the equivalent of the
Russian March Revolution occurred in 1912, a bourgeois coup even less dramatic
and less profound than the first Russian one. In Russia the ensuing chaos
lasted for four years; in China for almost forty. In both countries the Communists and not the bourgeois democrats became the masters in the end; both profited

from national

Sun

Russia,

Peter

I.

and ambitions. Still, it is instructive that
by both so-called Nationalists and the Com-

passions, inclinations,

Yat~sen's heritage is claimed
munists of China, by Chiang and

Mao alike. To find such a national accord
we must go back not twenty but two hundred years, to the figure

in

of
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is true that, unlike the United
and
States, Stalin in 1931
1932 was considering collaboration with
he proposed AmerJapan; it is true that when, on the other hand,
ican collaboration against Japan in 1933, the State Department
spumed the offer and, indeed, told it to the Japanese. Still, by the
mid-thirties it was becoming evident that both Russia and the United
States were to give principal encouragement to the Chinese resistance

against the aggressions of Japan. It

against advancing Japan.
have now seen that, internationally speaking, Communism was
a largely ineffective force at least for two decades. In the 19308, for

We

example, far more millions hearkened to Nazi or Fascist bugle calls
than to the long-winded Communist trumpets. Dictatorial regimes,
including some of the Fascist and even Nazi type, were in power

many places in the world, while for almost three decades after 1917
the Soviet Union (except for her only, remote satellite, Outer MonCommunist nation in the world.
golia) remained virtually the only

in

Meanwhile the expulsion of Trotsky and Stalin's growing terrorism
within Russia weakened the already decimated ranks of international

Communist revolutionaries
of them knew how to close

all

around the world

their eyes conveniently

even though most

and pass over

this

kind of accumulating evidence.
Still, no history of our times can afford to neglect this ideological
element in the movements of nations. Though the Communist Party

America was ridiculously weak, so weak, indeed, that, in 1932,
at the deepest moment of the American capitalist catastrophe, it attracted hardly more than two out of every thousand American voters,
in

an astonishingly
icant

number

large portion of American intellectuals and a signifof the upcoming young American bureaucrats nourished

broad sympathies for

Communism and

for Russia. Their national

influence was limited (though on certain crucial occasions and in certain places it went at times dangerously deep); still, the rigid puritanical measures of anti-Communism with which the American people reacted to the Bolsheviks after 1919 were largely gone by the 19305.
But in Russia, toonotwithstanding the standard jeers against Wall
Street and Monopoly Capitalism the evidence of a certain naive

admiration for Americans and for their technocracy survived in the
19305, and its gleam appeared at times among the ruling circles. The
existence of these sentiments

is

at least

worthy of record; soon, for
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War

was to
quite different reasons, the coming Second World
the destinies of the Russian and of the American nation in
tact with

con-

each other.

The most extraordinary figure in the history of the first half of the
twentieth century was not Lenin or Wilson or Roosevelt or Stalin,
but Adolf Hitler. Even though his achievements were not more endurthey were more dramatic and they changed the course of history
more than those of any one of the others. This evil genius, from 1933

ing,

onward, concentrated in his person the evident energies, the half-hidfrustrations of the great German
solid
a
that
rent
race,
propellant
peace with a crash and streaked
with
tremendous
force
until it was destroyed by madthrough history

den ambitions, and the hidden

ness in

its

course.

years of his rule Hitler's Germany became the master
of Europe. In the next six years the world war that he began in order
to secure the domains of what he called the Third (or the Thousand-

In the

first six

German Reich

destroyed him and cut his Germany In half by
the
about
bringing
gigantic coalition of Britain, America, and Russia.

Year)

Taking advantage not only of the superb organizational talents
of his nation but also of the weaknesses, irresolutions, and miscalculations of the great Western European Democracies, Hitler in six

armed Germany, broke the contractual limits of previous treaannexed
ties,
Austria, conquered part of Czechoslovakia. Under the
he suggested alliance to Mussolini's Italy
of
anti-Bolshevism
pretext
and to a Japan energetic with the ambitions of national expansion.
years

A

European diplomatic revolution culminating

at

Munich

in 1938

dissolved the substance of the previous French system of alliances. The
governments of Britain, as yet wholly unprepared for war, had gone
to great lengths to appease and placate Germany's ambitions, part of
which they, rightly or wrongly, considered reasonable and perhaps even
just.

These awful events and tendencies evoked foreseeable anxieties and
reactions in the United States. President Roosevelt, who, with all
of the faults of his view of history and of international affairs, possessed a mind that was far more cosmopolitan than parochial, saw
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the danger relatively early: In October 1937, * n ^* s famons Quarantine
Speech, lie made a determined, though of course impractical, proposal
to the nations of the world to coalesce against the Aggressors

who, at that time, were Germany, Italy, and Japan. Even though, for
domestic reasons, his power was still limited because of that strange
time lag that tends to slow down the movements of American public
Neutrality Act, passed in 1937 an<^ supported by
American intellectuals, was
provincial politicians as well as by most
reaction
to the involvement of the
part of the belated isolationist

opinion (the

strict

United States in the

First

World War)

Roosevelt began to take a
of the world. From January

more and more active part in the affairs
1938 he began to encourage British and French opposition to Germany; he allowed measures supporting China and restricting Japan;
he had already sent a very friendly Ambassador to Moscow. But above
all, the American public elite and the press, though still rigidly opposed to the risks of international involvements, created and reflected
an almost unanimous American indignation toward Hitler, Mussolini, and the Japanese Dictatorship.

The

were equally
anti-Communist and

anxieties of the Bolshevik masters of Russia

seeable; their reactions

were not. The

shrill

foreanti-

Russian claims of Hitler (and also of the Japanese) led to some Russian defensive measures as a matter of course. They, too, gave some
support to the Chinese against Japan; they, too, believed in the necessity of

a broader "Anti-Fascist" coalition, including Communists
alike, on the ideological as well as on the inter-

and non-Communists

national plane; thus, while the capital of Communism suggested
the creation of "United Fronts" against Fascism, Russia entered the
League of Nations and Stalin allowed Litvinov to enter into defense

France and with Czechoslovakia, Yet the principal preof
Stalin were domestic, not international. At the time
occupations
when the attention of the world was directed to the dramatic suc-

alliances with

cesses of Hitler's Germany, the leadership of Stalin's Russia was
consumed by the black terror of police purges, a brutal, Byzantine,
and largely senseless reign of terror probably unequaled in Russia
since a similar phase in the rule of Ivan the Terrible, Whereas the
rise of Germany and
Japan began to move America more and more

away from her

previously rigid isolationist position, Stalin in 1938 iso-
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muddy, harsh, Eastern Russia from the rest
more than at any time since the Bolshevik Revolution.
lated his

of the world

10

Twenty years after the Armistice, in September 1938, Europe
came to the brink of war during the Munich Crisis. The Czechs,
threatened by the Germans, had alliances with France and with
Russia; but France depended on Britain, whose Chamberlain was yet
unprepared for war; he was also willing to give Hitler a last strong token

The result was peace but at a high price. The world
breathed freely for a moment; Hitler glowered after his triumph. The
world, and Hitler, took little notice of Russia, whose international
obligations expired with the settlement at Munich, to which her rulers
of British good will.

were not invited and with which they had nothing to do.
It was the weakness of the Western European Powers that relieved
Stalin of his obligations, just as twenty years before the weakness
of a Bolshevized Russia had relieved the Western Allies from their
uncomfortable wartime promises of territory to an Allied Russia. All
of the evidence indicates that Stalin was indeed relieved; contrary
what Russia's friends in the West thought, Stalin had no intention

to

war
insteada

of going to

for Czechoslovakia,

From Munich onward he

be-

suspicion that has ran like a maddeningly red thread
Russian
and Communist minds ever since Lenin up to the
through
that
the Western Powers, to gain relief for themselves
present day

lieved

West, were offering Germany a free hand against Russia in the
was what most Communists in the West, too, believed;
and this the
it sounded
logical; but it was not true. What was true
Communists and Russophiles in the West did not even imagine
was that Stalin could best avert this danger by improving Russia's
in the

East. This

relations with

with Germany.
Fascist

and

Germany

No

Hitler's

indeed, by establishing common interests
how loud the noise of Communist anti-

matter

anti-Communist propaganda rantings, no matter

in his prisons and
cruelly Hitler crushed German Communists
concentration camps, the diplomatic relations of the Russian and Ger-

how

man

Now

the time had
States remained frigid but correct throughout.
to nourish these relations with the prospects of a profitable

come

great partnership.
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1939, breaking his word given
into Prague to incorporate the

March

marched

oslovakia. This foolish

move suddenly

six months before, Hitler
weak remainder of Czech-

but

electrified British determina-

tion to resist him. Almost at once British guarantees were offered to

too,

German victim, Poland, whose alliance with France,
was revived. Throughout the summer of 1939 President Roose-

velt

(whose

the next intended

offer of a

world-wide Non-Aggression Instrument was, of

by Hitler) privately as well as officially supported and
in London, Paris, Warsaw. The direction
determination
encouraged
of American aid against German (and
extent
the
not
yet
though

course, rejected

Japanese) aggression was already obvious.
Not so obvious was the direction of Russia.

A British and

a

French

Moscow

to negotiate a mutual defensive alliance
Hitler.
of
further
they and the world did
aggressions
against
not know was that even before their arrival Stalin and his new Foreign

mission were sent to

What

Commissar, Molotov (the Jewish Litvinov had been dismissed), had
already begun highly promising contacts with Germany. What the
British and the French found out soon was that the Russian price
for an alliance carefully concealed under new diplomatic verbiage

was potential Russian control of some of the independent neighbor
nations they had lost twenty years before. This the British and the
French it must be said, to their honor could not grant. Hitler, the
professed champion of

On 22 August

Anti-Communism,

1939 in

Moscow

did.

the infamous Pact between Hitler's

Germany and

Stalin's Russia was signed. Officially a Treaty of Noncontained
a Secret Protocol providing for the partition
Aggression,
of Eastern Europe north of Hungary and of the Balkans among
it

With it, Poland was doomed and Germany's back was
The Second World War began within eight days of the Pact

themselves.
secured.

that stunned the world as did no other
diplomatic event in a hun-

dred years.

The German

armies conquered Poland.

Toward the end

of the

campaign Russia suddenly entered in the east and advanced to the
demarcation line designated by the Pact and reconfirmed a month

Warsaw that, by and large, coincides with the soCurzon Line proposed by the Allies in 1920 and is now the eastern frontier of the Polish Republic). Stalin demanded, and received,
military and naval bases in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. He delater (a line east of

called
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manded

territory from Finland. The Finns resisted. In the winter of
1939-40, when fighting had ebbed to a standstill on the Western Front,

a

new White War iared up in the northern forests between Russia and
The latter had the sympathy of the world, including

Finland.

help from the United States (Roosevelt had offered mediation between Finland and Russia before the outbreak of the war); Fiance

and Britain were even ready

to intervene

on Finland's side and

thereby turn the Scandinavian situation to their advantage when the
Initially poor Russian war effort improved and in March 1940 a quick
Treaty in Moscow concluded the Finnish War. In April, Hitler's forces
conquered Denmark and Norway. In May his armies were iung forin the West. In June they crushed metropolitan France into
submission. President Roosevelt, still hampered by strong American
isolationist inclinations and by the prospective presidential election,

ward

tried to

move

as swiftly as

he could to

establish far-flung

American

defenses in the western Atlantic and to strengthen the armor of fight3
ing Britain. The actions of Russia, the other great neutral, were not

marked by any such

generosity and foresight: they were parochial,
narrow at their worst, ruthless and cunning at their best, Impressed
by as well as fearful of Germany, Stalin treated the British with a calculatingly insulting tone. Like Mussolini, he took the occasion of
the German victory in the West to advance his own national ambi-

and

he forced the three unfortunate Baltic na"republics" of the Soviet Union; he tore
more than old Russian Bessarabia from a trembling Rumania, Thus
he fully collected the share allotted to him by the Germans in the infamous Pact; and the frontiers of his Russian Empire in the West
began to approximate the old lines of Tsardom before 1914.
tions

tions to

In the

security: brutally

become member

summer

of 1940 there arose a triangular relationship of great-

est significance. After the collapse of France, Hitler was still willing
to offer peace to Britain (if only the British would acquiesce in Ger-

now by the indomiand aware of increasing help from the New World,
the British in their finest hour defied the German offer and the ensuing hail of German bombs. Churchill, in turn, cautiously suggested

man

overlordship over most of Europe); but led

table Churchill

in
1940 do much to lessen the impact of his errors
would otherwise overwhelmingly darken the historical reputation

3 Roosevelt's actions in

1943-45,

wh* cn

of his statesmanship.
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to Stalin that Britain and Russia, the two remaining Great Powers
on the edges of a German-dominated Europe, might improve their
relations somewhat; but Stalin, suspicious and fearful, spurned these
British (and also certain American) advances; instead, he turned to
Hitler. In November 1940 he sent Molotov to Berlin. The parochial
naggings of this extraordinarily steadfast but unimaginative Soviet

diplomatist about Russian demands for military enclaves in Bulgaria
and Finland aggravated Hitler, who, already allied with the Japanese, would have preferred to discuss the lines of a great division
of the world, of Europe, Asia, and Africa, among the Four Dynamic
Proletarian Nations of

Germany,

Italy,

Japan, and Russia.

Upon Mo-

from Berlin, Stalin ordered him to draft a Soviet profor
the spheres of such a great division. But by that time Hitler
posal

lotov's return

had decided
at the very

to attack Russia. Indeed, his decision originated earlier,
that Britain would not make peace

moment when he saw

with him: he believed that

if he were to eliminate Communist Russia,
the
the
British
too,
(and
Americans) would see the senselessness of
the war against his Germany.

From December 1940 onward

the German armies began massing
Outwardly the good relations between Berlin and
Moscow continued to prevail; and the sudden Balkan campaign in
the spring of 1941 (where resistance
against Germany was actively
encouraged not only by Britain but by America) delayed the openagainst Russia.

ing of the Eastern Campaign. But such a great military enterprise
could not remain secret for long. Churchill and Roosevelt sent

report

Russian leader
cowardly.

He

now

warn him

against the onslaught. The crafty
to be not merely wicked but
himself
proved

after report to Stalin to

kept spurning the Western Allies, while with every

means he

tried to impress Hitler with his
friendship and good will
after
the
German
war
machine
moved
(even
across the Russian fron-

tier

and bombed Russian cities, his Ambassador in Berlin mumbled
German war declaration might have been a mistake). All of

that the

this did not
help him. On 22 June 1941 the Germans and their allies
invaded the Soviet Union.
Immediately Churchill and Roosevelt prom-

ised every possible
support to the Russians.

But the Russian armies,

considerably unprepared, retreated and lost battles
in Russia,
by October the Germans were

deep

at the gates of
Leningrad

and Moscow.

along the front;
beyond the Crimea and
all
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There was but one excellent diplomatic move that
statesmanship before the German attack. In April 1941 he
denly offered to the Japanese a Non-Aggression Pact, which they accepted with some eagerness. To both Russia and Japan the Pact se-

Stalin's

cured the relative advantage of a one-front war. Thus, like Hitler in
1939, Stalin in 1941 could face the prospects of a tremendous war at

with his back secured. From July 1941 it was slowly becoming
evident that the principal ambitions of Japan were directed southward
and not westward, at Indochina, Malaya, Singapore, and the Dutch

least

East Indies as well as at the consolidation of their conquests in China.
in Japan an underhand domestic tug of war between the

There was

radical nationalists

and the

relatively conservative party

around the

Emperor; by October 1941 the former won out, unwittingly assisted
by the rigidity of American diplomacy that took restrictive measures
against Japan.
By the fall of 1941 American outposts, having been moved forward
into Iceland and Greenland, together with the United States Navy,

which had extended

its

operations to the middle of the Atlantic,

waged

almost what was an undeclared war against Germany, whose leader,
however, did not yet choose to declare war on the United States. It
brilliant but unscrupulous surprise attack on Hawaii
Decemthe
brought
great American Republic finally into the war on 7
between
ber 1941, after all hopes for a diplomatic settlement
Washing-

was Japan whose

ton and Tokyo had evaporated.
On the same day that tropical Pearl Harbor stood in lames, in the
other part of the world in a snowstorm Russian divisions were first
driving back the

On

7

December

Empires became

advanced outposts near Moscow.
the
gigantic Russian and American
1941, therefore,
allies with Churchill's Britain. Even though the mili-

Germans from

tary fortunes of the

their

Second World

War

did not begin to turn until

Guadalcanal, El Alamein, Algiers, and Stalinof the Second World
December
grad, 7
1941 was the turning point
War. From that day onward the defeat of Germany, Italy, and Japan

almost a year

later, at

What

remained were the questions: when would
occur and what form would it take?

was assured.

this
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There

is

no need

to recount here the sequence of military events

end of the Second World War. In 1942 the advance of
Germany and Japan was reversed. In 1943 their conquests were ree * r ^ orces were decisively beaten. In 1945 their power
duced. In 1944
was destroyed. Their wickedness and their follies insured that the
until the

^

Grand, though Strange, Alliance of the Anglo-American Atlantic
Democracies with Communist Eurasian Soviet Russia would remain
unbroken to the end, even though it was not unvexed by suspicions
and misunderstandings emanating almost always from the Russian
side.

We

must say something at this point about the Russian contribution
to the Allied victory. It is true that Russia was thrown into the struggle
not by adherence to principle but by the assault upon her by her
equally unprincipled former German partner. But it is also true that
the Russian nation rose to the occasion heroically; that Stalin em-

ployed the sentiments of patriotism successfully; that, as sometimes
happens in the history of dictatorships, the latent repressed energies
of the nation prospered in the colder, freer air when released for the
purposes of a patriotic war. It is true that Russia came close to the

brink of defeat and that American and British assistance to Russia

accumulated into staggering amounts. But it is also true that the
massive bulk of this aid did not reach Russia until after the Battles

Moscow and

when the Russian armies had already reGerman might. Thus the
American assistance was not the main factor in these battles, though
it was
probably a main factor in the swiftness of the Russian armed
movement into Eastern Europe later; and we must remember that
when in 1944 the great Anglo-American armada invaded France, for
every German division facing Eisenhower in the West three others
were tied down in the great retreating struggle against the Russians
of

Stalingrad,

versed (though not yet conquered) the

in the East. It

of the

is

true that desertion

German Army

Ukrainians, and Tatars
side.

But

it is

accompanied the great advance

into Russia, that

many thousands

moved spontaneously over

also true that

opportunism

as

much

of Russians,

to the

Germans'

as conviction

may
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have been the principal motive; for these tendencies current In 1941
and 1942 ceased after the Russian victory at Stalingrad. It is true that
Russia, somewhat like a late giant scavenger., did not advance upon
Japan until the very end of the war. But it Is also true that It was the

American General

had eagerly solicited the Russian entry
After
the Second World War, especially
against Japan throughout.
in America, a myth about the unique warring powers of Russia
prevailed.
this

myth

Staff that

Within a few

years the passions of the cold war changed
into the belief that the corrupt forces of a Communist

Russia, racked

by

desertion,

were rescued

just in the nick of

time by

the unthinking serendipity of American aid. Both of these myths are
nonsense.

We

have already seen how decisive the American contribution was
to the Allied victory in the Second World War, It did not alone save
either Britain or Russia from disaster; but without American intervention British courage and Russian determination probably would

not have been

sufficient to

insure Hitler's complete defeat.

Thus

throughout the war the power and the prestige of the United States

an ascending curve, surpassing the power of Britain by 1943
and even the land power of Russia by the end of the war. It is for this
rose in

reason that the mishandling of historic opportunities by the United
States around that time turned out to be regrettable; it was to lead
directly to the tragic conditions of the cold war.
At any rate, the fate of Europe had already come to

depend prinon Russia and America when their Armies, one coming from
the east, the other from the west, sealed the fate of Hitler's Germany
by meeting along the Elbe in April 1945.
On the banks of that river, carrying the flooded wreckage of spring
and war, American and Russian soldiers, fired with friendly sentiments
and with drinks, celebrated late into the night. Among the soldiers
of the 58th Russian Guards' Division there were some whose home
was Vladivostok, who came to the middle of Europe from the shores
cipally

of
quite possible that among the soldiers
the U. S. 6gth Division there were some whose home was Seattle or
San Francisco; they, too, had been sent to conquer halfway around

of the western Pacific;

the world. Their

meeting took place not only in the middle of
in the middle of European history; for Torgau

first

Germany; they met

it is
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about midway between Wittenberg, where Luther's fire of great
revolutions started, and Leipzig, where Napoleon's course of great

Is

victories ended. It

that

of

may be

another hundred years before historians

by that time the scientists have not destroyed the prospects
history may see whether the meeting of the American and

is, if

human

Russian Armies at the Elbe meant the end or a beginning of a new
historical epoch. We, at this time, can only attempt to describe what
followed that event during the next fifteen years.

CHAPTER

II

The

crystallization of the cold

war

(To 1947)

It is now possible to point out in time the
beginning of the
cold war, to identify the markers at the beginning of the dangerous
new curve on the road of Russian-American relations. It all happened

within two years, from the Yalta Conference to the so-called Truman
Doctrine, from the spring of 1945 to the spring of 1947. In 1945 the

open misunderstandings arose; in 1946 the first important American countermeasures were taken; in 1947 the previously warm sentiments of the American and Russian peoples toward each other gave
first

way to grimness and near enmity. By 1948, three years after Americans
and Russians had toasted together the fall of Berlin, Americans spent
their blood and took the risk of war in defense of the people of West
1950, less than five years after
American generals (including MacArthur) had solicited the entry of
Russian armies into Manchuria and Korea against the Japanese, Amer-

Berlin against a Soviet blockade.

By

ican troops supported from Japanese soil were fighting a war against
the North Korean Communist satellite of Russia.
It is not possible, however, to treat these events apart from their
immediate antecedents. History, unlike a book, is not formed by
clearly separated chapters; its chapters overflow into each other; and

the relation of causes to effects

and enduring
closed.

What,

is

human, manifold, indeterminate,

rather than mechanical, predictable, accurate, and
lien, were the reasons for this great reversal of alliances

and sentiments? We cannot restrict them to a chronicle of the incidents and frictions that began to accumulate between Russia and the
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United States once their wartime alliance was over, as if the cold war
grew out of a sudden series of deplorable accidents. On the other
hand, it would be unreasonable to seek the origins of the cold war
in a comparison of the theoretical texts of Marx or even Lenin with,
say, those of Jefferson or Wilson, as if theory were stronger than histhe Russian-American struggle had been "inevitable" from
the beginning. It is to the closing years of the Second World War that

tory, as if

we must look
versalto the
cipal Allies,
Stalin.

more or less direct causes of the great reand
confusing war aims of the three princonflicting
and
represented
exemplified by Churchill, Roosevelt, and
to see the

Beyond survival, the British aim was to establish, after the reduction
Germany, a reasonable European and international balance of order. Beyond survival, Stalin's main aim was to establish, together with
the reduction of Germany, his control over most of Eastern Europe.
of

The survival

of the

United States was never

seriously threatened in the

war; but apart from certain considerations of American strategic interests, the officially admitted aims of the United States, beyond the
defeat of the enemy, were pre-empted by vast and unrealistic legal
about the future function of the United Nations. Stalin (and

drafts

Asia) were to profit, and Churchill (and Europe) to suffer, from the
confusion of these American aims.

But the clarity of perspective must not distort the proportions of
a historic landscape when viewed in retrospect. From the following
pages the reader may deduce the impression of Russia the Brilliant

New

America the Thoughtless Young Dupe, and Britain the
Old Hero in a historic drama toward the end of the last great
war. Even if these impressions are transferred to the three great national representatives, they are not more than half truths: Stalin, while
Villain,

Tragic

was not always brilliant; Roosevelt, while often
was
breezily thoughtless,
surely no dupe; and Churchill, the British
hero, was voted out by his own people, while his spirit continued to
be young rather than old: his tragedy and victory mixed. And we must
surely often villainous,

consider the broad force of

Momentum

in history, a force that, even

more than

Foresight, governs the actions of mankind, especially in this
of
age
democracy: for the reversal of sentiments and of opinions was
much slower than the reversal, detectable in retrospect, of certain
policies.

We

must keep

in

mind

that though in retrospect

we may
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British preoccupations and tentative moves
Russian expansion as early as 1942 (and American
first

in

1945), admiration for Russia was a tremendous force moving
public opinion, her leaders, and her representatives even in 1945, and
its

predominant

momentum

continued in America (where the im-

ages of public opinion, policy making, and political leadership are
more involved with each other) well into 1946.
must remember
that even Churchill at Yalta would not risk a break with Stalin; that,

We

together with his anxieties and profound preoccupations about the
plans of the latter, he continued to feel sympathy and admiration foi
the military efforts of Russia. It is with these considerations in mind
that

we must begin

to trace the painful course of events

from Moscow

through Yalta and Potsdam and Berlin to Seoul.

There was no question even before the end of the war that Russia
would emerge as one of the Great Powers of the world. There was no
question that, even more than her prestige, Russia would increase
her power and her possessions. There was no question that her main
ambitions concerned not international Communist prestige but primarily Eastern Europe. All this was revealed by Stalin himself long
before Yalta and early in the war. There was no question that, considering the great Russian contribution in the war and their own geo-

but to agree to
graphical situation, the Western Allies had no choice
some of these Russian demands. The tragedy was that they, and pardid not face this situation until it was
ticularly the United States,
too late

until the Russians

were

in possession of

more than

their

Allies, and perhaps even they themselves, had expected (and that they
even now, after more than fifteen years of largely undisputed possesthe source
sion, seem not to have been able to fully digest) Here was
.

of the cold war.

Here, too,

may be the source of great

future eruptions.

Here we must

Eastern Europe. The First
say something about the importance of
World War erupted in, and mainly because of, Eastern Europe. The
mistakes of the peacemakers after the First World War were
principal

made

broke out in, and
Europe. The Second World War
Eastern Europe. Its development suggests that during

in Eastern

because

of,
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the

first

half of this century the point of gravity of

European and

per-

may have been

shifting toward the
central and eastern parts of the continent,, just as five hundred years
earlier it shifted from the Mediterranean to western and northwestern

haps even of

all

world history

Europe. The battles deciding the balance of Europe had been fought
then in the Lowlands, at Rocroi, Blenheim, Fontenoy, Waterloo,
Sedan; now they were fought at Tannenberg, Warsaw, Stalingrad,
Budapest. Even so, the Western Allies up to now did not devote
sufficient attention to Eastern

Europe.

The

Russians,

more

naturally,

did.
Still, it would be a mistake to attribute such long-range historical
wisdom to Stalin's wartime calculations. His ambitions were expansive;

but they were national rather than international, Russian rather than
revolutionary; and his greed as well as his fears had a strong parochial
element at their core. The stubborn consistency of his minimum de-

much in retrospect. In December 1941, when the dire
German guns rattled the windowpanes of Moscow, he would
devote the larger part of his negotiations with the visiting Eden about

mands

reveals

noise of

Russia's

European

frontiers.

At that time, resting on the principles
by himself and Roosevelt but a few

of the Atlantic Charter drafted

months earlier, Churchill could refuse to discuss in detail such things
as the Russian title to the Baltic Republics. Nonetheless, he knew that
in the long ran some satisfaction to certain Russian territorial demands, demands that resembled very much those of Tsarist Russia,
could not be avoided. Consistently Churchill sought thereafter to
make an agreement with the Russians, the sooner the better, to commit

them before the victorious hordes

of the Soviet

Army would

surge into

Eastern Europe toward Berlin.

There were two ways to limit Russia's prospective conquest and the
and Southern
Europe. One was diplomatic, the other military; and though the two
ways could not be altogether separate, circumstances dictated the difforceful Sovietization of large parts of Eastern, Central,

The military way was to precede the Russians in
Central and Eastern Europe where and when this was still possible:
Churchill tried to convince his American allies a dozen times but

ferent emphases.

always in vain about the military feasibility of small-scale Allied landings in the Adriatic in 1942 and 1943; about the exploitation of the
Allied advance through Italy in the direction of Trieste, Zagreb, Buda-
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pest,
1944 an ^ l(M5> an ^ we s^ a ^ see how he was to
the necessity to push through Germany as far east as was
In
at
a
time
when
a
ruthless
and
Russian
of
1945,
cynical
interpretation
the Yalta agreements was already evident. But
throughout he met with
in

the rigid and, indeed, suspicious rejection of his plans
by President
Roosevelt and his circle as well as by virtually all American
diplomatic
and military authorities. The political way, suggested above, flowed
from the recognition that Russia had a principal share in the Allied
victory but that this share should be reasonably defined before the
end of the war. Here, too, American distrust frustrated Churchill:

Washington steadfastly refused to discuss such political particulars
until the war was over and the peacemaking to take place, Preoccupied
with the prospects of the British Empire and always refusing to quarrel
openly with the United States, Churchill could not press his European
policy to a successful conclusion.
What were the sources of this American attitude?

We

can sketch

There was in them an almost engaging broad
benevolent element of naive optimism, complemented by the less
attractive American habit of not wishing to think about unpleasant problems.
are fighting a war, said the American generals; leave
their outlines in brief.

We

be the
politics out of this. There was the feeling that America should
Arbiter of the coming World Peace; a new, Rooseveltian version of
Wilsonianism. 1 There was the

earlier mentioned sense of pioneer comwith
Russia, unduly exaggerated by propaganda during the
radeship
war years. There was the latent sense of distrust of Britain and of the

traditions of

European

politics, felt

by Left-wing Democrats as well as

by Right-wing Republicans. All of these sentiments coalesced in the
American attitude, singularly exemplified by President Roosevelt, of
seeing the United States as an Arbiter, a Moderator, a Great

Midway

Entire libraries have been written by now about Roosevelt and the war,
the hundreds of their political, polemicist, and professorial authors there
but one who saw through Roosevelt's global plans with profound insight. It is
1

Among
is

De Gaulle, on page 241 in the second volume (British edition) of his
Memoirs. We must keep in mind that Churchill's indebtedness to Rooseand his considerations of American friendship weighed heavily in the writing

General

War
velt

of his masterly volumes, while the insight of the great Frenchman could !>e exof his description of Roosepressed with greater independence. Hence the clarity
velt's "will to power, cloaking itself in idealism/* is indispensable and superb. For
reasons of proportion and of space in this book I cannot do more than draw

my

readers' attention to

it

at this point.
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Britain represented by that admirable old Tory imand the new rough pioneer Communist DemocChurchill
perialist
of
Russia
represented by that admirable crafty old Uncle Joe.
racy

Power between

This American attitude glossing over many of the crudities with
which the Russians treated not only British but American interests
during the war was the key to the great wartime conferences from
Teheran to Yalta and Potsdam.
Meanwhile the appetite of the Russian Bear grew. It was at Teheran
in December 1943 that Stalin was informed about the finality of the
Western decision to go ashore in Normandy and drive directly toward
the Rhine; it was there that he could see for himself Roosevelt's de'monstrative efforts to dissociate himself from Churchill on certain important issues. We have already noted that Stalin had been amazingly
consistent in his minimum territorial demands even in the darkest
days of the war. It is not at all certain that his plans about the rest of
Eastern Europe were equally clear and consistent; what is certain is
that after Teheran these matured quickly; and he exploited the divergencies between the American and British policies to the full.

3

The

War

in Europe developed
decisive phase of the Second World
Conference at Teheran; in February 1945, by the time of the
Yalta Conference, it was already over. In the first days of 1944 the

after the

Soviet armies, moving westward, crossed the
war Poland. Subordinating their main lines

eastern borders of preof military advance to
larger political purposes, in the second half of 1944, postponing their
final thrust from Warsaw to Berlin, they swept into Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hungary. By the time of Yalta their armies had already conquered most of the Balkans; they were pushing across western Poland,
western Hungary, and Czechoslovakia. In the West the mighty Allied
forces under the command of General Eisenhower did not invade

Europe until June 1944. Together with the small armor of a renewed
France they freed Rome, Paris, Brussels, from the Germans in the
summer, after which the Allied advance bogged down at the frontiers
of

Germany, compromised further by the

counterattack in the Ardennes in December.

last

Not

German
March 1945

desperate
until

did the by then predominantly American forces cross the Rhine in
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were to link up with the

Russians coming in from the East
The future of Western Europe was no longer in question: there
the victory of the Western Allies was to reinstate the exiled or renewed lawful and democratic national governments after the liber-

The

ation.

Germany was yet to be decided by the last
any rate, neither America nor Russia nor Britain would

future of

armed effort;

at

alone take responsibility for the future government of a defeated
Germany, about which in 1944 o * nt Anglo-American-Soviet consult)

ative

commissions and bodies were

Europe simply

fall

set up. But would the rest of
into Russian hands? Preoccupied with their dra-

matic liberation of Western Europe and by the no less dramatic AmerWestern Pacific, the United States viewed the
Soviet surge into Europe with supreme unconcern. Yet it was In
ican successes in the

Eastern and Central Europe that the gravest political problems of
the future lay.
^

By the end

of 1944

no power

existed in Eastern

Europe that could

the Russian conquerors. Hitler's armies retreated in
tragic effort of some of the best sons of the German nation

effectively resist

defeat.

The

to overthrow the tyrant Hitler and save some German power and integrity had failed in July. The rising of the incredibly heroic Polish

Resistance

Army

in

Warsaw was

crushed by the Germans while the

Russians stopped their advance to watch this horrible extirpation
with cynical impassivity. Throughout Eastern Europe the few native
and emigr6 Communists emerged in the shadow of a million Russian
of
bayonets. For we must keep in mind that the coming Sovietization
the Eastern European nations was nowhere spontaneous or popular.

Except for Greece, Yugoslavia, and Albania, where considerable Communist-led partisan armies constituted themselves during the war,
there were fewer Communists in Eastern Europe than in France or
Communists but the
Italy, for example. It was not the appeal of
presence of Russian armed power that produced Eastern Europe's
Sovietization

We

and Europe's

division.

have already seen that among the powerful leaders of the
world Churchill alone wished to correct this fateful tendency of events;
but by 1944 he was the least powerful among the Big Three while
his own national interests were divided world-wide. Vexed and deeply
concerned with the noncommittal and insensitive policy of his Amer-
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w^ ei1

knew that no Anglo-Amerhe turned directly to Stalin to
propose a temporary division of the Balkans and Hungary into British
and Russian spheres of influence. In a Percentages' Agreement he
proposed that in Rumania and Bulgaria, Russian influences should
should be predominant;
prevail, while in Greece, British influences
ican

allies,

in

ican troops

May

would

1944,

^e

finally

arrive in the Balkans,

and Hungary he suggested a 50-50 formula. Stalin 7
at first that the United States should be consulted,
pleading
cunningly
his Moscow
finally subscribed to this rough and ready scheme during
Conference with Churchill in October 1944.
for Yugoslavia

This

is

how

Churchill was able to save at least Greece from falling
wake of the German retreat, a

into the Soviet sphere. There, in the

war was already developing between the Communist and nonCommunist forces of the Greek national resistance. In December 1944
Churchill sent British forces into Athens to defeat a violent Communist uprising. It is significant that for this decision he earned angry
American strictures 2 but no criticism from Stalin at all.
civil

Thus the lines of the division of Europe were already forming beand before the end of the war. Except for Athens and Hel-

fore Yalta
sinki

(aware of American sympathies for that small country, Stalin

stopped short of conquering all of Finland) by early 1945, in all of
the capitals of Eastern Europe, Russian (or, as in Belgrade and Tirana,
Russophile Communist) armed power ruled supreme.

4
was not yet

The government

of Poland and the
were
about
to
be
discussed
Germany
by the Big Three at
Yalta. "Poland/* wrote Churchill, "had indeed been the most
urgent
reason for the Yalta Conference, and was to
prove the first of the
Still,

all

over.

status of

sjreat

causes which led to the breakdown of the

Grand

was in Poland, and because of Poland, that the Second
2

Alliance/' It

World War be-

"We

shall not pull Britain's chestnuts out of the fire"
meaning that they
not involve themselves in European
this
quarrels to the benefit of Britain
phrase crops up often in the records of American public figures about 1944. It is
interesting that Stalin used the very same phrase in the spring of 1939, justifying
will

Russia's reluctance to
ally herself with Britain against Hitler. In little more than
two years these Americans, like Stalin in
1941, were to learn a hard lesson about

chestnuts

and

fires.
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ally of Britain from the beginning; her

distinguished her throughout. At Yalta, Poland was
seven of the eight plenary sessions. The results were poor.
have already seen that Churchill knew that a victorious

We

could not be expected to forsake her traditional ambitions of national
unity and security; she would gain the lands of Eastern Poland with
their

mixed Russo-Ukrainian populations up

to about the so-called

idea was to grant this to Stalin during
tfi'e war, in exchange for a Soviet
recognition of the independence
of the rest of a democratic Poland, which, in turn, would be com-

"Curra^n.^ChurchilFs

pensated for her eastern losses by territories from Prussian and Saxon
Germany. But American noncommittalness, the intransigence of the
Polish exiled government in London, and, above all, the growing
appetite of Soviet Russia had begun to work against Churchill's plans
w ell before Yalta. From early 1943 onward the Russians not only
r

demanded

new

their

frontier

but began to form a subservient
1

pro-Communist
group, the so-called Lublin "Government/
as the future masters of Poland. By the time "oFYaltaT^^wSl^insatellite

stalled in

Warsaw.

Unlike in certain parts of the Balkans, the immutable conditions
of geography allowed no prospect of Anglo-American forces getting
to Poland by the end of the war. Indeed, during the war (as to some
extent she

is

still

now) Poland was the index

to Russian political

motives. Because of this great Muscovite emphasis on Poland it was in
Polish-Russian relations that Russian ambitions and their fearful con-

sequences appeared

earliest

during the war.

We cannot

trace their in-

enough to say that by the
time of Yalta the best Churchill and Roosevelt could strive for was a
structive

development

in detail here. It

is

agreement with Russia for a Polish government composed of
democratic and Communist, London and Lublin elements together
that would, in turn, guarantee free elections as soon as possible.
Concerning Europe the Yalta Agreements may be summed up as

joint

follows:

Poland.

The new Soviet-Polish frontier was, by and large, confirmed.
A new Provisional Government was to be formed. Free
elections were to be held. The Allied Ambassadors would
be compensupervise this process. The new Poland would
sated

by

territories

from East Prussia and other former
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German

lands east of the

Oder

River, details of

which

would be established by a peace conference.
Yugoslavia.

Since the national Commonist forces of Tito had emerged
as the major power in that country, a Yugoslav government of National Unity, similar to the Polish pattern,
was to be formed, involving a limited broadening of the
Tito regime by inclusion of a few personalities from the
Royalist exile government

Germany,

No

still

in

London.

important new decisions were taken. The already demarcated occupation zones were confirmed. Upon British
insistence France was included among the Four Allies

and a French occupation zone was to be established. A
permanent body of consulation, consisting of the four
Foreign Ministers, was set up. The Russian claim to the
East Prussian port of Konigsberg was recognized.

The

rest of

A

general but vague declaration of policy toward
Europe promised democracy and free elections
to the peoples of the continent.

Europe.

liberated

was about the Far East that important and more precise secret
agreements were made, primarily between the United States and
It

Russia:

Within three months after the end of the war in Europe
the Soviet Union promised to enter the war against
Japan. Russia would regain her losses from the Russo-

War of 1904-5: the southern half of Sakhalin;
predominant Russian control in the Chinese Eastern Rail-

Japanese

way; a Russian naval base at

and Dairen. The

its

terminal, Port Arthur,

quo of Russian-controlled Outer
Mongolia was confirmed. In addition the Soviet Union
would acquire the Kurile Islands immediately north of
Japan. The provisions affecting China were to be confirmed further by an agreement between the Russian and
Chiang Kai-shek governments.
status

Concerning the future international world organization (that, too,
was primarily an American concern), the framework of the United
Nations, already discussed at Dumbarton Oaks in 1944, was finally
prepared. Russia agreed to participate in the constituent meeting of
the U.N., to meet on 25 April in San Francisco in order to establish
the Charter of that organization. In turn, taking into consideration
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the multiple vote of the members of the British Commonwealth, and
the weight of the United States among the states of the Western

Hemisphere, two additional seats were given to the Ukrainian and
Byelorussian Soviet Republics in order to increase the Soviet Union's
votes to three. The most important body of the United Nations would
be a Security Council, governed by the permanent constituents of the
Big Four? dependent on their unanimity. This virtual introduction
of the veto, soon to be abused by the Soviet Union, was proposed
by
the United States months before Yalta; it reserved the independence
of action for the Great Powers in matters vital to their national interests.

During the past fifteen years we have seen bitter criticism and even
abuse of the Yalta Agreements, stimulated by the passions of the cold
war. This is no place for an elaborate estimate of Yalta; let it be said

many ways, was the opposite of
have been charging. Except for the American-Russian
agreements concerning the Far East, the trouble with Yalta was just
that the agreements were vague and general rather than precise and
secret instruments. It is, indeed, not so much the Yalta Agreements
but the haste with which they were drafted that ought to be condemned; as always in human affairs, it was not the letter but the
counted the momentum of that American spirit that
spirit that
did not wish to face the realities of the Soviet prospect until it was
only that the trouble with Yalta, in

what

its critics

too late and that, consequently, did not insist on the proper Russian
interpretation of the Agreements until it was too late.

For even though

at the

time of Yalta the Russians were masters of

still opportunities to correct the developbalance. There was a way; but there was no sufficient

Eastern Europe, there were
ing awesome

will in the right direction. The surprisingly swift Western Allied advance through Germany in the last months of the war provided the

the
way; misunderstanding on the part of America frustrated

will.

5

Conference the last phase of the war began,
soon
the
main
battleground, the same Germany that
Germany
afterward became the central scene of the developing cold war.

Soon

after the Yalta

with

The

of
political division

Germany was one

of the favorite ideas of
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the prospective victors, in order to put an end to the Prussian-dominated era of a centralized Germany. Even Stalin went along with
this idea

almost until the end of the war while the United States

seemed to have less enthusiasm for it throughout; for a while she advanced the rather senseless^ Mqrgenthau Plan of economic chastisement instead. But the division of Germany at the end of the war
emerged not along

historical or political lines; it

came out

of the mili-

tary demarcation lines first set up by an Allied technical group, the socalled European Advisory Commission, in 1944. Roughly speaking,
each of the Allies was to be responsible for the military occupation
of about one third of Germany: the Russian Zone in the east, the
British in the west, the American in the southern part of the country.
At Quebec and Yalta these arrangements were confirmed with some
modifications, of which the establishment of a French Zone was the
most important one. A similar quadripartite scheme for Austria was
agreed upon early in 1945. Berlin and Vienna, both within Russian
Zones, were to be symbolically policed by all four Allies. If we consider that they were first drawn up at a time when the Western Allies
were still much further than the Russians from Berlin, these plans
were not unreasonable; and it is significant that in late 1944 * ne
Russian member of the EAC urged, together with the British, that
the United States accept an Occupation Zone in Austria. What was
unreasonable was the American unwillingness to modify these arrangements as late as in the summer of 1945. For by that time the

had begun.
drama of the war closed with a fiery curtain
over Germany, the ominous signs could no longer be misread. The
Russians showed every intention of interpreting the Yalta Agreement
in Poland as if it meant little else than a confirmation of their sole
dominion over the affairs of that country: they and their agents hunted
down and lured into traps the independent elements of Polish political life. They intervened brutally in the affairs of Rumania. They
first

skirmishes of the cold war

While the

terrible

hindered the function of Anglo-American observers in the Eastern
European countries as much as possible. Their junior ally Tito threat-

ened to break into Trieste at the risk of armed clash with the outposts
of the Anglo-American armies in Italy. Having learned about secret
surrender talks in Berne between the Allies and German commanders in

northern

Italy,

Molotov and

Stalin crudely accused Churchill
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and Roosevelt

of betraying their alliance. For the first
Roosevelt replied with indignation, a significant first

of

Ms

mood. But within a few days the President was dead. And
Churchill was to call the deadly hiatus "between the
fading of President Roosevelt's strength and the growth of President Traman*s
grip
of the vast world problem" had already arisen. For by
time
Churchill had finally concluded that the advance of Soviet
had become a mortal danger to the free world.
In the history of democracies seldom had there been such a

dif-

ference between the surface impression of historic developments
the deeper dark currents of reality. While the glow of victory

and

the hearts of hundreds of millions with hope and

relief, in

the secret

communications between London and Washington and Moscow the
dim dark streaks grew dominant. On the day when Western and
Eastern armor met at Torgau, cutting Germany in half, the San Francisco United Nations Conference met in a Pacific metropolis of radiant sunshine, while in its padded hotel chambers of council the
arguments of Eden and Molotov over Poland were marking a bitter

deadlock.

Meanwhile, however, the last opportunity to redress the balance
had already developed. After the crossing of the Rhine in March,
the advance of the Western Allies was so rapid that by the time of the

German

collapse their units stood in

many

places within the Russian

Zone; indeed, American armored troops crossed into Czechoslovakia
and were approaching Prague. It was now ChurchilFs intention that
the Western Allies should arrive as far east as they could, possibly including Berlin, Vienna, Prague. This, then, in response to the Russians' obvious violations and unilateral interpretations of the Yalta

Agreements, would prove a valuable trump card in their hands.
But, as so often in this last decisive phase of the war, his wishes were
not heeded by the American political and military leaders. Eisenhower refused to move quickly toward Berlin; indeed, he informed
the Russian General Staff about the lines of his advance; and in early
May, upon a Russian request, he ordered the withdrawal of Americail

momentous decitroops from western Czechoslovakia. These were
was dead, and the war was over; but the descent of the
iron curtain over Eastern Europe was beginning. Once more Churchill

sions. Hitler

boundaries
begged Truman not to withdraw to the Western zonal
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before the coming Conference at Potsdam; but Truman, still listening
3
to his advisers, refused. Thus in July 1945 the American and British

Armies withdrew for a hundred miles to the west, abandoning yet
another crucial area to the Soviets in the heart of Europe. All Churchill
could exact was American concurrence to his insistence that the Russians should no longer ominously delay the entry of the Western Allied authorities

Thus by
were

set.

and garrisons into Vienna. This was granted.

July 1945 the geographical conditions of the cold war
fifteen years after the end of the Second World War in

For

Europe, up to this day, the United States, Great Britain, and Soviet
Russia have not made a general Peace Treaty; they have not even been
able to convoke a general European Congress of peacemaking. While
in the Far East a Peace Treaty with Japan was made in 1951, and while

Europe a number of minor treaties confirmed the existing order
of things, the status of Germany is still not settled. What happened
after 1945 was that the military division of Europe, with Germany

in

in the middle, expected as a matter of course to be temporary by the
Americans, but more or less permanent by the Russians, hardened

into the Main Fact in the political order of the globe. Around this cold
rigid Fact, modified only in the singular important instance of the
Austrian State Treaty in 1955, the conflicting passions and fears of

East and

West

4
crystallized into the frigidities of the cold war.

In this Age of Democrcy all this was done without the least consent of the peoples involved. It is in respect of the democratic prin-

account of political events cannot forgo mentionthe
ing
great migration of peoples that took place in 1945 and
thereafter. Evidence exists that one reason for Stalin's disregard of the
ciple, then, that this

Allied promise of free elections was that
3

he saw

in it

but a sop to

Nevertheless, his realistic grasp of world affairs had begun to show. His adtogether with Joseph E. Davies, proposed that he meet with Stalin before

visers,

meeting with Churchill.
the President did not

It

was upon the

latter*s

angry but dignified refusal that

indeed, as he later revealed, Davies* proposal for
such a Truman-Stalin meeting was made without his authorization.
4 Thus
Europe was divided into a Western and a Russian group of states
persist;

what Russian diplomacy wanted and what it had exacted
from France and Britain before 1917, during the First World War. In this respect, too, Stalin fulfilled the imperial ambitions of the last Tsarist regime. As
with the policy of the democratic Roosevelt, I am not saying that this was what
Stalin exactly and consciously wanted; I am
only saying that this is what he did.

but, then, this was
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American public opinion; but it was Lenin who triumphantly
in 1917 there had been no need for elections in Russia, for the
decided to quit the war; they "voted with their feet." Millions of

Germans and Eastern Europeans voted with

their feet in
1945

indeed, during the fifteen years that followed. Before the

Russian armies, whose Asiatic misconduct and insensitive brutalities
alas, at least that part of Nazi propaganda, fled first

confirmed,

Germans from the east; there followed another five milGermans expelled by the Czech and Polish governments from

millions of
lion

their regained or newly conquered territories; there were to follow
another four million East Germans and Eastern Europeans in thirteen years who, risking death at worst and homelessness at best, are
still

that

slipping through the iron curtain. It is this kind of testimony
may demonstrate best the unpopularity and the ultimate failure

of Soviet rule in Eastern

Europe

for future generations to

come.

The Potsdam Conference, the last meeting of the Big Three during
the war, was held at the end of July; it did not produce important
new agreements

or changes. Upon generous British and American
the internationalization of the great waterways of
about
suggestions
the globe to the benefit of Russia, Stalin raised certain territorial de-

mands
pean

at the expense of Turkey. This, together with all other Eurowas shelved for the future Peace Conference.

territorial questions,

Polish question still remained foremost on the agenda. The new
Communist-dominated Polish provisional government was already
recognized by the Western Allies; Stalin still promised free elections;
now the main problem was the frontier between Poland and Germany,
left open at Yalta. Churchill and Roosevelt had agreed to ran the new
frontier along the Oder and the Eastern Neisse rivers; Stalin and the
Poles insisted on the Western Neisse. This meant the additional Polish
Stettin in the
gain of western Silesia and the city of Breslau (and
these ternorth). Meanwhile the Russians had already turned over
ritories to a Polish Zone of Administration. There was no agreement.

The

The problem was postponed, even though Churchill, for the last time,
wanted to make this point of principle a strong point at the risk of a
break.

He

could not enforce his determination.
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By the time of Potsdam the collapse of Japan was imminent, with
her navy destroyed and the home islands under continuous aerial
bombardment. Through Moscow the Japanese had made the first tentoward suing for peace; but Stalin was not too eager to
efforts before his armies could enter to reap his Fai
these
promote
Eastern share from the collapse of the Nipponese Empire, while the
tative steps

American news of the first successful explosion of an atomic bomb in
New Mexico for the first time produced some American reluctance
to share the fruits of Far Eastern victory with the latecoming Russians.
An Anglo-American ultimatum to Japan was issued from Potsdam.
Within three weeks thereafter two atomic bombs were dropped on
Japan, Russia declared her war, and the Japanese surrender was made
.official and complete.
It was not the Bomb that defeated Japan. Its launching may have
accelerated somewhat the progress of Japan's ultimate conviction of defeat. Still,

we cannot

record the event of the

on the human and

Bomb

without

reflecting

than on the technical) asbriefly
are
of
that
dreadful
There
event.
symbolic coincidences in its
pects
circumstances. It was European, and particularly German, Science
historic (rather

that during the past hundred years produced progressive technical
wonders, including hitherto incredible weapons of destruction. Before
the Hitler era it was in the electric intellectual atmosphere of Weimar 5

Germany that atomic research was most advanced. With Hitler's coming, many of these scientists, most of them of Jewish origin, sought
refuge in Britain and in the United States. There, spurred by the feai
that Hitler might get from their German colleagues the developing
secret of a nuclear bomb, some of them succeeded in mobilizing American scientific leaders so that President Roosevelt was willing to underwrite the great cost of the American experimental projects for an

atomic weapon. While the eminent physicists of Germany, partly because of human reluctance, partly because of Hitler's lack of interest
in that direction, did not
develop such a program, their refugee col-

by the respectable phalanxes of American
The first nuclear reactor at Chicago in
December 1942, the explosion of the first atomic bomb at Alamogordo
New Mexico, in July 1945, and the bombs cast on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in August 1945 are but outstanding stages in the progress oi
leagues, solidly supported

scientific authority, succeeded.

5

Where Goethe

created his Faust.

That

is

symbolic, too.
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awful movement; but the technological character of
should not obscure its real motives, which, as in every
this

deavor, were formed by the human factor, by personal
choices, conditioned by the political, racial, religious, national
tlons of responsible men. Quartered secretly under the

en-

re-

strictions of military conformity, this feverish
group of men led a
fantastic and totalitarian existence in the Indian desert of America,

where in the dark dawn hours of 16 July 1945 the inhuman Bomb
burst first with its inhuman blaze. On that very day opened the Coaference at Potsdam.
Alamogordo and Potsdam: the new rain wreaked atop the primeval
American desert and the meeting atop the ruins of the desert of historic Prussia. Like the Battle of Moscow and Pearl Harbor, like the
meeting at Torgau and at San Francisco, there is something symbolic
in the coincidences of these great events, historical turning points pro-

voked by Germany and consummated by Russian and American
might in the Western and Eastern hemispheres almost exactly half a
world apart.

After

some hesitation,

it

was decided

to tell Stalin about the

Atomic

Bomb at Potsdam. There is evidence that he did not appreciate its portents at that time.

But

this was, of course, a

autumn

weapon with the greatest

Prime Minister
potential political impact. By
of Canada revealed the first serious evidence of Soviet atomic espiothe

of 1945 the

nage to the American President and the British Prime Minister during a specially arranged hurried visit For four years thereafter the
United States possessed a monopoly of the Atomic Bomb. It did not
in 1946
exploit this great advantage at the expense of Russia indeed,
atomic
to
abolish
the
United
Nations,
offered, through
weapons

it

through a system of international inspection.

The

Russians, beginning

work on their bomb at that time, refused.
The wake of a modern war may be in many ways more depressing
than war itself. During 1946 many millions of Europeans were still
to

heated in winter,
living in half-ruined houses, hardly
In
France
and Italy the
to
eat.
little
clothes, having

now

the monopolists of popular radicalism,

wearing thin

Communists,
attract one
to
managed
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fourth of the electorate.

Meanwhile the

and West increased and

intensified. In

flare

up

again, as

Communist

first

skirmishes between East

Greece

civil

appeared

guerrillas

war threatened to

all

over the north.

In Persia, which had been occupied by Russian and British forces
jointly for four years before the meeting in Germany, Stalin was unwilling to evacuate the important border province of Persian Azerbaijan; Communist Albanian mines sank a British warship; Stalin

demanded from Turkey the province of Kars and Ardahan, won by
the Tsar's Russia in the nineteenth century; Molotov requested a
Russian share in the former Italian colonies in North Africa; the dreary
wranglings of American and Russian authorities in Korea and within
the United Nations had begun; the Russian Veto was used over and
over again, while throughout Eastern Europe (and also in East Berlin)

the highhanded assertion of unilateral Russian domination continued.
But the suspicious Stalin, no matter how aggressive and malevolent,

he could not always and altogether risk a complete break with
the United States. He, as Tito was to reveal later, was unwilling to support the latter over Trieste at the risk of war in 1945; American pres-

felt that

sure made him recoil in Persia in 1946; to Turkey warships of the American Mediterranean Fleet were sent for a brief demonstrative visit; and

even in Eastern Europe the political picture was still not uniform. In
Bulgaria the Communists were temporarily set back because of an
American protest against obviously rigged elections; in Poland and

Rumania they postponed

elections until 1947.

Where

reasonably free

were held, even under the shadow of Russian might the
Communists failed to get a majority; their polling ranged from 40
elections

per cent in Czechoslovakia through 20 per cent in Hungary to 3 per
cent in the Russian Zone of Austria. But, even though some of his
policies in Eastern Europe were surprisingly cautious and gradual,
Stalin

was determined to keep

matter what the cost

his Eastern

European Empire

at

no

short of war.

From Potsdam onward through 1946

the meetings of the Council

of Foreign Ministers, save for minor agreements, proceeded through
one deadlock to another, while Stalin went ahead with his plans to
isolate his

newly

won domains from

the rest of the world.

The

re-

developing slowly and piecemeal. To understand this we must once more cast a glance on the
prevailing tendencies of American public opinion in order to dispel
action of American might to this was

still
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those simplicist explanations by hindsight
have
to find
in conspiracy, corruption, or stupidity the main motives of American
behavior at that time. The inchoate but
and
incli-

deep

nations of American isolationism had not yet been
spent. Suspicions
of Britain, perhaps even more than of Russia, together with
fac-

American Jewish impatience with prevailing British
and the general, though insubstantial, mood of
radicalism so current in American intellectual and New Deal

tors as

in Palestine
ical

circles,

continued as the

kept on

momentum

of wartime public opinion

for a while. Save for the isolated Catholic
press

still

and a few

provincial exceptions, the American press continued with a Rossophile
tone. As late as March 1946 the profound warnings pronounced

by

the visiting Churchill in his "Iron Curtain" speech at Fulton, Missouri, were disavowed by the American government, including Dean
Acheson, the later Secretary of State; not until September 1946 did
there

come

a break in the presidential cabinet that led to the resigna-

tion of the Russophile

Henry Wallace;

1948 Progressives and
influence in the com-

as late as

Communist sympathizers maintained some

plex process of American opinion making while the automatic Republican and Right-wing criticism against the Democratic Administration remained for years parochial and undistinguished by a single
intelligent utterance of an alternative international policy. None of

these evidences of mental and political lassitude should, however, obscure the principal condition: no matter what their motives, the peo-

ple and the government of the United States showed generosity, patience, and understanding toward their Russian ally for a long time.

not Chamberlain, was alone responsible for the outbreak of
World War; Stalin, not Roosevelt, was the principal architect of the iron curtain and the cold war.

Hitler,

the Second

We must not believe, however,

that the supreme strategic interests

of the United States were left unconsidered even during these last
must
remnant years of the sentimental era of wartime illusions.

We

statesmanpeculiar double level of American
keep
that
is so often manifest in the discrepancy between announced
ship
actions. It is the enduring merit
and certain
in

policies

mind the

highly significant

American people that during all this time it did not care to
turn its power to profit from the distress of a ruined world to build
an Empire; but it must not be thought that the masters of the Arnerof the
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state were utterly unaware of those conditions that
the
development of the Pacific, the Atlantic, and even the
promised
Mediterranean into American-dominated strategic lakes of the globe.
The Philippines received their promised independence in 1946, but

lean ship of

bases remained. After 1940 the United States acquired a
of British island bases in the Caribbean and in the Western At-

American
host

Denmark was compelled to cede the Virgin
in the First World War, subjugated by
States
United
Islands to the

lantic.

While

Germany

a neutral

in the Second,

of American bases

in

Denmark

acquiesced in the establishment

Greenland and Iceland.

On

his

way back from

Yalta, Roosevelt summoned the potentates of the Arab Near East to
his ship and received American commercial, industrial, and aerial privileges from them. And at points where the vital interests of the United
States were felt, action was early and swift. At Malta, where, preceding
Yalta, Roosevelt met Churchill only briefly and refused to go into im-

portant arrangements with the British about the prospective problems
of Europe, he indicated that he understood the need of occupying at
least as much of Western Europe as speedily as possible. His distrust of the independent De Gaulle, the American caution when it
came to the problem of whether to tell the Russians about the Atom
Bomb, the quickness of the secret American move to quarry the German rocket makers and scientists before these could be captured by
the Russians, the swift American reaction to the first evidences of
serious Soviet espionage about the atomic secrets of Canada and the
United States, the instinctive and intelligent American decision not to
let the Russians participate in the occupation of Japan, the determined
establishment of American military authorities in Okinawa and other
conquered Japanese islands in the western Pacific, the American sup-

port to

certain aggressive native ambitions at the expense of the re-

maining colonial possessions of European Powers in the Dutch East
Indies 8 and in certain parts of Africa, for example all these are
significant developments in retrospect. To this must be added the establishment of the United Nations' headquarters in New York, a
location that not only symbolizes but indeed characterizes the American features and conditions of that organization.
new and world-wide American expansion was beginning; and

A

6 In
1948. But already in 1943 Roosevelt had suggested that the French relinto China.
quish their rule in Indochina and that the British cede

Hong Kong
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whether the accumulating evidence of Stalin's
bitions between 1945 and
1947 a ^ one causecJ this

and amor

not Important at
not
in
Up to this point in the narrative 1 have had to
tail upon the events of the Second World War, and
particularly
its decisive phase in
1944 and 1945. But now, when we can see
accelerated

its

development

is

the principal conditions of the cold war have been formed, the
evitable encumbrance of manifold detail may be

The

conditions were set:

de-

in-

and from now on the

developed so directly that except for a few extraordinary and unforeseen events no decisive change occurred in world affairs for the

decade to come. In 1943

World War would end
Grand
yond

^ was ^J no means

certain that the

in so tragic a division of

Europe or that tie

Alliance between Britain, America, and Russia would, far bo*

its

expectable problems and
1947, however,

crises,

degenerate so quickly

was reasonably certain that West-

outright enmity. By
ern Europe, West Germany, and Japan would depend more and more
on American power; that the United States would continue taking
over the burdens and the privileges of what previously had been principally British responsibilities In

it

many

places of the world; that the

Europe was an accomplished fact; that the expectation
of a German Peace Settlement within a reasonable time was out of
the question; that the United States would not positively challenge
the Eastern European status quo; that she would not employ her
division of

atomic bombs against Russia except in an unmistakable case of war;
that, save for the contingencies of madness or extreme miscalculation,
Stalin

would not choose such

rather, it

grew into being.

a war.

Thus the

cold war

beganor,

CHAPTER

III

The

division of

Europe becomes

rigid

(To 1949)

Even before the end of the war Stalin alone of the Big Three
remained in power. Because of the unexpected electoral victory of
the British Labour Party, Churchill was replaced by Attlee during
the closing days of the Potsdam Conference, where Truman had come
to occupy Roosevelt's seat; soon thereafter General De Gaulle, disgusted with the new quagmire of French politics and parliaments, resigned and withdrew from public affairs. The conditions of defeated
Germany and Italy were not yet auspicious for the emergence of important leaders; in China civil war was in development. Thus outside
thq. Russian Empire the world suddenly seemed devoid of Bjeajj^ggt
of great personalities; but soon it became evident that Providence

and political fortune had provided the English-speaking nations and,
with them, the free world with two persons whose statesmanship
proved adequate for halting the eventual spread of Russian Communist tyranny. Their integrity, bravery, and intelligence shines in retrospect through those murky years. TTh^.were Hairy ,. Truman
and Ernest Bevin, the provincial Midwestern politician who througli
Sf stroke of fate Became President of the United States and the erstwhile dock worker who became Foreign Secretary of Britain in 1945.
They soon made a strong and confident impression. There were many

reasons to believe that, unlike Roosevelt, the inexperienced

Truman

would let the State Department and its Secretaries determine the ultimate conduct of American foreign policy; but Truman, who, unlike
his successor, knew from the first moment the historic traditions and
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necessity of strong presidential leadership, soon
wheel of the American ship of state with both

the
in

somewhat colorless Prime Minister Ajttlee left to the forforeign Secretary the main task of insuring the continuity of
in
the
best
interests
of
the
and
as
eign policy
nation;
early as in
and
1945 Bevin's first speech in the House of Commons,
Britain the

critical

of Russian actions in Europe,
dispelled the
(or the
who believed that the new Labour government would

of those

great lengths to
Still,

go to

accommodate the Russians.

the United

Kingdom

?

victorious in principle

but

by the war, was no longer able to maintain her far-flung
and
imperial
political commitments in all parts of the world. The British decision to grant full independence to India, Pakistan,, Burma,
in essence

and Palestine was made; from 1947

down

in

many

on, the British lag

was

places, while elsewhere the relationship of Britain with

her colonial dependencies was newly reformed to the beneEt of the
name of the democratic principle. Yet none of these

latter in the

great transformations, including the dramatic birth of the Indian and
Pakistani Republics on a vast subcontinent, and not even the birth

of the State of Israel, had, as yet, an important bearing on the dreadful
balance of the developing cold war. It was in Greece, the historic
ally of Great Britain, that the turning point was reached.

By early 1947 President Truman and the American government finally concluded that the United States would not further acquiesce
in the Communization either by conquest, civil war, or subversion
of any portion of Europe or the

Near East that

sian imperial sphere in Eastern Europe.

The

lay outside the Russo-called Truman Doc-

the Marshall Plan, and the Containment Policy were the three
principal instruments of this historic (though, in retrospect, hardly
avoidable) decision.
trine,

In February 1947 ^ ie British government informed Washington
it could not alone sustain the armed struggle of the Greek state

that

against the growing irregular tide of Communist guerrilla armies.
Without hesitation Truman assumed the burden. His Message to Congress in

March 1947

called for

American military aid to a Greece and
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Turkey threatened by Russian pressure and eventual blackmail. After
some debate congressional consent was given. Forthwith American
military missions and abundant supplies were sent to these Eastern
Mediterranean countries. In about a year the Greek
the

Communist

guerrillas everywhere.

Army defeated
The prominence of American

power in the Eastern Mediterranean, manifested by the Sixth Fleet,
remained an important factor in world affairs ever since that time.
It was evident in 1945 that American statesmen were more responsive to economic than to political arguments when it came to
sea

the distressing problems of Europe. Predicated upon the belief that

Communism would

primarily prosper from economic chaos, fortified
of American common sense as well as by trainclinations
by strong
ditional American institutional generosity toward poverty and distress

abroad, the so-called Marshall Plan was proposed in June 1947. The
United States was willing to support, in the form of goods, gifts,
and easy loans, the rebuilding of the war-torn economies of Britain

and Europe. The aim of the Marshall Plan was the ultimate restoration of the balance in Europe by quickly getting the weakened nations
of Western Europe to their feet again; but its purposes were broader
politically and even more generous economically, since Marshall Plan
Aid was offered to Eastern Europe, including Russia, too. But Stalin
refused to take it; indeed, he forced his westernmost ally, the still
semi-democratic republic of Czechoslovakia, to reverse

its

original ac-

ceptance.

His purpose of dividing Europe was now clearer than ever before.
Peace Treaties were already signed with former German allies, Italy,

Hungary, Rumania, Finland; but except for a few unimportant dethese amounted about to a confirmation of the respective Armistice instruments
signed before; moreover, Russian forces were not
withdrawn from Hungary, Rumania, or Poland, where they were to
tails

guard communication lines to East Germany and Eastern Austria,
pending a German and Austrian Peace Treaty. About the latter the
Council of Foreign Ministers were getting nowhere during interminable debates. Through a variety of methods the Russians took ruthadvantage of the subject condition of their captive European

less

neighbors; and in 1947 Stalin speeded up the gradual Sovietization of
his prospective satellites. With crudest methods, on occasion not shunning even the open involvement of Russian police organs, the representatives of the remaining democratic forces in Hungary,

Rumania,
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Poland, Bulgaria, and East Germany were
times imprisoned, on occasion silenced, and
Western exile. In Yugoslavia and Albania, where no
were stationed, the police control of the Communist

"Jl

at

was

complete. In some of the other satellites, particularly Hungary, the
unpopularity and the occasional ineptitude of local Communist satraps were still an obstacle despite the power of their Russian

In June 1947 the semi-democratic government of Hungary had to be
transformed by force; thereafter unabashed police tactics
the
main instruments for insuring Russia's mastery in Eastern

Though, except for increasingly angry protests and for
actions of personal rescue, the Western Powers did little to intervene,
Stalin's brutalities in Eastern Europe deeply affected the free
There was, therefore, not much argument about the wisdom of the
American Policy of Containmentin essence a political
of the purpose that motivated the so-called Truman Doctrine aad the
Marshall Plan formulated by the thoughtful American diplomatist
George F. Kennan and first indicated in 1947 in an article under the
in the American magazine Foreign Affairs, Since Communism preaches a perpetual straggle against the non-Communist
world, in certain historical situations this preaching may be ration'

alized into ruthless expansion unless
resistance. At least in Europe,

mined

met by the force of deterwas now the supreme interest

it is

it

of the United States to prohibit the further overflow of Soviet influence beyond the already swollen limits of Stalin's new Russian Emthe gist of the Policy of Containment. It sums up the
pire, This is
events of the year 1947. It also suggests the principal direction of American world policy up to the present day.

By 1948 the leadership of Soviet Russia and of the United States
over their respective halves of Europe (and also of Korea) was an
accomplished fact. While Russian domination was welcomed by but
a small minority of people in the eastern, American predominance
was welcomed by most people in the western half of the continent,
the measure of
including Germany, where events were soon to test
American determination. The American response to the Russian
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threat in Berlin was one of the inest

American hours

in the history

A sense of relief and

of Western Christian unity was
diffused in the hearts of millions of Europeans. It was in 1948 that

of the cold war.

the term "cold war" became popular currency

Walter lippmaimV). But

It

was

(I

think the phrase was

also in 1948 that the

term "West"

acquired a new popular historical meaning: the cold wind of the Bolshevik threat from the steppes of Asia, instead of chilling the spirit
into the mortal rigor of hopeless fear, suscitated significant new fires in
the European spirit; and the unity of Western Christian civilization
was first felt by thinking men in Europe and America together. In

the American presidential election of 1948 (the first in a series of
elections that were followed all over the free world with an interest
that unconsciously reflected the knowledge that here the American
people were choosing the leader of the West) foreign policy played
no important part; and the unexpected victory of Harry Truman, no

matter what

its

domestic electoral sources, assured the leadership of

the free world of this vigorous personality for some years to come. In
Western Europe the distressing aftermath of war and poverty still pre-

but the

the young postwar generawith
the
radical
and cynical inood of
compared favorably
disillusionment that had followed the First World War. A genuine
movement toward European Unity became current; together with

vailed;

spirit of people, especially of

tion,

and

it was also manifest
emergence of Christian Democratic parties whose
leadership was provided by the personal excellence of De
Gasperi in Italy, Adenauer in Germany, Robert Schuman in France,
Figl and Raab in Austria. Partly as a consequence of these developments and partly because of the blunders of Stalin's own brutalities,

constructive intellectual

religious tendencies,

in politics through the broad

the Russians
Stalin's

and

now

suffered their

first

important setbacks in Europe.

maiu blunders bear the names of Czechoslovakia, Yugo-

is
chronological as well as one of ascendIn
ing importance.
February 1948, nine years after the rapacious Hitler broke his word and incorporated the remains of a cowed Czech

slavia,

1

Berlin: this order

The term

"cold war" (like "foreign affairs")

human

is,

in its

way, misleading.

The

where extreme tendencies may
lead to opposite results. When relations grow cold and freeze into enmity this
is but one step from the hot outburst of conflict. The division of
Europe and the

law of physics does not prevail in

affairs,

hostile spheres of interests froze into clear rigidity; but the passion of peoples,
that main agent of democratic history, warmed up into foggy fervor.
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not knowing that his easy subjugation of Prague was an unnecessary act whose symbolic character galvanized
him in the West, Stalin acted in a similar vein. The
state,

Republic, whose pliant leaders had done everything not to
the ire or suspicion of their mastodon Russian neighbor, was not to
be given the least opportunity to maintain certain traditional con-

with the West, Even without the pressure of Russian
a
d'etat, dramatized by the following suicide of the
Foreign Minister, Jan Masaryk, effectively transformed Czechoslo-

tacts

Communist coup

vakia into an all-out Soviet satellite.

The Western Powers were not

willing to intervene; but at least they took immediate steps to
their ranks and proceed with military preparations.
Western Euro-

A

pean military and political Instrument was signed in Brussels in March
1948. American military preparations in Germany increased while the
existing gradual differences in the Eastern European captive nations were being reduced to uniformity through drastic measures that
still

indicated impatience and worrisomeness on Stalin's part. But on 28
June 1948 a Communist bulletin brought to the world the surprising

news of a break between

Stalin

and

Tito.

Few

events indicate clearer the Russian national and imperialist,
as distinct from Communist, motives and ambitions of Stalin than

the dark (and at times almost comic) story of Russian-Yugoslav misunderstandings. In no Eastern European country was there a native

Communist

Party stronger than in Yugoslavia; Tito was indeed the

Communist leaders. But he was a junior partner,
he had won his civil war, if not wholly without Russian

most

radical of the

not a

satellite;

behind the
help, at least not as a carpetbagger suppliant following
Stalin
armies.
Russian
of
the
hordes
Frequently
advancing
mighty
to steadfast
preferred submissive Russian agents

Communist

leaders;

he grew dissatisfied with Tito's Communist South Slav nationalism
from 1945 onward. As often before in history, the crudity of Russian
intervention alienated those who had been her best friends in the
Balkans.

When

his Russian agents

proved unequal to the task of up-

setting Tito, Stalin pronounced Communist anathema upon Yugoslavia; but his subsequent threats only united the still considerably

divided Yugoslav nation behind their audacious leader, whose presin contrast to Stalin's, now began to rise throughout the world.
tige,
to eliminate the last Western islands within
In line with his
policy
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monochrome East European Empire,

his

Stalin

began to put pressure

in the spring of 1948. It will be remembered that Berlin,
like Vienna, was divided into four occupational zones where for

on Berlin

all four Allies were keeping garrisons, an arrangein 1944 and which indeed had precedents going back
2
to the occupation of Paris after Napoleon's fall. Unlike Vienna, where

symbolic purposes

ment made

a central Austrian government resided, Berlin was not the seat of
a German government. In its eastern suburbs the Russians were set-

up the rudiments of an East German satellite "administration,"
West German government, after some debate, made its home

ting

while the

Bonn

in

vision of

in 1949.

These arrangements consequent to the

Germany were not yet advanced when

in

May

practical di-

1948 the Rus-

began to suspend supplies and communications between West
Berlin and the Western Zones of Germany. The object of this Block-

sians

ade was the starving of West Berlin into submission. It was broken
from the very beginning by the resoluteness of the population in
concert with Allied military determination to stand fast. Along the

highway connecting Berlin with the Western Zone, General
Clark proposed to break through the Blockade with an American military column; but President Truman chose instead to depend on
official

American ingenuity of material supply: the famous Berlin Air Lift
was created. Throughout the dark autanffi" and winter 3ayiT6FTxj"48
a Berlin still largely in ruins drew hope and succor from the drone
of American transport planes, piloted often by the same men who
but a few years before cast bombs on that same city. Almost a hun-

dred American, British, and French airmen gave their lives for the
cause of freedom in Berlin. Their sacrifice was not in vain. The Russian bluff

was

called.

In

May

1949 the Russians

lifted

the "Blockade."

that time, however, outside Berlin the division of Germany had
begun to ossify. In Bonn in the West and in Berlin-Pankow in the

By

rival German governments were installed. The Russians were
beginning to give arms to their East German police and semi-military
forces, while in the West the American military emphasis grew. In

East two

1947-48 arrangements were made for American bombers to be installed

on

Increasing amounts of American military
equipment were given to Western European nations. The permanent
2

airfields

in Britain.

Another precedent was the plan for a quadripartite occupation of Constantimade between Russia and the Allies in 1915.

nople,
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establishment of American forces in Europe was finally
instrument of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,

March

bv the
in

was already foreseeable that unless important
1949.
were to occur in the political relations of Moscow and
Washington,
at least a partial rearmament of West Germany by the United States
and its allies would be but a matter of time.
Thus four years after the end of the Second World War within
Russian Europe all resistance was crashed; but Russian and Communist expansion seemed to have come definitely to a halt. The RessiicaIt

tion of Stalin's

1949 a Russian
ish Republic,

munists
satellite

new Empire proceeded with

its

Army Marshal was made Defense

and the elimination

who were
countries.

not

it

was

in

Minister of the Pol-

of even proved

known Russian

Still,

Communization;

and

radical

Com-

agents began in the rest of the

not^Rus^n^bu^^Ammcm power

that swayed the destinies of most of the world. The number and the
extent of American not of Russian military, naval, and air bases

was increasing. In Europe

at least,

Communism

failed

everywhere out-

side the iron curtain; strong American support insured the victory
of the Christian Democrats in the important Italian elections of 1948.
The European balance was becoming redressed at the cost of the

abandoned Eastern European nations, but at least altogether somewhat in favor of the West. In May 1949 Molotov, whose impregnable
Soviet Russian conservatism was associated with a crucial decade of
Russian history and expansion, left the Soviet Foreign Ministry; Stalin
appointed Vishinsky in his place. This was at least a sign of his
satisfaction with the way Russian foreign affairs were going.

Up

dis-

to that time the United States had the atomic monopoly; but

1949 the Russians exploded their first atomic bomb promptly
monitored by American atomic agencies under whose aegis the plans
for the construction of a Hydrogen Bomb had already begun.

now

in

4

At this point, with the first phase of the cold war closing, we must
look at the ideas guiding the course of the now inimical Giant Powers
of the world. Both the Russian and the American peoples were told
Second World

War

brought no

that they might have to gird themselves

anew

for the dangers of war.

by

their leaders that the

real peace,
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This was possible without drastic interference with the domestic proswhere the regimen
perity of America; it was not possible in Russia,
of privations continued well after the war. While the American peo-

reminded of their new international responsibilities,
tended more and more in an internationalist direction, Stalin's Russia

ple, relentlessly

became more national and isolationist than it had ever been since
the Communist Revolution. By 1949 the similarities between Stalin's
regime and that of Tsar Nicholas I, for example, were so obvious
that pages and pages from books such as the Marquis de Custine's
description of his travels in the Russia of the 18405 would apply to
Stalin's Russia in the 19405; but Americans sought the key to Soviet
conduct in dogma rather than in history, in the internationalist,

revolutionary, and agnostic doctrines of "Leninist" Communism,
rather than in the nationalist, isolationist, and orthodox features that

were emerging under Stalin, whose xenophobic, puritan, anti-Semitic
terror suggested a Tsar rather than any international Communist
revolutionary figure, and whose exhortations of Russian national pride
had deep roots in Russian history but no source at all in Marx. The

American

reaction, concentrating on the dangers of international
rather than on the historical features of Russian ag-

Communism
gressiveness,
intellectual
seriously. It

was

of course only in part

due to the myopic American

tendency of taking dogmas and abstractions unduly
was also motivated by a strong domestic undercurrent, a

anti-Communist reaction against the more and more obvious
wartime radical and Russophile propaganda. It was the
reaction against the illusions of an intellectual and political generation
now on trial: and such shocking developments as the evidence of
amateur espionage practiced by people like Alger Hiss, an able young
top organization man of the New Deal generation, now revealed to
have been at least a Communist sympathizer, were to carry this popupolitical

falseness of

anti-Communist reaction far.
find a curious and corresponding duality in American and
Russian political tendencies by 1949. On one hand, the Soviet Union
lar

Thus we

more than ever, the mighty leader of international Communism;
but in reality the tendency of her tyrannical ruler was more national
than international, more Russian than Communist, more isolationist
than revolutionary; for example, there were (and, to some extent,
was,

there

still

are)

two iron

curtains,

one separating the

satellites

from
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the rest of Europe, the other
separating Russia from her
satellites, and the latter was even thicker than the first On one
the United States was
committing herself only to the defense of certain Western European and
the
marginal strategic territories
eventual armed aggression of Russia; but in
of
reality the

tendency

this

and

American policy was becoming

ideological rather than political,
world-wide rather than limited to America's
admittedly vast na-

and Allied interests; for example, the United States,
though she had written off Eastern Europe, assumed the role
co-ordinating center of Eastern European emigr6 political
tional

of a

propaganda activities, while her military intelligence organs were already involved in an underhand straggle with their Soviet counterparts throughout the whole world.

For on a

vital

entirely clear.

point American intentions and purposes were not

We have seen that while, during and even after the war,

the Anglo-American purpose was, broadly speaking, the reconstruction of Europe, the Russian purpose was the division of Europe; now
were to
Europe was torn asunder, and Containment and

NATO

keep any more

portions from going. But there was an important difference between NATO and Containment that has remained obscured and unresolved until the present day. The original purpose of
Containment at least in Kennan's conceptwas to build up Western
Europe and commit the United States in her defense so that after a
while Russia's rulers would see how their aggressive behavior was lead-

ing

them nowhere. Thereafter the growth

of a peacefully prosperous

Europe would modify the unnatural division of the continent into
Russian and American military spheres, so that ultimately a mutual
reduction of the more extreme Russian and American commitments
and of some of their most advanced outposts could follow. These were
not insubstantial speculations. They rested on political and geographarea in the
ical realities. In
1949 there was still an important marginal
middle of Europe that was not yet fully ranged within either the Russian or the American military system (indeed, until 1951 the only
line where NATO's territories bordered on Russia was the short
stretch of the Russian-Norwegian frontier in the extreme North) Finland was under the Russian shadow, and the Russians insisted on
Finns that their counbinding Pacts with Finland; but Stalin told the
.

try

could remain outside the Soviet political sphere

if

Sweden, across
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NATO

and the American military
the Baltic, was to stay outside
sphere. In 1948 neither West Germany nor, of course, Switzerland
and Austria, were part of NATO; the latter, a battleground of competing intelligence agencies, was, like Germany, divided between
Eastern and Western Zones but, unlike Germany, not quite hopelessly:
there was a central Austrian government sitting in Vienna, recog-

nized by both Washington and Moscow. Further to the south neither
(the latter
Yugoslavia nor Greece nor Turkey belonged to
that
the mulit
is
in
while
were
included
two
then
significant
1951),

NATO

the Russians were tying among their satto Albania, the only geographinot
extended
were
neighbors

tiple military alliances that
ellite

cally isolated member of the Soviet group of states. Thus a motley
but unbroken middle European zone separated the Russian and
American spheres from the Arctic to the Aegean. This was the design
of Kennan, who was the head of Policy Planning in the Department
of State at the time; but this subtle and reasonable policy was soon

superseded by the simple and military anti-Communist concept of
NATO. Where the original purpose had been the ultimate dissolution of the division of

Europe and Germany,

NATO was to contribute

to the hardening of that division into permanence. Absorbed by this
newer purpose, the necessary imagination of American statesmanship

began to falter; and we shall see how thereby the character of the
American state and society began to develop in a centralized and
nuilitary direction.

The question, therefore, arises whether American policy had understood Stalin's ambitions well enough. It was formulated at a time
when Russia in Eastern Europe proceeded with shocking brutality.
Around the edge of the new Russian Empire conditions were uncertain: the Red froth bubbled in northern Greece; France and Italy
seemed withering in political and economic weakness. It was of the
greatest importance to halt what was considered "the Red flood" before it could trickle and flow into Italy, France, Western Europe. But
was this analysis sufficiently profound? There is no sufficient evidence
that Stalin in 1947-48 had planned to advance into France and Italy
or that he had even contemplated the imminent victory of the Communist Parties in those countries; indeed, the evidence points to the
contrary. His actions were aimed at consolidating, in some cases with
frantic haste, his imperial realms in Eastern

Europe; and

it is

quite
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possible that the American preoccupation with Western Europe
have suited his purposes: for thus American attention was

from Eastern Europe.
Perhaps it would be well to put ourselves into Stalin's position in,
He regarded Eastern Europe as his; he also felt
say, 1947.
in
this possession. Russia had won the war againt the Gerjustified
man invaders. Her cities were devastated, her armies bled white;
age-old Russian suspicion, Stalin was prone to underestimate the Allied contribution to the victory over

Germany, Russia had

carried

the main brunt of the war, while the United States, without wounds,
emerged as the greatest and most powerful nation of the earth. It

was the Americans, now in possession of the entire Western European
pastry shop, who a few years before let him have his Eastern European
cake with such unconcern; why couldn't he eat it, after all? Now
Stalin did not particularly contest American power: he did not challenge America's sphere; did it not seem to him, however, that the
Americans were beginning to challenge his sphere? Always he was

enough to go along with

sphere-of-interest arrangements;
he, again like Russian diplomacy in the past, was a quid pro quo
Churchill, at Potsdam, complained about
politician of sorts.

willing

When

Rumania,

Stalin

would

intervening in Greece;

retort that

when

land, Stalin answered that

he

fulfilled their

Churchill or

Truman

bargain by not
upon Po-

insisted

Poland involved Russian

interests

while

theirs
slightest concern with how the British protected
in Belgium or Holland. But Churchill, that cunning old British
Capitalist Enemy of Communism, at least understood him on that

he had not the

point; the Americans did not. Stalin did not really compete with them
over Western Europe; but why were they now, after the war, two years

worked up about Eastern Europe, protesting loudly
about imprisoned Cardinals? He did not really challenge what to him
amounted to the American domination of Western Europe; the finan-

after Yalta, getting

which Moscow had furnished the Italian Communist
what the Americans poured into
before the 1948 elections. Why, then, the American meddling

cial assistance

Party, for example, was far less than
Italy
in Eastern

Pacific

With

Had they not won enough in the war? All of the
Atlantic basins, plus Western and Southern Europe?
his narrow Oriental eyes looking westward from the Byzantine
Europe?

and the

windows of the Kremlin,

Stalin

may have

reasoned thus.
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Thus an amused

historian

may say

that the

first

few years

and

per-

haps even the first decadeof the Russian-American crisis over Europe might have been due to a fundamental, mutual misunderstanding: Washington presupposing that the immediate Russian aim was
to upset and conquer Western Europe, Moscow presupposing that

the American aim was to upset and reconquer Eastern Europe
that both presuppositions were wrong.

Thus

a cynical historian

may

not make out so badly, after

say that

Moscow and Washington

and
did

True, in 1945 and thereafter a more
American
and
policy could have prevented
imaginative
intelligent
the Russian advance into the very middle of Europe and thus spared

much

all.

and the toil of the cold war; true, in 1945 and thereand brutal Russian measures in Eastern Europe would

of the cost

after less crude

not have provoked

and Russian

all

of these countermeasures, including NATO,
Europe would not have been limited to the

influence in

subject satellite capitals

but the cynic may

say: so

what?

No cold war,

no American dominion over one half, and no undisputed Russian
dominion over the other half of Europe, No cold war, no rigid division of Europe ah yes, a boon to Europe it may have been: but, if
the Russians, for instance, would not be the masters of Hungary
today, and the Americans would not be able to tie an armed Germany

so,

within their military system. Still, this imaginary cynic of a historian
would not be entirely right at least not yet. For, no matter how true
wants,

maxim that one must want the consequences of what one
this maxim is seldom put into practice in the affairs of men

and of

nations;

is

the

and

it is

especially true in democratic ages that the

discrepancy between intentions and ultimate
indeed.

results

is

great, very great

CHAPTER

IV

The Chinese

struggle

and the Korean

War

(To 1953)

During the first five years after the Second World War the
Europe thus hardened along definite lines of division. During the same time the weakened state of the European Powers resulted in national, populist, and Communist eruptions in Southern
Asia, Indonesia, Madagascar, and Indochina. Of these racially inspired
movements, advancing with weapons and political ideas borrowed
from Europe, America, and Russia, the most important was the civil
war that had developed on the vast mainland of China, ending only
in 1949 with the victory of the Chinese Communists.
It is, however, not the record of the straggle between two Chinese
armed factions but the record of China's relations with America and
situation of

with Russia that primarily belongs to a history of the cold war.
Of all the nations of the white race, the United States and Great
Britain

havior

had the relatively best record of benevolent and temperate beit had come to colonial interests at the expense of China;

when

ought to remain at least a matter of historical record, even
though gratitude may be even less of a motive in the conduct of nations than in the conduct of persons. There may be no significant
difference in the way American and European commercial, industrial,
and maritime interests exploited a China languishing under her cor-

and

this

the
rupt rulers during the nineteenth century. But at least during
moved
United
the
of
twentieth
the
States,
by
century
fifty years

first

self-

by her traditional sentiments against colonialism,
of the
and
indeed
prevented the complete dissolution
mitigated
interest as well as
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least three times during the long confusion
the
followed
that
collapse of the disintegrating imperial government
of China. In 1900, after China's defeat by Japan and the collapse of

Chinese national state at

her Boxer Rebellion, it seemed that the partition of China was at
hand; it was avoided in part because of the American declaration of

During and after the First World War,
and
power constituted the main instrument that
prestige
limited the rapacious ambitions of Japan on the Chinese mainland.
Here we must again remember that, as in Europe, the large gains
of Communism in Asia were consequent to the Second World War,
which had been provoked by those two self-professed champions of
anti-Communism, Germany in Europe and Japan in the Far East. It
the

Open Door

Principle.

American

one of the paradoxes of contemporary history that, notwithstanding
the attributions of machiavellian calculations to President Roosevelt

is

by his domestic and Chinese

critics, it

was his

insistence,

upon Chiang's

frantic urgings, that the Japanese clear out of China that proved to
be the deadly stumbling block in the last difficult phase of Japanese-

American negotiations

in 1941. * Its

immediate

effects

were the

final

these intricate events ought to be sketched here.
no doubt that the Japanese Emperor and at least part of the Tokyo
government sincerely wished to avoid a war with the United States in 1941. Even
though Roosevelt refused to meet Prince Konoye in Honolulu earlier, around 20
November the situation was such that a possibility for a compromise was discernible from the text of a so-called Japanese "Proposal B" that was not too far
apart from an American modus vivendi proposal already drafted. But between
22 and 25 November it was decided in Washington not to present the modus
Vivendi to the Japanese; and the American note handed to them on 26 Novem-

*At

There

least the outline of

is

ber contained conditions that, though excellent in principle, the Japanese government could hardly accept: for they amounted to the renunciation of almost
all

of Japan's successful conquests of the past decade. The motives behind this
know that Chiang's
reversal are still somewhat obscure.

American diplomatic

friends, allies, lobbyists,

were

We

and agents played a very important

role.

Involved also

Owen

Lattimore, at that time President Roosevelt's representative with
Chiang in China; Harry Dexter White, a fellow-traveler in the government, an
eager self-made Adviser in High Affairs of State; and Lauchlin Currie, then on

White House staff, whose Communist affiliations have been revealed since.
know that through an unusually efficient and dedicated network of Communist spies Stalin knew as early as October the details of the planned Japanese
the

We

attack southward in the Pacific, information that was of crucial importance for
at a time when the fall of Moscow seemed imminent; it relieved him from

him

the fear of a Japanese attack; he could send his remaining divisions from the
Far Eastern border to European Russia, where they may have helped decide the
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deliverance of the Japanese
of the Tokyo
government into the
war party and the attack on Pearl Harbor a few
days later; its
effects were the destruction of the
Japanese Empire and the

gence of a new Chinese one, whose master, however, was not to be
Chiang but the Communist Mao.

Much more

involved, complex, Byzantine, and secretive is the
history of Russia's relations with China: for unlike the United States,
the Russians attempted to profit not only
but

from the
Tsarist

distresses of

and

commercially
territorially
China, a tendency that recurs in the history of

of Soviet Russia alike.

Before everything, we must keep in mind that, as other great land
Empires, the Chinese Empire is a multiracial and multinational one.
During various phases of her long history she ruled Korea, Indochina,
Tibet, Mongolia, and the Central Asian desert province of Sinkiang.
The weakening of great Empires is usually marked by apoplexy in
the center and anemia in the extremities. During the century before

Pearl Harbor, China relinquished Hong Kong and other important
maritime enclaves to European Powers; she lost Korea and Formosa
to Japan; she abandoned the still largely uninhabited maritime provinces around the future city of Vladivostok to Russia as early as 1860,
But China was seldom a great Pacific sea power; certainly not in the

twentieth century, with the Japanese or American Navies dominant.
More important, therefore, is what happened to the great outlying

land provinces of this great Asiatic land Empire. Her sovereignty over
Tibet and Sinkiang had become nominal; the influence of Britain

hovered thinly above the first, and the influence of Russia prevailed
within the second of these large desert provinces. During the First

World War, China lost Outer (or Northern) Mongolia to Russia; well
World War she lost the centrally important Man-

before the Second

churia to Japan, whose rulers erected a satellite state in the latter while
Battle of

Moscow. Unlike Churchill and Roosevelt

a few

months

before, Stalin

did not share this intelligence with his prospective ally. Did his agents have some
influence in the crucial American withdrawal of the modus vivendi draft in No-

vember? Some influence, perhaps; a decisive influence, probably no.
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the Russians had
irst,

made

their

first

Soviet satellite Republic out of the

2

We

have already seen that between the two World Wars the Russian attempt to spread Communism failed in Asia as well as in Europe; but in China the ideological defeat of Communism was not
complete. In the early 19205 Soviet Russia supported the so-called Chinese Nationalists and the early Communists alike; but the guileful

Chiang Kai-shek saw through the
co-operation; in a preventive coup

Soviet-inspired policy of temporary
in 1927 he knifed the Communists

The Russian advisers and chief agents in China
Moscow in obscurity and dismay. Thus China, and

to pieces in Canton.
scurried back to

China alone, was the place where Stalin went along with the otherwise Trotskyan idea of actively promoting Communist revolutions
abroad. 3 The sorry lesson of this adventure only confirmed Stalin's
natural disinclination to further risk Russian security and prestige by
extensive involvements in Communist movements abroad; surely it
also contributed to his subsequent dislike of the Chinese.
quentlyeight years before his more famous Pact with Hitler

ConseStalin

and 1932 intimated to the Japanese the possibility of a RussoJapanese partition of Manchuria (similar offers had been made by
the Russian Tsarist regime to Japan concerning Korea a generation
before) Later he even sold the traditional Russian share of the Manchurian railways to them. But the Japanese had no desire to share
the conquest of northern China with the Russians. Their aggressive
in 1931

.

ambitions grew.

A few years later a Chinese Communist guerrilla army, led by the
warlord Mao, unassisted and by and large unobserved by Stalin, began to gather after a long and arduous march in the remote western
provinces of China. Thereafter Russia turned to promote a coalition
of the Nationalist and Communist Chinese forces against Japan. For
by 1937 J a P an had joined the so-called Anti-Comintern Pact with

Germany and
conquer

all

Italy;

the great

the Japanese
cities of

Army was

China but

it

not only on
to probe

its

way

to

force the

began
by
Far Eastern defenses on the Mongolian border.
1938 and 1939, a hundred thousand Asian soldiers, Russian

state of Russia's

There, in
2

To

this

we must add

the smaller satellite "Republic" of

incorporated within the Soviet Union in 1944.
3
Mostly for domestic political reasons. He

wavering ex-Trotskyites within the Politburo.

still

Tannu Tuva.

It

was

needed the support of the
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and Japanese forces with Mongolian and Manchurian auxiliary
fought two veritable battles near Changkufeng and Nomonhan
limited war of the existence of which the rest of the

in a

almost ignorant. The Soviet forces repulsed the
The
moved on with their conquest of eastern China along the sea. It was
American, and not Russian, supplies and assistance
kept Chinese
resistance going against the Japanese. Indeed, we have
that Stalin
concluded a Non-Aggression Treaty with Japan in April 1941 and
Russia remained neutral until the veiy last phase of the Far
War. Significantly, one of the articles of the Russo-Japanese Pact,

was the recognition of the Soviet satellite
4
quo of Outer Mongolia. Four years later, at Yalta, he put this first
Far
Eastern
on the
agenda, insisting upon American recognition of
Stalin's insistence,

the same.

With Russia neutral, it was reasonable for the United States to
be the most important provider and ally of China during the rest of
the war. What seems less reasonable was the general American, and
particularly President Roosevelt's, inclination to attribute exaggerated
importance to the wartime effort and to the postwar influence of

China. In this near obsession, sentimental rather than

political ele-

ments were predominant (though, of course, the latter may not be
altogether excluded). Roosevelt and his circle were fully imbued with
the idea that the colonial possessions and privileges of Britain and of
the European Powers were antiquated obstructions on the pathway
It is interesting that while Roosevelt did not seem
of world
progress.
to realize the extent
policies

of Russian colonialism, Stalin's
to Churchill during the war do not at

and the ambitions

and comments made

indicate such a doctrinaire opposition to the colonial system. About
China, Stalin stood closer to Churchill than to Roosevelt: Stalin, too,

all

status to China nonthought the American attribution of Big Power
if we consider the extensive strains under which Japan

sense. Indeed,

heaved during the war, straggling on

in
far-flung oceanic fronts

many

4
the internationalist ComAlready in 1922 there was irritation even among
munists (Zinoviev) in Moscow because of Chinese Communist allusions to Outer

Outer Mongolia would rejoin
Mongolia. In 1944 Mao expressed the hope that
the Chinese Empire after the war.
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directions, the contribution of the

well as of

Communists

Chinese armies

during the

last

of Nationalists as

phase of the Japanese

War

was disappointing.
In 1945, then, the entire Far Eastern scene was transformed by the
have seen the RusRussian entry into the war against Japan.
sian conditions for entering the war, granted by the United States at
5
Yalta and confirmed at Potsdam. These had nothing to do with inthan in Europe, they amounted
Even
more
Communism.
ternational

We

to a reconquest of all of those territories and privileges that Tsarist
Russia had lost to Japan forty years before. The official text agreed
upon in Yalta said: "The former rights of Russia violated by the

treacherous attack by Japan In 1904 will be restored"; and Stalin in
his August speech spoke of the "shame of forty years" that was now

expunged. In August 1945 a treaty between Stalin and Chiang confirmed the Yalta dispositions.

These Yalta Agreements about the Far East more precise than
and also more scrupulously kept by the
Russian and American governments thus brought Russian armies
into Manchuria, Korea, and the Kurile Islands by the end of the war, 6
while Truman's resolute words sufficed to make Stalin desist from
those concerning Europe,

his last-minute ambitions to bring Russian troops into the occupation

of Japan.

We

must now turn to sum up the development of the inchoate
Chinese Civil War or, rather, the last phase of a long series of Chinese
civil wars
must leave Korea temwhich developed anew by 1946.
porarily aside, since different conditions prevailed there, with Russian
and American troops installed and separated by only a temporary demarcation line of the 38th Parallel that, as in Germany, soon froze into
a rigid political frontier of division. In China, on the other hand,
neither Russian nor American armies were directly facing each other.

We

5 I said earlier that

Russia entered the war somewhat like a giant scavenger.
must not be thought that the date of Russia's entry was determined by
the Atom Bomb one day before, or even by the swiftness of the Japanese
collapse. Months before, Stalin had informed Washington that he would enter
the war on 8 August, the date that he kept.
6 For a few
decades during the nineteenth century the Kuriles, too, had been
Russian. It is interesting that upon the news of the Stalin-Chiang Treaty, a
report of the Naval Affairs Committee of the U. S. House of Representatives,
dated 18 August 1945, and unware of the Yalta dispositions, urged that the
United States establish bases in the Ryukyus and the Kuriles.
Still, it
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True, the Russians

made

the withdrawal of their forces
churia contingent on the American withdrawal
other
China; but they did not wish to be deeply committed and
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Manof

China unless the United States were to do so. True,
marines and naval units helped to ferry advanced troops of the Nationalist government up North to establish their authority after the
Japa-

in

nese surrender; minor American marine units remained,
on the China mainland almost until 1949; but their

and

there,

was hardly more than symbolic. True, the invading Russians
and exploited Manchuria and contributed also in other ways to the
all
evolving advantage of the Chinese Communist forces; but,
is said, the Russians did evacuate Manchuria
by late 1946, turning its
cities over not to Communist but to Chinese Nationalist garrisons.
Russian support to the Chinese Communists cannot be denied; but,
on the other hand, this support was far less than American supplies
to the Nationalists during the same period.
Indeed, until late in 1945 and until the very last phase of the Chinese Civil War in 1949 when the victory of the Chinese Commu-

suddenly seemed incontestable and complete Stalin's support
For a long time Washington as well as Mosto
maintain
tactile contact with both slices of the
cow attempted
Chinese pie; but Stalin was careful with his Chinese finger hadn't he
burned it before in the 19205? The American government tried medinists

of

Mao was halfhearted.

and as late as 1949 it indicated its dissatisfaction with the
and
conduct of its now defeated and suppliant Chiang
corruption
fled
to Formosa from the mainland. Stalin, on the
which
regime,
other hand, refused to believe almost to the very end that the Communists could win such a complete victory; he advised Mao to go
slow 7 advice that Mao did not follow. As the Chinese Nationalist
after Amgovernment began its gradual flight southward, Ambassador
of
anabasis
bassador abandoned it during this sorry
defeat; signifiSoviet Union remained with it
cantly, only the Ambassador of the
ation twice;

to the last.

Mao,

like Tito,

won almost

alone. Almost, but not quite

for, as in

occasional enthusiasm of certain American officials for
mid- 1947 the Russians feared that the Chinese Comuntil
the
war,
during
munists would be unduly close to the United States, This was at least one of the
7

Remembering the

Mao

Moscow

principal reasons why
even as late as in 1948.

refused to break relations with Chiang's regime
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Yugoslavia, the completion of the Communists' victory in China was
made possible because Russian, and not Anglo-American, armies had
arrived in Manchuria, as in the Danube Valley, at a decisive time.

The

analogy

is

not complete: unlike Mao's opponent Chiang, Mi-

khailovitch, Tito's patriotic opponent, received few Allied supplies and
was sorrily abandoned in the end. Still, Mao and Tito were the only
their own civil wars, facing not
only Anglo-American hostility (which they themselves had provoked)
but also certain signs of Russian distrust and suspicion (which they
themselves had hardly deserved) from the beginning.

two leading Communists who won

Not

time when

was forced to acknowledge
Europe did the Russian government turn its full support to the Chinese Communists. In October
1949 the People's Republic of China was proclaimed. In a last attempt to influence Chinese radical sentiment on the mainland, the
until

May

the failure of

its

1949

at a

it

Berlin Blockade in

State Department, led by Dean Acheson, while condemning the Communist leadership as traitors to Chinese national interests, pointed
out how the Russians were extending their rule over territories that

formerly belonged to China. Possibly Russian sensitivity to such

guments was

a principal factor that led to their

ar-

subsequent broad

agreements signed with the new Communist regime in Peiping. While
the essence of the 1945 Yalta and Sino-Soviet agreements remained,
the instrument of a Mutual Assistance Treaty was added. The Russians
also agreed to release Port Arthur and the Manchurian Railway to
China by the end of 1952. But the status quo of Outer Mongolia
(from where Soviet troops were not yet withdrawn) was confirmed,

and

for a while it seemed that Russian instruments of influence would
continue to prevail in Manchuria, Sinkiang, and perhaps even in Inner (Southern) Mongolia, AH this was to change to the advantage
of China in the decade to come. It was, however, not from these Chi-

nese borderlands but in the then exclusively Soviet Russian

satellite

of North Korea that the next decisive turn of world history came.

4
It is

an

paradox that along the global border of the American
spheres war suddenly burst out in 1950 in a country about
neither the United States nor the Soviet Union showed any
ironic

and Soviet
which

concern until well after the end of the Second World War.

The

so-
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November 1943 promised
the Korean nation after the war in a
general and
statement. The Yalta Agreements did not treat of Korea at all
atDuring the following few months before the
called Cairo Declaration in

to

planned

tack against Japan, It was agreed that a liberated
be
a
Four-Power
and
(American, British, Chinese,,
governed by
Russian)
Trusteeship. This was confirmed at Potsdam, where the American military representatives, upon a Russian query, said that their troops

not land in Korea until after the invasion of Japan. Korea, thus, fell
within the Russian sphere of military operations; their forces
Korea after the Japanese collapse. It was MacArthufs General Order
No. i that established the demarcation line of the 38th Parallel be-

tween the Russian and American zones of occupation, a

line to

which

Stalin himself agreed. It is interesting to note that the division of
Korea along the 3yth Parallel had been proposed by the Russians to

the Japanese, who rejected it twice before the Russo-Japanese War of
1904-5; the American proposition of that line, however, seems to have

been made not on historical but wholly on technical grounds.
Thus, even more than the division of Germany, the partition of
Korea came about virtually by accident. Soon new developments made
the Korean situation even more similar to the German one, and different from the other, more fluid scenes of the Far East. As in Ger-

many, Communists came to occupy

political positions in the northern
half of the country while Syngman Rhee, the leading figure in the
South, arrived from the United States. Yet it is significant that many
of the leading North Korean Communists had come not from Mos-

a year attempts were made to arrive
Korean government; for a while the
united
at a mutually acceptable
of
the
Four-Power Trusteeship idea; but, as
Russians spoke in favor

cow but from China. For about

Germany, by 1946 the division of the country along the wholly
that
arbitrary and technical demarcation line began to grow rigid. By
of
half
one
to
that
concluded
to
have
time the Russians seem
keep

in

a country within their sphere was better than to risk the democratic
line of geometry the
process of unification. Thus along that abstract
in
half.
cut
was
another
of
country
yet
organic body

This Korean tragedy was referred to the Foreign Ministers' Conand to the United Nations in vain. In May 1948 elections
in South Korea, approved by the United Nations, confirmed the govferences
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emment

of Syngman Rhee. That September (a year before they recthe
People's Republic of China) the Soviet Union officially
ognized
the
North Korean Communist government. Again, as in
recognized

Germany, the Russians now proposed a mutual withdrawal of the occupation forces. In January 1949 they announced the completion of
their withdrawal from North Korea; after some hesitation, the American forces, except for a military mission, were withdrawn from South
Korea during the next six months. Thereafter incidents between
South and North Korean forces occurred more often. But it is significant that the usual satellite treaty concluded between the Soviet Union
and North Korea did not include the provision of mutual assistance;
and a significant speech by Dean Acheson in January 1950 suggested
that both South Korea and Formosa lay outside the American defense perimeter in the western Pacific. Thus no Russian and American troops faced each other when on 25 June 1950 the North
Koreans broke across the

Parallel.

origins of the North Korean attack are even now obscure.
reason to believe that Acheson's address encouraged the

The
is

There
North

Koreans to believe that they could destroy the South Korean regime
without active American involvement, since the United States seemed
to have left the Korean problem in the lap of the impotent United
Nations. More important, all the available evidence shows that the

Mao unprepared. It has been suggested
that Stalin gave his blessing to the North Korean military adventure:
he considered it relatively safe in view of what the Americans were
North Korean move caught

saying and also propitious because of the rise of China and of the
otherwise receding Russian influence in the central Manchurian-Ko-

rean-North Chinese theater in the Far East. But whatever the spring
may have been, the American reaction certainly

of the Russian motive

caught the Communist world by surprise. President Truman, without
hesitation, acted energetically, intelligently, with the sure instinct of
bravery.

He knew

that

no matter how remote the

strategic value of

Korea, the prestige of the United States was now involved together
with the future determination of the entire free world in resisting the
pressures of Communist Power. He ordered the immediate engageof American naval and air forces
against the invaders. In the
United Nations fortunately the Soviet Union was caught napping;

ment

her delegate was absent from the
Security Council on the very

first

THE CHINESE STRUGGLE AND
day when an American
United Nations to come

TIDE

KOREAN WAR

resolution called for the

CJ1

of the

to the aid of the attacked. Thus, in the ab-

sence of a Soviet veto, the United States could claim that it
for
the United Nations; and, indeed, together with no less
142,000
American and more than one million South Korean casualties, 17,000
British, Australian, New Zealander, French, Belgian, Dutch, Greek,
Turkish, Colombian, Ethiopian, and Siamese soldiers valiantly

wounds in the war that came.
Like Churchill's in June 1940 in the Second World War, June 1950
was America's finest hour In the cold war. Truman's

their lives or suffered

was more than commendable.

It electrified the free world and
It
confidenceno matter how dreary the campaign in that remote country was to become, no matter how relatively inconclusive its results

were to be.

Despite the virtually undisputed superiority of American air power
during the first phase of the war, hordes of North Korean soldiers

poured southward on foot, overwhelming the South Korean and American troops; soon the latter retreated within the pocket formed around
the bridgehead of Pusan, suggesting a coming Bataan or another
Dunkirk. American sea power then turned the balance. An American
blockade of North Korea was proclaimed; and from Japan, American
supplies

and troops flowed

vexed by enemies at

Supreme Commander,
Inchon,

behind

into

Pusan in increasing

quantities, un-

In September 1950 General MacArthur, the
mounted a bold amphibious counterattack. At

sea.

American marines landed in a brilliant,
Within a week the North Korean troops,

Seoul,

imaginative operation.
threatened by encirclement,

fell back in defeat, Seoul was freed; the
American-U. N. Army crossed the 38th Parallel; it carried the war into
the territory of the Communist invaders, whose capital, Pyongyang,
fell in October. Victory seemed complete; and General MacArthur said
that by Christmas the war might be over. It was now, toward the
of the Korean War, that political comend of this decisive second

phase

There was some question within the United Nations
and the Western Allies whether the mandate of this United Nations
force justified their conquest of the whole of North Korea. Russia
plications arose.
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was bearlike, growling rather than restive, while American diplomatic
and military moves strongly emphasized that the frontiers of the Soviet Union would be respected as a matter of course. 8 It was, however,
not from across the Russian but from across the Chinese frontier that
new armed hordes were introduced into the war.
From early October onward Indian and other neutral diplomatists
indicated that the Chinese Communist government, restless and anxious over the prospect of an American army nearing its borders, would
intervene unless the advance were halted. These political warnings
were not heeded by Washington and their military manifestations
were unheeded by General MacArthur until in the first week of November large numbers of Chinese soldiers were crossing the Yalu
River into Korea. Their masses soon overran the American spearheads,
whose victorious advance now turned into a bitter wintry retreat.
During this third phase of the Korean Campaign, the Chinese with
their revitalized North Korean allies drove south of the Parallel and
conquered Seoul again; but by February the momentum of their drive
was spent; the American-United Nations forces moved back into
Seoul and, beyond it, pushed into the mountains slightly north of
the 38th Parallel, where the front line was stabilized by the spring.
We now know that this meant the end of the last important military
phase of the Korean War; but this was not yet evident in the spring
of 1951, when a great political crisis developed within the Western
Allied ranks.

At the center of events stood General MacArthur, one of the great
commanders of modern history, a Roman figure of the New World.
He represented the old American inclination to see in the Pacific the
main theater of American destiny and the future center of world history. When the stunning events of Pearl Harbor seemed to have silenced the voices of American isolationism, these inclinations were
soon transferred to an "Asia First" war policy, contending that the
war against Japan, and not against Germany, was the primary task
of the
8

United

Truman

Russian

States.

MacArthur, the

Pacific

Commander,

naturally

emphatically forbade the United States Air Force to intrude into

territory.
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inclined in this direction. His audacious advance from

redeemed the

early

American defeats

to

in the war. In
1945

he

Supreme Commander in Japan. This tall and impressive figure^ surrounded by a devoted staff, austere, impressive, isolated on the
pinnacle of power, combined the image of a Roman
proconsul
the Oriental image of a great conqueror. But he was not
only
festically isolated from the Japanese, whom this impressed profoundly;
he was also isolated from his own country, where he had not set
for more than a decade. Out of this kind of closed Oriental

were bound to arise.
was General MacArthu/s passionate

tive troubles
It

that mistaken political influences in

belief

throughout his

Washington handicapped Amer-

and Far Eastern interests to the unjust advantage of EuThis
belief
was now fortified by the conditions imposed upon
rope.
the Korean War. Here, MacArthur believed, was the occasion to deica's Pacific

stroy the power of the Communists in China,
tributed to lukewarmness and corruption in

whose

victory

Washington.

he

at-

Presi-

better the priorities of the now
world-wide nature of the cold war; they were also aware of the con-

dent

Truman and Acheson knew

ditions that, for the sake of

American

prestige alone, were attached

to the United Nations character of the Korean campaign. It was,
in essence, another conflict between Europe First and Asia First conlatent inclinacepts of American destiny. By early 1951 these always
into
tions, spurred by the frustrations of the Korean War, crystallized

two

political

camps, and the

crisis

broke.

We have seen that the allies of the United States, and
Britain,

were not

particularly

armed advance to include
North Korea. Their warnings were left unheeded

in favor of extending the

the conquest of all of
while MacArthur's own intelligence staff discounted the Chinese
MacArthur immediately proposed
danger. As the onslaught erupted,
the bombing of Manchurian strong points and Chinese bridges on
the Yalu. After painful discussions, Truman decided against this. It
eleis true that the massive introduction of the Chinese Communist

ment transformed the character of the Korean War. On the other
hand (contrary to the universal chorus of Experts who after 1945 proclaimed that from now on there were but two alternatives in political
Peace or Universal Atomic War) the Korean War,
history: Universal
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no matter how extreme the opposition between the two sides and their
The Soviet Union did not interideologies, was a limited war indeed.
she
for
vene; except
helped the North Koreans but
military supplies
to them until 1951 ).
(the first Russian jet airplanes were not given
a
of
full-scale war, the Chinese engaged
risk
the
chance
to
Unwilling
in the euphemism of calling their soldiers "volunteers." The decisive
American domination of the Korean seas was left unchallenged by
the enemy, while no attempts were made to bomb the decisive American
in Japan; if Manchuria, as MacArthur said bitterly, was "a
was Japan for the
privileged sanctuary" of the Chinese attackers, so
American defenders. It is, of course, easy to sympathize with MacArthur, who believed that he was waging a war with one of his hands
tied. It is

not so easy to sympathize, in retrospect, with his willingness

of a
political opposition to his side. The prospect
the
American
war
in
hitherto
the
policy,
possibility
prevailing
change
of a sudden American air attack on Manchuria, arose. The British
to rally

American

and the French came to Washington,

trying to impress upon President
the incalculable consequences of a full-scale American war
with China, an impression that the President largely shared. Mac-

Truman

Arthur was

now becoming

responsibilities,

restive. Fully aware of his constitutional
the American President dismissed him of his Supreme

A

Command on

11 April 1951.
wave of political and sentimental
9
rose
in
America.
It did not change the course
clamor
immediately
of Far Eastern events.

For these were now further circumscribed by the geographical conBy that time the very territorial objects of
the war had become limited. The Communists saw that they would
not be able to push the Americans out of Korea, while the AmericanU.N. command knew that, short of the risk of a full-scale war with
China, they would not attempt to conquer all of North Korea again.
The opposing armies were digging in; and the last attempt at a Chinese offensive was defeated soon after MacArthur's dismissal. Thus
ditions of a limited war.

& At that time I found it
very significant how upon the sudden news of MacArthur's dismissal dock workers in New York went on a protest strike, in a
spontaneous demonstration. This expression of the political sentiments of these

tightly unionized,

New

Deal-supported, and Democrat-organized workers in favor

of this remote, right-wing,
Republican hero of a general indicated the latent
strength of that American popular tendency that was soon to gather around

Senator McCarthy.

CHINESE STRUGGLE AND
the

commotion

in

KOREAN WAI

American

gc

coincided, by and

politics
relative stabilization of the cragged front line
Korea. It was this latter condition that led to the

the

end of

the Korean War.

In June 1951 the Soviet Union, at the United Nations,
negotiations for an armistice. Interrupted on
occasions,
thereafter negotiations began in Panmunjom on the

between the opposite commands. Seemingly endless
the fate of prisoners of war, exploited by Communist and
chicanery, stretched these talks out for two years, during
thousands of Americans, not to speak of the Korean population,

still

their lives in bitter local battles fought along portions of the front 1 *
It was not until July
1953, when Stalin was dead and

the American President, that the Korean Armistice was inally
understandably against bitter South Korean obstructions, since
sealed for a long time the division of that

it

unhappy country.

The United States, led by Truman, had sprang to the defense of
South Korea in the name of a principle that it maintained with honor
through the end of the war.

Still, the unpopularity of the remote,
Korean
War remained an important factor,
inconclusive
unspectacular,
All of this contributed decisively to the emergence of a new American

political climate,

whose

full effects

we

shall see in the following chap-

ter.

Yet the balance of the Korean War must be seen from a wider perultispective: for, apart from the sad record of American casualties,
mately Russia emerges as the loser of
10

this

grim historic episode.

The

We

must mention here two parallel propaganda campaigns; the change in
the general texture of history in democratic times compels the historian to do so.
can see the relative caution of Russian statecraft throughout the Korean
War. This does not mean, however, that this caution was imposed by anything

We

crass self-interest. For it was during this time that Communist organizations,
on Moscow's orders, propagated the utterly hypocritical campaign of the so-called
Stockholm Peace Appeal; and in 1952 they launched the utterly vile propaganda
campaign accusing the United States of having spread millions of bacteria behind
Korean and Chinese lines. Fortunately the influence of these campaigns was

but

limited.

of

And

the reciprocal figures of tie voluntary repatriation of the prisoners

war again indicated the

relative minority

appeal of

Communism.

96

United

States, after

all,

held

its
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own. America maintained the

free-

dom

of South Korea; American troops stand even now north of the
j8th Parallel. American naval power still dominates the entire Pacific,
up to the very surf of the Chinese mainland. American control over

Formosa,, Okinawa, and over bases in Japan remained strong and undisturbed. In 1951, at San Francisco, the Japanese Peace Treaty was
signed without Russia, whose observers could do little more than make

grumbling public speeches. Moreover, it is obvious that a full-scale
American involvement in a war with China would have suited Stalin
well, to the detriment of Europe: as General Bradley said in 1951,
MacArthur's plans might have led to the wrong war, with the wrong

enemy,

at the

wrong

time, in the wrong place.

Korean War was not Russia but China;
The
but her victory was one of prestige rather than of power, while her
gains were made ultimately not at the expense of America but of Russia. To those who said: "We have lost China/' the answer should
be: When did we have China? We have already seen that except
for the fifty years preceding the Second World War, the nations of
the white race, including America, had no decisive influence in China
at all; their colonial, commercial, and political influence was consequent to the disintegration of the Chinese Empire, which in the end
America herself attempted to prevent. But now the power of China,
with her hundreds of peasant millions, was rising again. Already in
1950 the Chinese conquered Tibet; and in Sinkiang not only British
and American but also Russian influences waned as the new Communist military masters of China established their rule over that remote Central Asian province. North Korea at the beginning of the
war was a Russian satellite; by the end of the war Russia had to share
her influence with the Chinese, whose forces, after all, had saved the
North Korean regime from extinction. It is true that the Invincible
Communist Alliance of China and Russia was loudly proclaimed
throughout; it is true that China depended on Russian technical and
material assistance; but the latter was moderate in extent. Even
before the Korean War the Russians had to make concessions to
the new Communist Chinese regime about their privileges in Manchuria, in Dairen, and in Port Arthur that had been established earlier
at Yalta and with Chiang Kai-shek; in 1952 by "mutual agreement"
relative victor of the

the Russian evacuation of these important Manchurian places was
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it
postponed; by 1954, however, the Russians
Meanwhile the specter of Chinese energy made a favorable

slon

upon the yellow

appeal

of

races of Asia. Unlike in Europe,

Communism was low

even-where

appeal in Asia

on the side of the United

the

the iron

was yet far from being spent; but its
now incarnated in China as well as in Russia. Finally, like

its

to go.

States, Russia exercised a

was

in-

fluence on China during the latter phase of the Korean War; Russia,
was instrumental in promoting the armistice

like Britain,

a pattern that

would recur

in Indochina later.

Thus, while America, despite all of her toilsome frustration
did not lose a single speck of ground of her victorious con1945,
quests against Japan, less than a decade after 1945, and a half century
after that Russo-Japanese War whose losses Stalin so

mud

to recoup, Russia's domains in the Far East were limited again; her
marsovereign power along the shores of the northwestern Pacific was
ginal,

not central.

V

Stalin* $

and Dulles"

rise

(To 1955)

on or about 5 March 1953 J at the same time that a
w
over by Eisenhower, was
Admmisfrati<i
new Republican
7 |>resMe3
[ied

of American governtaking over the large and complex functions
ment. Though the world was promptly assured of the continuity of

Russian and American

policies, these

were events of immense impor-

tance.

For almost three decades

Stalin's figure

alone dominated the vast lands and
for almost a decade, the fate of the

affairs

and

his massive

shadow

of the Russian Empire;

world directly depended on his

eventual decisions. Patient and yet often impetuous, stubborn and
yet amazingly supple, brutally rude and yet occasionally sentimental,
frontiers of the Communist sphere far more success-

he advanced the

than Lenin; and yet he was more of a Russian figure, largely
unacquainted with the affairs and uninterested in the ideas of Europe,
reflecting more of Asia than Lenin, who had some Tatar blood in his
fully

veins.

As with the Corsican Frenchman Napoleon and the Austrian

Hitler, the

few burrs under the Georgian Stalin's saddle included his
be a great Russian. Like Napoleon and Hitler, he died

desire to prove to

near the summit of his power, ruling to his last days from the mysterious and awesomely isolated towers of the Kremlin, in the shadow of
whose walls he still lies entombed. He reminds us of Ivan the Terrible,

an

orthodox Moscow fortress; and both Ivan
remind us how the concept of Supreme Rulers in

earlier inhabitant of that

and

Stalin should

STALIN

S

Moscow
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derived from the concept and practice of Tatar
of the Tsardom borrowed from Byzance.

more than from that

After the short-lived glow of wartime victories, the
was full of darkness and fear again in the last
of this
munist Khan. We have seen some of his mistakes in
foreign affairs.

We

know how

Com-

within the government of

undisputed primacy produced, together with the
zation and terror, the inefficiencies of sycophancy,

his

of

formation, and corruption. Though his lucid understanding of
motives seems to have prevailed until the end for this
of

the world was a plotter rather than a planner,
gift for an instinctive knowledge of men's weaknesses that

all

the

the otherwise parochial genius of Levantine tradesmen or of Amerward leaders his paranoid inclinations toward suspicion

ican

with brutality seem to have fatally shifted the balance of his mind
the end. Shortly before his death the obscure Doctors" Plot,

in

?

eminent and mostly Jewish physicians of the earlier premeditated
murder of his cruel lieutenant Zhdanov among others, cast the
of coming purges across Russia anew. There is some reason to believeas with the demise of many Russian Tsars, we do not know

and we may never know that Stalin's death may have been hastened
by fearful subordinates. There is no reason to doubt that his death
was greeted with relief by millions outside and with mixed awe and
relief

by millions within Russia, including the leaders of the Soviet

hierarchy.

A

brighter scene, of course, was the change at the helm of the American ship of state. Carried by the wave of the popular sentiment for
a change, the Republican Party, after twenty years of exclusion, had
come back to power. Their victory was facilitated by that element

of a popularity contest that in our times has become so large a part
of American presidential campaigns: in other words, the candidacy

and widely respected General Eisenhower was of decisive importance. It is, then, somewhat of a paradox that this
compopular General-President, accustomed to supreme military
mands throughout his life but unacquainted with important Amerof the benign

ican constitutional

and

historical traditions,

unlike his civilian predecessor,

many

immediately delegated,
of the decisive lines of com-
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maud to his lieutenants, among whom the figure of John Foster Dulles
stood out
It is important, at this pointy to say something about the character
of this American statesman whose words and actions, for better or

worse, influenced the course of world aiairs more than those of any
other person during the crucial years that followed the demise of Stalin. His incisive and categorical mind and the steadfastness of his

determination reflected the best qualities of this American lawyer
and patriot Yet lawyers seldom make good statesmen: for the law,
with its dependence on letter rather than on spirit, with its literal categories dependent on predetermined procedures of order, is seldom
sufficient to the
tory.

understanding of the vast open currents of world his-

his legal background, therefore, Dulles brought with him
contractual inclination to extend American alliances, an in-

From

an unduly

clination reiecting a rigid concept of the struggle with Russia, a rigidity that his admirers erroneously attributed to superior principles and
his detractors, also erroneously, to

mere

prejudice.

From

his religious

background,
brought with him the distressingly puritanical and at times even pharisaic inclination to see in the world
this Presbyterian

straggle a national personification of good versus evil, mistakenly elevating the political ideology of anti-Communism into a superior
principle. From his racial background, this Dutch American, an
admirer
of the Boers against England, unusually sympathetic
early
toward Germany, brought with him an enduring small core of distrust

moral

toward England together with the belief that alliance with Germany
must now be the cornerstone of American policies. Keeping in mind,
too, such characteristics as a certain native cunning, a certain American capacity of dissimulating statement, and a certain amount
of personal vanity that made him stay in the
powerful seat of Secretary of State long after the tragedy of cancer was sapping his powers,
now, a year after his death, we may consider in retrospect that his
occupancy of that seat had come at the wrong time, when perhaps
great historic opportunities were missed, whereafter the United States
continued on a now fateful course.

For the orderly and optimistic American scene of the
inauguration
new Administration early in 1953 was not without interior streaks

of a

of darkness.

The passions

of

anti-Communism, together with the pop-
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ular reaction against the frustrations of the

War,

provided potential political capital. Already in 1952,
was
during the electoral campaign, this

as well as

in

capital

the

name

of patriotism and
exploited with
Senator McCarthy's political career was the

More important than McCarthy,

however, was the
heights of this American domestic ideological
just about the time when circumstances among which

was a prime, but by no means the

exclusive, factor
rulers of Russia to modify, to alternate, and on

that the

were

the
at cer-

Thus

tain points, to reverse their
previously aggressive
more a new American Administration was

unwilling or

to rec-

ognize important changes and opportunities until it was
late. Thus Dulles' rise, though coincident with Stalin's

too
ob-

structed rather than

promoted the loosening of the cold war. Thus

we

contributed to the continuation of

shall see

how he

im-

its

portant condition, to the division of Europe.

Europe, and

particularly

sian-American

War

it had become evident
was
Germany,
again the main area of Rus-

Long before the Korean

ended,

conflict.

While

in the Russian sphere of Europe police rale and the attendbetween
ant miseries reached their extremes during the Korean

War

Western Europe two important developments took
the economic and the other the military reorOne
concerned
place.
Western
of
the
European nations, including Germany.
ganization
The first development was marked by various instruments of economic co-operation, of which the Schuman, or Coal-Steel, Plan of
in France and Germany
1950, promoted by Christian Democrats
1950 and 1953,

in

few years later to the formation of the soMarket of the Six Nations. More important and, indeed, underlying these instruments of contract was the "beginning of
the material and industrial recovery of Europe. More surprising, it was

alike, stands out, leading a

called

Common

mined and

divided

Germany

that

Spurred by American economic
West German currency reforms, by

had assumed the lead by 1950.
aid,

assisted

by

the

intelligent

a relative absence of stringent reg-
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illations on free enterprise, but representing most of all the German
national virtues of indtistriousness and organization that turned even
the initially very burdensome and difficult presence of millions of Ger-

refugees to profit, material conditions and productivity in West
Germany and Berlin not only improved but were creating a condition
of astonishing prosperity. The Germans, of course, automatically

man

benefited from the condition of their disarmament at a time

when

and the other still war-torn states of Western Europe had to
devote a large amount of their national incomes to the maintenance
of their armed forces in the face of the Soviet military threat. For
some years the Germans were spared that burden; and, indeed, in the

Britain

second half of the 19505 the other nations of Western Europe, particularly France, began catching up with German prosperity. At any
rate, these material developments suggested the resilience of Euro-

pean vitality even after the Second World War on a divided continent
These developments further reduced the already weakened appeal
of Communism in Western Europe by the time of the Korean War
(even though, contrary to American expectations, the economic
benefits of the Marshall Plan hardly reduced at all the standard percentage of Communist votes in France and in Italy). Within the
Germanics the direction of refugees and the increase of prestige moved
steadily toward the West German Federal Republic and away from
the German "Democratic" Republic in the East. Even in
1949, under
almost complete police domination, about one third of the people in
East Germany voted against the Communist bloc. This did not, of
course, prevent the final formation of the East German state in October 1949, whose government, save for a few details, conformed to
satellite pattern. On the other side, West
Germany, guided

the Soviet

by the strong and able hand of Dr. Adenauer, strove to prove the
value of a new democratic
Germany within the Western

community

of nations.

From

the beginning it put special emphasis on a nearly
absolute co-operation with the United States.
By 1949 this tendency

was acquiring a military

significance.

There

is

some evidence

that, dur-

ing the slight easing of the cold war that followed the end of the
Berlin Blockade, the Russians,
seriously concerned with the prospects
of West German rearmament, still
regarded the future of a united

Germany

as negotiable; at that
time, during

Conference in

Paris,

the Foreign Ministers'
reached
was
about the mutual
agreement
nearly
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evacuation of Austria. But American and
each other, and their commitments to their
allies,

were already too deep.

of EuDuring the Korean War the American military
rope and of Germany proceeded rapidly. In
1950
told the Western Foreign Ministers that the United
the
defense of Europe contingent on the creation of a Wot
Army. At that time not only the British but even Chancellor
were unenthusiastic about this plan (the latter, quite rightly,
have preferred a militarized Federal police force, a
of

the East German force of that kind). A few months later the
Westen European united command was put under American
tion

as

General Eisenhower occupied the supreme

NATO-SHAPE

Fontainebleau. At

in

first

of

was

this

much more than in the creation of a large polyglot
military bureaucracy in buildings marked by a bewildering
of abbreviations; but behind them grew the American determination
evident in not

to install

American

forces

permanently in a European theater,

pref-

erably together with the forces of a renewed Germany. Between 1950
and 1953 various senseless and exaggerated estimates were made about

number

the

of divisions in the

NATO

Army

that would, at vary-

ing target dates, be ready to face the mythical hundreds of Soviet
1
divisions poised for eventual attack on the plains of East Germany.

American plans were advanced for the creation of a so-called European Defense Community, within which the respective national forces
would have been merged so as to lose their national identities on
the level of higher command. These plans were gradually advancing
together with the installation of American forces and large American
colonies in Italy, France,
in Spain. For

Turkey and

vited to join

NATO

West Germany,

and, after 1953, even in

by 1951 Greece and Turkey had been in(no matter how far these sunny countries were

from the North Atlantic); the

intricate talks for a

Spanish-American

alliance began; the decision for German rearmament was now irreversible; in 1952 the West German government introduced conscription.
1

them developed into a serious crisis (until May 1960), from
and intelligence incidents involving Americans and Russians
Europe; significantly, most of them now took place in the vicinity of

Though none

1950 onward

air

multiplied in
the Soviet border.

of
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A

change in the hitherto very rigid Soviet position occurred at that
time. Obviously impressed with the (to them) supreme danger of a

German-American
sumption of

alliance, in April

serious negotiations

1952

Moscow proposed

about Germany.

the

re-

published drafts
for a treaty even included such unexpected Soviet concessions as Germany's admittance to the United Nations and the right of Germany
Its

to keep a national army; the suggestion of free German elections was
raised; the unification of the Germanics was to take place under the

guidance of all-German commissions formed by both

West and

East

German
would

representatives; a reunited Germany, on the other hand,
not be allowed to ally herself either with the American or with

the Russian group of

These proposals were not altogether unhave been explored
but
it was the State
now
during negotiations;

states.

reasonable; their usual Russian loopholes could

and perhaps even filled
Department and Pentagon that, in view of the prospects of bringing
West Germany fully into the American alliance system, did not really
wish to explore them.
At any rate, these Russian proposals were made at a time when,
during the 1952 electoral campaign, the Republican candidates called
for a new American policy, promising not only the liberation of East

Germany but

all

of Eastern

Europe from the Soviet Union. All of

however, indicates that a significant change in the direction of
Russian foreign policies was developing even before Stalin's death in
Moscow and that a broad change in the extent and temper of Amer-

this,

ican policies was developing even before Eisenhower and Dulles took
over in Washington.

3

March 1953 the aged

Churchill, once more Prime Minister
of Britain, saw sufficient evidence of a changing atmosphere to pro-

Early in

and diplomatic channels, a meeting at
the summit between Eisenhower, Stalin, and himself. He may not

pose, through confidential

have known that at that time Stalin was already dying. He was soon
to know from reports from Russia that the death of the
tyrant, even
if it did not lead to dramatic
changes, opened up new potentialities
of vast import. Grimly

and rigidly the new ruling group atop the
Russian Empire claimed that through discipline and order the course
charted by Lenin and Stalin would continue. But soon the conditions
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imposed by external as well as by domestic and
to show. New tremors, emanating from Moscow.

and

the

system of terroristic uniformity
by Stalin. Within
the Soviet Union, Beria, the powerful head of the
was
suddenly crashed by his colleagues, among whom the
artificial

out. Tie
supple fvlalenkov and the flexible Khrushchev
rienced Molotov continued as Foreign Minister while Stalin's
lieutenant, Vishinsky, died grief-stricken and the war hero

Zhukov, degraded by Stalin, was brought back into the
councils. Other changes were developing whose end is not yet.

Still,

the description of this developing Soviet Thaw
not
within this book, where we are concerned with Russia's relations with
the rest of the world; but there, too, significant indications were
apparent.
In the capitals of the free world Russian diplomatic
and tentatives soon indicated that a new and more iuid phase of
lations might be opening, particularly in Europe. Certain

re-

about the renegotiability of the German problem were made. Unlike
Churchill, Dulles (and Eisenhower) showed little interest in exploring them. On 11 May 1953 Churchill made an open proposal for a

Summit Meeting of the Chiefs of States in a
House of Commons that included important

historic speech in the

suggestions about the

necessary reconciliation of Russia's security interests with the interests
of a united Europe. But, as at Fulton in 1946, as during the war in

somewhat
1944, as after Munich in 1938, his ideas were regarded as
extreme; they were dismissed by the State Department and by inEuential American circles that went so far as to attribute them to the
last

ambitious attempts of a statesman grown

senile.

2

2 He thus was often accused of undue softness toward Communism
by the very
same people and organs (among the latter the influential picture weeklies Time
and Life stand out) who but a few years earlier accused him of undue British
harshness against Russia (see above, pages 53, 64). And the same Eisenhower
who in 1944 and 1945 had opposed the wily Churchill who through deft milithe Russian Ally out of Berlin, Vienna, and
tary moves liad wanted to keep
old Churchill who now
Prague, in 1953 and in 1954 opposed the same wily

wanted to do that through negotiations with the Russian Enemy. One need not
be an admirer of Churchill to see whom the development of history proved
we may say something about the time lag in American
right. At this point, too,
in Greece and elsewhere, by 1947
foreign policies. We have already seen how,
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would be unfair, however, to seek the motive of these melancholy
misunderstandings in the personal inadequacies of the new American
President and of his Secretary of State. They were inseparable from
a climate of American popular sentiment and public opinion that
was dominant in 1953 and in 1954 and that, to some extent, remained
It

characteristic almost of the entire decade of the 19505 in America.
it amounted to was the adoption of anti-Communism for an

What

We

cannot explore here in detail the comAmerican ideology.
plex origins, the simplicist logic, and again the complex consequences

official

of this

new American anti-Communism, whose component elements

of strength were different from the superficially similar "Red Scare"
that affected the United States around 1920, at which time the political

wrath had been directed against a small subversive minority of Communist immigrants and radical agitators of the working class. This time
the sentiments were more general, popular, and they resided in the
hearts of great masses of people. I have already suggested that it developed as a wide popular, political, and even intellectual reaction
against the more extreme errors of liberal and radical tendencies of
the 19408, to which the frustrations of the cold war, the Korean
War, and the inflated successes of Communism were attributed. Meanwhile the superficiality of propaganda and the sensationalism of magazines and films created a commendably strong and uniform but
unfortunately abstract set of anti-Communist ideas. The struggle with
Russia was a straggle not between nations and men but between
good and evil; and thus every anti-Communist belonged to the American side (a simple belief exploited by elements and accepted by people who had never sympathized with the American involvement
against

Germany

in the

Second World War) Thus in the place of a
.

the State Department adopted the same policy for which

two

we

it

criticized

Britain

how, by 1955, two years after he had dismissed
ChtirchilFs summit proposal, Eisenhower himself went to Geneva to sit down with
the new leaders of Russia; and in
1958 American marines were to land in Lebanon
less than two years after Eisenhower and Dulles threatened to take
stringent
years earlier;

shall see

action against the Anglo-French
landing at Suez. One of the last dogmatic stateof Stalin was a curious
prediction that the Soviet Union would profit from

ments

the next war that would break out

United States and

among

and though the

the capitalist Powers, between the

fallacy of this exaggerated projecobvious that Russia profited on every occasion from
misunderstanding between Washington and London during the Second World
War a well as during the cold war.

tion

is

obvious,

it

Britain;

is

also
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clearer national purpose this blanket
to
more traditional concepts of American patriotism. This will at
of
suggest the reasons for the extraordinary

McCarthy. This spunky demagogue, a
could rally most of the American nationalist
American officialdom bent before him while
lectuals wailed self-pityingly in his wake. His

the

to his

was

In late

when

the President, belatedly, moved
him. After his
1954,
alcensure by the Senate, McCarthy retired to
in
coholic isolation. His chunky dark figure, riding the
of anti-Com-

munism, was

a

symptom

was not

rather than a cause; but his

merely a domestic phenomenon; deeply, though indirectly,
enced the conduct and the course of American

it

his political presence and his potential popular
dably influential factors during a critical and perhaps

pro-

pitious phase of Russian-American relations.
For events, in 1953 and 1954, indicated a Russian

partly of course by calculation, but partly also by the
nition of pressures on the new rulers of Moscow,
17 Jane 1953
Germany and the world were electrified by a wave of strikes

On

in East

7

Germany

that culminated in a virtual workers revolution IB

East Berlin. Here was the

European revolution against the SoGerman government was
to restore order, the tanks of the Russian garrison moved in; and
though order was promptly restored by force and a few
followed, a certain extent of Russian moderation and uneasiness was

viets' rule.

When the

also apparent.

first

miserable East

Worried by the

in Eastpossibility of similar eruptions

em Europe, the Russian leadership summoned Rakosi, the hated Communist satrap of the Hungarian nation, and brutally ordered his dismissal. On 4 July 1953 the more moderate Imre Nagy was proclaimed
Prime Minister in Budapest. On the same day the final arrangements
for the Korean Armistice were completed. Throughout the next two
years significant reforms eased police terror and restrictions throughout Eastern Europe. This policy was not over-all and uniform, but
full anyonly because the new rulers of Moscow, with their hands
their
more
on
leaders
own;
how, were letting their satellite
govern

and many of these leaders feared
eralization" that would endanger

like

the plague any policy of
own domestic position.

their

"libStill

the iron curtain, especially across Germany, was opened here and there.
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Khrushchev, were to
begin their extraordinary series of journeys outside their Russian
sphere to capital cities of the world. All of these developments suggested a gradual improvement of relations between the two worlds,

Soon the Russian

leaders, notably the ebullient

and perhaps the chance for preparing a European settlement. Not unreaction forthcoming.
early 1955, however, was a positive American

til

4
There were many reasons why the United

States and, indeed, the

were msufficiently responsive to these new diplomatic
conditions in Europe during this phase of the cold war. One of the
prime reasons was that their attention was drawn elsewhere. In 1954,

Western

Allies

war, civil war, and the threat of war flared up high in
in lie world outside of Europe, and especially in Asia.

Indochina came closest to a

crisis in

Of

many places
Of these the

new Korean War.

the great regions of the world, the affairs of Southeastern
Asia remained longest fluid and confused after the chaotic conseall

quences of the Second World War. The British, having left India and
Burma but not Malaya and Singapore, were engaged in a difficult small

Communist guerrillas. The French, whose presand power were badly rained there during the Seconct World War,

jungle war with native
tige

returned to Indochina with an army but with little native support.
Since 1946 in northeastern Indochina the Communist Ho Chi Minh

had

established an insurrectionary regime in Vietminh; "in the South
the French held on to a semi-colonial Indochinese government under

the Emperor Bao Dai, while in the remoter western portions of Indochina the Laotian and Cambodian Kingdoms advanced to full sovereignty. After bitter straggles the Dutch by 1949 felt compelled to cede
the remnant of their title over the Indonesian Archipelago to the

violent

and

shrill nationalist

government of those

islands.

This with-

drawal of the European Powersoriginally promoted by Japan and
also supported by the United States did not end the chaotic conditions in this large, fetid, motley,

and

multiracial part of the world.

The large Chinese minorities hearkened to the successes of the new
Communist China. The Chinese began to extend political, and some
military, support to them, especially in Malaya and Indochina, where
from 1952 on the battles intensified; and in 1954 a large Vietminh
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offensive

was mounted
Dien Bien Phu.
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the French,

the

fortress of

of
Concentrating OH the
mistaking somewhat the proportion of the
the United States, led by Dulles,
it
self against these potential

and
to

Communist

A

Southeast Asian
part of the world.
(from which Britain was at first excluded).
sions

and arms poured

into remote

her-

in

of

NATO was
aid

and

and muddy

in 1953 President Eisenhower announced,
that tie United States, hitherto committed but to the

of

for an
mosa, was "unleashing" Chiang Kai-shek's
vance across the water against the mainland
but the Formosan Hounds ? though increasingly
fed,

ad-

not

swim.

American

military

and

political influence

was

the French in southern Indochina (where the throne of the
Dai was soon to be toppled and the energetic and pro- American

was to be the ruler-President) when the Dien Bien Phu crisis
the French Army could not hold the fort unless the Americans
in a
to intervene. It was at that time that Dulles, as he himself
brink
of
His
to
the
war.
phrase later, chose to commit America
has been associated by bitter critics with this phrase,
inopportune in a world over which hovers the shade of Hydrogen Bombs;
and yet there was some wisdom there* for Dulles knew how the Rus-

and Chinese understand force better than anything else. Still,
this would have been again the wrong war against the wrong enemyy
in the wrong place and at the wrong time. Russia was far from being
directly involved; even Chinese involvement was but indirect;

sians

in view of the experiences of the Korean War, it is strange how Dulles
believe that the intervention of American

and Admiral Radford could

power alone could turn the tide of this guerrilla war fought in millet
and rice paddies. In the last week of April 1954, Dulles had
about committed the French to this American plan of intervention;
but Churchill, who was aware of the global risks but even more of
air

fields

the insufficiency of such an aerial intervention, halted its full development. Dien Bien Phu, marked by scenes of tragedy as well as of heroism,

fell

in

May. In June

a conference

met

in Geneva.

Through

HO
British
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and Russian mediation on the respective sides, it settled the
War; Vietminh and Vietnam were separated along the

Indochinese

iyth Parallel, a

much

shorter line than the Korean jSth; the former's

territory under native Communist control was somewhat extended,
while the latter now fell mostly within the American sphere of in-

fluence.

Meanwhile throughout the 1950$ nationalist revolutions complicated and, on occasion, endangered the balance of the RussianAmerican cold war. In Egypt the corrupt King Farouk was chased
withdraw the

away by a junta

in 1952; in 1954 Churchill decided to

British garrisons

from the Suez Canal Zone. In Cyprus

was developing, with Greeks pitted against the

the Turks; the Spanish were agitating for the British
of Gibraltar; in Algeria the guerrilla

war
and
abandonment

guerrilla
British garrison

war of the Moslem

nationalists

against the French was beginning, while in Iran, Dulles, after a period
of significant hesitation, came around to the British viewpoint and

encouraged the restoration of the Shah against the histrionic nationalist dictator Mossadegh in 1953. In Guatemala in 1954 the United
States more or less openly promoted the overthrow of a Leftist government with a vaguely pro-Communist tinge that was about to receive a smattering of arms from the Soviet sphere. Still, these eruptions
outside the Western world were directed by native and racial ambitions rather than by central Russian command; they led to a reduction

of British

and European

possessions together with a global increase

not of Russian power but of American commitments and influence.
In the central continent of Europe and in the Far East the status quo
remained unbroken while in Southeastern Asia the Bandung Conference in 1955, Proclaiming universally vaporous Principles of Peace

and Coexistence, seemed to bring the "neutralist" Indians and Indonesians together with China in a warm but illusive gut of racial
sentiment. 3
3 It
passed generally unnoticed how these Five Principles of Bandung resembled
the Five Principles of a Joint Declaration of the Assembly of Greater East Asiatic
Nations that had been sponsored by the wartime Japanese government in Novem-

ber 1943 in Tokyo. Yet this was but another evidence how the Japanese war aim
of destroying forever the
Europeans' position in Asia lived on. In the first place,
for the

masses of Eastern Asia the psychic impact of the spectacle of the early war
the Yellow Race over the British, French, and other Europeans tran-

victories of

Ill

of
In 1955, then ? the first break in the
the
State
of
Austrian
the
Treaty
completion
Though
small country in the middle of Europe, its

was
but a

was

and enduring.

We have seen how Churchill's proposition

for

summit had been spumed by the new
in 1953. For two years afterward the standard
istration was that Russian deeds, not words.
at the

of this

In

the
1953 rambling but important policy speeches by
the
the Secretary of State suggested some of the conditions
further:
sians would have to meet before they could be
included the agreement of an Austrian Peace Treaty, the

of

the remaining prisoners of war, the signing of the Armistice in
the
Unimpressed by the evident change of mood in Moscow, or by
obRussian
new
the
unlike
Stalin,
very condition that,
of
the
Battered
even
or
attracted
by
perhaps
viously
amicable reception at the summit, this American reluctance
until after, under the pressure of events, the

predominant

fulfilled these initial conditions one by one. Already in January 1954
a Foreign Ministers* Conference had met in Berlin, where, though
no definite settlements were reached, certain Russian reactions infor a
dicated some
Austrian, and perhaps even for an

coming

hope

eventual German, agreement. Soon these were to mature into
tangible fruits.
For in the meantime certain European developments had began
bito modify, slowly but significantly, the hitherto almost exclusively
scended the more remote later spectacle of Japan's defeat. In the second place,
the Japanese successfully turned over instruments and institutions of political
movements in 1945, at the time of
to native nationalist and

revolutionary
the Japanese surrender and before the first token detachments of the European
Powers arrived. This happened thoughout Indochina, where, somewhat ironically,
Ho
the Japanese as well as Chiang's Chinese helped to establish the Communist
Chi Minh; in Indonesia the Japanese simply turned the government over to their
wartime collaborators. For in the Far East race was even more important than
from Siam to the Philippines many erstwhile collaborators of the
politics. Later,
most of them tinder the preof
came back to

power

Japanese
text of

positions

anti-Communism.

political

power,
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polar balance of power whereby the fate of Europe entirely depended
on America and Russia. Almost a decade had passed since the Zero

Hour

of 1945; now the political importance of certain European
nations was rising together with the clusters of new buildings that
marked the new growth of European industry and wealth. This
curious European renaissance of power led to the first (though, as we
shall see, at best limited and at worst abortive) moves toward a disof the two great military powers on European soil (Like
re"peaceful coexistence," "disengagement" thus became an actual
In
the
was
coined.)
ality years before the later much abused phrase
East, Khrushchev and Malenkov accepted the fact of an independent

engagement

4

Yugoslavia; they made a noisy visit of reconciliation to
In
the West, French national recalcitrance, over and above
Belgrade.
the obscure wranglings of Parisian parliaments and politics, put an

Communist

to the American-sponsored concept of a European Defense Community with its supranational European army. Dulles threatened the

end

French with the prospects

of an "agonizing reappraisal" of America's
withdrawal of American forces from
eventual
the
position, involving
he
did
not
Europe (which
mean). Eden, who was now in full
really

charge of British foreign policy, since the aging Churchill was to
tire soon,

Germany

patched things up
within NATO.

in

re-

September 1954 by bringing West

Impressed by these developments, but even more influenced
by their own need of a d&tente, the Russian leaders finally decided
to go ahead with an Austrian peace settlement. They wrangled out
certain economic concessions (which turned out to be
politically in-

consequential in the long run); they insisted upon the assurance that
Austria, like Switzerland, would be neutral; but, after ten years of
occupation, they agreed to a mutual withdrawal of troops from Austria. It is
significant that in the last moment Molotov and, to some
extent, Dulles, deeply suspicious of each other, were reluctant to let
go of these Austrian zones of strategic deployment; but in the end

wisdom prevailed
Moscow.

in

Washington and, perhaps more

Qn^ijJMa^

i^cjcj

Vienna amidsFkenes

in

significant was the
4

surprisingly, in

the ^Austrian State Treaty was signed

More impressive and
Austrian government had a

oi popular jubilation.

historic setting.

The

American and British mediation meanwhile had settled the long and painful
Trieste frontier dispute between
Italy and Yugoslavia in 1954.
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sense of occasion. The Instrument was
bound the Agreements of the

There was a licker of

The Austrian

by the
of

historian Friedrich

Heei

in the west

1815.

records

to the Kahlenberg Hill, overlooking the
and
Vienna,, beyond which on that clear day his eye

and mountains

in

on

and the

of

the

great Hungarian

in silence to the east. 5

As centuries ago, when her
Tuifa
by Tatais
the
Vienna
a
of
broken,
may
redemption
in
the
For
time
in
of
the
tea
the
point
history
Europe,
Russians and Americans agreed together to withdraw
from a central portion of Europe; they recognized the
of a Catholic and historic nation. The last Soviet
left by 15
November; characteristically, the achieement of full
was celebrated by the glittering opening performance of the
and
Viennese Opera. Vienna was now the capital of a
country, an event that could not but have certain
Hunher neighbors, primarily upon Germany in the West and
gary in the East. The disengagement of America and Russia in
had begun.

1955 American reluctance against
6
a Summit Meeting finally melted away. For more than a year BOW
Berlin through Geneva
from
Conferences
the Foreign Ministers'
more useful. Finally the four Heads of State
to Vienna were

During

this March-like climate in

becoming

General Eisenhower, Prime Minister Bulganin (who came with
5 Molotov aslced for a translation of the words
engraved there: "Round from
to understand
Kahlenberg these lands you must see/To comprehend my thought,
me," written by the great Catholic and monarchist Austrian dramatic poet

Grillparzer.
6
must

We

in America
again keep in mind that domestic political sentiments
did not follow this change in the climate of world affairs, of which the overwhelm-

and governing majority of the American people were left unaware by their press
ment. In January 1955, for example, several American mayors and city councils
the latter
protested to the State Department because the restrictions imposed by

upon the movements of Russian
tended to their

cities.

were not exdiplomatists in the United States
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Khrushchev, of course, and with Zhukov), Eden, and the inconsequential French Prime Minister Faure met in Geneva in July 1955, w *&
Chancellor Adenauer anxiously hovering in the mountains of the
neighborhood.
This was a strange conference: not a success, not a

failure; it was,
some
showed
Russians
eagerness to discuss Eureally, nothing.
the
Eisenhower,
proddings of Dulles (who,
ropean questions:
upon
In turn, was prodded by Adenauer) y was reluctant to engage into

The

in detail; instead, he wished to arouse the imagination
of the world with such sweeping (and impractical) proposals as his
plan for an Open Aerial Inspection of America, Russia, and the

any bargaining

The Russians were taken somewhat aback; they were obviously
impressed with the benevolence and sincerity of this American President, but they had thought that, no matter how high the summit,
the discussions would concern real estate and not air. As in Yalta,
the main fault at Geneva was again that the meeting was unduly

world.

hurried and that the few agreements were vague.

The Heads

of State

directed their Foreign Ministers to seek for a solution of the German
problem on the basis of free elections and considering the interests
of Germany and of European security; but this formula was too general and too
vague to constitute such a definite commitment as Dulles

was

later to claim.

Soon

after

Geneva the Russians

invited

Adenauer

to Moscow, but his talks there were inconclusive. Meanwhile the
full political support of West Germany
continued; in the ensuing Foreign Ministers' meeting later in the year,

American armament and

Molotov again proved recalcitrant and unyielding.
We must consider the German situation now, close as it was to
the end of the first important phase of German rearmament. Behind
It lay a more
complex set of motives than immediately meets the
eye. That West Germany should belong within the American alliance
system was now an American axiom. The French, with their weak
governments and with their army badly worn in Indochinese and Algerian campaigns, favored the close tying of Germany to Western alliances and armed systems in order to limit the freedom of
powerful
independent German action in the future. In other words, they were
quite satisfied with the enduring prospects of a divided Germany. The
British went along with this, too; they were, however, more aware of
the dangerous influences that might follow in the potentially
explosive
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Europe from an

The Germans, on

of

the other

but a few

seemed reluctant to "bear arms in any
and more wiling to rearm. In this

BO

their full reintegration within the
of the West; but, rightly or wrongly, they
the future unification of Germany, and they

it

saw
as a

the

to

European Ally of the
which Dulles himself suggested In his
to America in 1955.
pects of their position as the First

Here we must say something about the role of
who, twice triumphantly re-elected, was the

German

affairs

during this decade,

of

A principled

repudiation of HitlerisiBy Catholic
a
"Western"
German par
lie was
strongly Francophile.,
called by some the greatest German statesman since
as

man,

fully sincere in his

unswerving loyalty he led his defeated and
trustworthy membership within the Western community of
Still,

there are three conditions that

we must keep

in

mind

as

to

we

re-

gard the career of this otherwise steadfast and excellent
The first is Adenauers evident dislike for the British, which

(though not exclusively) contributed to the deterioration of the Im7
portant British-German relations later in the ig5os. Second, we
to
the West stands in noterecognize that while Adenauef s loyalty

worthy contrast to the policy of those statesmen of Weimar Germany
who in the 19208 often attempted to balance East and West against
each other to the benefit of Germandom, the brutal rigidity of Russian
a West German leader any
policy, at least under Stalin, hardly gave
other alternative. In the third place, we must consider how Adenauer's
anti-Communism was more of the rigid Dullesian than of the inCommutelligent Churchillian kind; he outlawed the unimportant
nist Party in West Germany; he took it upon himself, time and
time again, to prevent serious negotiations with the Russians that
might have perhaps led to mutual concessions but perhaps also to
a gradual promotion of the dissolution of the partition of Europe and
of Germany; and here his advice prevailed over the British in Wash7 The
psychological effects of tlie temporary defection of Dr. John to East
Berlin (he had been proposed by the British for the position of West German

counterinteHigence chief) were deep and enduring.
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Il6
ington throughout.

founded

It is true,

of course, that his opposition

at least in part: the Russians were unprincipled

was well
and dan-

gerous partners, and the power and prestige of his Bonn government
naturally compromised in any process of reunification. On
the other hand, we must consider how Adenauer's policy of negotiating with the Russians from strength has not succeeded throughout the decade: by 1960 German unification was at least as far, if not
urther7 away than in 1953, before the German rearmament began

would be

and

was formed. (And in
European
indicated that, when the chips were down, he preferred an AmericanGerman alliance to any united European system that would, by necessity, have to be independent of Russia but also of the United
before the

the end

full

we must

American-German

also

keep

in

mind how

alliance

this otherwise great

States.)

these complexities, the Russian attitude was relain 1945
tively simple. Indeed, it was similar to the American proposals
had
Stalin
dismissed
cold
that
of
the
and 1946, at the beginning
war,

Compared with

mutual withdrawal of troops from Germany; they remained ambiguous about the definition of free elections;
they were unequivocal in their principle that a united Germany must

at the time.

be

neutral

either the

more

They

offered a

and could not belong to either NATO or the Warsaw Pact,
Western or to the Eastern alliance systems. For a few

years the partial possibility

still

existed that the Russians

might

way of dropping some of their East German Communist
leaders and commitments if this could be done without much loss
of face and at the price of Western concessions. They had already
recognized the impossibility of a Communist Germany; now they
were striving for a neutral Germany; what they would not accept was
find a

the prospect of a united Germany

Meanwhile the power and the

allied

with the United States.

prestige of

West Germany

grew.

and economic products appeared throughout
the world. A triumphant nationalist campaign culminating in an
electoral victory led to the French abandonment of the Saar in 1955.
In the same year the Soviet Union recognized the German Federal
Republic; we have seen, however, that their diplomatic contacts,
marked by mutual suspicions, were unfruitful. The rearmament of
West Germany now proceeded rapidly while American military, intelligence, and propaganda organizations of increasingly complex charIts industrial influences
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ami

Germany,

broadcasts were replarly aimed not
only at the
the nationalities within the Soviet Union

bat at

there was an improvement in the
and McCarthy's advocacies were HO
rangements for tourism and scientific and "cultural"
veloping between East and West in Europe and
the United States and the Soviet Union. An
was
between the two to sponsor the admission of a
of
munist, anti-Communist, and "neutral" ones together, to the
Still,

pol-

icies

Nations.

The

ar-

de-

Com-

EuRussians reduced their forces throughout
the Warsaw Pact a

rope, where, after the Austrian Treaty, they
sort of counterpart of

NATO.

Such a Pact was

to es-

also

Hungary, where their
of guarding communication

tablish their rights to maintain troops in

contractual rights,

on the

basis

to

We

with the Austrian Slate Treaty.
have already seen that they withdrew their garrisons from the Chinese ports; now in 1955 they solemnly returned the Porkkala Penintheir garrisons in Austria, expired

base acquired after the Second
and neutral Finland.

sula, a naval

Meanwhile American commitments
all

in

World Wary

to a

West Germany and, indee4

over the world increased in accord with the contractual

and

held by Dulles. Thus, from
strategic concepts of American security
the death of Stalin to the revolutionary year of 1956, the Russians
retreated and the United States advanced; but-ccept for Austria-

Europe remained

divided.

CHAPTER

VI

The

crucial year

(1956)

A

decade had

now

passed after Yalta and the consummation
and in the Far East. On a

of Russian victory in Eastern Europe
world-wide scale the prestige of Russia

may have

diminished a

little,

while the reputation of her power remained largely constant. Yet we
have seen how the new and still not quite entrenched rulers of Russia

thought

it

better to retreat

from certain outlying

territories

and po-

In the year 1956, then, this Russian retreat nearly turned
a
into
rout of disaster. The most remarkable achievement of Nikita

sitions.

Khrushchev was that he proved able enough to arrest this rout; and in
a few years he could not only save but, surprisingly, increase his own
prestige and power together with the prestige and power of his nation.
There is a strange Russian duality in the history of the Soviet Union
during all of these years after the death of Stalin. On one hand, we
may speak of a thaw, of a relative spring, of an opening of a few

windows to the West, of a gradual increase of personal liberties, of
impressive industrial and scientific successes, of the growth of a bureaucratic upper class, of the decreasing interest in the idea of Communism.
the other hand, there is the virtual absence of any con-

On

scious or serious political opposition to the regime of Communism
in the Soviet Union. For these tendencies of a developing Russian

have been urban rather than urbane, materialist rather than
moderate, technological rather than humanist, pragmatist rather than
rational, opportunist rather than political, middle-class rather than
bourgeois (in the traditional European sense of that much abused
society

CRUCIAL
so far as

word),

and

It is this

sfachev;

for

him

and

and

in the

is

of

this

to

it

the

his

gerous events of 1956, which, in
he himself had precipitated.

turnand

A

hopelessly vulgar and

is

and a

at

at others

rant about certain

but clear and
but on occasion feckless, dogmatic bet
of a
gesting that of an ugly dumpling bat

ical

his

and babyliee OB others^, his
self-condence while on occasion
a
of it and even an abysmal Russian well of inner guilt a
acter, not without a certain peasant charm but also

Ms

face ogrelike at times

acteristic

and

of the

Russian unwillingness to face the distinction
of rhetoric.
with that Oriental lack of the

reality,

of
This may be revealed to every careful
document, his speech in February 1956 to the Twentieth Party Conits
gress. Despite the Communist problems and the Soviet
Marxist.
Less
than
it
is
spirit is Dostoevskian as much as
after the death of Stalin

it

"thaw**
represents the climax of the so-called

us remember that Russian thaws, though so welcome of
after the long icy rigors of Russian winters, tend to be short
(let

flic
between two extreme seasons); it
emit
the
to
of
Russia
climax of the efforts of the new rulers
principle

muddy

transitions

of "collective leadership," to inform the domestic Party that the
rale, the "cult of the individual/' was now ova. The

the Twentieth Congress were started

off

of

by Mikoyan with

and unusually courageous references to Stalin's cruelties; a
latei,
on 24-25 February, came Khrushchev's long and rambling speech to
the closed Party session. 1 Khrushchev berated Stalin for many of his
domestic crimes; and he even made a few references to Stalin's mistakes in the field of foreign relations. Though the speech was clearly
directed against Stalin's memory (even though it lid not condemn
Stalin entirely); though it was principally directed for domestic Party

*We

should note that there were no Party Congresses during the long and

crucial years

from 1939 to 1952.
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it was made with the sincere purpose of extoland purposes of Marxism and Leninism
doctrines
the
"classic"
ling
a secret session; though it sounded at
read
it
at
was
anew; though

consumption; though

times like the litany of a cowardly servant who could no longer keep
within himself the fear and hatred (not unmixed with some respect)
felt toward his now dead tyrant of a master, its effects were tremendous.
It

They almost

human

of

cost

Khrushchev his

and, presumably, his

life.

nature

a

physics do not always apply to
tles, explosions in

rule

much more profound observer of history and
than Marx who in 1848 noted that the laws of

was Tocqueville

human

affairs

politics; that,

often occur not

unlike in steam ket-

when

the terror and

the pressure is greatest but when it already has begun to lessen. In
1956 Khrushchev's speech and his policies of decompression may not
have alone caused but they certainly contributed to the Eastern

European explosions that were to

follow.

We

must, however, distinguish between the effects of the Khrushchev course in Russia from those within the once independent East-

em

European nations. It is very significant and
of Russian national character resides within it

where his

terror

an

implicit

judgment

that within Russia,

had affected so many people, Stalin's memory still
awe and respect that Oriental masses cherish for

holds that kind of

their great Khans. As so often in Russian history, the ruling circles
close to the crimes and follies of a Tsar, even when they had been

the accomplices or cowardly sycophants of his deeds, were more profoundly shocked and impressed by them than were the dark superstitious

masses

who continued

to revere the Mysterious Ruler (and

who were

often attributing their sufferings not to him but to the very
aristocracies that, after all, attempted to rectify matters for the busy
people's sake).
In the first two weeks of

March 1956

serious riots occurred in So-

and people against the degrading
Georgia
of the Great Son of Georgia, of whom they were now so proudeven though, as Khrushchev himself pointed out in his speech, Stalin
often cruelly suppressed and persecuted Georgian national aspirations
viet

a reaction of students

in his self-appointed position as the Leader of All the Russias. Still
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Khrushchev

end

in the

in

his

within the Russlas while In
of the

thaw ran

the

historic

Communist

of

It is a

on the

top,

aad the
the

less

Russian plains to
frost. In
ment created confusion and the
rents of reform even

rills

of

among

but

the

leaders.

mistake to believe that the rulers of

on developments within
There
were
few trusted
aad
pean Empire.
on whom they could rely; and most of
munist leaders showed little willingness to
tion through moderate and liberalizing policies. Thus we

excellently informed

paradoxical situation: in Russia the

Com-

Ac

new Communist

pushing moderate reforms while the great

of the

re-

mained

passive; in the Eastern European captive nations,
was far
ular hatred and disdain of the Communist

to

the surface than in Russia, the leaders tried to
thing? as
for
them.
of Malmas
was
demotion
Khrushchev's
possible
changed

munists in the

whom

certain hopes were pinned by reformist Comsatellites, led to renewed police rule and to retrench-

kov in 1955? on

(and
by 1956, in the wake of Khrushchev's
of his state visit to Britain) significant events indicated
changes within Eastern Europe, too. Significant improvements
attempted by the Hungarian and Czechoslovak governments in
ments.

Still,

in the

wake

relations with neutral Austria

and with Yugoslavia. In

May

the

Com-

munist Prime Minister of Hungary announced the dismantling of
the iron curtain fortifications along the Austrian (and in August along
the Yugoslav) border. The Russian reconciliation with Tito marked
the

latter's visit to

Moscow, where he

tried to convince

Khrushchev

of the necessity of getting rid of such unpopular satraps as the newly
2
reinstated Rkosi in Hungary. For a while the Russians hesitated;

then events in Poland
2

"But he

is

may have

a clever man, after

all.

forced their

And

there

is

hand?

no one

In June in Poz-

else

we can

rely

on,"

replied Khrushchev.
3

We must also keep in mind that from June

government was saddled with a
Shepilov.

1956

particularly

to

February 1957 * ne Russia* 1

incompetent

Foreign

Minister,
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nan, Polish workers and youths besieged the Party and police headWestern visitors to a trade
quarters In the presence of hundreds of

two or three days was order restored; and the Communist government acted with hesitation and with relative clemency.
fair.

Only

after

Meanwhile in Hungary the spirit of intellectual ferment rapidly rose.
At the time of Poznan, during a hot and electric open session of the
so-called Petofi Circle, public demands were made for the punishment and chastisement of the unpopular and hated Communist
leaders. The audience cheered and asked for Irnre Nagy. The national
Communist Gomulka was released from conSnement in Poland, while
in Hungary, Rakosi was ordered to rehabilitate posthumously the national Communist Rajk, who had been purged and executed in 1949.
Soon the popular Imre Nagy was to be reinstated within the Party.

He

was now supported by the Russians themselves. Mikoyan visited
Budapest in the third week of July; the recalcitrant Rakosi was removed from office by direct Russian intervention; finally broken, he
was spirited away to Moscow in a Russian airplane, in disgrace.

These were important developments of great significance. But
meanwhile the attention of the Western Powers was diverted to and,
indeed, absorbed by Egypt
have seen that after Stalin's death Russia retreated in Europe
and also in the Far East. The Middle East, however, was an impor-

We

it marked a new course in Russian
policies in what
called
somewhat
are
the
uncommitted
areas of
now,
euphemistically,
the world. We have seen how after 1920 Lenin, whose revolutionary
hopes had failed throughout Europe, began extending support to national revolutionary movements
throughout the Near East and Asia.
Somewhat similar was the policy of Khrushchev from 1955 onward.
Evidently much impressed with the way in which American economic
and technical assistance led to the establishment of American influence in many places of the world, he chose to imitate the United

tant exception;

States in this respect, too. It is
interesting in retrospect to note how
the mighty Soviet Union under Stalin had no clear
policy and exercised little practical influence in the turbulent lands of the Near

East, so close to Russia's southern frontiers.

Now

all

this

was be-
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ginning to change. Russian economic,
military assistance was being offered to a

number of

with the strange international tendency of our
which the creditor is the suppliant, not the
for a Great Power to be allowed to give money
to a smaller countiy far away. The
sands of years led Arabs ? Egyptians, and
uation in a clever and natural way.

in
to
it Is

a

of
a

to

sit-

By June 1956 the last British forces had left Egypt
in the
American and Russian missions competed
valley of the Nile. John Foster Dulles
about what he said was a new and infinitely insidious way of Soviet
penetration. On 20 July he announced that the United
not, after all, build the Aswan JHigji Dam for Egypt. Within a
Colonel Nasser, the Egyptian DictatorT*6reaking the 1954 Treaty
that the British had just fulfilled, proclaimed that his Egypt
nationalize the Suez Canal Company. Whether he
rather than with clever calculation in mind, we do not know; but at
any rate he sowed the seeds of dangerous discord not only

the West and Russia but also between Britain and the United States,
from which, as we now know, he would ultimately profit.
Stung by this cynical and perfidious action, the British and French
governments, now having been exposed to a lessening of their pres-

through a lengthening series of abdications, decided not to acquiesce in this Suez affair. They wished first to engage the pressure
tige

of world public opinion that could be made effective only with the
aid of the United States. It was, of course, expected that the Soviet

Union should cheer Nasser

on. It was not exported that the United
and French determination.

States should choose to frustrate British

During the

intricate conferences that

began

in

August

it

was becom-

ing increasingly evident that Dulles, if not supporting the Egyptians
cannot say with
openly, was unwilling to support the British.

We

certainty whether his fear of Russian complications or his consideration of American oil and strategic interests played the predominant

part in this increasingly devious policy of the Secretary of State to
the advantage of Egypt and to the detriment of France and Britain

(and, indirectly, also of Israel)
relative proportions, these

.

There

is

evidence that, whatever their

motives were mixed and were important
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factors in his course.

The more open and

benevolent President, hav-

ing recovered from a heart attack, was only following Dulles' lead.
By the middle of September the true nature of Dalles* policy was un-

mistakably evident to

London and

Paris. Partly in concert

with

Is-

who put

rael,
great emphasis on the Russian arms shipment to Egypt,
the plans of a military operation against Egypt were secretly drawn
up. Of this despite Dulles' later claims Washington was of course
aware; by October her hortatory tone toward her Allies and Israel
turned into one of suspicion mixed with warning and resentment.
Subsequently the British and the French, who had already begun ferry-

ing troops and assembling their navies in Cyprus, decided to strike
alone. They kept the last phase of their military preparations secret

from the United

States.

October; a unified Arab

Egyptian military preparations increased in

army command was

set

up against

Israel.

On

with French fighter planes, Israel's army at29 October,
tacked Egypt across the Sinai Desert. Within a day its armored columns were approaching the Suez Canal in victorious clouds of dust.
fortified

Next morning Eden announced that Britain and France were "intervening" between Israel and Egypt and that their forces would
temporarily occupy Port Said, Ismailia, and Suez.
But on that very day even more dramatic scenes brought the cold
war to a turning point in the frenzied streets of Budapest.

is understandable
why the Western Powers, and particularly Britdevoted most, if not all, of their attention to this Egyptian Crisis.
is
hardly understandable why they were caught without a policy by

It
ain,
It

the onrush of Eastern European events in October 1956.
This was the most crucial month of the most crucial year, the most

dramatic time in the entire history of the cold war. And while the
onrush of dramatic events was sudden, it ought not have been unknow now how much political and intellectual fermenexpected.

We

was going on in Eastern Europe for more than a year before
October 1956, by which time the boiling froth at the top was evidently
tation

swelled by the wave of a popular tide.
This was most evident in Poland, whose history and national char-

rising,

acter

had many

a precedent for impatient

and heroic

revolt.

The

very
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were

now

by the

riven

national and democratic

of

and

to

Now

even their Communist minds

secretly released from prison in 1954, re-entered the
This austere and patriotic Communist, a

was

to prove the master of events. His personal impact was
on the Party when its Congress was
to
on the

the Russian precedent
changes were
with
a
of
retinue
shchev,
Marshals, swooped
4
morning. In an extraordinary scene he

on Warsaw

in

at

mulka, who replied with determination^ dignity,
out that dramatic day Khrushchev and Gomulka,
and Polish Part}* leaders, argued bitterly in the

the

Go-

Throughthe

important, outside Russian armored columns were moving, and
sian warships took up threatening positions
the Baltic, But Gomulka and his friends

would not give
fired; arms were

in to the

armed

threat.

of

in

Polish
it

The

irst

Warsaw; for a moamong
ment the specter of a national war "between Communist
not
Communist Russia rose. Then Khrushchev gave in.
distributed

the workers of

way,
by the necessities of the situation but also, in the age-old
by the force and determination of his opponent^ he promised his
port to Gomulka; he iew back to Moscow, chastened and
rather than determined to revenge his retreat, which, in turn, was to
be made acceptable by the wisdom and restraint of Gomulka himself.

The

Polish nation was unrestrained in

its

jubilation;

still,

it

had

been chastened sufficiently by the tragic experiences of recent history
to act less impulsively than in the past at least for a while. The passions for freedom and the sentiment of national independence were
sweeping high, higher, highest during the days of the Hungarian Revolution that followed; but Gomulka, assisted by other men and
other factors, could still maintain his control The Polish October led
to important modifications of

Communist

rule, to a

restriction of

of
incorporation of the Baltic Republics in 1940, the subordination
in 1945, and that of Czechoslovakia in 1948 were accomplished by such
ominous aerial descents by eminent Russian personages. But by 1956 these days
4

The

Rumania

were over, at

least in Poland.
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police intervention, to a wide leeway given to intellectual liberty, to
lifting of the iron curtain to the West, and, most

an almost complete

Russian military authority within
Poland and to the resignation of the Russian Marshal Rokossovsky
from the position that had been assigned to him by Stalin seven years
significantly, to the curtailment of

before. 5 Cardinal Wyszynski, released from prison, helped Gomulka
in his efforts to establish national unity. He asked Catholic organi-

Poland to support Gomulka in
the elections that followed. Thus the chief Catholic churchman and
the chief of the Communist Party of Poland together tried to solidify

zations

and the people

of Catholic

the gains of the Polish October in a

somewhat

extraordinary effort

pf co-operation.
Ever since 1956, thus, Poland has occupied a unique position among
the Communist neighbor states of the Russian Empire. More inde-

pendent, more sovereign, and freer than any of the others, she earned
anew the respect of her friends. But it must not be thought that
Poland had succeeded in wrenching herself away completely from Russia and from Communism or that her able new leader really at-

tempted to do

so.

There

is,

moreover, a strain in the otherwise ad-

under attack, so valiant in defeat,
amount of fecklessness and irresponsibility in
national crises but the toil and frustrations of

mirable Polish character, so heroic
that shows a certain

when not great
daily existence prove to

times

be the main trial. Disorganization, continued poverty and corruption, and, in the end, disillusionment have
cast their shadows in the rooms of this Polish Halfway House, the
new western foundation walls of which, as we have seen, had been
set

since 1945 in what was formerly a German piece of land. But
the roots of truncated German trees were growing again. From

up

now

1957 onward Gomulka,
repress the

still

a

Communist, began

to halt and, indeed,

development of Polish intellectual, religious, material,
and political liberties that would otherwise strongly pull Poland away
from Communism; and now, as these words are written, these restricfull

s

It must be remarked that Rokossovsky
played a relatively restrained role in
Poland throughout. There is some evidence that this Russian commander, who
had been jailed in the Moscow Purges of the thirties, did not relish his position.

His position, his personal inclinations, and his conduct in Poland show a resemblance to that of the Grand Duke Constantine, whom Tsar Alexander I imposed
as viceroy of

a.

subjugated Poland in 1815-31.
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their full extent
Gomulka,
may have
was always aware of Russia as well as of Germany; lie
could not defy Russia and Germany at the

tions

still

a

When

the

significant tentatives of his intelligent

about "disengagement," approved only
met with contemptuous rejection on the
Adenauer, Gomulka may have

by
of

as

as of

the

to

felt it

friendship and acquiescence of Russia in an at
ent Poland by restricting and, indeed,
ments of non-Communist and anti-Russian unorthodox^.
But we are running ahead of our story
.

The Polish Revolution occurred on
summated during the next few days.

was

19 October; its
tremor ran

A

the

Soviet Empire. It was not strong enough to dislodge

its

in

many places except for Hungary.
For many reasons, in Hungary the unpopularity of the
nist regime was greatest in Eastern Europe; it was also in

Commu-

in'
that the intellectual and political ferment of change was
October 1956. The eruption that followed shook the world. Its immediate' Tmpatt shook the world probably more than any revelation
since the Bolshevik Russian one forty years before. It was definitely

more dramatic but also definitely less successful than the Russian revolution; unlike the Russian one, the importance of its occasion lasted
but

less

than a month, even though

Its

significance,

and not only

for

may prove enduring.
now seen how the Russians, belatedly, bundled of the
and hated Rikosi to Moscow in July; but they compromised
still

Hungary,
have

We

despised

by appointing not the rehabilitated Nagy but the rigid Gero
Rakosi, another Jew, like Rakosi, another cruel remnant of the

like
ter-

recent past but, unlike Rakosi, not a clever tyrant at all.
the
first three weeks of October symbolic reforms and signifDuring
icant events in Budapest assumed a trend that was somewhat similar
roristic

Warsaw. But, even though events in Budapest were touched
the
news from Warsaw, in Hungary, unlike in Poland, a doby
mestic revolution broke out on 23 October. On that day, when Gero
to that of
off
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was

still

on

his

way back from a

state visit to Belgrade, an almost

spontaneous demonstration started by university students pulled the
A
people of Budapest into the streets and squares by the evening.

crowd of demonstrators appeared in Parliament Square, demanding Imre Nagy. A hasty, stupid, and snarling radio address by Gero
had the worst possible effects for the regime. Meanwhile demonstrators were besieging the building of the Magyar Radio, where the selarge

opened fire. By that time workers from the industrial outskirts of Budapest were arriving in tracks, carrying a variety of weapons.
Stalin's gigantic statue, erected on the site of a Catholic church only

cret police

a few years before, was destroyed amidst frenzied scenes of jubilation
and dragged into the center of the city. Throughout the night demonstrations, attacks

on Communist press headquarters, and

rifle fire

went on.

On

the morning of 24 October the world awoke to the news of
the workers' organizacivil war. The army, the
police,

a Hungarian

were going over to the insurgents' side; everywhere in the city
Hungarian iags appeared from the center of which the hated
Communist emblem had been torn out. The remnants of the Comtions,

munist government continued to broadcast pathetic appeals in which
promises were mixed with threats; they announced the appointment
of Imre Nagy as Premier. But the regime had already asked Russian

and to help restore order. The battle coneven
Russian
tanks were moving in. It was soon obtinued,
though
vious that they moved hesitantly, with some reluctance. Groups of
troops to enter Budapest

young people succeeded
decimated not so

commands

in setting

some

of

them

much by Russian tank guns

as

of the secret police, fighting for their

afire.

Crowds were

by the unscrupulous

own

lives.

Meanwhile

the revolution had spread to the entire countryside. This was a popular and democratic revolution, one of the few in
history in the literal
sense of that last adjective: spontaneous, often heroic, largely unrestrained, and almost entirely leaderless. Its passions were, of course,
stronger than any political considerations.

The

concessions of the

new

behind this elemental surge of events; the tragregime
edies of bloodshed increased the few concrete political demands of
the people to the point that within a few days the universal cry was
trailed sorrily

no longer the reform of the Communist Party but the abolition of
the one-party regime, no longer the withdrawal of Russian tanks from
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the streets of Budapest but the

of

the entire country.

We know something

the

to

ing events. Already on the afternoon of 24 October,
slov representing, significantly, the
relatively
orthodox wings of the Politburo had arrived

and Su
as well as the

by

Moscow.

Soviet armored cars took

them

to the

Hungarian Communist Party, in the cellars
of the Hungarian Communist leadership were

two Russian

of fie

of

the
in

!mre Nag}*; the
to
Moscow.
Within a few
away

legates gave their support to

Gero was to be spirited

it
appeared that neither the presence of Russian
nor the belated concessions of a remodeled Communist

in

turn the popular tide. On 28 October the Russian
to
ire in Budapest They began to withdraw from the capital. Nagy, on

whom now popular hopes were again

pinned, was announcing
the
situation
and, presumably, to
weigh
his hand, on 30 October, Mikoyan and Suslov iew to
On that day a long Moscow communique of extraordinary
dinar}* reforms.

To

cance announced the withdrawal of Russian troop from
pest

and eventually from Hungary; more important

all

anew.
signifi-

of

not

it

only support to the Nagy government but a fundamental revision of
the relations of Russia with her Eastern European "socialist'"
states

under the Warsaw Pact.

On

that day of 30 October 1956 with Hungary pulling loose,
had already wrenched herself half free, when frantic
Poland
when
fears gripped the Soviet satellite chieftains in East Germany, Czechoslovakia,

moving

Rumania, and Bulgaria, when an Anglo-French armada was
toward Port Said, when the Chinese in the East, too, were

mistakes of "bourpublishing a statement against the previous Russian
to John Foster Dulles alone
and
not
it seemed
chauvinism,"
geois
that the dissolution of the Soviet

Empire was

at

hand.

We shall

now

how

the capable Khrushchev, within the nick of time, could halt
this seemingly fateful tide of events because of the incapacity of
see

other world leaders to assay events and to act intelligently
them at this exceptional and opportune time.

upon
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At two

o'clock in the afternoon of Wednesday, 31 October, a week
hour when Mikoyan and Suslov first appeared in the besieged
Party headquarters in Budapest, the leaders of the Russian Empire
met in the Kremlin in an anxious and historic session of their Politburo.
do not know much about what happens during such Politburo sessions, whether historic or not.
know, however, that then
and there the decision was taken to reverse the Russian policy preto the

We

We

time and to crush the Hungarian Revolution by
tacitly accepting all of the consequences that such an
act would bring to international Communist prestige.
need not
have the accounts of that Politburo session to know that this was not
vailing

up

to that

Russian arms,

We

a pleasant decision to take; but obviously the national and strategic
interests of Russia were more important than international Communist prestige. Even so, we know that there was some inconclusive
debate; Khrushchev and the military then decided the balance. Within
few hours the necessary orders reached the Russian command posts

on the Hungarian-Russian frontier. By the evening of 31 October
the first sporadic news of halt and reversal in the Russian armored
withdrawal from Hungary came in to Budapest.
Nagy, unlike Gornulka in Warsaw, was not the master of events; and
the Hungarians, with less historical experience of the Polish kind,
sufficiently aware of the limitations that world politics im-

were not
posed on

their

newly

won

freedom.

They

rejoiced in the

sympathy of

the world, unaware of the distance that separated Western words from
Western actions and only dimly aware of the consequences of the
fateful coincidence

whereby the chief attention of the leaders of the
Egypt rather than to Hungary. Nagy announced
Hungary's "neutrality" and withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact. Meanwhile the reversal of Russian armed movements continued; a few Communist personalities significantly disappeared from the capital. Nagy
decided to appeal to the United Nations; but all of this was too late.

West was

directed to

Relying on a tratrScfiieiy, under the guise
of negotiations they lured into a trap the brave and popular defender
of the now legendary Kilian Barracks, the War Minister Colonel

M^Mi^m^^ Qli4,Nm^^L^J^]l^^
f

ditional Oriental

and Russian method of

struck.
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He was

Within

by the

of the

a few hours

to

of Soviet tanks converged

led to the Yugoslav Embassy s The
of a New Workers' and Peasants"
though perhaps not
for two more weeks in rained
ishingly,

try while the

as

and

his

the
led

by

a

on

surprisingly, the
and in

in the

new

regime, aware of its
mstence, kept proclaiming that it
forms achieved by the Hungarian Glorious

toward Austria and Yugoslavia1 was

month

to

of the ie-

and

still

the

200,000 Hungarians, 2 per cent of the

an extraordinary
Hungary
received
all
the world with
over
were
They
the nation,

in

left

of
of

None

of this, of course, changed the main
of
shchev could leave unheeded resolutions of the United

and the bitter condemnation of his intervention all
By the end of November the silence of a near-graveyard

the

the tragic scene of Hungary.

We must not believe, however, that, in a mood of

and

unconcern, Khrushchev and his colleagues were
events. The determined Russian reaction covered up
in Moscow.
must not overlook the few but significant
cal

cyni-

by

We

of reluctance in the ranks of the Russian

army sent

into

Hun-

students in Leningrad.
gaiy, nor certain muted protests by university
As important as these sporadic instances was the devastating
of the Hungarian Revolution on the last few intelligent supporters

of

Communist

ideology

portant was that

in

and

prestige in the

Moscow

It

Western world. More im-

was the Army, not fee Party, whose

the
leadership virtually unanimously supported the oppression of
6

Three weeks

later

he was again treacherously arrested by Russian police

Hunforces.

In turn, having broken their word for the third time. Soviet police organs brought
execution
Nagy, Ma36ter, and others to trial, announcing their condemnation and
that certain Russian
post facto to a shocked world in June 1958. There is evidence
evileaders, particularly President Voroshilov, disapproved of this; there is some
under pressure, had found this decision
dence that Khrushchev himself,

acting

disagreeable but unavoidable.
7

There

is

some evidence that Khrushchev informed Tito about the Russian
which had gone "too for/*

decision to crush the Hungarian rebellion,
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And even more important was the evidence that, until
Moscow
was willing to give in to Hungary unless and
October,
31
this was the decisive condition the new
Hungary would not entirely
break away from the Russian to the Western sphere in Europe.
Why, then the sudden reversal on 31 October? Partly because of
garian revolt.

?

the potential great
dangers of a Hungarian precedent but also because
of the exceptional
opportunity of Suez: in Hungary not so much
because Nagy was not an orthodox Communist as because he could
not halt the further development of events; in Egypt not so much

because the Anglo-French action threatened Russian interests as because the attention of the world, and particularly of the United States,

was now diverted there. 9 In Egypt, Russian prestige was involved
but Russian power was not much at stake; in Hungary, Russian prestige could perhaps be saved by moderation but Russian power was at
stake. And power was
always more important for Moscow than prestige; moreover, Hungary is closer than is Suez to Russia. Thus just
because of the extraordinary coincidence of the Egyptian and Hungarian events, we should not fail to observe the primacy of Hungary
in these Russian considerations in October
1956. These were decisive
considerations: and Russian action, on
31 October, was spurred by

the knowledge that the United States was now
actively preoccupied
with Suez but evidently unwilling to act in regard to
Hungary.

obvious that ideological calculations of international Commuwere not enough to let the Russian masters risk
the eventual loss of their Eastern
buffer zone. It is obvious
It is

nist prestige alone

European

that Britain and France were in no
position to make their weight
felt in Eastern
It
is
affairs.
obvious, therefore, that during
European
this paramount Russian crisis the reactions of the United States alone

were of decisive importance.
can dismiss much of the policy announced since
1952 by the

We

8 It

is

very significant that Russian armored units began moving toward Budapest
October that is, after the Polish and two
days before the Hungarian

as early as 21

revolutionary events.
9
recently published study of the world's great newspapers revealed that on
2 November
1956 in the Western press on the average more than four times as
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Administration

Communism"

In

'liberation" or the

of

as

as

was at anti-Communist opinion and at
origin within the United States. But we
and
of

the
to

this

as

propaganda accordingly, massively
ican-supported radio stations in
is true that
Washington

it

Wat

was
Eu-

to

rope, It
irst

and unexpectedly

successful

the
of the

but these developments should not have
Dulles, whose agents were not inactive
in

1956 and

crisis

as

to

who himself saidand not without
Communism was approaching. Shortly

the

of Soviet

the

it
had visited Tito,
anti-Communist himself was not unwilling, for the

garlan Revolution, Dulles
rigid

to see Eastern

It

of

European events develop

this

Com-

in a

munist, Titoist fashion. All of
incomplete
then washed away by the torrent of Hungarian

we

must remember that we cannot treat their impact in
the rest of world affairs. There was the simultaneous
less
outburst of the Egyptian crisis. There were the
of
the
matic, but more wearisome preoccupations
of
ican presidential election. There was, above all, a
anti-Communist distrust and impatience in the American
toward Russia, since Dulles and the President held that the
had been wholly insincere at Geneva. Bulganin's (and also Zliukov's)
correspondence with the President was inconclusive; their
for "coexistence" and for Non-Ajgjression Treaties with the United
States were dismissed as mere propaganda; as late as 21 October the
President published an impatient and curt reply to Bulganin's latest
efflorescent and propagandistic missive, accusing the latter of atelection. Then
tempting to interfere with the American presidential
came the Hungarian explosions. Their American echoes were listened
to with utmost anxiety in Moscow. The United States, together with
Britain and France, called for the Security Council of the United
Nations to treat with Russian intervention in Hungary.

The

Soviet

Union, of course, obstructed and refused this procedure of the
United Nations; still, it was during the important session of 28 October
that the news came of the Russian withdrawal from Budapest The
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astonishing Russian announcement of October 30* promising a revision of Russia's relations with her satellite and a transformation

of the

Warsaw Pact, was greeted by Washington with satisfaction;
made a statement cautiously welcoming the Russian an-

the President

nouncement and

insisting that the

United States had no intention

of interfering with the security of the Soviet Union. But this was
not enough. There were no American counterproposals. Having now
seen that America would not intervene, Khrushchev and the Politthat they could strike having also seen that Washington,
responding to Moscow* was not willing to propose a corresponding
revision of her Western European military and alliance system, they

buro

felt

felt that

they should strike

in

Hungary.

We need not describe the expectable American

indignation in deto the irnpasrestricted
of
the
were
force
events
mostly
they
By
sionate and unpolitical oratory of Ambassador Lodge at the United

tail.

Nations. It was in regard to Suez, not to Hungary, that, for a moment,
war clouds accumulated; but there American action was swift and decisive. Jabbed to the quick by the news of the British-French action

and prodded

of course very

ident picked
angry words.

On

up

much by

his Secretary of State, the Prescall
Eden down with harsh and
to
the telephone
until
November
not
they were certain that the
5

United States would not seriously intervene in Hungary and not
saw that the American condemnation of Britain and France
was seriously meant (something that at first they were not inclined
until they

to believe)
the Russians suddenly made warlike noises of a calculatedly ominous nature. While Russian guns were pounding Budapest, a strident Russian note threatened Britain and France with Rus-

sian rockets, and a somewhat impudent (but historically significant)
Russian note proposed that American and Russian forces together
intervene to uphold peace in the eastern Mediterranean. The immediate American reaction was to tell the Russians to keep out; to demonstrate American readiness, crews of the American Strategic Air Command in Britain were put on a demonstrative alert. Meanwhile the

progress of the Anglo-French expedition toward Suez was slow. It
was, then, not the threat of Russian rockets but American interven-

and put an end to the Suez Expedi6 November the Anglo-French command, heeding a res-

tion that saved Nasser in
Egypt
tion. 10
10 It

On
is

perhaps significant that of

Germany and Spain showed

official

all

the Western European nations only
for Nasser (and Dulles) .

sympathy

West
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olution of the United Nations, announced a

The

that story is well known; it flowed naturally from the
of forces and events. Having
of

rest of

set

nation of Suez by the combining pressures of America, Russia, the
United Nations, and British Labour
flic
(of
was decisive), the British and the French withdrew
the

waterway that they had

built

and

for a century.
a United

some wrangling, the Israeli Army, too, withdrew;
Emergency Force was introduced into the Canal

the

soon the canal was cleared ? mostly with American
Nasser, rescued but in the nick of time by Dulles and
lived on, ungrateful

and

calculating.

A

tide of

in

It was
Britain against America; Anthony Eden broke under its
now America, and not Britain or France, that was to be the
to
nant Power in the eastern Mediterranean; American
the
come soon to the places where the banners of Saint Louis
White Ensign once lew.
Thus we have seen that, in the estimation of Dulles
hower, Suez was more important than Eastern Europe; we have

that, for

Khrushchev and for Russia, of course the
is the main
point on which American policy

was

Perhaps this

crit-

icism: for, as ten years before,
mated the crucial importance of Eastern Europe, especially in
sufficient' understanding of Rtisto Rus'sia.

Waslmg^

Tlm[^s^^^S^^^J^

'siaY strategic interests and obsessions "aBou!' KSf 'Eastair
satellite buffer zone;

and 'they showed no

willingness at all to

the great occasion toward mutual accommodations with Russia in
Europe. In plain English, when the Russians suggested that they withdraw from Hungary, the American response did not mention any-

Euthing about a corresponding withdrawal from any other part of
hours
the
crucial
to
limited
occasion
Nor
was
this
twenty-four
rope.
between the 30 October Moscow announcement and the 31 October
Politburo session. As late as 17 November a significant Russian note
Pact and a willingstill
suggested the possible revision of the Warsaw
ness to explore European divisions anew. The American government

was obviously and sincerely affected by the specter of the brutal second
Russian intervention in Hungary, but it preferred to demonstrate its
sentiments in indignant rhetoric. It was on the same night during one
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of his Kremlin receptions that the excitable Khrushchev uttered the
since famous words: "We will bury* you,"
Like so many Soviet phrases, these words have been quoted out of

context ever since that time.

We

must keep

in

mind

Its

date as

well as the entire phrase: "If you don't like us, don't accept our invitations and don't invite us to come to see you! Whether you like
it or not,,
history is on our side; we will bury you!!!" Considering

the time, the occasion, and the character of the speaker, It does not
require much psychological profundity to see beneath these flushed

and Impulsive words ebullience together with a lack of confidence,
aggressiveness together with a sense of ostracism and even of Inferiority. These are very Russian words; they are the words of a powerful
but unsure man, shouting rather than whistling

In the dark.

8

There was, of course, another means with which the United States
October 1956 could have promoted the dissolution of Russia's Eastern European Empire and perhaps achieved a tremendous victory in
the cold war. This was the threat of American armed intervention,

in

including the threat of a hydrogen war.

But even for Dulles, with all of his previous talk about "massive
deterrence" or "retaliation," this was obviously out of the question.
are thus approaching an issue of utmost Importance. It is true,
as Churchill and others have said, that the awesome specter of atomic

We

arms has hitherto spared the world from the horrors of

a hot war.

But

also true that the very existence of these awful weapons contributed to the rigidity of the unnatural division of Europe and of
it

is

the world. Thus these weapons have served as a defense of freedom
but also as a restriction of freedom; they were (and still are) instruments of utmost potency as well as of historic impotence. It is quite
possible, it Is even probable, that the rulers of Russia in 1956 may
have recoiled before an American threat of a hydrogen war; but there
is no
question that, at least in Europe, the allies of the United States
would have refused their assent to such a threat. The world already

knew

too

much about

the effects of hydrogen explosions. The Amermaimed and burned the crew of a

ican tests in the Pacific in 1954

Japanese fishing vessel; the gradual introduction of radioactive particles in the air, the problem of fall out, was beginning to vex people
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beyond the usual groups of pacifists and
within the United States the absence of
the last war, the generally regrettable

of

manifest in the case of Dr. Oppenheimer),
sentiments of anti-Communism, have as yet had

fte

(as

on the

atomic policies of the government, an
war, for the
Hungary, was politically unthinkable.
Thus, as the year 1956 closed, people in the free
on bitterly but powerlessly at the tragedy of
best through their exceptional hospitality*

J7

of

to the

Hungarians who

dispersed throughout the world.
ing
should not, however, overlook more
that issue from the balance of the dramatic events of

We

It was evident that the Russians were now determined to
domains largely intact. But it was also evident that; in contrast to the
a
up to then unanimous pontifications of intellectuals and
revolution could occur even under a totalitarian government. It
in
evident that the United Nations was woefully
with profound historical issues involving Western Civilization. But it
was also evident that the United Nations could be at times a
instrument of American (but not of Western European)

was evident that the echoes of the Hungarian repression
decimated the already so often decimated ranks of Communist believers throughout the world, and especially in Europe. But It was
also evident that, whatever was happening to Communism,
within the Soviet Union, Russia remained powerful and strong. It was
evident, on the other hand, that no matter how great her power, Russia could not successfully digest her captive Eastern European naIt

tions, that

she could not even expect to transform them completely

evident that
according to her own Communist mold. But it was also
the United States was not going to, and, indeed, that it never fully
challenge Russian overlordship in Eastern Europe.
of these often opposite and countervailing considerais reason
tions, perhaps the last is the most important one. For there
in
events
the
to believe that the American reaction to
Hungarian

intended

to,

Among

all

also other leaders of Rus1956 convinced Khrushchev, and presumably
look at events from the
to
must
of
that.
we
sia,
attempt
Again
just
not
account
into
of
Moscow, taking
only the geographical
perspective

situation

but the characteristic suspicions that range from uneasiness
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to maniacal
proportions

among

its rulers.

In

November

1956, for the

time, Khrushchev could tell himself and his colleagues that the
United States was to be trusted at least to the extent of not inter-

first

fering with the Russian

Empire

in Eastern Europe. Thereby, to

at least, the conditions of a future
relations

him

improvement of Russian-American

were immediately set 11

Thus, in a paradoxical and melancholy manner, the Hungarian Revolution was a
turning point, if not in the cold war, at least in Russian-

American

relations.

Hungary's

fate set

While

in the

United States indignation about
least two

back the thaw in the cold war for at

from the Russian point of view the chances of Russian-Amerfriendship (and, indeed, perhaps for a clearer and better Rus-

years,

ican

sian-American division of the world) were getting better. Thus, less
than three years after the Hungarian Revolution, Khrushchev himself

would
11 It

arrive at a ceremonial visit to
is

ber 1956

Washington.

in this
respect that the naturally abortive Russian proposal of 5
about a joint Russian-American intervention in Egypt is so

Novem-

significant.

Moreover, it had its historical precedent. In 1823 Alexander I, noting the popular
American sympathy for the Greek insurrection
against the Ottoman Empire,

suggested that a joint American-Russian fleet be sent into the Mediterranean against
the Turks.
Forty years later, when Napoleon III suggested that the Union associate herself with France in
condemning the Russian suppression of the Pol&h
Revolution, the American government of course refused.

CHAPTER

VII

Round

the

(To 1960)

Neither the American term, Cold War, nor the Russian
Peaceful Coexistence, adequately describes the historical
of the most recent years. Since the crucial autumn of 1956,
for

one

become

week in July 1958, the prospects of war
more remote while the coexistence fa

brief critical

a little

full of
term for the obvious) of the Two Great Powers did not
it remained uneasy, suspicious, and generally cold. Their repeace:
lations and, indeed, the development of world alairs
a strange duality. On one hand, Russian-American relations

ually improving;

on the

other, Russian-American rivalries

ex-

tended to new countries of the world and to new areas of the universe.
On one hand, the iron curtain was lifted to some extent; international

and the West became more
co-operation between Russia
the Russians took part and made certain important concessions in
a general program of rethe exthat
their
they did not support
armies; they suggested
ducing

disarmament conferences; they announced

of Communist China always
pansive and aggressive policies
nuclear bombs was
the
experimental exploding of large
everywhere;

other hand, Russia and America now entemporarily halted. On .the
in a spectacular race of rocket shooting; the numthemselves
gaged
sites increased; the advanced installation of American
rale was reaffirmed;
went
bases
on; in Eastern Europe rigid Communist
while the Ruscontinued
West
of
armament
the American
Germany

ber of rocket
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commitment to the permanent establishment of an
German Communist state was hardening. In November 1958

sian political

East

Khrushchev reopened the question of Berlin, and even though up to
the time of this writing he refrained from unilateral action, his threatened reforms

in the status of that divided central city of the cold

sounded ominous enough.

A

Foreign

Ministers'

war

Conference and

and American statesmen culminating in
Washington and leading to a Summit Meet-

reciprocal visits of Russian

Khrushchev's

arrival in

ing in Paris followed.
tour of the
early 1960, after Khrushchev's astonishing

By
States

and before the prospects

of the Paris

United

Summit Conference,

the second during the fifteen years of the cold war, certain developments have become evident. By now it is evident that the American

and the Russian

no longer credit each other with immediate
Even though meanwhile the armament race con-

leaders

warlike intentions.

it is evident that,
perhaps
most
even
the
extravagant Communists
except for the Chinese, not
wish to consider the prospects of a hydrogen war. It is becoming evi-

tinues in an alarmingly frenzied pattern,

dent to both sides that precisely because of the existence of these horweapons, some mutual accommodations in a shrinking world

rible

may be

what they saw as the sucRussian leaders transthe
policies,

necessary. Evidently impressed with

cess of international

economic

some

of their emphasis to economic expansion in many places
the
world, trying to match the Americans in a game in
throughout
which the latter have been ahead. Evidently impressed by the spectacle

ferred

of Russian successes in atomic

and rocket

the United States transferred what

is

artillery,

the government of

probably excessive emphasis to

an expansion of military and propaganda activities, trying to match
the Russians in a game in which the latter have been regarded as
masters.

and

We

respect,

shall

see,

therefore,

how

in

recent years suspicion

envy and ambition together have been contributing

to

a certain "Americanization" of Russia as well as to certain deplorable
developments of the United States toward a technological and military welfare state.
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Khrushchev, severely

had to face

criticism

tried

by the events of Hungary and

and

potential conspiracy by
leagues who saw folly in the policies of "liberalization"
Bent and erratic Russian leader followed after the

of his colthis

of

There were, however, two major circumstances to
vantage. One was that even within Russia a return to the
of former years was evidently unpopular; the other was
of Russia, Khrushchev and the Army did succeed,
all,
storing order in Hungary and throughout Eastern
and ably.
It is a mistake to see Soviet events and personalities as if
would but incarnate various schools of thought of Marxist
Even though admittedly the leaders of the Soviet Union had
?

have, varying estimates of the character of Stalin, to
linist" and of "anti-Stalinist" groups in Moscow may be a

ad-

in re-

still

of "Sta-

A struggle for power and for personal security, not a struggle
dogmatists of different ideological schools of thought,
the struggles within the restricted circle of Russia's leaders. And
it is

true that, especially in politics, personal inclinations and
not separable from the different ideas that are rightly or

ties are

wrongly associated with different persons, even these ideas concern
ultimately the interests of the Russian State rather than the interests of
Communism.
should recall that within Russia, Khrushchev could
crush Beria and later Malenkov not only because of their
tendencies but also because these men had been considering certain
unorthodox and far-reaching diplomatic plans of accommodation with

We

West regarding Germany and Europe. During and after 1956, thus,
Khrushchevin some ways like Stalin during and after 1925 felt

the

power best by gaining the support of
of his potential domestic opponents through his handling of
motives and we
foreign affairs. Thus we should not seek ideological

that he could consolidate his

some

should not unduly attempt to detect ideological groupings behind
Khrushchev's actions that in 1957 led to the successful consolidation
of his power. Thus, for example, he drew on the two opposites, Mihe
koyan and Suslov, during the Hungarian crisis; and a year later
eliminated from positions of leadership relative "liberals" as well as
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relative "orthodox,"

Molotov, Bulganin as well
eminent military leader Zhukov.
were not killed, maimed, or jailed but relegated

Malentov

as well as

as Kaganovich, together with the

For once these men
to provincial positions of relative obscurity. Thereby the period of
the Directorate that governed Russia after the end of the Stalin Terror

came to an end.
This does not mean, however, that Khrushchev's rale in Russia was

and incontestable as Stalin's had been. He himself revealed
on a number of occasions; and he had to alter and pursue policies

as secure
this

in accord with the
domestic enemies.
potential strength of his

The

1956 had supported the deEastern Europe (since they

Chinese, for instance, who, as we saw, in
velopment of "national Communism" in
welcomed the weakening of Russian absolutism within the Communist sphere), soon after the Hungarian Revolution became the most
strident proponents of stem Communist orthodoxy (since they were
uncomfortably impressed with the revealed strength of anti-Commu-

nist and pro- Western sentiments in Eastern Europe). Indeed, they
were the first who urged that punishment should be meted out to
Imre Nagyy kept carefully in captivity, whose future early in 1957 was
not yet clear. The Chinese of course did not have a decisive voice

in the councils of Moscow, but
they could strengthen Khrushchev's
opponents on potentially decisive occasions. It is in consequence of
these considerations that Khrushchev again turned against Tito in
1957 an(* that he acquiesced in the execution of Nagy in June 1958;
thus, on the other hand, he could keep his balance, depend on Gomulka's Poland, maintain certain liberalizing measures within Russia, and, most important of all, continue his diplomatic approaches
toward the United States (that the Chinese, of course, did not like

^f

all).

his side at a crucial moment. On 4
October 1957, at a time when conflicts and intrigues within the
Politburo were still unresolved, a Russian rocket fired a metal object
into the sky beyond the immediate sphere of the gravity of the earth.
This so-called scientific achievement, whose preparations had been
laid of course years before, had an immediate
impact on Russian pride
and prestige that, in turn, was to Khrushchev's great advantage: in his
political speeches, whether at home or abroad, he has never failed
since that time to point at these undoubtedly spectacular Russian

Meanwhile fortune came to

rocket successes.

SUMMIT

HOUND
There

is

l^J

no

and

that as the

was

of Stalin's era

the

of the

nation blossomed out in

that

on the

of life

over

over again,

United States

the

of flic

not (as

in

believe) over-all

has

as

and not

to

His

from the long overdue
of lie toll and
an Empire; his external prestige
the
Russia that was growing not only
but
not far beneath these
on the
brutal pressures and passions that
to the
profit

of so

the novelist Pasternak in 1958.

And

strong dark currents of xenophobia,
anti-Semitism, even though ignored by the
to exist, influencing the actions of the

on ocor In the

casion, as, for instance, in the execution of the
affair of

of a

are

at

of the

not far below the more agreeable bustling

of a

and prosperous Russia still Pugachev's and
now open to small knotted groups of

self-confident

land

prearranged routes.

We must now turn to sketch the outlines of a
formation, one that

is

more important than the Russian

though it has been hardly so
the
American
themselves.
by
people
By the second half of the 19505 an American generation
up that has been accustomed to what, with some
after Stalin's death even

American welfare state. Moreover, for
has been accustomed not
the establishment, even
to
only to a military atmosphere abroad but
and
American
of
air, naval,
military bases on the
during peacetime,

may be

called the centralized

almost twenty years now,

five

this generation

continents of the world.

We have seen earlier that, faced with Soviet aggressiveness,
action of the American government

and people

the re-

to the distress of Eu-

rope after the war was courageous, disciplined, and commendable.
By the 19508, however, a certain degeneration of the original purpose
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set In while the world-wide extension of

American involvements' con-

tinued.

In 1938 there were virtually no American possessions or military
bases outside the Western Hemisphere; by 1958 there was an American world empire involving five continents and an overwhelming

network of American military bases abroad. American troops were
now stationed in the Mediterranean, in Central Europe, in Arabia,
and in the Arctic even while the Russian Empire did not extend
much beyond the frontiers of Tsardoin of a hundred years ago. The
United States now had alliances with about fifty countries (of which
far beyond its oceanic
thirty were not in the Western Hemisphere)
frontiers while the Russians had virtually no binding alliances except

with their Communist and satellite neighbors. By 1958 there were
few Americans including the majority of international "experts" and
perhaps even the President who could sit down with a pencil and
list all the countries in which the United States had military bases

around the world.
There is no question that many of these involvements were reasonable ones; they naturally flowed from the obvious American policy
to contain Communist Russia. There was no question that, especially
after the Second World War, the United States would be the leader

We

have seen, however, that the limited purposes
of the containment policy as drafted in 1947 by Kennan were extended to a world-wide string of contractual arrangements by Dulles.
of the free world.

We have

seen,

and we

shall

have to return once more to the com-

plications of American foreign policy that resulted from such extensive engagements; but here I am concerned with the effects of
this world-wide transformation

and

it still

involves

on American

For this involved
from previous Amer-

society.

great radical departures

ican traditions.

Together with the development of a welfare state, the bureaucracy
American government increased in tremendous proportions.

of the

The

proportionate increase of the personnel and of the powers of

federal investigative and intelligence agencies was even greater. More
important, their "intelligence" activities were achieving a certain domestic glamour. The number of American men at arms, while not in
itself

exorbitant,

was now supplemented by an ever increasing num-

ber of civilian and "defense" occupations. Abroad it was not only
that the number of American bases increased, but that hundreds of
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of American

in

of the

in

enclaves, forming
from Spain to Asia;

for the

the

in

so very home-bound American
ning to experience the
ing accommodations abroad. Meanwhile in

of

liv-

of

where American military
not
set up
nical, economic, and training missions
Mr conditions. An enormous bureaucracy was
and loans upon greedy people in five

not
la

the general advertising practices of a now
American business, the propaganda activities of the
raent kept another swarm of bureaucrats in
world. There is evidence suggesting that American
practically unlimited funds, has had many potential
posal in many other places and occupations

all

at

while the State Department found it necessary to
earlier American concepts of fair play, involving

the

its dis-

the

so-called "private" propaganda and political organizations,
ing financial and organizational support to a

by

riety of activities all over

the world. Meanwhile at

va-

the

corporations of the United States for the first time IB
began to depend upon the increasingly complex "defense
trial

ments" even in peacetime, involving hordes of middlemen and draw-

upon the ambitions

ing

Thereby the

of active as well as of retired military officers.
American division between private

earlier traditional

military establishments, and between civilian and military occupations
was being washed away. Nor were these developments restricted to
the industrial sphere: professional entertainers and professional intellectuals, from the greatest universities of America through basket-

teams to jazz bands, were now willing recipients in increasing
measure of federal "research" and "defense" funds on many "proj-

ball

ects" of at least doubtful value.
I shall treat some of the symptoms of this new American development toward an imperial society in the second part of this book;

here, at
1

any

rate, are a

few

figures that suggest the extent of this great

Written in February 1960, before the sensational revelations of the Spy-Plane

Incident,
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transformation.

COLD

WAR

are 1948 and 1958: the comnot between a peaceful and a critical year but be-

Note that the two dates

parison, therefore,

is

critical years of the cold war of which
1948, the year of the
Berlin Blockade, was probably the more critical one, when the
chances of a hot war in Europe were probably as great as at any other

tween two

time In the cold war. Between 1948 and 1958, for instance, the
Russians did not conquer a single square mile of new territory; with
this consideration in mind, the meaning of the following figures may
be even more striking. In 1948 the total budget of the United States
was about 37 billion dollars; ten years later it was nearly double, 72
billion. In 1948 military expenses amounted to about 14 billion, little
more than one third; in 1958 they amounted to 45 billion dollars,
almost two thirds of the entire budget Thus by 1958 the strictly
military expenditures of the United States exceeded the entire expenditures of the nation ten years before^ in 1948, when, unlike
1958, the United States had had to carry the burden of arming

the West almost entirely alone. While the allocations to the Navy,
traditionally the principal defense arm of the Republic, merely doubled from 1948 to 1958, the funds voted for the United States Air

Force increased eleven times, from

billion dollars in
1948 to 19

1.7

At home the

federal bureaucracy grew from about
in
million
employees
1948 to nearly 5 million by 1958 (not
3.3
of
the
FBI, of the Central Intelligence Agency,
employees
including
billion in 1958.

and the mushrooming and not easily ascertainable number of people
indirectly employed by the government). The total of personnel in
the armed services rose from 1.4 million to 2.6 million. The staff of
the State Department, consisting of less than 8000 people in 1948,
multiplied fivefold in ten years, to about 40,000, and this does not
include the 14,000 employed by the United States Information

Agency.
Obviously the developments of a decade justified some increases;
surely they did not justify such overwhelmingly vast ones. Probably
Russian expenditures may have increased, too, but hardly in so steep
a fashion.
It is, in any case, significant that most of these increased commitments took place after 1952, under a Republican Administration
formed by a party pledged to free enterprise and to limitations of

governmental intervention, a party that
"conservative" by

its

supporters while

is

called, financially at least,
criticized as being tight-

it is
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fisted, "reactionary,"

draw

fore, to

my

1*17

and

"isolationist"

by

Its

!

readers' attention to a

at the

occurrence, went entirely unobserved by the
takingly attentive political commentators. It is

of

its

Republican Party Platform that was
for
imously during the 1956 Convention. It
"the establishment of American
strategically
the world/" This statement by what wen now

so

Nine of the
less
all

call

the "conservative" and "isolationist-inclined"

me

least to

?

the revolution of American

at

the

political

absolute anachronism of our accepted political

in a

And yet, within a year, the previously widespread illusion of
ican omnipotence received a painful shock through the
launching of Soviet Sputniks.
It is

a melancholy paradox that the technological and

American press contributed to the
aganda victory. In the wake of two sensational "satellites"
through the skies the common sense of the at first impassive
public was besieged by the anvil chorus of newspapers, commentators*
educators, politicians, and scientists, hammering away on the
of Sputnik ante portas, to which the eager German rocketeers now
in American pay were adding their own metallic tones. Through
the efforts of American military, educational, and scientiic propaganist

Inclinations of the

made

the Issue of Space Rocketry or the so-called "Missile
mania that Is still in full swing at the time of this

dists,

they

Gap"

into a public

writing. Yet we must consider how limited is the core of realism in
these so-called "realistic" assessments. Trae? in the two years that fol2
lowed the first successful launching of the Russian "earth satellite"
2

The

quotation marks have a purpose.

The

careful reader of newspapers

wiH

find that the launchings of the first "satellites" were accompanied by wildly differTills is at
ing scientific estimates and by wildly varying telescopic confirmations.
least significant when we consider that these involved not Alpha Stars a billion

away but a visible metal object a few hundred miles above us. The unanimous opinion of scientists originally was that these "earth satellites" would
circle along their majestic orbits above our globe forever; but by now it has become
evident that their life expectancy is limited and that in some cases it hardly exceeds
a few months. A question thus arises not only about the military importance of

light-years
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American launchings lagged behind; but no one who knows the tremendous capacity of American technological determination could
doubt that within a short time the American achievements would

up with the Russian ones. True, these achievements of a
Communist regime were impressive; and yet we must remember that

catch

in" Heavy artillery, upon which
and often exaggerated, emphasis. True, highly electri-

for centuries the Russians have excelled

they put great,

fied
whirling roclcets may through powerful beams, assist military reconnaissance and disrupt certain military communications (radar, for
?

example) on this earth; but even this is yet to be demonstrated. At
any rate, history still concerns men on this earth and not dead dogs
allegedly in "space" (a pompous and silly term); it still concerns "real
estate" (a very telling term, at that). The eventual American "conquest" of the moon would hardly make up for an eventual Russian
base, say, in Cuba; and even addicts of science fiction must admit that
it is
(and it will always be) easier to bombard Key West from Havana
than from the moon. If, on the same day, the world were to learn
from the Russians that they planted the Soviet flag on Mars while they
were compelled to haul it down in East Berlin, of the two events it
is the latter that would affect not only Germany but millions of mankind, their lives and the history of the world.
shall reWe must, therefore, come back to earthly dimensions.
turn to the problem of nuclear weapons and rockets in a moment;
meanwhile we must look at those critical parts of the world whereto
the American policy of containment was now extended without involving American military bases and rocket weapons.

We

5

Toward the teeming and corruptible new nations of the Middle
was now making strenuous gestures of friendship, foisting
her aid upon their leaders, impressing their masses with her vociferous
threats during the Suez Crisis. This evoked great anxieties in Washington. Thus in January 1957 the President enunciated his so-called
Eisenhower Doctrine, a document strong in tone and intent but someEast, Russia

these haphazard objects hurled skyward but of the validity of the hitherto held
assumption that once a body is beyond the sphere of our earth's gravity

scientific
it

enters into

an

entirely

much to ask from our

new world

scientists to

of universal and eternal laws. It

ponder

this question.

is

perhaps too

SUMMIT
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vague in particulars. It
ican interests were Involved

that In the

*g

Near
j^grcssion.

Thereby, with Britain removed from the scene, the American govern-

ment involved

itself in

and

the treacherous

Arab

of

where, however, it was Nasser's, not Khrushchev's,
counted foremost. They culminated for a while in the

that

tics,

cf the

United Arab Republic in 1957, putting together
under Nasser's command, while in the

and
Ori-

Moslem

frenzy* and racial
changing explosive situations whose
not however recount in detail.

ental intrigue,

we

In the spring of 1958 violence erupted

Arab Republic
asked American intervention

iao
Lebanon. The

tions in the semi-Christian

of

of that state

in the

of the

hower Doctrine; for a while, however^ Washington
from action. On 15 July an Iraqi street mob ?

in

Nasser's agentsy suddenly flooded the streets of
King Feisal of Iraq and his loyal conservative

by
In

a most atrocious fashion while Nasser's radio in

War against the recalcitrant King of
was opening, with the Middle East
with American troops entering a country not far from the
borders of the Soviet Union. 3 The Egyptian dictator, on his way
from a state visit to Tito, levanted off to Moscow. There
assured him of his support, showed him impressive Russian air
and rocket installations, but, after all was said, he asked
tones called for a Holy

A

world

crisis

be patient and not

to invoke Russian intervention,

to

WashiBgton, oa
American

the other hand, wished to make it clear that the
reaction was not aimed at the Soviet Union proper. Unlike in

Budapest or at Port Said two years earlier, the intervention, though
successful, soon assumed a rather un-serious aspect. The American
marines, wading ashore through the

warm Levantine water

in full bat-

tle dress, were greeted not with fusillades but by the excited babbling
of Lebanese soda vendors and Arab bathing beauties. Khrushchev ordemonstration by a Moscow mob against the
dered a

"spontaneous"

American Embassy and proclaimed the need of

a

Summit Confer-

3 The
was infringed by Amerineutrality of the Swiss and Austrian governments
can military transport planes flying over these Alpine countries from their bases in

Germany,
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ence with himself present. After a few critical days Dulles sourly acquiesced in Khrushchev's potential presence at a crucial United Nations meeting in New York; but, after a hurried conference with the
Chinese, Khrushchev changed his mind and refused to come. Meanwhile the Lebanese civil war literally fizzled out in soda pop. The ambitious Robert Murphy, the official State Department Troubleshooter

Middle

and ordered the Lebanese to compose
some order. Subsequently Dulles
(not without some reluctance) announced the eventual American
withdrawal from Lebanon; and by the end of autumn the American
marines and the British air-borne troops left Lebanon and Jordan.

in the

East, arrived

a government that would maintain

This Levantine episode revealed a number of things, however. It
showed again that Nasser and Arab nationalism rather than the Rus-

were the troublemakers here (within a year conditions akin to
war erupted in revolutionary Iraq between Nasser's partisan
groups and the Dictator Kassim) It showed that the Arabs, no matter
what their public rantings, were not altogether unwilling to turn the
acuteness of American concern to their advantage (within a year it

sians
civil

.

became apparent that Nasser could exploit the Russians better than
the Russians could exploit him a lesson not unlike what Lenin had
to learn about the Near East in 1922 and Stalin about China in 1927)
Soon Nasser, with his eye still upon Israel, having now found that
American friendship might be more profitable in the long ran than
a Russian one, began to berate Russians and Communists. Khrushchev, whose rockets had attained the moon but who could evidently
attain no decisive influence in Beirut or in Cairo, did little more than
turn an amiable cheek. More important were the now sporadically
emerging differences between Russia and China.
.

We have seen how,

during and after the Korean War, Russian inand the actual presence of Russia decreased at many points
in the Far East. It was evident as early as 1954 that the Chinese leaders,
surly, aggressive, nationalistic, and puritanical, did not show much
fluence

gratitude for this Russian forbearance even though it is exaggerated
to say, as many ideological commentators have said, that after Stalin's

death

Mao

Communist

was now emerging as the dominant personality in the
orbit. Nor must we believe that the Chinese contributed
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much

to Marxist doctrines that, Hie

came

in a distorted

of the

and

to

this erplains why the Chinese
of
liberalization
in 1956. "A hundred
vogue
Mao himself; but their bloom was

Probably

In the Soviet sphere.

Immediately

in the

too,

bloom/*
else

the

the Chinese changed their position,
tionalist"

and

be brought to

"revisionist"
task.

There

Communists
is

the "nain

reason to

that

riences with the unexpected consequences of
were but one factor in this significant change.

was

that after the Hungarian Revolution the Chinese
an increase in the independence of the Eastern
in a Tito- or Goraulka-like pattern, might
Russia and America in Europe; how eventual

Russian and American

the

forces, hostilely facing

of

in

crucial parts of Europe, might lead to a decisive
sian-American relations. It is to this that the Chinese

course,

in
of

still

are) grimly opposed.
Once more we must look at the greater, triangular
Truman, and not MacArthur, was proved right in 1951, as

he

stood that an eventual war between China and America in the Far
all, have served the ends of Stalin's Russia,
have
profitably stayed largely outside such a conilct The Chimight
nese, from 1956 onward, feared few things more than a Russian-American settlement in Europe, since they understood how in the Far East
the interests of Russia and of America, of these two remaining Great

East might, after

race, occupying but marginal positions there,
at
It does not, therefore, require a particularly
conflicted
all
hardly
of the Chito
sophisticated eye
perceive the jealousies and anxieties

Powers of the white

nese

Communist

Russian
leadership as they witnessed the strenuous

toward a rapprochement with the United State from 1957 onward. Indeed, for a while it seemed that a curious, cautious, underwater race for American favor had developed between the Chinese
efforts

and the Russians. The latter significantly proposed the opening of
commercial air traffic between Alaska and the hitherto closed areas
of Siberia and the Soviet Far East (a suggestion to which Washabout
ington did not respond); the former reopened negotiations
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American prisoners with American diplomats in Warsaw. From 1958
onward, then, the evidences of divergences between China and Russia
increased.

The Chinese

sharply attacked certain Polish attempts culannounced that they would

4
minating in the Rapacki Plan; they

build an atomic bomb; they were manifestly unenthusiastic about
the Russian-American disarmament negotiations; they were critical of
the relative caution that the Russians showed during the Lebanon

they succeeded in keeping Khrushchev from flying to

Crisis;

York

New

were

for the ensuing United Nations debate. In turn, the Russians
evidently unenthusiastic about the sudden Chinese announce-

ment

of an impending invasion of the islands lying off the Chinese

shore and protected by the American Navy. 5 Khrushchev dropped
certain critical remarks about the extreme (and partly unsuccessful)
rigid domestic commune policies of the Chinese; he refused the
transit of war material acquired from China by the Algerian rebels
against France; the Russians remained painfully silent about the Chi-

nese crashing of the Tibetan Rebellion in 1959; *^e Russian governa significantly impartial position in the border dispute

ment assumed

between China and

At any

rate,

India, 6

these events, together with other manifestations of ag-

Chinese expansionism, not only demonstrated the ominous
character of Chinese ambitions but led to a salutary diminution of
that radiant image of Chinese prestige that but five years before was
gressive

by the leaders and masses of Oriental
Again the Communist Powers, with their actions, were ruining
their own reputation; and the West could gain some prestige from
so benevolently contemplated
states.

this.

Meanwhile the Russians were admitting the urgency of

their

4 See
below,

page 155.
presence of the Navy was sufficient to deter and, indeed, to make a
Chinese invasion of these small pieces of land impossible. Thus even now the government of the tremendous Chinese land Empire of perhaps six hundred million
5

The

people proved unable indeed, it did not even dare to reconquer a miserable
group of islands lying but a few miles off their shore. In these times, when so much
is

being said about the alleged tremendous danger of six hundred million Chinese
to the United States and when so much military attention is attracted

Communists

by the prospective invasions of planets, this elementary illustration of the continued
historic efficacy of naval power ought to be kept in mind.
6 The Russian
position was somewhat less ambiguous in the Laotian Crisis of
1959, where, however, it was evident that the Laotians* claim of a Chinese-supported invasion, taken at face value by the American press, was not quite warranted.
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to populate Siberia; the
recognition of potential Chinese

example) on

of

Outer Mongol! w,

(in

their thinly populated

for

and

lands.

All of this docs not mean, of course,
a
and Russia at the time of this writing is imminent. In the
of the
United States they still have many interests in
But

developments Indicate that, even from the
Russian relations, developments in Europe,

of

the Fai

Russian and American military interests and
direct and opposing points, were and still are

at

of

indeed.

To

the conditions in this central and

we must now

The

still

primary

of

return.

center of the cold war

is

in

Europe.

The

center of

is

Germany. The center '0f Germany, is .Berlin. The
and issue <rf the cold war still is their division, and the
tion is the development and the character of
the
tions. We know that from 1950 onward, and particularly
Dulles era, the United States was determined to rearm West
and to make her indeed the principal European ally of the
to
States. This suited Chancellor Adenauer, who was
do nothing to compromise this unique German-American
unthe
ship. Believing also, and not without reason, that
derstand nothing better than determination and force, he continued
J

;

to hold, even after the Hungarian events of 1956, that the
unification of

Germany could only come about through an

increase

This policy perfectly
accorded with the design of John Foster Dulles, who, as we have seen,
was completing the arrangement of a ring of American military, naof

American-German strength

in front of Russia.

air bases immediately outside the European and Asiatic fronof the Soviet Empire. By 1957 the development of rocket artillery
had advanced to a point where the Soviet Union would be vulnerval,

and

tiers

IRBM

able to medium-range transcontinental artillery (the so-called
the Soviet Union (and preweapons), while not until 1960 would
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United States) perfect their long-range transoceanic
ICBM weapons), whereby they could hurl
these tremendous rockets directly at each other from their respective
homelands. It is in view of these evident strategic calculations that

sumably

also the

artillery

(the so-called

we must

look at the development of these dreadful arms, as follows:
U.S. U.S.S.R.

BRITAIN

Atom Bomb

1945 1949 1952

Hydrogen Bomb
Rocket artillery capable

1952 1953 1957

capable of reaching
halfway across the world (ICBM)

Rocket

enemy

France 1960

of hurling

objects beyond the immediate sphere
of gravity of the earth

Rocket

OTHERS

1958 19 57

artillery

capable of reaching
territory from allied bases

1960 1960

artillery

1956 1956

1956* Germany

(?)

Here on this earth what still counts in strategy is whose troops
and ships and guns are where. Let us remember that, after all is said,
even the long-range rocket is but a tremendous gun with a tremendously powerful projectile. Thus, considering the essential political geography of the cold war, it will appear from the above table that
the key issue in the last three years was, and still is, the location of
the intermediate rather than the long-range rocket stations. Between
1957 and 1960 the United States endeavored, with partial success, to
commit some of her continental European allies, particularly West

Germany, Italy, and Greece, to accept the installation of such rocket
bases in their countries. These secret and important negotiations are
not yet concluded as

this is

being written: Greece, for example, has

shown sufficient reluctance so that in the autumn

of 1959 Washington
decided not to go ahead with rocket installations in that country a
very significant decision in the light of what follows.

The
rocket

Russians, even though delighted with their own successes in
artillery, have remained up to this day considerably worried

We

about these developments.
must understand their situation in
front of this encirclement, even though they, like the Kaiser in 1914 or
Hitler in 1939, have few grounds of complaint; it was their own aggressive behavior that led to this gradual American strategic reaction.
*

American-made rockets
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Up to this day the Russians
an? one of their satellite
information about Russian
spotty

and

unreliable. It

is

not

to

the

(including, of
in

interesting, for

suggestions about a military neutralization of the
in the Greek

as

as

Yugoslav mediation played a certain
to accept

the

American launching

last five years

not

sites. It is

the extent of American

of

West

in
surpassed the Russian armament of
To
build
"situations
of
was
Dulles"
way.
up
strength"
key

When Adenauer visited Moscow in 1955, Bulganra

to

"Don't

think you can impress us by negotiating from strength."
the
in
find
it
should
to
to
the
sians,
necessary
1955^
of a truncated nation

whose population

is less

one

of

one
that of the Soviet Union, whose territory is less
of the Soviet Empire, whose principal cities are within a
the

miles of the

first Soviet outposts along the iron
continued uneasiness of the Russians in front of
pecially in front of a German-American alliance. Their

and

eslias

increased since that time.

This is one of the main reasons why Khrushchev,
and
prodded by his even more uneasy East German
the
Berlin
in
November
reopened
"question"
1958,
withdrawal of the Western (but also of the Russian)
West and East Berlin and offering a Russian guarantee of a

a

use
City status to the former. Keeping in mind his often
of words, Khrushchev's statement could be construed as if it had the
character of an ultimatum. The Western reaction, however, was such
that within a few months Khrushchev climbed down. Though not
yielding

on

Berlin,

Summit Meetings

of
he was willing to postpone action until the
he finally succeeded in wrenching from Eisen-

that

hower by 1959.
Berlin, the central city of the cold war, a symbolic, reminiscent evidence of Soviet police rale and also of the radiant attraction of the

Western way of life, a city of intrigue but where the movement of
center of
peoples is in one direction westward; Berlin is still the
the now great and historic triangular relationships of the three
young giant nations of the
struggle for Berlin has been

The
globe, Russia, America, Germany.
as centrally
well
as
centrally important
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symbolic from 1945 onward. The Russians lost the straggle for its
spirit from the beginning, and the symbol was too powerful to make
taking it by the sword. Still, we must understand
that behind the Berlin dispute stood a much greater issue: Would the
United States give nuclear weapons to the Germans in the West, even

them attempt

though the Russians have shown no inclination to give nuclear
weapons to their German allies in the East?
About this question there have been deep latent disagreements
within the Western camp itself. The North Atlantic Alliance came dangerously close to such a revealing break in the autumn of 1957. At
that time serious voices in Europe were raised in favor of what was

subsequently called "disengagement," in other words, of the necessary exploration of the possibilities of a reciprocal withdrawal of Amer-

and Russian forces from their most advanced positions in Central
7
Europe. At the NATO Conference in December 1957 extraordinary

ican

powers of persuasion (together with certain subtle threats were required by Dulles to push through at least in principle the establishment of American nuclear rocket bases on the territory of his Euro-

pean

allies.

8

He could, however, count on the unqualified support of Chancellor
Adenauer. More important, the political mood of West Germany had
7 These included the
plan advanced by the Polish Foreign Minister Rapacki
(supported by Moscow, even though with reluctance) that went so far as to propose the banning of nuclear weapons not only from the two Germanies but also

from Poland and Czechoslovakia, an arrangement certainly worth exploring but
by Dulles and the Germans, On the Western side, independently of each
other, "disengagement" was suggested by Churchill and by Eden before 1956, by
Field Marshal Montgomery, by Mr. Aiken, the Foreign Minister of Eire, by
Denis Healy of the British Labour Party, by George Kennan, and by a host of
British and European commentators afterward.
8 Dulles' attitude was not unlike that of
his Soviet counterparts. Interdependence, yes, said Dulles; but the United States must preserve its freedom of choice.
Thus, like the Russians, he suggested that beyond all the talk of fraternal cooperation, the United States concept of Western defense (like the Russian concept
of Communism) must prevail over all, primus inter
pares.
Thus it was at this Paris NATO Conference in December 1957 that for the
first time the problem of American
imperialism was faced by Western Europeans
dilatorily, not squarely but, stiD, faced. There occurred at that time a significant
divergence between Adenauer arid Spaak, the Belgian Secretary-General of the
rejected

NATO

Council. Spaak suggested that Europe should perhaps develop her own
moving more independently from the United States. Adenauer rebuked
Spaak; and thus the German-American concept carried the day.
defenses,
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changing. For
mans, chastened by

the end of the war the Ger-

a

paciist attitudes. In later years,
to rearm with but few reservations; and an

Defense Minister Strauss,
on a
the American rearmament of Germany
Investment of great national value. At the

German contingent
the

tramp card of

of

be a
the

this is

NATO;

the strongest

is

German

full

played, was not held back in order to
cessions about East Germany; Adenauer's

and

%vas

whelmingly approved by the West German
tionalist sentiment has been gradually rising,,
prepared plans aimed not only at the uniication of
Germany but at a revision of Germany's
disarmament negotiations continued, the
of tie
carriers of nuclear weapons went on. Nor was the

emment willing

to extend recognition or

toward Poland.

When we

West Germany and

of

aa-

the

any
keep in mind that the

the question of the
Europe about which

in

outstanding problems
agreement among the Western Allies themselves*
9
developments. Meanwhile, too, the personal

are
is

are

Chancellor Adenauer and the British developed into
misunderstandings and recriminations. These wore
differences between the so-called Common Market and die

areas, with Germany and Britain as their
They appeared again during the Western

Outer Seven economic
spective protagonists.
ical negotiations

concerning Berlin as well as in the

severe British reactions to the sporadic occurrence of
ings on West German walls in the winter of 1959-60.

But already by January 1958
* It

in

after the fateful

NATO

tfae

re-

unduly
paint-

decision,

therefore important to note that on this problem of Poland's western
perhaps the last outstanding great territorial issue in Europe,
Gaulle and certain British statesmen privately proposed a recognition of the
is

frontiers, involving

De

present status quo in favor of Poland. Thus on this latent but important question
see a strange and perhaps ominous development of alignments: the United
States and Germany (and Spain) on one side; France, Britain, and Poland (and

we may
Russia)

on the

other.
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Including Germany, to accept American rockets in principle Khrushchev had begun to press for the recognition of the status quo rather
than for disengagement or mutual withdrawal Let us be fran!c> he
dropped remarks on occasion: who wants Germany reunited?

We

don't;

has

and neither do you. Thus a

become

as

remote as

political reunification of

ever; at least

up

to

now

Germany

the Adenauer-Dulles

10
By the time
policy of a "situation of strength" has not paid off.
of this writing it has become evident that the United States at least

much as Russia regards as its
present German status quo and

primary aim the maintaining of the
the consequent division of Europe.
Within the two opposite alliance systems East Germany has become
the most determined partisan of Russian rigidity and West Germany
as

the most determined

mined opponents

ally of

the United States. Both of them are deter-

of "disengagement"

and

of

an eventual loosening

of their respective alliance systems.

8

Yet these ominous developments have been partly counterbalanced by another, perhaps more important, tendency consequent to
the general European renaissance after the war, a tendency beginning
to involve the eventual loosening of the Russian and American alliance systems. True, the Germans put almost everything on the
American card; but Adenauer still remained a sincere, honest, and
steadfast supporter of the movement toward European unity. More
important was General De Gaulle's assumption of power in France
in May 1958. Evidently De Gaulle has been striving for a truly independent and more powerful Europe, ultimately less dependent on
American as well as on Russian military and political systems. He followed this policy even at the cost of military divergences between
France and the United States and at the cost of political and economic divergences between France and Britain. Although the ultimate German attitude to a policy of a truly independent United
10 It is
very significant that during the difficult and tortuous negotiations in 1959
in Geneva, the Western Powers did not once counter Soviet proposals by a
counteroffer involving the internationalization or Free City status for all of

how the Western Powers, and particuthe United States, by 1959 have come around to desire the freezing of the
partition of Germany and of the present European status quo.
Berlin, East Berlin included. This suggests

larly
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Europe remains questionable,

has

Gaulle, avoiding recriminations
certain measures to limit American military
territory and American command over the

More

important, the United
ford to react to these French

There

exists,

De

felt

to

De

act

af-

was
on
of

that she

with

thus, a certain

and

the

Eastern European evolutions during the past few
the relatively more independent Communist
the relatively more Independent anti-Communist
East7 the Warsaw Pact; In the Wat,

NATO

In the
in the

De

West,
in the
la

Its

Paristwo

sys-

tems

Po-

central capitals not quite in line with
of military conformity. Just as Khrushchev

De
Eisenhower has been careful after 1958 not to
Gaulle's France beyond a certain point. Just as
felt the
Poneed to consolidate his relations even with a
felt
the
her
States
need
to
to
the
United
consolidate
land,
friendship, torn by the events of 1956, with Britain and France.

land,

quite out of proportion with the actual power of
the
tion,
impressive personality of Charles de Gaulle has
its mark on the course of world events. This valiant

Though

statesman has been treated with the greatest respect by
and Eisenhower alike. And there was something symbolic

Ills

na-

In

the

condition that, upon De Gaulle's insistence, the Summit Meetin Paris and not in
ing of the world's leaders in May 1960 was to meet
back
to the
memories
with
latter's
the
Geneva,
reaching
of Nations. 11 Thus at least the location of the
record of the

League
where the rulers of the world meet at the summit has
moving steadily away from East to West, from Moscow through Yalta
and Potsdam and Geneva to Paris.
places

We must keep in mind that, no matter how widespread their reputation as International

wide revolution, the
11

rulers of Russia, including Stalin as well as

Khra-

before, in July 1958, De Gaulle's proposal for a European Summit
Dulles.
during the height of the Lebanese Crisis was refused by

Two years

Meeting

Communists promoting the cause of world-
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have consistently tried to promote a Russian-American
division of the world. This evident inconsistency between Communist

shchev,

policy should not really surprise us, while we need
not believe that the inconsistency is realized by the Russians themselves. In their attitudes, appreciation and jealousy, admiration and

dogma and Russian

envy are mixed. It is part of human nature and perhaps especially
of the Russian (and Communist) character, that there is a large inconsistency between dogma and practice, between standards of be?

liefs and tendencies of action. Behind every human action there are
personal tendencies and many motives; and though we can never
judge the motives of men with any degree of certainty, we can recog-

nize their evidences

when

these appear. There

is

certainly

much

evi-

dence that Khrushchev's admiration (a complex kind of admiration,
of course) of the United States was at least one of the principal motives
spurring
to

him

to seek a Russian-American accommodation, preferably
territorial status quo. For years he tried to

be based on the prevailing

have himself invited to the United

States.

His attempts were so obhim in a more normal

vious that they would have counted against

and

traditional era of diplomacy;

national relationships

more

and of

but by 1959 new systems of

publicity

had come

inter-

to replace certain

and tried diplomatic practices. Highly publicized
statesmen, whisked from airport to airport amid vast throngs
(and, at times, amid organized counterdemonstrations) ordered out
to cheer by governments, their numbers eagerly counted, compared,
traditional

visits of

by competing propagandists, form the new pattern of
even though during these so-called goodany time left for important negotiations,
and the image of publicity is counted more important than the realities of statecraft. Thus the American domestic
practice of elec-

and

inflated

state visits at the present
will visits there is hardly

campaigns has influenced the pattern of organized events
throughout the world.
Ostensibly on a trade and commercial visit, in January 1959 Mikoyan virtually foisted himself on his still evidently unwilling and
reluctant American hosts. Even though this able Armenian traveling
toral

representative was received by his official hosts in a reluctant mood
that touched the limits of actual discourtesy, ultimately Khrushchev

would have

his way.

Gripping the wheel of the American ship of

state to the very end, in April the cancer-ridden Dulles finally felt
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he had to abandon his post. Deeply
by
President Eisenhower after some reluctance
Herter as Secretary of State. Dulles
stated the extraordinary power and

in

ChrLshaa

May. His
of the

leading statesmen from virtually all over the
ington during the impressive ceremonies. But
there had been some evidence that Dulles

Irs

was

to recognize the necessity of serious
Now, in the last year of his presidency, Eisenhower

ership in a surprisingly energetic fashion.

With ai!

the benevolence and the temperateness of his
his knowledge of the horrors of war were, and

Wash-

his

the

the

of his

still

are,

factors in the balance.

The Mikoyan

trip to

America was followed by

Russia in February. There in a running and semi-public
fast
British statesman acquitted himself honorably; he

to
this

to make Khrushchev's mind change at a point when
to collapse under the accumulated weight of Russian
cannot say whether Macmillan's
ings and recriminations.

We

quent clever electoral claim of having thus secured the

Summit Meetings was

really so;

still,

of

Chancellor

was no longer sufficient to block the possibility of an
Russian meeting on the summit. While scientiic,,
Antarctic, theatrical, musical, athletic, and commercial
Russian-American exchange and co-operation increased, in the
mer of 1959 an American state exhibition was opened in
sition

and a Russian one in New York. Kozlov, a new Russian hierarch
to Khrushchev, came to New York to inaugurate the Soviet
Vice-President Nixon flew to Moscow to inaugurate the
one. There he got entangled in an extraordinary public
match with Khrushchev. Still it was then that the arrangements
the latter's American visit were made.
This

visit,

of

for

Eisenpreceded by a hurried European tour by President
America's
to
assure
allies,
parEuropean
ostensibly

hower himself

West Germany (where he

received his warmest public
or
commitments would be made
no
concessions
that
demonstrations),
to the Russians at their expense took place in the last tivo weeks of
detailed deSeptember. The event is still too close to us to warrant
ticularly
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and we still know little about what was said during the last
Sunday of Khrushchev's extraordinary tour as he finally went
into seclusion with his host at the presidential mountain camp. "The
this soon became a slogan in the Soviet
spirit of Camp David"

scription,

crucial

but it is at least doubtful that any concrete or secret arrangements were made, save perhaps for a certain vague moratorium on
the Berlin problem together with the promise of a Summit Conference and of President Eisenhower's visit to the Soviet Union dur-

press;

ing the following year.
There are, however, certain features of this extraordinary state visit
that should be mentioned in this general historical account of the
cold war. It was a beaming Khrushchev
his gigantic Russian jet plane to American

who waddled down from
soil;

and, notwithstanding

extraordinary and complex experiences, it was a beaming Khrushchev who left at night in a flourish of good will (even though the

him to the airport). Khrushchev was
to
like America; he liked America; in a spiritual
evidently determined
and psychological rather than in a physical sense (for American security services forbade him to visit "Disneyland") he saw in America

President did not accompany

what he wanted to see. He regarded it, as he himself said, a tremendous honor to the Soviet Union to stand beside President Eisenhower and accept the salute to the Soviet flag by a splendid American military band. As so often before, he thus inadvertently revealed
his admiring sentiments toward the United States even though he
arrived brandishing a model of the Soviet lunar rocket that had just
been hurled at the moon; even though, when cornered in press conferences, he burst out with savage and even brutal phrases. Unfortunately the conclusions drawn by the American press and public figures
were not always reasonable: in turn, they revealed a somewhat alarming lack of American self-confidence. When Khrushchev was smiling,
the American people were told that these were but the blandishments
of a dedicated Communist; when Khrushchev was growling and
shouting

example, during the press conference when to a quesHungary he blurted out one of his peculiar Russian meta-

(as, for

tion about

phors: "the Hungarian question is stuck in the throats of some people
dead rat"), this blind and savage phrase was described as a mas-

like a

by a brilliant Communist dialectician. The American peothemselves
were slightly dazed; throughout the tour they acted,
ple
terly parry

THE SUMMIT
with few exceptions, in a curiously
dren who were not told clearly
to
to demonstrate, accustomed as
they

tile

and

had

emmental admonitions. There

was exemplarily protected by
of
the
Erst
of
his
with
visit,
during
phase
accompany him, it was evident that he was
with reservations, as an inevitable but still not

and several

local politicians, like the

occasion to

make some

long anti-Communist

to

by 1059

St3c!|1

S ov

"

few

Mayor

of

but at
to

to be

Los

political capital for
tirades in their

the

by

Khmshchevian outburst, as the Russian
and suddenly return to Moscow, the State
mediately changed signals and ordered Lodge to
a

to

im-

his trip

a

ard of friendly behavior; the rest of the tour
recriminations and incidents.

After his return to Moscow, Khrushchev

iew of

to

China

to in-

of his
form his uneasy Chinese allies. He had revealed by
in the United States that all was not well with China; and it
at least that his October 1959 mee ti n g with Mao did little to
reciprocal misunderstandings between these two Communist
The Chinese opened their frontier dispute with India; they

to

these developments it was
quarrel with Indonesia; and throughout
made more and more evident that they could not count on
of American policy in
support at all. On the other hand, the outlines
this great Asiatic triangular relationship

were not yet

clear;

Washing-

ton was surprisingly noncommittal about the Sino-Indian frontier
to
affair while the Japanese, somewhat like the West Germans,
from their principal position within the American alliance sysprofit

12
tem. In January 1960 the Kishi
government authorized Japanese
of American military,
the
establishment
with
rearmament together

bases in Japan for another ten years, a step that agthan Chinese susceptibilities; and Presgravated Russian even more
ident Eisenhower announced that after his tour of Russia in June
he would return home via a state visit to Japan.

naval,

and

air

1960

12 Kishi

was Munitions Minister

Pearl Harbor.

in the Japanese

attacked
government that
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1O
perhaps significant that the Japanese, whose cities went up in
fire during the last war, who suffered the first atomic bombing in 1945,
whose fishermen even in 1954 were burned by radioactive dust, whose
It is

Constitution, promulgated by General MacArthur after the war,
promised the disarmament of Japan forever, by 1960 would be willing
to go along with

new and

extensive measures of rearmament. For

by the undue sharpness of national
governed
even
more
often
is
memories,
governed by their dull failing. No matter
how horrible they might have been, as the memories of old wars recede,
as

history,

it is

the potential dangers of

at times

new wars

increase. It

is

therefore that

we

must once more turn to the recent history of the Armament Race.
We have seen that the United States exploded its first Hydrogen
Bomb in 1952 and the Russians in 1953. Immediately afterward the
United States turned to the construction of a super Hydrogen Bomb,
together with the construction of transoceanic rockets, the former
"the ultimate weapon" to be delivered by the latter. 13 After 1953
Russians were becoming somewhat less recalcitrant in the fantastically
complicated disarmament negotiations that went on in fits and starts
during the decade, and in May 1955, just before Geneva, Khrushchev ordered his chief negotiator, Malik, to turn around and accept
the main principles of the previously offered Western plan (called
it was now the American turn to climb

the Anglo-French Plan). But

surprised by the Russian move, Dulles and the Pentagon hesitated, and after Geneva, in September 1955, the United
States went back on Its earlier proposal and introduced new reser-

down; obviously

vations.
18

The

intricacies of these

disarmament

talks

cannot be

fol-

We

Here is another ironic (and sorry) paradox.
have seen how the idea of
atomic weapons and of rockets had come to America (as to Russia) from Germany. The Central European Jewish refugee scientists in 1939 convinced Roosevelt to build an Atomic Bomb, as they believed that their German colleagues were
building one for Hitler. But Heisenberg and Von Weizsacker were not building
bombs while other German technicians, led by Von Braun, were building the
rockets that were to rain death on London in 1944. It was then with the German Von Braun and his rocket team that the Jewish Teller and Von Neumann
allied themselves in America by
1954. Theirs was the idea of the marriage of
Super Bombs with Super Rockets while in Germany, Heisenberg and Von
Weizsacker solemnly declared their refusal to engage in any kind of nuclear
military work.

&OUXD THE SUMMIT
here; let us

of the political
their

armament

dent that both

By

of
evi-

of

of various kinds. It was at

negotiations in

on one
it was

of the

on the

Geneva

the
their

Eisenhower maintained a ban on atomic
sians began to suggest that, under certain

and the

in 1959;

The

consent to the principle of international

be-

lieved that this radical change in Soviet policy

dividends worth considering, as it
curtain, while the American attitude remained mo-re

the

ical

almost unlimited

facilities for inspection.
that an international inspection
be something of great importance^ full of

It is true

quences; on the other hand,

it is

by

at least

ican military leadership and popular sentiment would
abolition of nuclear weapons even if this were to be
enforceable. It

is

true that the United States

common

interest: to halt the spread of
are stocked in the arsenals of more and

and

a

atomic weapons

more

nations,

China; but the question arises whether the
tation of the guns (of rocket sites on land and at sea)
important than the inspection of their bullets (of their
of

a

all,

loads).

Still,

is

not

by March 1960, before the coming Summit

in

Paris, the prospects of an American-Russian atomic test ban

ment had become

brighter.

has never been long without war; and human
does not really change. At the same time, human nature is infinitely
calculation
adaptable; and wars have always sprung from some sort of

The world

may be reasonable to
and misunderstandings of
terrible
tensions
the
despite
the cold war, the nations of the world, through international agreements of a new kind, may be now entering into a long period withrather than from sheer madness. It
that, after

all,

out great and destructive wars. But we may be sure of one thing: that
violence and the desire for change will not thereby disappear from
human sentiments and, consequently, from the texture of history.

We
tions

must not incline toward the Utopian beliefs of earlier generaand think that international agreements and "foolproof' tech-
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nical or contractual systems could
curity, or the status quo.

While

by themselves maintain peace,

se-

the mark of the barbarian to believe that change in itbeen its ability to
progress, the mark of civilization has
and
violent
change
war) within certain
keep change (including
bounds. At any rate, it is spiritual rather than physical, political rather
it is

means

self

than technical change that really counts in the long run. For we must
consider the strange paradox of the cold war: the movement of history seems very fast; and yet, in reality, it is amazingly slow, slower
than before. While the powers and dominations involved in the cold

war

are gigantic; the stakes awesome, involving the potential destruction of large portions of the earth; the speed of rockets and of communications near fantastic, there still has been amazingly little

change

in its principal condition, in the political division of

Europe

because of the slowness in the change in the opinions and sentiments of great masses of men that are still the motive forces of
history.

11

Remember Pearl Harbor. Remember not only the cunning, savage,
unheralded Japanese attack but the complexities within the American government that preceded it. 14 The coming of the War of 1812,
Matamoros in 1846, Fort Sumter in 1861, Havana Harbor in 1898,
the Zimmermann Telegram in 1917, Pearl Harbor remember them
all.

They are stories full

of clandestine maneuvers, of spies

and counter-

deeply entangled and undergrown stories whose truthful reconstruction is among the most difficult tasks confronting historians.

spies,

There are

details

about the origin of these American wars that are

complex, dark, obscure, shot through as they were with confusing maneuvers aimed at luring the enemy into firing the first shots 15 even

though nothing that Lincoln or Roosevelt may have done involved
the ultimate and principal responsibility of those Southerners or Jap14

See above, page 81.
This is, too, why President Truman's decision to go to the defense of Korea
in June 1950 will stand out as a
shining page in the history of the United States:
15

for it was a uniquely honest reaction in the defense of freedom without second
thoughts in what paradoxically then developed into the most unpopular war in

modern American

history.
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of Democracy.

of their publicity value, a new and
practice of playing to the world, taken

by
in the

and

up by the

ment and by the Russians, too, in the Khrushchev
hand seldom has there been so much hidden

era.

On

the

y

ness of secretive provocations and spying as
the
cold war, and again especially after 1953, when folia
16
began to extend the scope of American diplomacy,
have seen earlier how the character of

of the

We

became

further transformed during the exigencies of the
of the consequences was the creation of a
Dul!e$y John Fosgence Agency, directed by the ambitious Allen
ter's brother. After
its staff and operations mushroomed. The
1953

One

W.

American people were told

little

about

its

of a

operations;

10 In the
history of nations the influence of spying has been
is true that the secret services of states have played exciting unctelianc!

ated. It

throughout modern history. But their clandestine activities were seldom formative
or decisive: what most of the dramatic achievements of secret agents amount to
is the
gathering of precious fragments of information that may or may not confirm

but that do not formulate already existing diplomatic and

strategic policies.

Given

the secretive character of Russia, the technological features and the world-wide
scope of the cold war, hundreds of American and Russian agents have been strug-

through involved networks throughout the world; but their activities
have been symptoms and not causes of the cold war; as before in history, they
until now.
reflected but they did not influence the course set by their nations

gling

and

of
to this
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it

was to be
and

of
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very
their
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did not

May

Europe in 1956,
of fast-lying American aircraft
of the Soviet Union. The Russian governwith the sordid practices of double agents

know^ the

the

and of

radio propaganda stations,
into Eastern

of

of

we

opportunism, Con-

clandestine agency, unwilling
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activities,

countries, of
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political
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it

knew about these activguerrilla warfare,
reasons of political expediency, Khrushchev
knew about them to the world until the crisis

1960,

hours of i May 1960 an American plane fell from
the sky in the Urals. The pilot told his Russian captors that he was
across Russia, starting from a
on a reconnaissance mission to
airfield in northern
base in Pakistan and destined to land at a
In the

%

NATO

Norway. A few days later Khrushchev broke the news to the world.
The American government^ caught first in a lie about an imaginary
weather plane in Turkey^ then turned around to admit the truth of
what Khrushchev said; but blustering statements covering up the CIA

by

politicians

and by the State Department followed. The

latter, to-

gether with the President, announced that in the interests of American defense such flights would continue. A wave of self-righteous

Russian indignation rose together with world-wide criticism. It was
an anxious world that now awaited the Summit Meeting that was to

open in Paris only a few days later.
Khrushchev came to Paris a day ahead of schedule. Accompanied
by Malinovsky, a grim Soviet Marshal who dogged Khrushchev's footsteps throughout Paris, he demanded and hoped for an American
retraction together with an apology by President Eisenhower. The
President made a belated statement about stopping such flying missions during the remaining time of his presidency; beyond this, un17

We must

at least note the geometric increase of American secret services in
founded in 1900, the FBI in 1925, the
modern world called for their creation;

this century: the U. S. Secret Service was
in 1950. The sorry necessities of the

CIA

but what is disturbing is the virtually sacrosanct position that their masters now
hold in American politics and government and in the eyes of American public
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until a

new American President

that
every reason to
forced Khrushchev's hand, a
cause of the kind of man he was. There

In
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sia

nationalist elements in Russia

who

he

be-

and

still

are,

did not

in-

clinations to seek agreement with the United
interpretation of a friendly President Eisenhower;

or

Ms
of the

disarmament
American
statements
and actions
Moreover.,
just
Summit Conference played into the hands of Khrushchev's
a
Mikoyan's domestic enemies. The American

fretted against the prospects of

the
of

ment by the

President that he did not expect to stay in
and
that after six days Vice-President Nixon would sit in for him, a
pro-German speech by Dillon of the State Department, and in the

end the spy plane sent

across Russia just a few days

the

mit Conference, convinced the Russians that Khrushchev may
gone too far. There were some ominous evidences about

new controls in the highest positions of Russian leadership just before Khrushchev set out for Paris. And the violent and
shocking maneuvers that followed may have "been still concerned
changes and

with the principal problem vexing the Russians, whether the United
States would, secretly or openly, equip her West German allies with
nuclear weapons. But no matter how much his hand may have been
forced, Khrushchev's disappointment with President
certainly

more genuine than

false

misunderstood certain American

which then

realities.

Elsenhower was

illustrates

how he
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For
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vested interests of one kind or another in the main-
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of a vast military establishment has grown high in America
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alike.

At

rate, the events of

May

1960 revealed how, for different

neither the American President nor the Russian Prime Minisin full control of his enormous and complex military machine.
American mistakes may have been, the world

ter
>x

^$tili, whatever the

to a display of cradeness

on the part of the Russian leader

would not

easily forget. Khrushchev may have worn a silk
as lie left Paris in a silvery jet plane; but he represented, after all,
it

old Russia, that peasant Russia, Tolstoi's earth-crusted Russia,
of

all

faction
as

deep-seated feeling of suspicion and inferiority. Stupesadness marked the features of the American President

its

and

he walked

in Paris

on the morrow of the destroyed meeting, on a

suddenly empty day.
I heard the President's
reply to Khrushchev's charges on the

was

radio,

home through

the dark green evening of the PennI
been
had
sylvania countryside.
angry at Eisenhower, worried about
American foreign policy, anxious and uneasy about all of that massive
as I

driving

prevarication, bluster, and blunder that

now seemed

to

mark the

foreign policy of this Republic. I listened to the President's statement
read out by his grim humorless minion of a Press Secretary. When

heard these human, decent, disturbed sentences of an essentially good
as he must have been by the powerful peasant fury of
his Russian opponent, tears came to my eyes: I saw in Eisenhower's
words the threadbare spirit of America, the soul of a boy, of poor
rich boy America on the stage of history in a kind of world that it
had not sought.
For a fleeting moment the spirit of America stood bare in the palace
I
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transition.
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every historian,
or not, is a prophet of
historical prophecy is not only "unscientiic" but
dangerous. Still, in history it is easier to predict

toryin
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of
off
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is

if

going to
are

not
as a

our

Communism

Capitalism.

It

is triumphing all over the world
a
seems that Russia may

that
Great Power long after the passing of Communism, but it
she will not be able to digest and incorporate all of her Eastern Euroto be
pean Empire. The power of Germany, and of Japan,
and
and
anew
sentiments, passions,
political
increasing
attracting
combinations. The future of Western Europe, especially in her relation to the United States, seems as yet undecided. Neither a Russian,

nor of course an Eastern European, revolution seem entirely improbable; on the other hand, an eruptive political revolution in the United
18 20

May

on page 258

1960. Except for the preceding sub-chapter 11 and two paragraphs
in chapter 11, I have added nothing to the text of this book.
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now

States, at

>

inconceivable.

But

it

as

if

the in-

of the United State, together with cerof the Armament Race are to continue. Meanwhile, es-

but possibly involving even China and Russia, the
has already begun. But the ideas of Western Civilioften in distorted, perverted, and transmuted forms,

pecially in Africa,

of
zation,

are

still

dominant throughout

the world.

While the

technological

transformation of world societies goes on, involving every continent,
race, nation, and class of the globe, Europe remains the center of

of

and the most difficult problem of the cold war.
war was a consequence of the Second World War, and
the greatest guarantee against a Third World War is the memory
the Second. This is why, no matter what their faults, history will

be

at least kindlier to

history

.The cold

an Eisenhower and to a Khrushchev than to

others because of the single virtue that their recognition of the horwar is sincere. But we must keep in mind that soon an entire

rors of

generation will have grown upin the United States, relatively untouched by war, as well as in the Soviet Union, in Germany, England,
France, Poland, Japan, China a generation in whose vision of past
wars the element of their horrors will fade quicker than elements of
excitement or even of glory; a generation whose minds, in this age of

mass education and communication, may tend to be dogmatic rather
than rational; a generation from whose hearts violence and national
or racial passions will not disappear. Thus it may be reasonable to
say that even

if

the masses of the world continue their daily ap-

pointed rounds without the fearful experience of war for another decade, around that time the danger of terrible outbursts through inci-

dent or otherwise

may

again increase.

For the passion for change is an unsuppressible spark in the hearts
of men even in this age of mechanical standardization; and there is

no such thing

as pure chance, a pure accident in the infinite com-

human

motives and actions.
At some point in the complex chain the free will of a man enters;
for men are free and moral agents, and it is therefore that they are
responsible for what they do; and it is also because of this inevitable
intercession of the free will of men that in human and historic life,
plexity of

unlike in science, effects are neither predictably nor ever completely
made by external causes.
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The Two
the
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(The
of two

In the

first

part of this

the

to

I

war in the
In the second part of this book I attempt to
ican and Russian tendencies and
cipal events of the cold

of

of his-

in a

Thus, while narration
throughout both parts of this book, I am
torical analysis.

the

The

purpose of a history book is
title. But the title of this book, A
History of the
its scope rather than its
purpose. For the purpose of

emphasis.

by
this

is

not

much

the complete and accurate reconstruction of a
historical period as the description through a
so

Its

Wur,

important

tendencies,

convergences,

of

conflicts,,

and movements of the two great protagonists of the World
The cold war is not over; its tendencies, conflicts, and
go on; and many of these tendencies, conflicts^ and movements
in development of course long before the cold war began. History
life, of movement; not a static account of
periods.
in this democratic age the texture of history has become so
complex that the very structure of events is affected; it is, for instance,
is

the story of

And

no longer reasonable to reconstruct the main lines of events by concentrating on political history alone. Thus already in the iist part of
this book "The Main Events" it was obvious that though the prin-
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events were of a political character, social, Ideological, material^
tendencies intruded, since they influenced and overlapped
Into political developments; and now, in the second part of this book

"The Main Movements"

cepts,

am

attempting a comparative descripmovements, developments,
of the American and Russian societies, state, nations, conI

historical elements, of the

tion of

and

ideas, necessarily

on separate and

the order of this second part

is

successive levels.

Thus

as follows:

The tendencies of the two societies
The tendencies of their political theories
The tendencies of the two States
The tendencies of their national character
Their

spiritual tendencies

This successive order

not an arbitrary one.

is

We

shall proceed,

by and large* from what is most obvious but least significant to what
may be most significant and perhaps least obvious.

The

aspect of American

and Russian

ent from the beginning. This

is

society has been very differa superficial impression; but, like cer-

it remains
considerably true. The habits,
the institutions, the temperament, the laws, the character of the
settlers of North America
produced a society whose principal features

tain superficial impressions,

were recognizable even before the revolutionary achievement of
American independence. Few national societies of the white race show
so great a contrast as these two peoples, say, five generations ago, when
Tocqueville was here: democratic, republican, commercial, freewheel-

ing America on the western; autocratic, hierarchical, Byzantine, reon the eastern edge of the civilized world. Compare

stricted Russia

these two great land Empires with their great latent riches at the
beginning of the Industrial Revolution: the material standards, the

commercial prosperity, the conditions of labor, the variety of goods,
the financial reputation, the domestic habits, and civic standards of
Americans were much superior to those of the Russians.
All of this

is

obvious.

We

must, nevertheless, recognize certain

between Americans and Russians already at that time. A
most powerful influence that has left enduring impressions on the
similarities
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important of
the relative absence of the

The power and

in

of the

the
European concept of
separation of city from country in Europe, the
tocratic and patrician aspiration, are
Middle Ages onward influence European

and

IB

the pe-

of

the

culiarly

of the

the

to the present day, even in the British
social

development.

The

cepts and habits often

corresponding
for

reflect different

example* Russian "Tsar" and Russian "nobleman"' do not
respond to the European "king" or "noble"; the
the "merchant" is something different from the

cor-

of the "bourgeois"; in turn, there
ferences between the European "bourgeois" and the

dif-

of

phenomenon

of the
concepts from the beginning. In the relative 4
of *business"
patriciaa family tradition, in the early separation
die-class

"residential" quarters in Russian as well as in American
tain Russian as well as American habits of impermanent

in cer-

in the extraordinary geographical and social mobility of
as well as of Russians, we may detect certain correspondences that

are attributable to the absence of a strong aristocratic tradition
condition of vast empty lands with
one hand and to the

on

pioneer

natural resources on the other.

We cannot go into these in more detail. Nor should we eacaggerate
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to
of
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two

the nineteenth century the
of the Industrial Revolution suited the

Whatever the
as well as the

perfectly. From this the vast
society was to come.

American
of American

of the

3

the Civil

War

with

the industrial energy of the American people,

newcomers, plowed, mined, and

of

out the wealth of the American earth with almost inces-

By the time

World War this new republic was
The size of American cities, the

of the First

nation on earth.

the

American industrialists, the value of the American money,
of American industrial production, were the greatest in
the world. During the First World War the United States became,
for the first time, a creditor nation also on a world scale. By 1920,
for the irst time, the majority of American workers were employed
in industrial rather than agricultual production; and the majority of
of

the

the population was urban, not rural. Not until 1960 did the Russians
reach a corresponding stage of social transformation.

The wealth of America's plains and mountains alone, of course,
counted nothing. The industry, the labor, the dedicated trust of the
American people made it count.
must keep in mind how, to-

We

gether with the inherited or acquired Puritanistic ethics and habits
of work, the partly Puritanical but very characteristically American

democracy played an important and ultiAmerican development of material
The
of
enterprise.
tendency
equality, the American practice of
American
habits and concepts together preorganized philanthropy,
vented the devolution of American democracy, even in the most fertendency toward

social

mately decisive role in this successful

rous and hardfisted times of American Capitalism, into an unduly
class-conscious society where the lives of the rich and the poor would

be separated by increasingly

when the
trine

was

it

Not even at a time
became an accepted American doc-

different standards.
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even though at that
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ness grew

of this

of

of an
of a

was already in full
to
legislation, ideas, and taxation
extent, the prestige of the American
course, remnants of cruel practices,
of
and immigrants, astonishing
and there; but, by and large, American
society

to

the

ol

the haz-

ards of the Industrial Revolution very
the material benefices of industrial democracy were

By

out American society.
There is no need here to describe those
conditions that kept Russian social and
must mention, however, that
much behind.

sc

We

time

abolished in Russia in 1861, almost at the

was

abolished in America.

Even though

it is

was

tree

the

slow ii
consequences of these emancipatory declarations
as in Russia, while large portions of Rus
well
as
America
in
coming
sian wealth still depended on the labor provided by peasants on vas
fields

and

estates, in

ent on slave labor.

America even the South was no longer

It is true

that the industrialization of Russia

A
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1917;
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achieved a few
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of her

but growing
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even though Rus-

capital, the professional achievewere at times quite re-

But no
cial

promising its intellectual and even sothe structure and the political power of this enterprising
to survive the storms of 1917.
were too

What

Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin inherited was still a vast peasant
empire. Its industrial transformation had already begun; but its new
not
develop the material foundations laid by a

power they had destroyed until their political transformation of power was complete.
Thus In 1920 the success of American Industrial Capitalism cointhe collapse of liberal democracy and with the Communist
cided
of power in Russia, After the First World War, America
was the wealthiest and Russia the poorest among the great nations
of the world. Material prosperity was spread through the society of the
first to an extent hitherto undreamed of; the enormous Empire of
the latter was struck with misery and famine in conditions reminiscent of Dark Ages many centuries before. Thus, in assumed theory
as well as in recognized practice* American "Capitalist" and Russian

"Communist"

society in 1920 provided a contrast greater than at any

time before or

after.

The principal domestic purposes of the Communist regime during
the past forty years may be summed up in these two phrases: the
enforcement of ideological conformity and the promotion of the industrial transformation of Russia. While Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, and
Khrushchev may have at times harbored variant ideas about the first,
there has been little disagreement about the desirability of the second

of these aims.

The great Soviet achievements in this respect are obvious. We know
how Lenin himself once "defined" Communism, the Soviet goal, as
"socialism plus electrification"; we know about the successive stages
of Five-Year Plans and of impressive technical establishments. The
evolution of a strong peasantry (a force about which Lenin was
uneasy and which Trotsky affected to ignore with Jewish and cosmopolitan revolutionary disdain) was broken by Stalin through the dull
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far

West

and of

of
of the
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and

of

the

It

The

of the

is

and
military technology the
Meanwhile in the 19505 the

clothes,,

of

em-

the

Khrushchev,
phasis on

In

at

and military
the houses, and the

Communist

im-

of the

proved.
At the same time, keeping in mind the
wealth, the large population of the

question whether the

the

the

state

"system,"

the

we
all

of

ask the
its

ian pressures, was really the decisive factor in the
might of Russia. Is it not reasonable to

dinaiy conditions of enduring chaos, this
great resources and energies was bound to

its

the

tietfa century as one of the leading Powers of the world, no
not
if she
what her government? It would have been
was
done so. At any rate, the building of Russia's
ike Witte
erected by Lenin and Stalin on foundations laid by
or Bessemer or Ford at least as much as by Engels or Marx,
of proAt the same time we must also keep in mind
duction and consumption tell us but little about the real
ments of society that are inseparable from its concepts, ideas,

aspirations.

And

here the Soviet industrial transformation led to de-

not even
velopments that are far from being Communist and that are
I said that Lenin and Stalin
rather
world-wide.
but
Russian
typically
transformed masses of sullen peasants into masses of factory workers;
but the typical Soviet citizen of the 19505 is no longer that Van-

guard of

World

Revolution, the class-conscious factory worker; he

is

a
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somewhat uneasy member of

a new,

amorphous

sort of lower

the irony of historical development that what Stalin and Bolshevist industrialization created were the foundations of

middle

class. It is

a large and growing Russian middle class {whose weakness, as we
have seen, was the main cause of the success of the October Revolution); and even though this new kind of middle class (as in many
other places in the world )
pattern of habits

and

is

quite different from the older "bourgeois"

and

aspirations, its desire for social status

for

1950$ the Soviet leaders
themselves boosted the increasing quantity and quality of the private possessions of Soviet citizens; they boasted how this would soon

private possessions

is

evident indeed.

By the

surpass American standards. Whether the new masters of Russia recognized it or not, this was just what the egalitarian founding fathers
of

Marxism and Bolshevism would have contemptuously

called a

"petty-capitalist" or "petty-bourgeois" mentality.
Meanwhile within Russian society distinctions of position, income,
education, and even of social status have increased. First in the tech-

the Army, and in certain specialized sciences
and professions but lately in more and more fields an administrative
and managerial bureaucracy has been growing up, at the top of
which there exists a new kind of service aristocracy, whose positions
and aspirations, however, depend on privileges of status rather than
on land or money.

nical industries, in

We

shall see

how

this evolution of large administrative classes

is

perhaps a main symptom of our times. Let us but notice here that
with the industrialization and the consequent administrative bulife, Soviet society from the very beginning has decertain
lines that are not very different from those of
veloped along
the United States, albeit starting from different conditions. Indus-

reaucratization of

trialization

and "Fordism" attracted the admiration and the am-

bition of the Soviet leaders from the start; the speeches of Bolshevik leaders in the 19205 are full of exhortations to "Americanize," to
create a new Soviet manager type with "American" characteristics.
Whether this Russian emulation of the United States is still conscious
or half-conscious is beside the point, at least here. The important

thing

is

that the industrial transformation

of the Soviet

Union

brought about social developments that follow, by and large, a worldwide rather than a Communist pattern; and this, rather than the otherwise impressive increase of Russia's industrial producton,

is

the main

iS;
the Rw'}'l!!Hni, the

and

of

The
but no

aa*

of

gtJuXil

less

the

Forty years
the American

World War and

the

the
the

prosperity

of the

the

of

ternary
ities of

of the

people then led to the

of

depressive consequences
tion of the American

to solve the dreariness and
was obvious and expectable.
was how, under the genial
economic and administrative

of the

What

was not

at the

the

of
of the

awesomely accumulated
even undue bitterness. The reforms of the

or

solve these

New

the

the war

sequent extension of American industrial

brought new

prospects of employment to the
classes. Within the United States, victorious and

by the

Second World War, these developments continued to
ditions of domestic prosperity and a new kind of an
of
less and affluent society. The ephemeral
of
houses
in
the
standard
wire, and glass
cheery
may be superficial and vulgar at times; but in this
ard Russian (and European) criticism of "American
nothing but sheer envy.
i

The

Is

achievement of the domestic

We must say something here about fee extraordinary

quency that

the

prevails in Russia, Eastern Europe,

and

in the

of

United

States.

The

causes are obvious: the weakness of family authority and of other
bonds (together with the relative inefficiency of municipal police forces) in
technological societies employing
communities are impermanent.

rootless people

whose residences within

their
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standards of popular prosperity stand out in history as something

unique.
By the 19505, however,

It

was obvious that

this

kind of popular

prosperity existed together with a

weakening spirit of free enterprise.
obvious that the nineteenth-century era of

Already by 1933 it was
the domination of largely private enterprise was coming to an end,
governmental intervention was necessary (and requested by the

people themselves) in order to ratify undue inequalities and privaWhat was (and what is still) not so obvious is why the Amernow refuse to recognize that the United States has
ican people

tions.

become

a

Welfare

State,

AlmcSFT6r''ffiTf!y"years 'nbw governmental administration, superrision, and intervention in large areas of life in America has be-

come an accomplished and accepted
not, describe

it

practice.
in detail, save to point at the

We

cannot, and need
tremendous growth of

at the extraordinary
bureaucracy, at the obvious growth of taxation^
to
of
agriculture, industry, and
government "supports" given
growth

and at the consequent withering not only of private enalso of the true functions of local and state governments
but
terprise
(which have been, after all, the foundations of American republican
democracy). What is even more important is that by now an American generation has grown up that takes this kind of governmental

ediicatidii,

administration, intervention, and support for normal, proper, and
I do not deny that many of the reforms of the New Deal

granted.

were needed and perhaps even salutary; I do not insist that we should
officially recognize the United States as a Welfare State; I am saying that this large transformation from Legislative to Administrative
Government has been developed by Republicans as well as by Democrats,

of

that governmental intervention has

American
2

life.

become an accepted part

2

Two items from today's edition of tlie New York Times, (i)
American universities agree that government support to their
institutions In the form of "research** is desirable* (These are the same heads of the
same universities that used to produce so much pompous prose about Academic
Freedom.) (2) Political reporters reveal that In certain key states where enormous
aircraft and rocket plants now exist, the masses of workers are not concerned with
any political issue, with Russia, or with disarmament; but they are worried about
disarmament in the sense of whether the next President would maintain these
plants and, consequently, their jobs. (Thus whereas in the past it was a few unscrupulous capitalist manufacturers who at times promoted armament programs, nowThe

24 April 1960.
presidents of
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we

Nor
that

that

of this

all

New
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It is
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had

or
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1933 and
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of
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life
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of

souls" as a
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Slate?
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was bat

of

of

by

life,

it is

the ironical

middle-class habits

Capitalism that

all,

of

of

and habits of

trial

of

the

by the
by the
production.
For? while

at-

of

a

of
It is

its

of
to

very

mental intervention and to the
and thought. It was not so

and corruption among the

to

It

the
of

the

of life
of

the

industrialists

it
for the
complexities of mass production
ican government to supervise the production and the
to
certain goods around the torn of the century, in

American
and Drag Act of Theodore Roosevelt is but one
But there is more to this. What has not
Communists or Capitalists was the fantastic
essential things as the health of the

trative occupations that follows the successful
have seen that in 1920 the United
transformation.

of

the

by
of
of

We

was far ahead of the rest of tie world because of the
and of the success of her industrialization. But "by 1956 for the
in
time more Americans wore employed in administration
rich,

pro-

clamor an omiadays these arc promoted by Labor and demanded by popular
nous development, full of worrisome political portents, especially in GET age
of Democracy.)
3 Both countries are
basically socialistic, wrote the perceptive Count Keyscrlimg
in the 19205: "But America expresses its socialism in the form of
prosperity

and Russia

in the form of general poverty/*
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now the leader of the free world,
Tims the United
ahead of the world la bureaucxatization. This is an alarming de-

Auction.

velopment.

It

American production

the problems of growing inefficiency within
now for the first time is beginning to com-

promise the hitherto astounding achievements of American industrial
production. Certain branches of American industry, facing for the
irst time serious European competition in the 1950$, were experiencing such effects. Just as government, with its caneerously growing
number of civil servants (and the less visible but more ominous

growth of the number of people indirectly and partly employed by the
the transformation from the Legislative to the
government),
Administrative State, similar developments have taken place in every
kind of enterprise and in wide areas of American life. The administrator rather than the producer has

become the

typical

(and respected)

American occupation.4

The reasons for this social transformation have been manifold. To
a large extent, as I have suggested, this is but part and parcel of the
world-wide development of industrialization and technology (which
at least suggests the question whether Industry and Technology
themselves are not the main instruments of the transformation of
societies in a totalitarian direction). In different ways, in the

human

Soviet Union as well as in the United States, the development has
been from an Agricultural through an Industrial to an Administrative
Society. "Administration" nowadays covers a multitude of sins; at any
rate, in the United States, as in the Soviet Union, the interests of
the managers of corporations are no longer the same as the interests

of owners. 5 This emergence of a post-capitalist society originally revolutionary in Russia, evolutionary in America has been consequent
4
This, too, corresponds closely with residence. In 1920, for the first time, more
Americans were employed in industry than in agriculture; in that year, for the
first time, the
typical American was no longer living in the country but in a city.
(The rural population of Russia declined, too, but in 1958 it still amounted to
about 51 per cent). In 1956, for the first time, more Americans were employed
in administration than in production; and for the first time the typical American

was
5

living in a suburb.

The term

"Managerial Revolution"

is

misleading;

it

suggests the existence of

hard and determined Managers equipped with iron will, foresight, and determination, a class entirely separate from the rest of the workers. But the managers of
our modem societies, with few exceptions, do not conform to this neo-romantic
and neo-machiavellian picture envisaged by Spengler and by Burnham; they are
themselves anxious conformists, servile followers of Publicity and State.
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sense, of plain speaking, and of the

Thus,

of

a
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of a

of

at the

of the
of the

a

on the one hand and the
a patrician tipper class on the other; just
conceived to be a healthy middle ground

of

aspiring poor

as the
city

and
has

grew formlessly to devour both, the function of
developed into vast administrative functions at the
duction and consumption. Consider only

how

of

in

non-productive "industries" as advertising, entertainment,

has
have registered the greatest growth. The
indeed, administration rather than production

and

creates the occupations of

most Americans by now

the

the
all

of which

suggests the increasing regimentation and standardization of

and

life,

6

6 For
example, in the 1950$ American manufacturers were justifying the rise of
the prices of their products "because of rising production and advertising costs";
American "liberals" greeted with enthusiasm the merger of the two already gi-

gantic

AFL

investigative

and
and

CIO

labor unions, while "conservatives" hailed the extension of

police powers of the federal government.

Thus, while

In Russia

we may

the

of a

United State we may
society where social

rather than of ownership, a society

distinctions are those of

where

the transformation of

direction^ within the

society in a

WAH

OF THE

A

distinctions of education,

employment, and

credit

mark the

decline of distinctions of wealth asd the endurance of private proprole of money is dwindling;
erty, a consumers" society where the actual
7

a society whose industry, whose intellectuals, and whose institutions
are more and more dependent on so-called government "defense"
contracts (these by now are said to amount to about one third of the

where consequently the employment of
indirectly on the government. This is
the transformation of American society in an increasingly regimented,
standardized, military, and centralized direction. While in Russia
Khrushchev proclaims that his people will soon surpass American production (and thereby unconsciously indicates his wish to emulate the

Industry's current orders),

more and more people depends

American pattern of society),

in the

United States

industrialists in the

name

of Free Enterprise clamor for more and more government
orders for their own enterprises in order to "catch up" with Russian

Jtachnology and military production.
Until very recently this kind of reciprocal

and jealous emulation
went but one way; the Soviet imitation of the United States, while
largely unconscious, was unilateral. But now, as certain American and
7

We

must

say something here about the role of the intellectuals.

We

are

witnessing ail over the world the intellectualization of life. This is, of course,
obvious: for administration is a more typical intellectual activity than is production. At the same time we should note that as the older class distinctions dissolve,
recognition of professional intellectual status becomes more and more important;
snd in the so-called "anti-intellectual" United States, society and government, as
in the Soviet Union, are more and more dependent on professional intellectuals.

The world

is thus
moving toward the recognition of intellectual elites; but this development (like so many others that they have wished for) is by no means as
salutary and propitious as intellectuals have thought. The very word "intelligentsia" came to the West from Russia,
denoting but a small and isolated segment of

people; so did the usage of the noun "intellectual.** This rather senseless category
implies that the majority of people are non-intellectuals: strange, indeed, when

we

how many Americans, for example, are college graduates now. But
are they, then? The shoe is on the other foot.
are now learning how
universal literacy and universal education did little to raise or even to maintain
consider

what

We

standards of reason and of culture; we may yet have to learn that an increase in
the number of professional intellectuals may further depress certain moral and
rational standards.
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The Two
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Societies:

theories

of
element:

(The
the

Now
two gigantic

of

Marxism)

mass democracy the organized lives of
American Democracy and of Soviet Russia

in these times of
societies of the

more alike; but their suspicious hostility does not
really
main reason for this seeming paradox seems to be
immediately at hand. The two societies have differing conceptions
about the world; and they have hostile ideas about each other.
are growing
llie

abate,

a great mistake to believe that ideas are but
superstructures
is a
widespread, common, scientific, and vulgar tendency
to conceive of human life as if it were
basically a mechanical function,
It is

of

life.

There

that consequently ideas, culture,
poetry, and art are but eventually
refined superstructures of civilization. This is not so. For human
beings
(and for human beings alone) life is inseparable from the idea of life;
ideas, conceptions, theories, are permanent and frequent formative
factors of life and
history. Their actual influence on history is often

and complex, but always important when they endure in
the long run; but in the short run, too, the actual influence of their
popularized and recognizable versions remains important. Like every
indirect

human experiencelike pain or pleasure, for instance, which
even though they are not measurable, while their existence is
inseparable from their recognition the important thing, always in
the short ran, and
in democratic
is not so much what
basic
exist

especially

happens but what people think happens.

ages,

And

especially in the long
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ago for the
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towns of America,,
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smoke

of ten thousand factory
around that time
"talked'*

than ever before (or after).
so-called Capitalism,

The

was

the sky.

It

and
of of

of

The

its

Revolution had begun.
Like every
social movement^

it

and new problems in the beginning.
a wide and beneficial increase of
great gray wake came, too, increased
despair, and poverty. It was a new kind
be defined along the line of material
poverty of earlier centuries, since this was a

it

of

life.

In

its

of
of

the

unfamiliar condition of poverty. More important., in this
of a dawning Age of Democracy, it was
by
dissatisfied

people themselves.

For millions of people have suffered through
sufferings (as, indeed, any material condition)

when they
crystallize

recognize their condition,

when

history;

their

but

historic

dissatisfactions

around and are formulated into ideas of protest.

There were, of course, people who already during the seventeenth
with the condition
century were seriously and politically concerned
of the poor; who were as much, if not more, concerned with social
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of the

the
the end of the

Revolution,

of

century, this spirit
metaphysics: in

of the Evangelical

Movement on one

in a

the

of

by the
by the

were being

an

for-

metaphysical and scientific proponents of
on the other. A generation later
in France and also
and intellectual concerns
first

of Utilitarianism

on the Continent. By the second quarter of the nineteenth
of radical thinkers who attempted to
principles, programs, and systematic theories about these
new problems of society. Because of a combination of cirthe reputation of Karl Marx towers above all of the others

up to the present day.
There

is

no need

in this

book to sum

lip

Marx's

life

and

his writings

the distinctions between Marx, his friend Engels, and

or to

the

socialist, anarchist,

or Communist radicals of Britain, Europe,

and America (even though attention should be drawn to the
German, Jewish, and scientific tendencies of Marx that are more
characteristic of his person and of his ideas than the more abstract
characteristics of his radicalism, internationalism, and Communism).
Whether in the Communist Manifesto, written in 1847, or in Dd$
Russia,

Rapitd, published in 1867, or, indeed, in almost all of his writings,
foundation and the basic principle of Marxian thought is
Economic Determinism. 1 According to him, just about every human

the

and historic phenomenon is determined by economics. It is a pious
and fraudulent error to believe that history consists of political or
religious or spiritual straggles; these are, according to Marx, only
rationalizations; at the bottom, every struggle goes on about material
things; every struggle is of an economic nature. If, then, the main

problems of

life,

be economic,

history,
too. Thus

and

society are economic, the solution

must

economic conditions that must be corand
rected, transformed,
radically equalized; and especially now when
the critical stage of Capitalist Economy is approaching, this must
be done through revolution whenever necessary. This destruction of
Capitalism and of class distinctions will, then, lead to conditions of
a just economic order that, in turn, will mean the abolition of
1 It is

writings,

it is

symptomatic that The iSth Brummie, one of
the only indirect and relative exception.

is

his

few

really brilliant

icj,;

and of

and

in a

of
this

I

Marxism; but
mention,
spect. It

is

and

a

of

fern*

life

of a
all the

If is,

he
a

the

The

of

in this

of

are

are

human beings. He
of human aspirations. He

merely mechanical and that history
posed a utopia that is not only

upon brutal process of
1

know

summary

in

his

as a
Utopian, pedantic,
Marx denied the existence of God, He

character

wj$

and

are

nature of

Sin

a

of the

the

They

'a

work nf

his

Ing for a

comings.

me

in

and the

sincerely

whom,

Let

01

all the

is,

of

not

It is

to

to
to
is

life is

not

not

lie

but

revolution.

is a brief summary; but
Marxism we may perceive an

that this

of

the

the

any
is

pointed out all too seldom, even though it
and the paradoxical limitations of its creator. Tills
radical,

revolutionary,

progressive Ideology

is,

anti-bourgeois,

anti-German,

in reality ? a very passe, very

very Germanic, and very naively scientific system. For Marx,
and anti-Prussian prophet, really
his

atheistic

and

German-Jewish self in his attempt to construct his ideas into a
His ideology is an intellectual system often grievously
disparate!}*
divorced from life and from history, conceiving them in the vulgarscientific manner of the nineteenth century as if life and history
but mechanical and scientific propositions. It is in this
that
Marx, like Darwin or Mendel or Comte or Maxwell or Bury but
unlike the truly great thinkers and makers of history, who stand out
8
-is a
precisely because they transcend their times
prototypical intel2

That

is:

had Marx (or Darwin or Edison) not

existed, there

is

reasonable

evidence to assume that during the nineteenth century someone would have coine
up with a theory of Economic Determinism, Evolution, or with a working electric
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intellectual prophet*
representative of his century: a
on
a
the professorial radical, working
systematic theory of society under
of
the
British Museum a recognizable
the
of
the
library

and well-known and altogether bourgeois

Karl

Marx died

in 1883.

picture,

Within a decade's distance from that year
and Hitler were bom men whose im-

Stalin, Roosevelt, Mussolini,

y

of the course of world history
of
this
second
the
crucial
century, whose actions deterquarter
during
mined the origins of the cold war and whose achievements, incidenand seldom consciously, disproved almost all of Marx's original

pact and influence determined most

tally

theories

and predictions. For

abstract; I

I

am

not dealing here with

Marx

in the

am forgoing even the basic philosophical or moral arguare no longer really necessary. The failure of Marxian

ments. They
ideas has been accomplished and revealed by history

itself,

from being adequately recognized.
though
before us the record of more than a hundred years.
this

is still

far

We

even
have

Hie year after the Communist Manifesto, in 1848, a republican
revolution in Paris was followed by the first modern working-class and
partly Socialist uprising. It was crashed. In 1871, in the wake of
France's chaotic defeat, another republican transformation was followed by a radical revolution in Paris that entered history under the

name of the "Commune": that, too, was destroyed by remnants of
the French Army, accompanied by the hostility of the overwhelming
mass of the French people.
is

Marx's actual influence on contemporary events was very small. It
the influence of his ideas or, rather, not so much their influence

as their reputation that has been very great. During the three decades
stretching from his death to the First World War, Marxist and other
Socialist ideas attracted a

growing number of

political intellectuals.

and movements emerged and grew in
and
America.
But the Marxians had already
Russia,

All kinds of Socialist parties

Europe, Britain,

bulb. But had Tocqueville (or Nietzsche or Debussy or Bismarck) not existed,
there is no reasonable evidence to assume that someone else would have described

the essence of Democracy, proclaimed the fate of Godless Man, written music
about the sea, or united Germany quite as had Tocqueville or Nietzsche or
Debussy or Bismarck.
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voted for the war in the
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the
the

the

and

the

than

the

a

the

Parisian Socialist revolution,

decisive

.

the

one

Kapital and the first Commune Marxian,
were still not powerful enough to influence the
class at a

?

,

i<)i<j

19141^*0

first

b

was to

master of Italy within

Thus

In

li'iuk':.-*

jtwj*;

the

a nationalist

and the

T

Socyi^t

;nst

of the

young

itc-nut;;v. *.H

were swept

Italy a

streets; in

until

ek;t:

u

the

being* effective in 1914: thev

far

on the

m

thuis$!*

moment. This

is

of the

we

at

no
America

consider that by 1914 the working classes

Western Europe and
been
had
extended to their
suffrage
passive forces; in

in

history their great majority knew how to read
a time when the smug class distinctions and

finance capitalism were

for the

first

injustices of high

apt to smother the
a working man at every turn of the city road, the masses of
workers followed the call of the upper classes into the war
still

tildes ranging from passivity to actual enthusiasm. With very
notable exceptions ? they straggled through the four terrible
the war without protest. It was in Russia, and in Russia alone,

by 1917 a

radical

and revolutionary Marxist party rose

Why did this happen in Russia, in a country
and where, unlike

in

in

write. In 11)14, at

of

of

to power.

Marx had

Western Europe, according to

his system con-

The answer to this
into t\vo parts,
down
must
be
broken
and
difficult
question
complex
Russia was ripe for revolution in 1917 we have seen this in the first
ditions for a Socialist Revolution did not exist?

book because of the war, because her government was
and corrupt, because the Russian people were dissatisfied

part of this
inefficient
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suffering.

But why was

this revolution a Marxist

one? This

question that concerns us at this point though even

somewhat

imprecise, for

we most

stretch

and possibly

is

the

this question is

tear the blanket

of Marxist theory quite a hit here and there to cover the Russian
events of 1917-21, the events of a revolution and of a civil war that was

more

therefore,

may

be narrowed down to

Russian Revolution

call

The question,
did the leaders of this

than a Marxist revolution.

typically a Russian

this:

why

themselves Marxists?

why

did they believe

they were Marxists? why clid consequently, the red flag triumph
in Russia while it failed everywhere else in Europe? Why is always the
difficult question in history (and especially in Russian history);
the answer to such difficult questions is always necessarily suggestive
?

(though not merely tentative) and imprecise (though not necessarily
untruthful ) In the first place we must consider the specifically Russian
.

historical conditions of a society where, unlike as in

Europe, bourgeois,

patrician, capitalist traditions were not only very weak but alien, without much of a historical past; the Russian concept of private property,

for example,

was

different

from the Western European one from the

3
very beginning of Russian history. In the second place and this is
Biore important, since we are concerned here with the attraction of

we must

consider the often neglected Russian intellectual penchant for radical and German ideas. This has little to do with the
ideas

affinities

and the

relations of the Russian

and German peoples;

it

even

transcends the condition that Russian intellectual Francophilia was
flourishing

and creating

and

before the Revolution.

and refined expressions of high culture
It is,
simply, that Germany was the
first great
nation
on
Russia; that most European
European
bordering
and
ideas
filtered
into
Russia
concepts
through the thick German sieve;
that the Russian educational system since Peter the Great largely followed German models; that the German tendency toward the extreme
art just

vivicl

systematization of ideas has a certain powerful attraction to thinking
Russians, who are attracted by intellectual and scientific systems since

these stand in contrast to the emotional and unsystematic characterof Russian genius. Of all political ideas around the turn of the

istics

3
Thus, just as I suggested in the first chapter of this book about the politics
of the Russian Revolution, where the weak resistance of the ruling classes in 1917

may have
it
may be

been at

least as

said that the

much

of a factor as the

"dynamism"

of the Leninists,

weakness of the bourgeois ideas was perhaps more decisive

than the attractions of the Communist ones.
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the Revolution

at all a

t

the

(even

it

in Churchill's

of

in

Europe/"
the

Yiddish*

Jewish Marxist was
Parvus, the most

of a
to the

and

of the

the war, who could
a sort of an
the Russian Revolution^ the roan
the decisive

German

support to

of
for

in

in 1917,

"The new
Chinese

state the Bolsheviks try to
peasant state which is bound to

intellectual inspirer of

Lenin

Somewhat exaggerated but

is

is

not

but

not Karl

largely true; certainly

6
development of the Russian Soviet state.
I think I need not explain how the

a

to a

in

of the

of Lenin,

Khrushchev departed from the original Marxian
arose that was dictatorial but not egalitarian,

a

proletarian, reactionary rather than revolutionary,
*

Next to Ms reading of Ckusewte, Ms reading

Finmzkapitd played

of the

a very important part in the

policies.
& Pobedonostsev:

German
of Ms

From an
the dogmatist of Russian
Parvus by Heinz Schurer in The Kitmnn Review', October, i^Q.
6
Exaggerated: but only because of the impassivity of fee Russian
late as 1940, when most Russians were still peasants (see above,
one of a dozen Russian villages had a Communist cell. Since

Communist Party
but

it is

and

on
As
i&o), not
time the

organization of the Russian countryside has obviously increased;
since that time, too, that the meaning of Party membership (like the

meaning of union membership

in the

West) has

decreased.
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than cosmopolitan, nationalist rather than internationalist; how Marx?
lived to come to Moscow in 1918, would probably have sooner

had he

or later shared Trotsky *s fate, at best.

am dealing with the history of ideas, not of
at least within Russia the principle of Marxist theoretical
foundations continued to be upheld, with one important modificaBut

states.

in this chapter I

And

tion; Lenin's political success

and
"Marxism-Leninism"

efforts, speeches,

was to provide the

and the mere quantity of

his intellectual

writing led to the adoption of the new term
(and later, of ^Leninism-Stalinism")^ which

ideological, intellectual, political, and systematic
Communism in all of its phases, as if Marxism

foundations of Soviet

had been further reined, developed, and extended by a great Russian
Founding Father. Yet we must not accept this ideological category
at face value. In reality, the contributions of Lenin (not to speak
of Stalin) to Marxist, or, indeed, to all historical or economic thought,
brilliant revolutionary leader; also, unof considerable intellectual capacity; his ideas and
theories, however, are nugatory, unimportant, and insubstantial; he
added nothing to the Marxist system that is original, interesting,

are virtually
doubtedly, a

nil.

Lenin was a

man

enduringeven though millions are told to believe that he did so.
we must keep in mind that the orthodoxy of Marxism is
maintained within the Soviet Union at least in theory; and that even
or

Still,

in practice there

remain certain

fields of

endeavor where

its

doctrines

being observed and followed. I repeat: at least as important
as what happens is what people think happens. What happened in
are

still

Soviet Russia for a long time did not really affect the power and the
prestige of Marxist ideas elsewhere. Let us look, therefore, once more

the world-wide history of Marxism, Socialism,

at

Communism.

4

When

in the spring of 1918 Lenin, in the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk,
the
enormous
paid
price for Bolshevik survival within Russia, surren-

dering large European portions of the Russian Empire to Imperial
Germany, he said to his cohorts that this price was worth paying:
for

Germany would soon

tion

would

came

true

rise

collapse

on her imperial

anyhow and a Communist revoluThe first part of his calculation

ruins.

(mainly because of the massive strength of Capitalist
side); the second did not. Revolutions broke

America on the Allied

THE TWO
out

all

20 1

over Central and

down

as the

not
1918; but
for
Certainly conditions were never
than in Germany or Austria in 1918-19, in
in

disillusioned, shivering countries. But the
not come; and in the few places where they
usually failed in a matter of days or weeks

did

were

they

of a

of

of Communism
support. (Besides, the Russian
to
the
of
Central
especially repugnant
peoples

the

After 1920 Lenin shifted his attention to Asia; bet
Turkey, Persia, Afghanistan, and China the Communist

ia

failed to develop or when it developed, it was
by
revolutionary forces. Certainly., according to Marxist theory,
tions were ripe for a radical socialist revolution
the

of Capitalism during the Great Depression of the early 1930$;
Revolution did not come in either of the two countries

economic

was deepest;

but the
the

followed
America the
in
hearkened
to
Hitler.
With
velt;
very few
Germany they
the Communists did not succeed in gaining noteworthy popular
port anywhere; between the two World Wars the Marxian historical
system and Communism attracted not the masses but a portion of
intellectuals and a number of political idealists.
Thus we must keep in mind two important historical facts that aie
crisis

in

now prevailing forests of intellectual confusion. The
that until the end of the Second World War that is, almost

obscured in the
first is

one hundred years after the birth of Marxian Communist dogmathe Soviet Union was still about the only Communist country in the
world.

The second

is

that even though the

number

of

Communist

nations increased immediately after the Second World War, this
was not due to successful Communist revolutions but simply because

the victorious Russian

Army

installed pro-Russian

puppet Communist

of countries adjacent to the Soviet Union. (The
three
only
exceptions to this general rale are Communist Albania,

regimes in a

number

"Had Germany and not Russia turned Communist after the First World
War, the prestige of Communism would have been much greater," John
Plamenatz, German Marxism and Russian Communism, London, 2953, p. JV*
Also, p. 187: "It was precisely because of the conditions that Marx thought
7

in Germany that
necessary for a successful proletarian revolution did exist
there was no desire to make it; and it was also because they did not exist in Russia
that Lenin was able to seize power in the name of Marx and the proletariat."
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Mao's Communist China, and Tito's Communist Yugoslavia, but the
two last exceptions are only
ones: it is very questionable
whether Tito or Mao
have become the full masters of their
respective countries without the victorious advance of the Russian
armies toward the end of the Second World War. On the other hand,

evident that their

it Is

of total dependence

on the Soviet Union

led to political and
ideological divergences from Moscow very soon:
the character of the regimes in
Belgrade, Peiping, and, to some extent,
in Warsaw, though
avowedly Communist, is different from that of

Moscow,

Yugoslav and Communist, Chinese and Communist,
Communist. The national element again emerges.)
Meanwhile we have
that, no matter how large-scale the social
It is

Polish

advances to the benefit of the working classes, Communism remains
unpopular, shunned, and even despised throughout the Eastern
European sphere of forcibly Communized nations. This is one of
the principal factors in the cold war. To this we should add that, even
in Asia

and

off:

to

Africa, Soviet instigation and support did not really pay
now, as after the First World War, not the Communists
but the nationalist leaders have gained everywhere the
upper hand.
Meanwhile, belatedly but surely, it has become apparent that the
Marxian doctrines no longer have a dominant appeal among intel-

up

West. And among the evolutionist and moderate
Western Europe we find that the British Labour and

lectuals in the
Socialists of

the

German

Democratic Parties are at last officially admitting
reality, they have been doing for a long time: they are
abandoning basic ideas of Marxism partly because they realize their
Social

what, in

outdated nature, partly because they realize their wide
unpopularity
the masses of the
working class.

among

Thus, at

least in

Europe and

in

America,

Communist and Marxist

ideas have decisively failed. Thus, from the historical
experience of
a century, we may sum
the main historical failures of the Marxist

up

predictions.

place, Marx predicted that in the critical phase of
Capitalism economic, social, and class differences would dramatically increase; but we have seen that the very opposite happened:
almost everywhere the rich have become relatively poorer and the

In the

first

In the second place, Marx predicted that the Communist
would occur in the most industrialized countries of the
Western world; but we have seen that the very opposite has happened,

poor

richer.

revolution

THE
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and

the
in the

of the

In the

of

was

in

In the

in

ail

the

but

ripe for a

we

that the
in the

only
entire

we have

In

the

the institutions of the

spirit

from Marx's

and

that

In the

Communism

of the

but we

Communist

all

over the

and
every time except where and when they were
revolutions

the

aad

by the
force or upheld by the military pressure of Muscovite or Tatar

Marx proposed Communism
movement of the future; but we

In the fifth place,

massive

as the only truly

Mussolini and Hitler to Per6n and Nasser political
have
on emotional and national sentiments and
more successful than Communist movements with their systematic,
in mind,
economic, social, and intellectual doctrines: we must
for instance,

how

in the 19305 the following of Nazi- or Fascist-type

movements was often popular and spontaneous and that their
did not always and necessarily depend on their forceful installation
by German or other armies. In the sixth place, Marx predicted that
the industrial proletariat would form the vanguard of the Revolution:
but

we have

seen that even

when

the reputation of Marxist ideas

appealed not to class-conscious workers but to rootless
and
to
intellectuals whose own records and reminiscences
people
reveal that they were attracted to Marxism not because of economic

was strongest,

it

or social but because of psychological or spiritual motives.
On almost every basic issue Marx has been proven wrong.

There

would be every reason, consequently, to dismiss Marxism as largely,
and perhaps even totally, bankrupt. History, however, is not governed
by logic. Unfortunately, therefore, we reach the added paradox: not
but the
only are its failures still far from being adequately recognized
for one instance toward the end of his life, when he admitted the
of
a Russian revolution in the introduction to a Russian translation
possibility
of his book.

8
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beliefs, Economic Determinism, has been
not
generally, though
always consciously, accepted by the entire

foundation of Marxist

Western world, and

especially

by the United

States.

The political theories of Americans came, with few exceptions,
from the British Isles, mostly derived from Puritans in the seventeenth,
ComniGiiwealthmen in the eighteenth, Whigs and Liberals in the
nineteenth century. Through most of these ideas runs a strong social
and democratic concern, an evangelical temper together with an
intellectual inclination to think in legal, mechanical, economic, and
scientific terms. The extraordinary intelligence of the
Founding

Fathers provided the American Republic with a Constitution whose
framework, together with the English and Celtic racial heritage of

pragmatic political sense, kept American politics practical rather than
ideological By about 1890, however, German and other European
influences began to penetrate American intellectual and educational
The influence of European ideologies and the general
intellectualization of life began to complement the earlier
puritanical

habits.

of

habits

idealistic

materialism.

Together they inclined

toward

Economic Determinism. While most Americans rejected the Marxist
and Communist teaching of revolution the Express Elevator in
the blueprint of the Marxist House of Mankind they tended, and
still

tend, to accept

also

and

politics

achieving a Garden of

bility of

There
It is

basic foundation, that life

is
primarily, if not
an economic proposition; they
tended to accept the idea of the Utopian Penthouse, the
possi-

its

exclusively, a scientific

no need

Eden

in this world.

American tendency
not an exclusively American, but a general
tendency

Besides

is

to criticize this

at this point.
our times. 9

in

deeper historical roots there are specific historical reasons
existence. Consider, for example, that the
greatest
crisis
the
lives of most Americans in this
involving
century was not a
world war but the economic Depression of
1929-34. Even though
Americans have recognized the complexity of spiritual,
ideological,
for its

its

American

9 It
Is, in any case, a
symptom of the spiritual as well as of the rational poverty
of our times that the economic
interpretation of any historical or the scientific
interpretation of any human phenomenon is equated with intellectual insight
or even with common sense.

THE TWO

SOCIETIES

2CJ
in the

economics. Consider, for
Plan, Point Four,
the con
porary world

from

different

of
to sec the

in

the Morgenthau

the M-mhall

century,

of

at

by

crisis,

(and not always

bat

on the proposition
conditions^ and not the reverse.
It is
important, on the other hand,

all

of

111

avowal of Marxist,

Socialist, or

the

Communist

in

been largely restricted to the circles of an
but in politics not very potent minority of
and misguided idealists. There were
before the Russian Revolution,

the

when

the Populist Party
gressives in America seemed to be on the verge of
cal

and even

socialistic

movements; bet

the Pro-

their

largely because of the parochiality of their
There was a time, around 1914, when an American

on the verge of becoming, like Labour in Britain, an
Third
Party (it won a number of important
important
in
showing strength not only among the millions of immigrants
this Party
the State of Oklahoma, of all places) , but within a
fell to insignificance, destroyed as it was partly by the intrigues of the
tiny unscrupulous fledgling American Communist movement
largely by the great tide of American popular anti-Communism that
swept through the Republic soon after the Bolshevik Revolution.
Still, the American tendency to think about politics and history in
terms of planning, along with the consequent inclination toward
Economic Determinism, was an important element in the 19305

seemed

to be

and

foun1940$. It provided the widespread, though vague, ideological
dation of the policies of the Roosevelt era toward Soviet Russia.
There was this broad inclination to think of America and Russia as

two young pioneer nations, ahead of the

rest of

the world in

new and

10 There is a
to
revealing dispatch from the British Ambassador in Washington
Churchill, dated 7 July 1945, in which we may sense the first whiff of the Marshall
Plan indeed, of the whole evolution of American policy after the war. The

Americans, wrote Lord Halifax, may some time later "stand up with us against
Russians." But he expected "the Americans in dealing with us to be more responsive to arguments based upon the danger of economic chaos in European countries

than to the balder pleas about the

risks of

the spread of

Communism."

A
policies of social anc!

by the wartime

economic welfare.

OF
Tills

COLD

was

United
Washington
somewhere in the middle
the Soviet Union and Great
the older AngloBritain, moving somewhere in the middle
Saxon
and constitutional tradition and the new radical progressive requirements of a technological world. This influential and widely
fashionable attempt to create an American ideology did not recede,
especially among intellectuals, until the cold war was well beyond its
political tendency in

to see the

phase.
the other hand, even in the 1930$, even at the height of the
popularity of the New Deal era in America, as in Europe, greater in-

On

choate popular inclinations gathered around men like Huey Long or
the Rev. Charles Coughlin movements that, somewhat euphemistically, could

more

be (and indeed were) called Fascistic or Right-wing;
were anti-Marxist, national socialist movements.

precisely, these

Because of the great popularity and political adroitness of Franklin
Roosevelt and again also because of the relative parochiality of their
potential leaders, these movements dwindled by about 1936, but the
sentiments they had expressed continued latent. They burst out again
as the cold war developed a decade later, gathering momentum and
crystallizing powerfully for a while

around the person of Joseph Mc-

to this problem of national socialism later; 11
Carthy.
here 1 must only mention in passing this new and strong combination
of nationalist, indeed, of ideological anti-Communism together with
I

shall

come back

the acceptance of the socializing practices of the Welfare State that
had, and still have, so large a potential support among the American
people, and by no means least among the American working class.

We

are now coming upon a very important question. Why is it that,
unlike in Russia, the Communist appeal never succeeded in America? even though there has been this strong American inclination to

formulate ideas in social and economic terms, even though we may
speak in America of a long tradition of a "socialization of souls/'
even though Marxism has had a unique appeal to American intellectuals, even though the United States has evolved toward a socialized
Welfare State, A large portion of the answer to this question has been
given a few pages earlier: it lies in the American virtues of common
sense as well as in the practical failures of the principal Marxist dogmas. But, strangely enough, these virtues and those failures are far
11

See below, Chapter xn, sub-chapter

3.
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Thus we

by
the
respectable ideas
a
of

and

lias

lias

For

bk

Communism
are Russians

effective conspiracy
dreadfully effective
illusion of

American
how,

who

are prohais

a
Russia. Tlie

the

at the

a

really

conspiracy exists

Communist World Conspiracy

We have

not

t

as

in

an

within the
of the

the

McCarthy

how many Americans held
Communist Conspiracy Theory. Even now

revealed
of this

are

-

a
Tliere has
by no means extinct.
American tendency during the cold war to
as
if its main movement has been the
forand
ward march of Marxism ever since 1848 a theory
conveniently
disposes of the First and of the Second World Wars of this
1

among

other things; a theory as nonsensical as the Marxist

about the conspiracies of Capitalism.
Since this kind of Anti-Communism,

lite Marxism, is a
and world-wide phenomenon despite its misconceptions, 1 must as
with Marxism, list some of these evident misconceptions. In the
place, the standard doctrine of Anti-Communist ideologies is that the
t

Communism represents the greatest danger to
but we have seen that the greatest danger to the
West is represented not so much by the idea of Communism but by
the great power of a potentially aggressive Russia, by the growing
power of a hostile China, and by the fact that Russian armies are stationed in the middle of Europe. In the second place, it is contended

idea of revolutionary

Western

civilization:

Communist idea represents the greatest
to
but we have seen how even during
the
States:
United
danger
the catastrophic Depression in 1932 the Communists did not get any-

that the infiltration of the

12 Tills does not

mean, of course, that Communists

in

America did not, at

times, exercise a pernicious influence far in excess of their number. They represent
a potential danger, however, not when they act as revolutionary agitators but
when some of them are potential Russian agents. It is not the successes of the

Communist

idea but only the occasional successes of Russian espionage in this
country that require Americans to be on guard against the infiltration of Communists.
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where. In the third place, it is asserted that the main purpose of Soviet
Russia is to extend the rule of international Communism all over the

we have seen how the spreading of International Communism has seldom proved to be the primary purpose of Russia, 13 whose
rulers, rather, aim to establish and maintain the maximum extent of
power and security for their country a sufficiently ambitious require-

world: but

ment, at that. In the fourth place. It is said that the international Communist conspiracy made It possible for Russia to enslave a whole chain
of satellite countries in Europe: but we have seen that the cause of the
deplorable division of Europe was not Communism but the Second

World War, in which the nations of Europe tore each other apart and
from which Russia was to profit by external and military conquest. In
the fifth place, it is propounded that through Communism Soviet
Russia has achieved tremendous advances in Asia: but we have seen
that it is China that has advanced while Russia retreated in the Far
East.

And

in the sixth place ?

it is

proposed that

Communism

appeals

especially to people suffering from economic distress; but this hardly
explains why the distressed Germans in the Depression voted for Hitler, why in some of the poorest countries of Europe Fascist parties are
often stronger than Communist ones, or why in the poorest sections of the United States there was not a single Communist at a time

when Communists were not hard

to find in

Hollywood or even on

Park Avenue.

As with

the ideas of

Communism

(or of Vegetarianism or of Anti-

Vivisectionism) y so with the otherwise normal and more reasonable
ideas of Anti-Communism: when human ideas are formulated into a
rigid systematic theory,

when

the ideas of transient

men

of this world

are illegitimately elevated to the level of principles, cruelty
were assured that

Stalin's

We

and non-

Problems of Leninism was always on Dulles'

desk.
may be sure that it is not on Khrushchev's.
14 At this
point it would seem from my interpretation of history that ideas are
only a superficial part in the process of history, which is moved by stronger and

deeper factors.
history

and

On

in life

is

the contrary,

it

is

my

conviction that the role of ideas in

and profounder than most people ( including
say ideas, I do not mean officially recognized,

greater, stronger,

historians) think. But when I
categorical ideas, like the idea of Communism, for example, frozen into a gigantic
block by its admirers and detractors alike. Such recognized categories of ideas in
our times no more pre-empt the real history of ideas than the activities of

most

recognized
activity.

professional

intellectuals

pre-empt

the

sphere

of

creative

mental

THE

2Cg
result

14

This

the

is

The

and no!

of

HOT Anti-Communist:

of rehtivilr.

Communist
Ten Conmuiuhnents and the
be

of our
arc the

^

This
not
so many compromisers
teachings of
"anii-anti-Comnumists' believe, that the correct course cA man7

kind

In the middle, halfway

is

Anti-Communism; nor

it

mean, as so many

munists believe, that an smti-anti-Communist

Communist

of a sort. Life,

the

spirit,

two

of

the truth often

is

radical

is

Anti-Com-

logically

pro1 *"*

of

not in the middle:

a

transcends the
falsity

it is

We have seen in the previous chapter how

Rus-

the

and economic
to
have
iinate each other. It would seem, then,
if
are
taut in history, the causes of the cold war
are on
level: between the Russian Communist and the American Anti-Communist ideas. There is much truth in this, though it is stiil far from tiie
entire truth. For though on one hand ideas are inseparable from life,
sian

and American

life is

social

of life
invariably stronger than theory. It is ideas that arc
theories that are often only superstructures. And the condi-

itself; it is

more precisely, the unwillingness of the leaders of Rusand America alike to risk their lives in a hydrogen war have already led to a gradual approximation of their ideas and not only
of economic and social policies. Even though Russians and Americans
(the former because of the Byzantine and Marxist, the latter "because
of the Puritanical, Celtic, and Germanic elements in their intellectual
inheritance) have a somewhat similar inclination to separate images
and ideas from realities for a long time, to postpone the recognition
tions of life

sia

of the latter as long as possible; even though Russians as well as
Americans, despite their Utopian inclinations, have a strong fatalistic
streak in their hearts, they have, after a while, begun to refashion
cautiously not only their institutions but their recognized and official
is

F or Communism

Half Truth
Civilization

obvious Lies.

is

not, as

we

are often told, a Half Truth. It

is

a Lie.

The

Anti-Communism; and it is in the character of Western
that Half Truths may he more deceptively dangerous than are

is

ideological
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theories. Thus, for example, the Russian leaders have officially
raodiied the
the inevitability of the world-wide victory
of Communism by
of a future world
the

war; thus, for example, Khrushchev's speeches propose a kind of
future Russian prosperity more and more along American social
patterns. On the other hand, the programs and policies of the

Eisenhower Republican Administration,
most of what had been the sectarian and
only

a

few decades before.

wake

It is

for example,

radical

have surpassed

demands

of Socialists

true that this

of the already existing institutions
State; but the intellectual recognition of

happened only in the
of the American Welfare

its

development, too, pro-

ceeds*
Still,

cieties

the gradual approximation of the Russian and American sotheir theories will neither explain the causes nor solve the

and

problems of the cold war. For these institutions and theories are
only representations and expressions of the greater reality of two pow-

and nations: were Russia, no matter how doctrinaire and
Communist; a smaller and weaker country, like Yugoslavia, there
would be no cold war between Russia and America today.

erful states

X

The Two
the

of
the

(The
of

Throughout their history America and Russia
different
very
political theories, very different political
stitutions,

and very diierent ways of

life.

episodic instances, their vital interests did not
each other until 1945, The cold war between

gan

as the

come

in-

or

into conflict with

America and Russia beand of that
the middle of Europe.

advancing forces of this great transoceanic

Empire met each other in
momentarily powerless vacuum of a defeated Germany
these two tremendous Empires came into close contact.

transcontinental

Then,

and

Yet, except in

in the

the bodies of

Sensing the breath of each other, they Immediately felt the dangers of
such a heavy and colossal proximity. The closeness of their contact
revealed that their vital Interests were involved.

For the factor of geography, involving national
decisive than differences in social systems and

more

interest,

may be

in political theo-

Had Stalin, asserting Russia's domain over Eastern Europe, proclaimed himself Tsar Joseph I in 1945, the Rtisso-Ameriean conflict
over Europe would not have shaped up much differently at that time;
ries.

something like the cold war would have developed right away. Had
Stalin withdrawn his forces from Europe at the end of the war, concentrating instead on a further radical transformation of the Soviet

Union

into an orthodox

Communist

pattern (a

much

less likely alter-
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such an internal transformation, no matter

brutal, crude, or shocking, would not have deeply involved the national interests of the United States: the issues of foreign policy would

have shaped up quite differently, and the cold war might not have
developed at all
Like life and the idea of life, foreign and domestic affairs are Intimately entangled, inevitably connected in the his tow of nations.
Perhaps the very term "foreign policy"

is
misleading, with its implication of something external and foreign. It is a mistake to think that
foreign policy, save on certain critical occasions, is normally something

very different from, extraneous to, and secondary to the main, domestic and internal business of the nation. But there is even more to this.
Just as the character of a person is best revealed in his dealings with
others, the character of a nation is often best revealed by its actions

and

attitudes toward other nations.

This

is

the stuff of history: the

relationships of men, of nations, of states with others. There are no
isolated nations, just as there are no isolated persons. Think of a single

human

God, with
fully

being.

He

himself,

has three kinds of overlapping relations: with
others. But we can neither judge nor

and with

understand another person's relationship either with Gocl or with
we can only judge that person's relationship with other per-

himself;
sons.
ent,

And
less

even though national interest is essentially somewhat differorganic than personal interest, that is why its expression

through foreign policy

is

a primary,

and not

a secondary, historical

factor.

Five hundred years ago, as the Middle Ages were coming to an end,
at the time of the golden sharp Mediterranean outburst of the Renaissance, just before the Protestant eruption and the Western Euro-

pean discovery of new continents, the Principality of Moscow comprised a small,

wooden, semi-barbaric territory
years later, two hundred and
fifty years ago, that Muscovite state had become a Russian Empire
that was to become a factor in European affairs; its enoraious
territory, stretching from Chinese to Polish frontiers, already comprised the by now proverbial Russian one sixth of the land surface
of the globe. One hundred years later, by 1860, the Russian Embeyond Europe.

irregular,

isolated,

Two hundred and

fifty

21 3
the

to be-

to

yond Warsaw. In
was
Great

the

and

swift,

The

of the

sia, like

by the

are

but

the

of the

the

in

was she

and

Into

the
of

with her European

with

in

but

Despite their

vast

to her

and

still

tones, the

not

of Russia frequently,
ently, wished to extend their
as the motives of every ambitious
plex: but

we must mention

of

those peculiarly

comdis-

tinguish them from the more customary and
bitions of national or imperial expansion. In the

amfirst

in the history of other

force of Rusian^CTp^n|!9E; Russia, with her vast

and not

defensive"! rentiers, labored to hold on to the
of lands between her vital central organs and the
the second place, Russians on occasion convinced themselves of

pretense of Orthodox religious uniqueness, attempting to
liberate, govern, and conquer various Slavic and Orthodox

IE

in

Eastern Europe and in the Balkans. Since, however, Pan-Slavism was
an effectively radiant force at best only at certain occasions^ Its influ-

enceas the influence of the newer so-called
of Communism has been often overrated. 1

"messianistic" influence

Thus, in the history of Russian expansion, the defensive motive of
and the aggressive motive of messianism are mixed. They are
mixed deeper and worse than in the history of other civilized nations;

fear

1 At some time or another
every Slavic nation, from Bohemia to Montenegro,
and every Eastern Christian people, from Armenians to Abyssinians, came to
depend on Russian help. But despite these racial and religions affinities more often
Greeks came to prefer British, Bulgarians German, Czechs and Serbs French
friendships to Russian ones. The cases of Slavic Poland and of Greek Orthodox
Rumania are even more obvious. They indicate clearly how Russia alienated her
Slavic neighbors when her own territorial and national ambitions
superseded her
pretended religious and racial loyalties.
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let

mind how, through the alchemy of human souls, Inseindeed find expression in brutality, and uncertainty in ag-

us keep in

may

curity

gressiveness.

We

have seen, then, that during the First World War, Russia, on

whose massive

military partnership the Western Allies so badly depended, exacted large territorial promises from them that were to be
honored at the time of victory. Her recognized ambitions included

portions of Eastern Europe, of Asia Minor, and even the long coveted
prize of Constantinople. Then the Bolshevik Revolution swept all of
these prospects away.
It is in the nature of
great revolutionaries to believe that their vichas
a
fundamental
tory
brought
change in the relations of the re-

bom

nation with the

rest of

the world. This belief and attitude, ex-

emplified in Trotsky's famous proclamation of November 1917,
addressed to AH the Peoples of the World, led the world to believe, and
still makes the world believe, that in
1917 History Changed Gears,
that something entirely new had begun. Certainly the new Communist
regime proclaimed itself unhampered by the traditional bourgeois
practices of diplomatic intercourse. Of course it intervened in world
affairs, not only in relations with the governments of states but also

through the

new

instrument of international revolutionary propaganda

and classes. Surely Trotsky, Chicherin,
and even Molotov, Vishinsky, Shepilov, and Gromyko

directed to specific groups

Litvinov,
are not just Russian Foreign Ministers continuing a long line of
Nesselrodes, Gierses, Gorchakovs, Milyukovs, and Wittes. Obviously

the Soviet Union, Communist Russia are qualifying adjectives and
not just ephermeral and meaningless labels.

Yet when a person informs the world
or

experience

changed,
salt.

that

leaders,

a

spiritual

that,

because of a radical

new

character

has

conversion,

his

we

And

mean

through

are entitled to take such proclamations with a grain of
even a change in the concept of human nature does not

human

nature

no matter how

into account elementary

itself

has changed. Very soon the Bolshevik

revolutionary, were forced to learn to take
and basic conditions of Russia's situation:

Russia was

still Russia,
occupying a certain place on the globe, boron
certain
nations, affected by certain enduring geographical
dering
and national conditions.

Historical life is stronger than historical theory especially when
that theory, like Marxism, is fundamentally unhistorical. Soon after

TWO

STATES

the

21 J

it

is

by
to

it

was

tier

change.

True, the

for

It

themBut we

to tear

Latvia,
selves

Com-

of

and
the

of the

sequently by 1921 the
nilly, in the
tions.

his

to

Red Army; but

Con-

loo,

Soviet

to

of

Having had to

in

nain the

the

old Russian manner,

have

how,

munism
to

for

and anHOninni-

bizt

1921 and 1927,

we

to see

established in Turkey, Persia^

fail.

There are two pronouncements by Lenin
every possible opportunity by doctrinaire
by doctrinaire anti-Communists. First, Lenin

at

are

and
the

must

at times follow a Zigzagging Course,
nist movement must on occasion refrain

the

from

inand must execute Tactical
wonder
why up to
may
on
on
Communism
Russia
on
and
day Experts
statement, pursuing the obvious, as Wilde would have said, with

stronger opponents head OH
stead.
this
this

This

is

such an obvious truism that one

the enthusiasm of shortsighted detectives.

They

dismiss every Russian

and dangerous. Tactical: but, let us as"k
is not
every kind of retreat, everywhere and always, a Tactical one?
The other pronouncement, made by Lenin in 1920 at Baku
retreat as insincere, devious,

7

4

The

a revolutionary congress of Asian nationalities, reads:
way to Paris is via Peiping." This has been cited innumerable times

by people who wish to see therein a statement worthy of a diabolical
made
genius who foresaw the Communist victory in China. But Lenin
this

Paris

famous pronouncement after the gates of the road leading to
had been slammed in his face at Warsaw (besides, now, forty

in Peiping).
years later, the Russians are neither in Paris nor even
From Moscow through Peiping to Paris: let us generously consign
to the category of rhetorical round trips.
Lenin's

pronouncement
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would reiect poorly not merely oo the political but
2
knowledge of this Bolshevik Founding Father.

on the
Often the Communist

leaders of the

new Russia fomented,

of

course, revolutions in neighboring as well as in faraway countries of
the globe.
cannot ignore the historical influence of Communist

We

relationships

in

world

affairs.

A new

international

revolutionary

organization, the Communist International, sat in Moscow; its proclaimed dissolution by Stalin in 1943 was only a little more than
window dressing. Besides the regular apparatus of Russian diplomacy
for handling international affairs, the Soviets could count on occasion
on the international collaboration of manifold Communist affiliations,,

on a clandestine network. There were occasions

China

in the igzos,

example when the Russian leaders took steps in the interests of
world Communism considerably beyond the national interests of
Soviet Russia. Yet these occasions were few and relatively unimportant. The history of Soviet Russian foreign policy is studded with
for

innumerable examples when considerations of Russian national interests clearly proved more important than the interests of international
Communism, at the expense of the latter. This was especially true of
Russia under Stalin (and this was, of course, the core of the conEict
between Stalin and Trotsky); but it was already evident under Lenin.

Ever since Brest-Litovsk examples abound, especially in Russia's
relations with

Germany.
Seldom did the rulers of Russia allow international Communist
interests to supersede what to them seemed the immediate national
interests of their Russian Empire. The integrity and the defense of
t&at Empire has remained the primary consideration in their minds
from Lenin to the present day. For this purpose they collaborated
on occasion with Prussian generals, African nationalists, American
industrialists, Persian Shahs, Italian Fascists, British Tories, German
Nazis, French conservatives, Japanese imperialists; they made polit-

strategic alliances with Mustapha Kemal, General Von
Pierre
Seeckt,
Laval, Eduard Benes, Adolf Hitler, Winston Church-

ical

2

and

Bismarck,

lations,

who

recognized the primary importance of Russia's European repolitical realist. He told a British diplomat who had been

was a better

worried about Russian ambitions in Afghanistan that **the Afghan Question ultimately depended on the situation at Tauroggen," that is, at the German-Russian
frontier.
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Tung;

ill,

of

of

De

to

the
to get

of

Tories

with
conservative Finnish

as

Communist Tito

the avowedly

far

la

saw

or

all

of

the

by
the

at

of Soviet Russia?

At any

rate,

the primary conception of

evident from the beginning.
1939. We have

of the Russian

in

Its full

how

the Revolution the

Empire receded and the

of

remained limited for twenty years. In 1939? then,
dismissed the Jewish Utvinov from the
Affairs,
Italy,

4

of

stepped forward to negotiate

and Japan that

diplomacy perhaps

differed

from

earlier

only in the brutal

of
of

At the time when German Communists, the last
followers of Lenin, were herded and tortured in Hitlers

tree

camps, Stalin drank a champagne toast in the Kremlin to Hitler,
"the great and beloved leader of the German nation." At a time
the Communist revolutionaries of Europe were living IB
apartment buildings in Moscow ("the beggars of the Machavaya,"
Stalin called

them contemptuously), he and Molotov openly proposed
aim of Russia was to recover the territories and the

that the principal
8

We are often reminded,

and with reason, of the recced of the Soviet governBut we must keep in mind that such a record
is not unique. And, instead of enumerating those treaties that the Russians did not
keep, it would be an interesting exercise to enumerate those commitments that
they did keep, recalling perhaps the words of Samuel Butler: "The world will always be governed by self-interest: we should not try and stop this: we should try
and make the self-interest of cads a little more coincident with that of decent

ment

in ignoring previous treaties.

people."

We should note that not

1941 did Stalin name himself the equiva1939 he, officially only the Secretary of
the Communist Party, did not receive Ambassadors except, on occasion, the
Ambassador of the United States.
4

lent of Russian

until

May

Prime Minister; and

until

A

23.8

Tsarist Russia

concept of national
Hitler at the expense of European
Stalin's

at the expense of Chinese
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in Eastern

la

1914.

thus led to his Treaties

Communism; the
Communism, led to his Treaty with Japa%

assuring the vital condition of war on one front only.
This is the principal theme that runs through the history of
foreign policy during the next crucial decade. The partition of Poland,
the incorporation of the Baltic States, the attacks and pressures on

Finland, the Russian policies in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, Stalin's
early insistence upon the Curzon Line 7 the evidence of his secret tentative negotiations with Germany during the war, the Russian territorial demands at Yalta, all illustrate and confirm the existence of

To this were added the fruits and the consequences of
the Russian victory in the Second World War: a ring of satellite nations along the western borders of Russia, a buffer zone separating the
Russian homeland from the rest of Germany, Europe, and the Amerthis tendency.

ican alliance system, a new extended concept of Russia's strategic
interests in which a principal element is to avoid the rebirth of a strong
and united and eventually ambitious Germany allied with the United
States.

We need not insist further that these are Russian and national

and Communist concepts.5
And yet this does not mean, of course, that the Russian Communist
leaders are simply cynical nationalists who keep on using the Communist terminology only to deceive the Russian people and the world.
life is not like that. It is not only that people may say one thing
and do another; it is not even that people may believe in one way
and act in another; it is that they may not admit even to themselves
the obvious inconsistency between their acknowledged ideas and
beliefs and their actions. Not even Stalin would admit to himself
how typical a Russian national leader he had become; but while he
may not have consciously admitted this, we can recognize it from the
evidence of his own words and actions.
At any rate, had Talleyrand, Metternich, Castlereagh, and the other
statesmen of the Congress of Vienna reappeared in 1945, they could
rather than revolutionary

5 In Els

book about Russian war aims during the First World War a judicious
what Sazonov, the last intelligent Foreign Minister
of Imperial Russia, wanted was "basically a Western
Europe dominated by Britain
and France, an Eastern Europe dominated by Russia, and a weak Germany as a

American

historian observed that

The Russian Struggle for Power:
Jr.,
very similar to Khrushchev's wishes.

buffer in between." (C. Jay Smith,

1917.) Altogether this

is

2914-

THE
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on the

in

They

It

five

at

It

is

a
to

at all

The
of

the

very
familiar.

by the

territorial

At any

rate, to

to the

a

to

Mane, Custine rather than Lenin
so much better from the

of

of 1815; but tie
of

ind

we would do

Stalin's

the

of

and the

of

I

Just as the

Taiping Rebellion than from the dreary
At any rate, from the murk of the

as the

of
of

from the

of

Russian history, the monuments of Tsars and not only of
Great emerge anew. It was Stalin who In 1940
of the
tion of Russia's border provinces in the West; it was Stalin

the

in

as the
1945 justified the Russian war declaration on
"to
of
efface
the
shame
before,"
It was Khruopportunity
forty years

shchev

who

1958 spoke of the historic friendship of the Tsars
the
(they were never "exploiters'* or "colonizers/" lie
peoples of the Middle East, It was Khrushchev who in 1959 said
in

of course he had to suppress the Hungarian "counterrevolution," for
had not Tsar Nicholas I in 1849 done the same thing?
Stalin
in
had
the
Father
said
known
what
Bolshevik
1905,
really
Founding
he might not have used such words in 1945 (for Lenin had wel-

comed the Japanese victory over Tsarist Russia in 1905); had Khrushchev known his history better, he might not have blundered into
so grossly mistaken a statement (for it was in the very name of
reaction and counterrevolution that the Tsar in 1849 had helped the

Imperial Hapsburgs crash the Hungarian Republic). But just because
Stalin and Khrushchev may have had their history wrong, this does

mean

that history did not influence their lives. It did; it did
very much, indeed. I have said before that history does not repeat

not

itself;

but

historical circumstances do; and, as

the people
repeat

it.

who do not know

history

Santayana

said,

it

who may be condemned

is

to
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American foreign policy is the history of American
and yet the two stories are almost always treated

history of

expansion, too;

separately from each other. The reason for this, of course, is that for
a long time the adversaries of American expansion were natural
obstacles and savage tribes, not established and civilized nations. Yet
even before the establishment of the United States the expansion of
the American frontier involved forests, rivers, and Indians at times
together with the interests of European Empires; and, indeed, a
principal cause of the American Revolution was the unenforceable

government against the rapid and
American pioneers.
are
American
and
characteristics; but the
expansiveness
Progress
motives
American
of
those
of
expansion that flow from
exploration
certain religious components of the American character does not
belong in this chapter. Let us but mention that even in our times
American expansion, to many Americans, is synonymous with the

limitations set

up by the

ambitious westward

British

movement

of the

expansion of law, democracy, order, civilization* The expansion of the
United States, like its motive sentiments, is a complex and not always
a conscious movement. At least since 1776 the two threads of anticolonialism and of expansion run together in the history of the
Republic: at times one or the other is dominant, but more often they
are entangled with each other in the very hearts and minds of the
American people.
Throughout their history the American people have stood for the

abolition of colonies, of slavery, for the extension of democratic

freedom. There have been times

when

this

sentiment was running

low; there have been times when it was running high; there have been
exceptions to it, here and there; but these universal democratic

sympathies never have been wholly excluded from American political
advocacy. Since the very first winter of the War of Independence,
when an American military column moved into the St. Lawrence
Valley to promote a Canadian insurrection (indeed, since 1769, when
Americans extended sympathy and help to a short-lived French
"Republic of New Orleans" that attempted to detach herself from
French royal Louisiana) the united American colonies actively
sympathized and supported anti-colonial, anti-absolutist, anti-royalist,
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and

Gretct\

Norway,

Italy,

alsn in

Spain,

and China.

the
Still, it

was

the extent of American
ll

and

in

was

in the

and the
continent.

of

of the

Tims

on the

for a

not

the

a century later, in the
like

Mettemich

of upheaval.

On

as well as Tocqueville

the

to

of the

it,

and

the

the

saw

of

as

of the

the

unlike Russian ambitions, did not conflict
ests of most European states. Certainly

the
of the

democrats and by republican
shockingly crude even in retrospect. Certainly

by

11

in

of the

and

of
United States at the
and
at
Santo
and
Cuba
directed
Mexicans,
Domingo
Canada as late as in 1911), deserve criticism and
historians. Still, the westward expansion of the United
sionist policies of the

the eastward

expansion of Imperial Russia,
uninhabited and savage territories that other nations
effectively govern and civilize. Nor were the often so

at

by
like

in

not

extreme desires of American expansionists always followed by

tiie

of State.

Department
But now we have to draw a geographical line. Until the 18903
American expansion as well as active American assistance to foreign
revolutions involved only the Western Hemisphere. Between 1890
and 1917, however, the previously free and largely formless concept
of American national interests began to crystallize into a global form
that

is

It is

now

geographically recognizable in retrospect.
call the Theodore Roosevelt, or the

what we may

Two-Ocean,

concept: the concept that the Atlantic and the Pacific are the two
gigantic moats protecting the United States from eventual enemies;
that, consequently, the power of the American
dominant in Atlantic and Pacific alike; that the

Navy must be

pre-

United States must

naval bases and friendly ports throughout the Atlantic,
Caribbean, and Pacific; that the United States cannot, in her own
possess

A
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of the

permit the

Western Europe) or of the
by a single Power. Here, on

Atlantic

Pacific

all

all

of

of

Asia)
global scale, we may see a
British concept of national interests. What
similarity with the
the Channel was for Britain, the Atlantic has become for America.

What
Is

the Lowlands were for Britain, Britain and Western Europe

for America.*

so

a vaster

many

At any rate,

things^

this geographical

it is

concept that explains

from the conquest of Hawaii through the Spanish-

Two-Ocean Navy,, the PanAmerican War, the building of the
ama Canal, and American involvement in the First and Second

World Wars

to

NATO.

But, while the explanation of a policy may be simple, its motives
may not be. As with the age-old British policy of a Balance of Power,

the actual practice long preceded its intellectual explanation in
retrospect; and in its formulation imperial, political, commercial,
rational, and religious motives were mked. In America, too, the for-

mation of tendencies more or

less

consciously in the direction of

imperialism developed in the 18908 out of a variety of motives, among
which perhaps most important was the desire to adapt and emulate

the then seemingly successful policies of colonial expansion practiced
by certain European races and nations. The conscious promoters of

American public opinion

in

this

among whom

intelligent people,
Roosevelt stand out.

Let

direction were a group of very

Captain

Mahan and Theodore

us, then, look at the record of this

new kind

American expansion from 1898 onward.
In 1898 the United States provoked a war with Spain over Cuba.
During the next thirty years she became not merely the central but
the tutelary Power over the Caribbean area. The United States conof

quered Cuba and Puerto Rico by war; in 1903 she acquired the Panama
Canal through an ingenious coup $&<& that involved the creation
of an artificial republic (a practice to which the Soviet Union was
to resort later on several occasions); in 1917 she bought the Virgin
Denmark under duress; the United States Marines

Islands from

intervened in Mexico and Nicaragua; they were stationed for years
and in the Dominican Republic. More significant is the

in Haiti

history of

in the Pacific, involving island groups

Whether this means that Britain has now become a "Second Holland"
some extent, an open question.

7

to

American expansion

is still,
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hi

The

the
a

War

of

and of the

of the

of

but

in the

of an

In the

Pacific

They

by
in

the

of
of the

the
Liberation, with

of

a

White

of

of
of

Still,

ism that would

the

only

President

of

the coup cfeM in Hawaii.
Democrats, certain conservatives,
against the American

to

of the

Waves

and against many instances of Caribbean
pragmatist idealism rose in the early 19105 and
1928 onward. These led to the improvement of

of

new Latin-American policies, to the withdrawal of tic
from Nicaragua and from Haiti, and to the Congressional

to

of the so-called Platt

of

American

forces

Amendment

in 1934,
for a

from Cuba except

the
in

followed the recognition of Philippine
(even
American air and naval bases were to remain in the islands). Meanwhile several international experiments^ beginning with the Inter-

The Hague through the Kellogg Pact to the United
Nations, received liberal American support.
The sentiments of American anti-imperialism and of American

national Court of

national interests have been nevertheless sufficiently entangled to make
quite impossible to delineate two camps of conflicting American

it

opinion. Often

Russian

it

realities:

is

the

ologies and American
that between Russian

ology. I

must attempt

American than
relationship between American political idenational interests is more complicated than
national interests and the official Soviet ideto disentangle some of these sentiments and

more

difficult

to disentangle

8 Whatever the moral
shortcomings of Theodore Roosevelt's arguments, the
United States as well as the free world must still honor his name. His understanding of world history and of sea power provided the foundations for the
security of American victory in two world wars and even for America's stategic

position today.
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inclinations in the next

OF
to

1

the Second

American

historical evolution of

the

World

War.

When the Second World War

in Europe, American
horrible and, to Americans,
the
with
sufficiently impressed
War,
The desire not to get
World
First
of
the
disillusioning story

were

still

still overwhelming, even though public sympathy was
be impressed with the atrociously aggressive record of
have seen the chain of great events that
Germany and Japan,
Roosevelt gradually wore down this
of
Franklin
the
during
leadership
inclination
toward
neutrality; we have also seen how the
popular
American
of
possessions even before Pearl Harbor began
expansion

involved was

beginning to

We

to bring the mightiest Republic into the decisive area of the war.
From Iceland through Greenland, Bermuda, the Bahamas, and the
Antilles a

whole chain of Danish and British

outposts in 1940 and
understandable defense measures, 9 taken in

American

military

in

territories

1941.

became

These were

full agreement with the
governments of Denmark, Canada, and Britain; in the Atlantic
Charter, signed in 1941, and thereafter the American government
frequently and sincerely denied any American desire for territorial
aggrandizement. Still, it was apparent even before the end of the war

that the United States would now emerge as the mightiest nation of
the world; already during the war President Roosevelt prepared the
establishment of American bases in faraway places, from Saudi

Arabia and Libya to Okinawa.
Thus by the end of the war, in 1945,

we may

detect the coexistence

On

one hand,
of two overlapping currents of American sentiment.
the expectable and widespread sentiment to bring home the far-flung
sons of ten million American families prevailed; on the other hand,
the feeling that world leadership belonged to America was already
widespread, evident in many different facets (among them the estab-

lishment of the United Nations in

New

isolationism was dying

it

if,

indeed,

York). Evidently American
was ever a real ideology rather

9 Less excusable
was the arbitrary removal of Japanese-American citizens from
the west coast after Pearl Harbor. The historical and strategic significance of this

governmental security measure (one of those quick

reflex

actions that reveal

essential national concepts of self-interest in a flash) corresponds with the Russian
removal of the Volga Germans to Siberia during the same year. The American

action was, of course, executed in a

much more humane

fashion.

an

In the

far

as

the

of a

but
Jeffers,

book

of this

first

and America
At various

the

!

%

it

of the

tlit

that

new kind

I

war,

had to

to

of not always

by
twenty years before 1945 by an
in his lines about the boiling

ing to empire."

Thus the

of

relatively

expansion need not be retold again. Yet it is at this
allel geographical survey of the status and of the

a

and American domains
war
the
is no
so
parallel in the
methods of this American expansion and the brutal
of the Russian

is

ranted, even though there

Communist Russian conquests.
The Russian state forms the core of the vast
Officially called "The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics/*
and to some extent in practice it is like the United States,
?

union of commonwealths (States in the United

Of

States,

of

in

a

Republics

and
component Republics the
most important is the Great Russian one, dotted here and there by socalled "Autonomous Republics" and districts (somewhat like Indian
reservations in the States of the American Union),
The frontiers of the Soviet Union are not unduly overextended.
in the U.S.S.R.).

its

fifteen

are not very different from the frontiers of the Russian Empire
of a hundred years ago. 10 In Europe during the Second World War
the Soviet Union incorporated the three small Baltic Republics, took

They

a slice of Finland, the eastern provinces of Poland, a sharp small
segment of East Prussia including the port of Konigsberg (now

the provinces of Bessarabia and Bulcovina from
Rumania, and the Trans-Carpathian province of Ruttienia ( CarpathoUkraine), which belonged to Czechoslovakia before the Second
Kaliningrad),

World War and

w See

endpapers.

to

Hungary before the

First.

In Asia, Stalin regained
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the southern half of Sakhalin Island from Japan and added the
southern Korile Islands to the Russian domains. 11

Yet we must keep

in

mind

that most of these territories

had been

Empire before 1914; and most of them were

part of the Russian

inhabited by Russian, Byelorussian, and Ukrainian populations. (For
a hundred years before 1914 most of Poland and all of Finland were

Russian provinces; today

Warsaw

is

the capital of Poland and Finland

an independent nation.)

During the nineteenth century Russia's
imperial frontiers extended further into Europe than they do today.
At the end of the Second World War, Russia overextended herself
territory (which, all Communist
separated by barbed wires and mine
ields from her satellite neighbors) as in her jealous and aggressive
control over a ring of buffer states in Europe, consisting of the

not so

much

in

her national

solidarity notwithstanding,

satellite republics of

Rumania,

Bulgaria,

is still

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia,
in Europe; in Asia she kept tight

and Albania

and established another
North Korea. Beyond this ring of subservient vassal
states the Soviet Union maintained military zones of occupation in
East Germany and eastern Austria; she occupied naval bases on
the Porkkala-Udd Peninsula in Finland, in Port Arthur and Dairen
in China, while over the Manchurian railroads and in Sinkiang a

control over her vassal state of Mongolia
satellite state in

Sino-Russian condominium existed.

Now

let us

look at the fluctuations of these domains during the
1948 Yugoslavia broke away from

fifteen years of the cold war. In

the Russian
Austria,

system. In 1955 the Russians evacuated eastern
returned the Porkkala naval base to Finland. In Asia

satellite

They

they relinquished their control over Sinkiang; they returned Port
Arthur and the Manchurian railroads to China, In 1948 they removed

North Korea, since that country was transformed
satellite state; but in consequence to
the development of the Korean War, China rather than Russia
exercises predominant influence in North Korea now; and recently
even in the oldest of Russian satellites, in the Outer Mongolian vassal
state, currents of independence together with Chinese influences
have begun to grow.
have seen, moreover, that the Russians
the
eventual
withdrawal
of their troops from East Germany,
suggested
their troops from
into a full-edged

Communist

We

11 In addition to the small Central Asian
province of
no or/* &? ^PP alsn mp-e 8c. note 6.)

Tannu Tuva.

(See above,
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American troops would leave West Germany;
that
they might return some of the southern Kuriles
they proposed
to Japan in exchange for Japan's loosening of her tight military

too,

If,

in turn,

United States. Meanwhile in Europe,
though Russia succeeded in re-establishing her influence over her
satellites after the, to her, dangerous and chaotic events of 1956, the
sovereignty and the independence not only of Poland but of virtually
all other Communist satellite states has
significantly, though not yet
relationship with the

importantly, increased.

Despite mutual professions of friendship, offers of Russian alliance,,
and the dispatch of Russian technical missions to new and unruly
nations throughout the Middle East and Africa, up to now not one
Russian base has been established beyond the Russian sphere; and no
alliance has been concluded with any nation beyond it.

Thus during the last fifteen years, Russia has reduced the extent of
her domains. Of course, the reason for this Russian recession is not an
upsurge of Russian modesty. The reductions of these imperial outposts were calculated to promote corresponding concessions or advantageous impressions; they were not the consequences of external pressure. Still,

we must

not overlook the condition that in 1945 Russia,
may have bit off more than she has been able

especially in Europe,
to digest.

**We have not sought an inch of territory after the last war/' said
President Eisenhower on several occasions; yet, without doubting
either the sincerity or the benevolent intentions of this President,
the historian's duty to point out the necessary qualifications.
Let us begin with the great metropolitan core of the American
Empire, providentially separated from other continents by the two
it is

largest oceans of the earth, virtually

unconquerable by armies from

other continents. This territory has been the same for more than

one hundred years, since 1853. The forty-eight States first formed an
unbroken block in 1912, at the very time when the American frontier
was closing, when the United States became a Two-Ocean Power
and the United States Navy was dominant in the Pacific as well as
for
in the Atlantic, In
1959, for the first time in forty-seven years,
the first time since the Russian Revolution, and for the first time after
two world wars, two new States, Alaska and Hawaii, were admitted to
the Union. The admission of the latter, the addition of a multiracial
group of

islands, situated

thousands of miles out in the

Pacific, cer-

~
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marks a departure from the traditional territorial composition
of the United States.

tainly

Further outward, then, beyond the component States of the Union,
is a garland of islands and territories, outer defense posts of the

there

Republic in the Atlantic and the Caribbean, from Greenland to
Puerto Rico and Panama; and in the Pacific there are scores of isolated

became American domains during and after
They include the Carolines, Marianas, Marshalls, and
even the islands of Okinawa and le Shima, former possessions of
Japan, on the very western edge of the great Pacific Ocean. The
corally island groups that

the

last

war.

retention of these islands conquered from Japan is, to a considerable
extent, dictated by interests of American national security. They mark

the transformation of the Pacific into an overwhelmingly American
strategic lake; and consequent to the Second World War in Europe

the North Atlantic, too, has become largely, though of course not
exclusively,

an American

strategic lake.

In 1945 the United States retained many of the strategic bases
and territories which she had taken over during the war in agreement

with the other North Atlantic nations: American bases remained in
Greenland, Iceland, the Azores. During the cold war, from 1948
onward, the number of American military enclaves and air bases multiplied; in addition to the above-mentioned places in the Atlantic and
Caribbean, the United States has acquired, erected, or maintained
military enclaves

and

air bases in

Britain, Spain, Italy, Germany,
France, Morocco, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Greece, South Korea,
Japan, Formosa, the Philippines, Vietnam. In addition to these places,

the United States has military missions and may use military bases
Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Portugal, Iran,
Pakistan, Australia, New Zealand, Siam. Even this list is not quite
in

exhaustive: there are a

number

course, also connected with

where the United
whose existence is of

of other countries

States maintains missions of a technical nature

American national

interests.

to this general movement of American miltoo.
itary extension,
They are the withdrawal of the American garrisons
from western Austria in 1955, the withdrawal of the revolutionary

There are exceptions

government of Iraq from the so-called Baghdad Pact in 1958, the
withdrawal of American forces from Lebanon in October 1958 after
the earlier landing of the Marines in that year, the recent promise
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of evacuating the air
restoring some of the

There

is
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Morocco
to

Ryukyus
no question that many of

the

to

of

rule.

merits abroad are obvious consequences of Americans
position in the world,, that they are necessary and

own

the pomeasures, warranted by the central geographical position
of
Communist
the
Russian
tentially aggressive power
Empire. Still,
the very extensiveness of this new list of American domains and
least the development of a new and not
temporary conception of American national interests, representing a

abroad suggests at

departure from earlier American traditions. I have already implied,
in Chapter VII, how this world-wide extension of American bases and

new American generation, introdocing
into the historical development of American society
and politics. Here, however, oar concern is not with the future of
American society but with the conflict of American and Russian
colonies abroad has affected a

new elements

national interests.

5

Even with

their world-wide extension, even in this age of diminished
the
national cores of the Russian and the American Empires
distances,

are still far away from each other. Thus until recently they have
treated each other's vital national interests with considerable caution

and even respect. The Soviet Union has interfered little with the
American position in the Western Hemisphere. Even in the bitterest
and most suspicious beginning phase of the cold war, in 1947* the
Russians agreed in the United Nations to the American trusteeship
over vast areas in the Pacific; they did not protest against the
incorporation of Alaska or of Hawaii into the Union; and even when
local unruly revolutionary
in America's own
tropical

governments were causing evident trouble
Caribbean back yard, the Russian govern-

ment acted with unusual circumspection, at most protesting by word
or extending some economic support to Mexico, Guatemala, or
Cuba. The United States, too, by and large followed the policy expressed as early as 1920 by the then uncompromisingly anti-Communist Democratic Secretary of State, Bainbridge Colby, that it was
not in the interests of the United States to promote the partition or
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the dissolution of the Russian state proper. It is true, on the other
hand, that the United States has not recognized the Russian incorthat at times semi-official and Conporation of the Baltic Republics,
authorities have made statements about the desirability of

an independent Ukraine or even of other traditionally component
but these were not the official policies of
parts of the Soviet Union,,
the Department of State.
Tims we can see how geography is still a basic factor in international affairs: the United States protests but does not intervene
in Tibet (or even in Hungary); the Russians protested but did not
12
intervene in Guatemala (or even in Cuba).
12

For the geographical factor remains fairly constant. (Clay's instructions about
in 1825: if commotions there "should happen to take a turn which would
in which they stand to that
require of the United States* from the relations

Cuba

." ) The outstanding condition of the Cuban
powers .
not the character of the regime but the strategic proximity of Cuba
to the United States. This is recognized by the Cubans themselves (with all of
their frenzies and insults, they have not dared to interfere with the American
naval base at Guantanamo); but also by the Russians (Mikoyan visited Castro,
but he made it clear that Russia would not send arms and planes to Cuba;
Khrushchev rattled his rockets but his threats did not go beyond generalities).

island, to interpose their

.

situation is

We

have seen how this geographical factor of reciprocity is a prominent element
Russian calculations (in 1947 Russia did not object against the American
rule of the formerly Japanese islands in the Pacific, mainly because Washington

in

intimated that otherwise

it

would not be bound to stand by Russia's

territorial

acquisitions from Japan at the time of the latter's Peace Treaty; we have seen the
Russo-American limitations of the Korean War; in 1958, during the Lebanon
Crisis,

the Russians indicated that they might not intervene

if

the sphere of

military operations remained limited, and consequently an American-suggested
Plan of Turkish intervention against Syria was abandoned). But there is of course

no comparison between American patience and forbearance with unruly states
in the Westen
Hemisphere and corresponding Russian policies in Eastern Europe.
Thus Cuba only seems to be an exception. It may seem that the Russians have

now
all

leapfrogged across the world into the Caribbean. But the

of

its

tragic

and comic

features,

is

a

Cuban

affair,

with

Cuban, not a Russian-made, revolution*

The pro-Communist tendency of the Castro government is
than genuine. By this I mean that if now not Khrushchev's
Germany were the prominent anti-American power in the

coincidental rather

Russia but Hitler's

world, Cuban nawould be pro-German and pro-Fascist rather than pro-Russian and proCommunist. For it is nationalism, not Communism, that is the prominent
tendency of anti-American movements in the Western Hemisphere, an infantile
tionalism

nationalism motivated by feelings of racial inferiority.
Thus we must keep in mind that there is little direct conflict be-
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the Russian and American Empires.
Except in the Arctic
the
two
states
at
do
not
each
border
on
other;
region
points in the Far East and In Europe, their respective alliance
do not border upon each other either. The cold war arose not
of Russian ambitions directly
cause of Russian ambitions In

aimed

at the

United States bet be-

Europe and

specifically In Germany,
foreign relations and from the contem-

From the

history of Russian
of
certain geographical
plation

realities, therefore, certain

conditions

emerge.

between Russian and
the Orient. There these two nations

First, that there is relatively little conflict

American national

interests In

of the white race are marginal

Powers with sparsely Inhabited

and far-flung outposts arching over from the north ovei
the teeming and turbulent scene of the Far East. Consequently, the
relations of Russia and America naturally improve whenever a Far
Eastern power becomes powerful and aggressive. Thus In the 19305
territories

Japanese

expansion

brought their Interests closer

together.

Thus

nowadays a similar situation may be developing because of China.
In the second place, the central area of the Russian-American
not really that of the "uncommitted" nations of the world,

conflict Is

not even the Middle East or Africa: there the Russians

may be now

learning the lesson that economic aid may really not get them very
far. The center of the conflict is still In Europe, and particularly In

Germanyso long as the United States insists on a fully rearmed
and united Germany allied with the West, so long as the Russians
insist on the recognition of a permanently Sovietized East German
regime, so long as the Western Powers do not fully acquiesce in the
Russians' control over Eastern Europe. We have seen that Central
and Eastern Europe may be the principal theater of history in the
twentieth century; it is there that the First and the Second World
Wars broke out; it is there that the subsequent peace settlements
were woefully insufficient, having sowed seeds of future conflicts; it
is there that Russia feels her vital interests involved. This is why
Khrushchev flies into a rage whenever Eastern Europe is mentioned
by the Americans; for example, he almost upset the Applecart of Coexistence during Vice-President Nixon's visit to Russia in 1959 because of
13

Hence the feasibility, and the historical significance, of the Treaty recognizing
the international (or, rather, supranational) character of Antarctica, signed by the
United States and the Soviet Union in 1959.
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a thoughtless as well as harmless routine endorsement of "Captive Nations Week" by the United State Congress. This is why the Russians
are restive about the continued existence of West Berlin in the middle

Germany; this is why they have become a status quo Power;
why they have given up their attempts to subvert or conquer
West Germany or Western Europe while they are supremely anxious
of East

this

is

to insure the international, and particularly American, recognition of
the status quo in Eastern Europe, perhaps preferably before the

Germans (and the Chinese)

possess atomic weapons.

'

the interest of the world to understand this Russian position,
upon geographical realities. But this understanding need not

It is in

resting

mean

It is, in any
acquiescence in the permanent division of Europe.
some Central and Eastern

case, in the interest of the world to seek

European solution before Germany becomes powerful and dominant
again.

For the

relations of

Germany and Russia are perhaps even more
America and Russia in the twentieth

decisive than the relations of
14

A

German-Russian alignment, leading nearly inevitably
century.
to the partition of large portions of Eastern Europe, is the supreme

We

have seen
danger not only to Eastern Europe but also the West.
have
won
either
and
Russia
been
had
allies,
that,
they might
Germany
of the two World Wars; had he not attacked Russia, Hitler's Germany

might have been unbeatable.

And

yet this does not

mean

that

it is

Western Powers to promote hostility
between Germany and Russia. As bad as a truculent German-Russian
necessarily in the interest of the

alliance

hand

is

the situation

when the

Atlantic Powers tacitly give a free

Germany or Russia in Eastern Europe: for this is what
Chamberlain did at Munich and Roosevelt at Yalta. Meanwhile
to either

neither America nor Russia feels that she could let
slip away from her sphere of influence; and we
now both of them, as well as France and perhaps
the present division of Germany rather than the
unification of Germany at the price of mutual

the Germans

may

all

of

Germany

have seen how by
even Britain, prefer
attempt to

risk

withdrawals.

accept this state of affairs for a while.

Or

the

Even

they

may

not.
It all

seems

like a neat series of geographical

and

strategic equations.

The Germans cannot oppose America and

Russia at the same time;
the
need
The British need either
Russians
the
Americans.
against
they
14

Like the relations between America and Britain. See below, pages 255-57.
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America or Russia against Germany; they
Germany or
America against Russia. The Japanese can confront China or
or both only when they have America's support. China may be able
to straggle against either Japan, America, or Russia alone, but never
their
any combination of two of them. The Russians can

against

Germany, or even against the United
but never against any combination of three of them. None of
the Powers, except perhaps for the United States, can afford the
prospects of a straggle on two main fronts. Of all the Great Powers*

own

against China, Japan,

States,

the United States alone could face the last
fronts,

World War on two

conducting them simultaneously, concluding them

vast

victoriously.

She may do so again. Or she may not.

At

this point

it

may seem

that

we have

reached the

realities

and the
were

on the level of geography.
Newtonian Rule of Gravitation among the Great Powers
of the world. America and Russia, two great distant Empires, growing
up unnoticed., expanding gradually, involved in two World Wars,
bumping at each other in the vacuum created by Germany at the end
of the Second World War. It all sounds very logical, this kind of politcauses of the cold war

some kind

It

is

as if there

of

ico-geographical Newtonisrn, like the above-mentioned Power-Balance Equations, like the rales often proposed by Experts in the

Science of International Relations except that in science it is always
America's involvement in the wider affairs and areas of the world.
American history textbooks have little charts that show how the Atlantic has "shrank"; in 1620

it

took

six

weeks to cross that ocean, in

.
1820 three weeks, in 1920 six days, in 1960 six hours
Obviously
in
of
transoceanic
the
the
rocket, hysubmarine, jet plane,
today,
age
.

drogen bomb, America

Of course

is

more vulnerable than she was

.

in the past.

technical developments have deeply involved the destiny of

the United States.

And

yet, as

we

survey American history,

we may

see that

American

involvements in the wars of Europe do not at all follow such a clear
pattern of progressive increase. In the seventeenth century America

was not much involved in the great wars of the European Powers; in
the rales that count and in history the exceptions; for history, like life,
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is neither scientific nor logical There is much truth in the proposition
that geography determines the relations of the Great Powers much,

but not all

Nor

docs technology. Communications and

new weapons

develop;

but human nature does not really change. Sometimes man may alter
the face of the earth: but the building of the Panama Canal was a
consequence, not a cause, of American expansion; and the building of
the Trans-Siberian Railroad, a consequence, not a cause, of Russian
expansion, involved the timing, but not the main national motive, of
the Japanese attack on Russia. In America the technological progres-

view of history made "isolationism" finally disreputable. Americans tend to regard history as if it were but the Story of Progress.
They have many reasons to regard the development of communicasive

if this historical development would by itself have caused
the eighteenth century, until 1815, America was involved virtually in
every European and world war; in the nineteenth century the Union

tions as

be involved again.
may be
varied: geography, strategy, technology, are important elements, but
ultimately it is not blind Fate but human choice that decides.
Does the progress of technology alter the relations of nations? To

was not involved;

Note

that

I

in the twentieth she chose to

said "chose": for the factor of these fluctuations

extent, yes; essentially, no; consider, for instance, how in 1914
the United States was safer from the danger of foreign invasions than
one hundred years before, when a British force could stream into

some

bum the White House. Does the diminution of dismean the diminution of ignorance with which the peoples of
the world regard each other? To some extent, yes; necessarily, no;
consider how in this century millions know something about other

Washington and
tances

nations, other millions visit other nations as tourists, but does this
tremendous increase in communications correspondingly decrease

among nations? As in the relations of persons,
lead to understanding or to contempt, to enmity or to
friendship. For it is not the instruments but the tendency of the relationship that counts; it is not the technical conditions of distance but
misunderstandings

proximity

may

the direction of sentiments that ultimately determines the relations of

human

beings.

Thus Washington's Farewell Address, forgotten and qualified nowadays as if it had been a noble but by now impractical admonition
against the involvement of American sentiments in the affairs of the
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nations of Europe, at closer reading remains as timely as ever. For the
of
sentiments and opinions of peoples remain the main motive
nations. It Is these sentiments that are formulated into conceptions of
national interest; for national Interest

Is

not a ixed, constant

that automatically adjusts to ratios of geographical proximity and military power. National Interest, like self-Interest, tends to produce its

own

rationalizations;

but national

interest^

Hie

self-interest 7

is

the

product of sentiments, Inclinations, tendencies, Ideas. Thus again we
find that though on one hand life Is stronger than theory, on the other

hand

ideas are part

what people think

and
it Is.

parcel of life itself: for national Interest

There

Is

more

to

It

is

than meets the eye* 15

15 This is the
main, though seldom observed, condition of Ranke's concept
must understand the inner life
about the primacy of foreign policy in history.
rather than the abstract principle of a State. "Unter dem Prinzip d& Sttmies kabm

We

wir

mcht

eine Abstraktion der Meinung,

sondem

mn innere

Leben zu -yerstehen"

CHAPTER

XI

The Two

Nations:

the development of their national character

(The national element: the tendencies
of Russian and American Nationalism)

We

states. The principal motive
national interest. But to say this is not
sufficient; to leave the argument at that is not enough.
find the same problems with this concept on the individual
still

live in

an era of national

of their decisive actions

is still

We

level.

The main motive factor in

est: "but this

is

a truism.

the actions of individuals

Take such

different

modern

is self-inter-

thinkers as

La Rochefoucauld, Bentham, Stendhal, Tocqueville,
Marx, Freud yes? of course, this is what all of them say. But the better
thinkers among them (Stendhal rather than Bentham, Tocqueville
Machiavelli,

Marx) do not leave it at that; they see deeper motives: fear
and ambition, all entangled; the best of these men see
vanity (a forgotten word nowadays) as the most basic of human
motives. For what is self-interest, after all? Its formation comes from
rather than

and

greed, guilt

the concept of the self: an entangled thing, a complex thing, a tendency rather than a category, an aspiration rather than a constant.

The

character of a person
concepts of self-interest.

is

formed

as well as revealed

by his own

These

are concepts that change with time. They are often formed
influence
the
of other persons. Except in rare instances they cannot
by
be accurately defined; but they nevertheless exist. So it is with the interest of a nation; the character of a nation, too,

concepts of self-interest, by the nation's

is

own image

revealed by its
of itself, by its

own
own
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concept of the place it would like to occupy
like to cut in the world.

Thus the geographic

and of the

situation of a nation to a

it

extent

foreign policy the conduct of which, in turn, is largely formed by
the nation's character. Thus the history of a state is
by its conin turn, reveals certain dominant elenational
of
interest,
which,
cept
ments in the character of the nation. Take Britain, for example. Her
its

geographical situation is obvious; but the conduct of British
the
policy also reflects the willingness to mediate, to compromise,
inclination to pragmatism and the racial self-condence that are rec-

ognizable elements in the British national character. Talce France: the
French desire for natural frontiers, France's concepts of national

De Gaulle,
transcend the changing conditions
of politics as well as the merely physical conditions of geography: the
French penchant for security, precision, clarity, the peculiarly French

security,

from Henri IV to Clemenceau, from Richelieu to

reflect recurring characteristics that

kind of dashing selfishness, the peculiarly Gallic kind of egocentric
logic, are all reflected therein.

"The peoples of the world," wrote Gustave Le Bon, "are governed not by their institutions but by their characters." *Tfae life of
nations/' said Proust, "merely repeats, on a larger scale, the lives of
their component cells; and he who is incapable of understanding the
the
mystery, the reactions, the laws that determined the movements of
individual, can never hope to say anything worth listening to about
the struggles of nations."
These national characteristics are by no means extinct in our day.
a
Today, while the internationalization of the world proceeds, in
countervailing development nations are also becoming more homogeneous than ever before. Consider only the political eclipse of cos-

mopolitan ruling classes, the infrequency of intermarriage between
various races and peoples despite the popularity of mass tourism, the
development of national prototypes and habits in this era of mass

communications, promoted by the standardization of life and of
thought. Consider even developments behind the iron curtain, even

whose societies were so badly torn by war and so forcefully
remade from top to bottom. Consider the Hungarian Revolution. Did
the Hungarian people rise in 1956 because of their economic conditions? No. Did they rise because they wanted to do away with the
in nations
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nationalization of their Industries; did they want to restore Capitalism? No. Did they revolt because of their sense of deep injuries to
their national interest? Yes. And was not their very concept of their

national interest, dissatisfied with the initial Russian concessions, expressed in impulsive, at times heroic and even unrealistic demands?

Yes; for these very actions reiected typical Hungarian national characteristics. The Hungarian Revolution turned out to be the way it was

not because

what

or

was

it

national-Communist, crypto-Fascist,
was a Hungarian Revolution just as the
1917 was a Russian and the French Revolution

post-Socialist,,

not, but because

Russian Revolution

in

it

1789 a very French Revolution.
National interest would be a constant factor, geographically ascertainable, strategically predictable, if human beings would be the same

in.

everywhere.
their actions

And human

beings are essentially the

and reactions are

different

when

sameexcept

their standards

that

and

as-

pirations are different.
Thus these concepts of national interest are not always constant and
not always consistent: the same isolationists in America who in 1940
strictured their government for extending support to Britian, in 1958
supported another Administration as it sent Marines into Lebanon.
And national character may be also tempered and conditioned by
historical experience: the otherwise impulsive, romantic, feckless Poles
in 1956 acted in a different manner from their revolutions in the past.

We

is

must understand

a tendency,

this

not a category.

important condition: national character
A person is born with certain character-

he

inherits tendencies; he acquires inclinations through life.
of these are strong and enduring, others are ephemeral. For
consists of constant tensions: a person is formed, pulled, pushed

istics;

Some
life

by

characteristics inherited

from

his father,

by others inherited from

by his acquired personal desires, vanities, ambitions, obligations, loyalties, and fears consequent "to his position in

his mother, as well as

the world. So with the history of nations. Human (and historic) life
is a succession of choices, which
every conscious human being has
to make ever}' moment. At times these choices are of decisive impor-

and the very quality of these choices will often reveal that perand decide his fate. But that fate is by no means prescribed: for he may go beyond his inclinations, inherited as well as
acquired ones. The decision and the responsibility is his: for he is a
tance;

son's character

free moral agent, responsible for his actions.
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It Is here that the analogy between the
of
nature of nations breaks down, even though there are
ties

between persons and nations* even though a

phenomenon than

organic

groups that compose

it,

a state.

no

is

a

the

Still,

a nation has

the

life

of

its

own. Thus, while a

responsible for his actions, a nation is responsible only in
a halfway sort of claim to immortality. Men
part; for a nation has but
die and disappear from this earth, whereas nations do not die for a
is

person

long, long time;

Judgment and

is

but whereas the soul of a man is liable to Divine
immortal, the soul of a nation is not.

We have seen how the Empire of the Russians expanded

at times

westward, at times eastward, following vaiying lines of least resistance. When the European gates seemed closed, the Russians tried in

when they met with congealing resistance there, they often
turned back to Europe. This is a pattern that may be discerned
throughout the centuries, including the Soviet period: Lenin trying

Asia;

Europe until 1920, then in Asia in the twenties, then Stalin on the
European border from 1939 to 1949, switching his support to the
Chinese Communists finally when he abandoned the blockade of
in

Berlin.

But these often alternating movements are part of the larger hismovements of the Russian pendulum. The seventeenth century,
from Ivan the Terrible to Peter the Great, was, by and large, an "Eastern" period, when Poland and Sweden blocked Russia from Europe.
A "Western" period, lasting two hundred years, followed from Peter

toric

the Great to Lenin, as the Russian Empire grew into Europe,
Russia became a member of the European group of Powers.

when

rather evident, this Russian position in the world: a mighty

It is

nation straddling Eurasia, the vastest of the continents, attracted by

two

national, racial, religious, political, cultural charachabits revealing European as well as Asiatic strands.

directions,

teristics

The

and

roots

its

and sources

of this Russian duality

between West and

East derive, of course, from the remote past in the history of Russia.
They are particularly evident in the history of the Russian Church

and

religion,

Byzantine from

as reflects the

its

most important

as well
beginnings. For religion forms
and inclinations of a na-

characteristics
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history of the Russian Church is foil of significant
are there in the schism between
origins of the iron curtain

and the

tion;

things.

The

the Eastern and Western Churches^ going back almost one thousand
within the Russian Church, too, particularly its
years; but the schisms
crisis
tails.

during the dark seventeenth century, are

full

of significant de-

1

During the nineteenth century, then, the dual tendencies crystallize around two opposing movements of thought, "Westernizers" and
two literary schools, they rep"Slavophiles." Originally the names of
the
creative talents of ninewhich
around
two
resent the
poles
teenth-century Russia gather. The "Westernizers" are the pro-Eurointellectuals who believe that Russia
peans, those aristocrats, liberals,

she must shake off the remnants of a
is
hopelessly backward, that
barbaric and Asiatic past to catch up with the more free and more
advanced culture and institutions of Europe. The "Slavophiles" are
the anti-Europeans, at times profound men who believe that the nations and the churches of Europe are rotten from within, that Moscow

Russian people, leaders of all Slavs,
really the Third Rome, and the
the Chosen People of God, uncomipted by the rest of an immoral and
heretical Europe. Toward the end of the century the war between
is

these ideological schools of thought flickers out; the Westernizers seem
to have the field for themselves. Yet the tendencies remain; and they
furnish an important clue to Russian history up to the present day.
It is a history full of paradox. In 1914 the leadership, the institutions,
the intelligentsia, the upper-class culture of Russia, seem more West-

em, more European than ever before. Virtually all the important
movements are progressive, anti-Asiatic, Western, including the Bolsheviks, who, after all, got their ideology from the West. With their
atheism, materialism, progressivism, they seem on the surface the most
extreme anti-Asiatic movement of all. But there is that tendency in
the history of ideas: when you push something to its extreme, you
its very
opposite. The Revolution came; the Bolsheviks won;
but the Russia that congealed and consolidated around them was
full of
anti-European, Slavophile characteristics. The alliances with

arrive at

France and Britain, with those most advanced and Western nations,
1

The emergence

of the

"Old

Believers/' for example:

an Orthodox

faction,

puritanical, fundamentalist, intensely national and revivalist, it survived until the
present day. Some of its inclinations reveal a similarity with certain American

fundamentalist sects and tendencies.
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were rejected; Russia refused Europe; she turned away
she separated herself from Europe by an iron curtain as early as in
from Pet1921. Very* symbolic was the removal of the
rograd to Moscow, from the cosmopolitan port and capital newly
built by Peter, from "the window to the West/" back to old Moscow,
to that sprawling and formless metropolis in the middle of the
Eurasian plain, with
nances.

From

fortress of

its

Old

Petrograd to

and occasional Tatar countefrom
Winter Palace to the closed
Moscow,
Believers

the Kremlin, indeed, the

modem

history of Russia

may

be divided into Petrograd and Moscow Periods, roughly corresponding
to Westernizing and Slavophile phases. It was as if after two hundred
years the United States had decided to move her national capital
from New York to Chicago; as if American history, consequent
to great revolutions,

would

fall

into alternating

New

York and

Chicago periods.
Consider the struggle between these two opposite personalities,
Trotsky and Stalin: it, too, will reveal how differences in national
characteristics are often at the

bottom of

it

all "Self-interest": did

they straggle over economics; were they jealous of each other's material benefits? Obviously not. Was the straggle ideological; did they
represent clashing political systems and theories? No, not really; both
of them were avowed and convinced Communists (it is true that they
accused each other of ideological heresy, but let us keep in mind how

such exaggerated theoretical attributions are hardly more than rationalizations of the deeper personal divergences). The struggle between
Trotsky and Stalin was, at bottom, the struggle between the brilliant,
cosmopolitan, intellectual Jewish world revolutionary and the cunning, suspicious, Judaeophobe, semi-Asiatic peasant master of Russia.
All of their ideological and theoretical differences (the one thinking
2
primarily of world revolution, the other thinking primarily of Russia)
flow from these differences in personal character, with their inherently
is not at all
surprising that Stalin
even
he
born
in
even
was
won,
Georgia,
though he was a Comthough
munist tyrant: he was the more typically Russian of the two.
The writings of Lenin are full of the usual invectives against the
old Russian regime, "an Asiatic regime," he writes, the most pejorative

different national inclinations. It

of

all

adjectives in the Russia before the Revolution.

2 His
concept of

"Why

Permanent Revolution meant primarily revolution

(The young Trotsky once

do you

in Europe.

called the Bolsheviks "Slavophilizing Marxists."

)
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say that we do not understand you?" said Stalin to the Japanese Forare Asiatics, too."
Minister Matsuoka in April 1941.
It is possible to divide outstanding representatives of Russia into

"We

beneath the expectable categories of rich and poor,
and radicals, religions and anti-religious people, there
is this deeper and more enduring division of ielative Westemizers and
relative Slavophiles, pro-Europeans and anti-Europeans. Peter and
Ivan, Chaadayev and Khomyakov, Turgenev and Dostoevski, Witte
and Pobedonostsev, Milyukov and Rasputin, Trotsky and Stalin,
Litvinov and Molotov, Pasternak and Sholokhov very different persons, with very different backgrounds and ideologies, but, still, they

two groups:

for

conservatives

represent these respective antipoles.

life is stronger than theory. These are powerful tendenthan categories: the categories do not always fit everyone,
and they are never complete. The mixture and the dual attraction of
the two strains is there most clearly in Tolstoi, about whom the Marquis de Vogii^ wrote that he was a mixture of chemist and Bud-

But, again;

cies rather

dhist,

3

but the duality

is

there, too, in

Herzen, Bakunin, Lenin, even

in Khrushchev.

Peter the Great was the great original architect of Westernization.
his person, too, was complex; thus no matter how "Western" his

But

purposes, his methods were often Oriental to the extreme. On the
other hand, Stalin is our modern prototype of isolationist, anti-European Russia; but he never really attempted to question the dogmatic validity of Marxism; no matter what he did in practice and no

how he extolled the Russian origin of modern inventions, it
never occurred to him to slow down the technological and industrial
transformation of Russia, emulating European and American pat-

matter

We

and

institutions in practice.
should, moreover, observe the relative attractions of

terns, inventions,

posite movements

to each other: for this

is

two opoften a reliable indication

of their enduring strength. By about 1900 Westernization seemed to
have triumphed over Slavophilism, reasonably enough, for the latter
seemed to have been reactionary, dark, inconsistent, and useless. Yet
8A
phrase that Chesterton borrowed as he coined the stronger one: "the
mixture of an inhuman Puritan and a presumptuous savage."
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a closer look at the nineteenth century will

outstanding Russian personalities had become Slavophiles after having started out as Westernizers than the reverse: Dostoevski may be
the most outstanding example. The Slavophiles were at
the more
consistent ones throughout: for the idces

of the

Westem-

changed throughout the century, dependent on the principal
intellectual and radical political currents of Europe, while the
mere of the Slavophiles remained largely the same. And at least in one
izers

important respect the Slavophiles with all of their otherwise inconsistent, often fraudulent, semi-Buddhist mysticism reflected an insight
superior to that of the Westernizers: they recognized the enduring
of religion in a century when, almost with-

and supreme importance

out exception^ the Westernizers echoed the progressive European
schools of thought that proclaimed the advance of mankind away from
religion and tradition into the final progressive phase of an age of
reason and science. 4

Around the time of the Revolution

there developed a Russian

school of thought that for some time flourished within Bolshevik Russia as well as within the circles of the emigres, formulating a
philoso-

phy of "Eurasianism." Its proponents looked at Russia as if she
belonged neither to Europe nor to Asia but formed a continental civilization of her own. The intellectual influence of this doctrinaire
school was short-lived; but it expressed a tendency that has been, consciously or unconsciously, represented by many personalities of mod-

em

Russia,

Then came

Stalin's Oriental isolation

from Europe, with

his Ori-

ental patterns of rule, of treachery, of suspicion, reminiscent of the
isolationism of pre-Petrine Russia or of Japan after the seventeenth

century;

he

also gave

some new support

to the Russian

Orthodox

Church. 5
4

The outstanding exceptions are Chaadayev and, a century later, Pasternak.
Chaadayev's inclinations and his later conversion to Catholicism are significant,
while insufficient attention has been drawn to Pasternak's religious philosophy that
is

existentialist rather

than dogmatic, and Western and Catholic rather than

Eastern and Orthodox.

The following dates are significant: under Lenin, in 1922 the great Orthodox
monastery at Zagorsk was closed and made into a Center of Bolshevist Studies.
Under Stalin, in 1946 it was returned to the Orthodox Church; its buildings were
5

splendidly restored; in 1948

its

seminary was opened; in 1950 pilgrimages to
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After the Battle of Stalingrad the Russian armies began rolling westward; and no matter how strong were Stalin's anti-European inclinations, no matter how strident his new nationalism, no matter how
rigid his iron curtain, there

reason to believe that Russia's

is

new and

extensive entry into Europe could not remain a purely strategic development. Despite the awesome weight of her power, Russia's Com-

munist ideology remained unpopular and unattractive; and less than
a decade after 1945 it was already evident that European culture attracted Russia

much more than Russian institutions and ideas attracted

things in Russia, including the personality of Khrureveal the powerful hold of the old, peasant, Slavic, purianti-European traditions and currents; on the other hand,

Many

Europe.
shchev,

still

tanical,

and

together with the gradual lifting of the iron curtain, the uneasy Russian feeling about the growing pressure of China may be moving the
Russian spirit again in a European direction. There is certainly reason
to believe that, in the long run, the Westernizing movement introduced by Peter the Great still continues; that here, too, despite the

move back

to

Moscow, despite

Stalin's

stronger than change; that, after
ropean than an Asiatic nation.

Khanate, continuity has been
Russia is still more a Eu-

all is said,

But this is no ground for an easy over-all optimism. Some of the
most successful Westemizers, from Peter the Great onward, brought
Russia closer to the

West

at the expense of certain Eastern European
be
influenced again by European ideas: but
may
what
the past half millennium European
ideas?
For
by
European
and
bad
been
have
ideas, good
ones,
streaming out into the world and

nations.

And

Russia

The abolition of slavery, parliamentary government, the
the
Cross,
discovery of the cause of tuberculosis, were European
ideas; so were Marxism, Fascism, and the Hydrogen Rocket. Here we

into Russia.

Red

must observe that even the
ideas from Germany; 6 the
alist

romanticism of

isolationist Slavophiles got their original

folkish sentimentalism

German

and the nation-

thinkers of the Fichte type in the early

Zagorsk were resumed. Under Khrushchev tbis policy has been maintained; by
1960, however, articles in Pravda criticized the monks* "exploitation" of the
great popular attraction of that shrine.
6 Lke the
Marxists, of course. The very name of the original Marxist Party
in Russia, the Social Democratic Workers'
Party, was borrowed from the German

model.
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nineteenth cental}' formed the very foundations of the
7

Ideology.

not mean that the Slavophiles

This

politically pro-Ger-

in
that,
(though many of them were). But it
history and in life the national element is more profound than the
ideological one, there may be some justification in observing the in-

clinations of persons and of nations toward other persons and nations
representing national and cultural prototypes. Dostoevski's Francophobia and Tnrgenev's Francophilia are not superficial or accidental

but

reflect

important inclinations of their character.

To some

extent

this is also true of the opposite inclinations of a Litvinov and a Molotov in relation to Germany and Britain; or of the relative pro-Ameri-

canism, of the envy and admiration for the United States, represented
by such people as Mikoyan and Khrushchev, the new masters of an
industrialized Eurasian Empire.

America's Slavophiles are the Isolationists; America's Westemizers
are the Internationalists. The terms are relatively recent, but the origins of their

American,

dichotomy go

far

back in the history of the Republic.
due to geography, to the

like Russian, isolationism is largely

uniquely isolated situation of the Republic; it also has a strong formafrom the condition that many of the ear-

tive religious factor, flowing

liest settlers of North America were adherents of radical religious sects
coming from the fringes of an otherwise baroque and bourgeois Europe. As in Russian history, the religious element is there from the
very beginning. It is the concept of the Chosen People, an evangelical inclination that prevails throughout American history even though
Church and State are separated in the American Constitution. The

Old Testament-inspired inclination to regard
the United States as a unique nation in the whole history of the world,
the people of a New Jerusalem with a universal, divine mission to
Puritanistic, Hebraic,

reorganize mankind, has been echoed through American history.
Especially the nineteenth century is full of startling examples of this
7

German literature on Dostoevski has hardly been recognized.
Russian writers, he, of course, never acknowledged it even though
he cribbed entire plots from E. T. A. Hoffmann and the German Gothic-tale
The

Like so

tellers.

influence of

many
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kind of messianistic rhetoric, of such revolutionary and revivalist procit is there in the fundamentalism of the Populists in

lamations. Later

the 1890$ and in the withdrawal from Europe in the 1920$ (which
so curiously corresponds with the Russian isolationism of that time,
in the

its
reformatory zeal
Slavophile elements); it is even there
of the early Progressives stretching into the New Deal years, and it
is an element not entirely absent from the gradually rising sea of Cath-

with

olic political

Communist

sentiment carrying the vessels of an ideological anti-

crusade.

Yet during the history of American expansion, the Isolationists are
not always consistent; and when it comes to the history of American
concepts of national interest, we cannot clearly distinguish among the
camps. There is no clear
no consistent opposition of ideas between Isolationists and Internationalists, conservatives and liberals, Republicans
and Democrats, progressives and stalwarts, Protestants and Catholics.
In the 18505 Southern Democrats pressed for Caribbean annexations;
in the 1870$, Northern Republicans. In the i86os there were Northern
Democrats who called for the annexation of Canada; in the 18908,
certain Republicans. Not only Southern expansionists but the abolitionist Bancroft suggested annexing portions of Mexico (he wrote
from London that it "is safe as well as philanthropic" that the United
States "rescue a large part of Mexico from anarchy"); but the radical
and populist Walt Whitman, too, exulted in the sight of the manly

tumultuous voices

in America's political

division of concepts,

"chastisement" of Mexico, while "our divine mission to clean
up
Mexico" was later proposed by Representative Dies, the founder of
the Un-American Activities Committee, in the
The
of
1920$.

slogan

Manifest Destiny was first broadcast in the 1840$ by O'Sullivan, a Midwestern Irish-American Democrat, a radical
newspaperman; but it was
the so-called "conservative" Republican McKinley
that

"we need Hawaii

as

much and

who

in 1899 said

more than we did
was the "liberal" Wilson who

a great deal

California; it is manifest destiny"; and it
in 1919 advised
Congress to accept the providential mission of

American world leadership, "surely the manifest
destiny of the United
States." Theodore Roosevelt engineered the Panama
coup; but it was
his temperamental and political
opposite Wilson who sent the Marines into Vera Cruz and who
proposed the establishment of an American protectorate over Armenia. "America does not want
addi7

tional territories/

said

Wilson

in 1916; within a
year

any
he pressured
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to relinquish her

West

Indian islands.

The

and

"conservative" Coolidge sent the Marines into Nicaragua
them in Santo Domingo at the very time when his Secretary of Stale

proclaimed the Policy of Latin-American Solidarity and the
unwillingness of the Unites States to "intervene or govern" in any
Latin-American Republic. Coolidge, who in his inaugural
said that "the legions that the United States sends forth are armed,
not with the sword, but with the cross/' later called on America to
assume the role of an International Policeman while his friend Eaton,
a Republican Congressman, said that the United States must help
"solve the problems" of neighboring nations^ "because our Nation
is

the big brother in the family."
On the other hand, throughout American history conservatives as

well as liberals, senators as well as poets, idealists and realists, and on
occasion Isolationists as well as Internationalists protested against
crude concepts and policies of Manifest Destiny. The other side of

the coin of national expansion

is

that American trait of national genthan to brutality when-

erosity that led to expansive civilization rather

American flag was planted further afield. There is no need to
here the outstanding examples: the American feeding of starving
millions within Bolshevik Russia in 1921-22, at the height of the isoever the

list

is
only one example.
Isolationism
ceased to be respectable after Pearl Harbor.
Obviously
Some of its best orators, such as Senator Vandenberg, passed into the

lationist period,

internationalist

camp by

1945.

Of

course this marked

more

sophisti-

cated concepts of American interests, a more sophisticated approach to
world affairs. Yet, again, we may ask whether this development has
been profound rather than superficial and even whether it has been

We

8
have now seen that Internationalists, too,
so clear a gain at all?
were often imbued with the sentiment of a Chosen People; as in Rus-

sian history, not all Isolationists or Slavophiles
all Internationalists or Westernizers Angels.

were Beasts and not

We have seen how "con-

servative"

and

"isolationist"

Republicans in 1951 called for American

military intervention in China, in 1956 for "the establishment of
American bases all around the world"; in 1958 their most prominent
8

De

Gaulle on Roosevelt: "It was true that the isolationism of the United

States was, according to the President, a great error now ended. But passing from
one extreme to the other, it was a permanent system of intervention that he

intended to institute by international law."
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spokesmen, Senators Knowland and Bridges, strenuously supported
American intervention in Lebanon, in an area of the world that, to
them, had become directly related to American national interests. On
the other hand, those Internationalists and "liberals who were the
most vociferous advocates of a global crusade against Nazi Germany
7 '"

condemned the entire German people in the name of Democwhile
they remained for a long time callously indifferent to the
racy
establishment of Soviet rale in Eastern Europe.
Thus the two camps were, and still are, inchoate and seldom conin 1945

Like "Slavophile/* the term "Isolationist" is imprecise and inconsistent: the Slavophiles were no friends of Slavdom when it came
to their enemy Catholic Poland; the Isolationists were not isolationists

sistent.

at all when it came to expansion westward, for they have been among
the most vociferous proponents of American expansion in the direction of the Pacific and of Asia. As among the Slavophiles, there is

at least this lasting factor within the Puritanical philosophy of the
isolationists, from Cotton Mather to Robert A. Taft: it is a dis-

Europe. Here, then, is an enduring and principal problem of
the American national character: the still undecided question whether

trust of

We

America and Europe form the same civilization or not.
shall have
to return to the more profound implications of this question: here we
must observe that it transcends the political division of Isolationists
and Internationalists. Judicious commentators of American literature
observed this division, proposing the two categories of Palefaces and
Redskins: the first, those American writers, seers, artists who, while
recognizing the peculiar qualities of American innocence, longed for
the traditions and institutions of a civilization that America did not
possess; the second, those

who

exulted in the pristine, rude, manly

uniqueness of a frontier civilization. Palefaces and Redskins in America, like Westernizers and Slavophiles in Russia: Bancroft, Mark

Twain, Vachel Lindsay

Redskins; Prescott, Henry James, F. Scott
FitzgeraldPalefaces.
But, unlike as in Russia, the categories fit very seldom. Only a minority of outstanding Americans, and only a very small minority of
American statesmen, would fit into them. Especially in the twentieth
century, in the characters of most outstanding Americans, of artists

and statesmen

alike,

from Theodore Roosevelt to Eisenhower, the two
was a

divergent strains are deeply entangled. Every American Paleface
bit of a Redskin; every Isolationist a bit of an Internationalist;

every
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an

Imperialist

ancl the reverse.

The

not in the proportions of the mixture but in the quality of the
for the ingredients are essential, mixed at the bottom.

Thus

it
may be argued that American statesmen in this
Wilson, Coolidge, Franklin Roosevelt, Eisenhower were
istic moralists; that, no matter what their errors, these flowed
out
the unique quality of American idealism; that therefore they
in comparison with their older and more cynical European counterparts. And it may be argued, with equal cogency, that these Presidents

tury

imperialists, imperialists of a new sort, covering up their concepts
of national ambitions with high-flown moralistic oratory, eminently
successful imperialists of a new kind. The two arguments are contra-

were

How

is this possible? Is the answer
dictory; yet both of them are true.
to be found in mere hypocrisy: that these men were idealistic mor-

on the surface but determined imperialists in their hearts? This
what the enemies of America may say; but this is not true at all.
To be hypocritical, one must be conscious of the contradiction between words and deeds, between image and reality; but in the case
of these Americans, this is seldom so. The two tendencies are only
contradictory to outsiders on occasion, or to us in retrospect; they were
entangled within the hearts and minds of these very people.
For Americans are not a simple people, really: with all of their wonderful energy, youthful willingness, faithful dedication, they often do
not really know what they want. And all the exhortations of the best
American public philosophers in favor of an American public purpose
alists
is

are voices not in the wilderness but rather voices in the void: for the

national purpose of the United States will not become sufficiently
clear until the American national character becomes sufficiently consolidated.

Where, then, may we find the traces of the differing concepts, the
main hidden lines of the national dialogue, that, through their tension, generate the power and provide the choices that govern the
course of the American ship of state? Where, then, may we find the
sources of certain American characteristics, of that peculiar mixture of
9

This, then, demonstrates the point that human beings are governed by deeper
which transcends mathematics. I did not say that each of the

truths, the logic of

two arguments are half

may be

true.

The

tradictory statements;

50 per cent truths; I said that both of the statements
not in the middle between these two seemingly con-

truths,

truth
it is

is

above them, encompassing them both.
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individualism with conformity^ of self-confidence with fatalism, of
emotional currents of
generosity with inward fear? There exist deep

hidden lack of nasuspiciousBess together with a fatalism and with a
10
that mark the uneasy relationship of the
tional self-confidence
United States and of Soviet Russia and that, in turn, may have critical
consequences in dangerous moments fraught with suddenly condensing risk of war.

What,

then, are the sources of these American comnational problem.

the core of the American
plexities? We are close to

5

"Of

problems/' said Henry Adams, "the nature of
the most difficult and the most important."
It is especially difficult, especially important, in the history of the
United States. For the American national character has not yet
all historical

national character

is

sufficiently ciystallized ? coagulated, jelled.
But is it not true that there exist very specific
teristics? "What, then, is this American, this

American charachave not
these traits of a New Society of Equal People been described by intelligent foreign observers from the very beginning, from Cr&vecoeur

New Man?"

through Tocqueville to the present?
Yes: there are specific, observable, typical, and even historical American characteristics. But they are intensive rather than extensive; they
10 This American inclination to fatalism is one of the few worrisome
enduring
marks of the American character. Though its manner and its origins are quite different, Puritan rather than Oriental,

it curiously
corresponds to the deep-seated
fatalism within the Russian character. It certainly counteracts the refreshing characteristic American belief in individual will power and enterprise. Possibly the

American

inclination to accept the determinism of science (for example, intelligence quotients determining the mental capacity of persons; technology determining the progress of history) is only a modern version of this deep-seated fatalistic
tendency that reaches far back In American history, leading to false rhetoric and
revealing sometimes terrible pessimism together with a lack of belief in Free Will.
Thus Lincoln: "I claim not to have controlled events; I confess plainly that events

have controlled me." McKinley: "The evolution of events, which no man could
control, has brought these problems upon us." (About the Spanish-American
War.) Also John Hay at that time: "We could not escape our destiny." And
Senator Beveridge: "Fate has written our policy for us; the trade of the world must
and shall be ours." Wilson in 1917: "Matters lying outside our own life as a nation and over which we had no control
despite our wish to keep free of them,
have drawn us more and more irresistibly into their own current and influence."
.

(Second Inaugural.)

.

.
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are social rather than national; they involve the
rather than their relations with

of

with each

For

of the specifically social characteristics and
tions described by Crevecoeur or by Tocqueville are

many

Canadians, Boers, Australians,
egalitarian, largely Protestant,

of

New

and

Zealanders, of non-aristocratic,
of transoceanic

a Western European cultural heritage. 11 And this history of the cold
war (or, at that, any history that goes beyond the domestic history
of

American society) must be concerned with characteristic
American rather than egalitarian, national rather than dem-

that are
ocratic.

But we cannot simply say that there is no such thing as the American national character.
must, instead observe some of its problems, among which the first is that from the very beginning the Amer-

We

?

was unique.
evolving from patria and from

ican concept of nationality

The nation
a uniquely

European

historical

phenomenon.

mdio

is

in

many ways

Its roots are feudal, tra-

ditional, particular as well as linguistic, cultural, residential.
gredients of a traditional nationality are common language,

common

institutions,

culture, the

The

in-

common

sameness of race, the consciousness

of national limits, the ties with ancestry, the permanence of residence.
The first three exist in the United States; the last four do not. 12

From the very beginning of American history it appeared that to be
an American is something slightly but fundamentally different from
being an Englishman, Frenchman, Pole.
Somewhat like Russian nationalism, the American concept of nationality has

been populist rather than

traditional, ideological rather

than patriotic, universal as well as particular. Nomen est omen the
United States of America, like the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

We

11
must keep in mind that Tocqueville wrote his book, as he himself
about Democracy rather than about America.

said,

12 AH of these seven
the greed
ingredients existed two hundred years ago. Then
of the slaveowners increased, dragging hordes of hapless Africans in filthy ship
bottoms across the Atlantic. The seeds of a terrible conflict were sown, and the
is not yet. Most of the seven ingredients still existed one hundred years ago.
Immigration together with limitless expansionism at home as well as abroad (I
am referring to real-estate developers in the broadest sense, from city planners
through frontier land speculators to imperialists) compromised the rest. Thus do

end

the sons pay for the sins of their fathers (consider only the Puerto Rican problem
in

New York)

.
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not refer to a national society
and open term; it
has an implicitly universal meaning; like "Soviet citizen/" "American citizen" marks adherence to a political principle rather than na-

Is

a

it

tionality; there

From
versality

is

theoretically

no

limit to

what

it

may

include. 13

the very beginning the sentiments of uniqueness and of unihave been mixed in American hearts, "it is not in physics

that

we

shall

be found to

differ

from the other hemisphere,"

wrote Jefferson. "1 strongly suspect that our geographical peculiarities
may call for a diierent code of natural law to govern relations with
other nations from that which the conditions of Europe have given
rise to there."

yes; but,

still,

A

new American concept of international relations,
dependent upon specific geographical conditions. For

the Founding Fathers of the Republic could be supreme realists; and
the concept of American national interest began to take form,

Monroe Doctrine; that the United States must be the
in the Western Hemisphere, Thus even though the
Power
leading
word "nation" does not igure either in the Declaration or in the
Constitution (the concept did not become current until the nineteenth century ), the concept of national interest existed. Even
though American nationality was something different from European
nationality, the crystallization of an American national character was
taking place. After all, the people of the new Republic had certain
racial and cultural and religious traits: they were predominantly
AngloSaxon, democratic, and Protestant.
Now the institutions of the American people are still predominantly
Anglo-Saxon, democratic, and Protestant. But meanwhile the character of the American people has changed.
In order to illustrate this, let us observe for a moment two of the
most basic reflections of character: face and language. It is easy to
distinguish an American from other people by his clothes, by his

leading to the

7

speech, by his attitudes, by his gestures, by his very bearing, by his
13

The

recent American reaction to the granting of statehood to the Pacific

how even today Americans ( overlooking whether
Hawaii belongs to "America") believe that admission to the Union may be the
supreme fortune that may attend any place or nation of the world. This is not
unlike the official Soviet propaganda about the "admission" of conquered terriisland group of Hawaii reveals

tories (the Baltic nations, for

example) into the U.S.S.R. Unlike the Soviet propaganda, however, whose very insincerity reveals an uneasy half consciousness
covering up a hoary multitude of sins, the American attitude is sincere and
generous.
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haircut,

by his

glasses:
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but not by his

Take a

of

of typical national faces: you can see the
face
ian and even from the German or from the Irish; bet is
as an American face? There was
like it

the
a
a

hundred years ago: think of Lincoln or of Uncle Sam, the
a
as
symbol whose very facial countenance was at
as that of John Bull. But this is no longer true today: for the very
physiognomy of the American people has changed.
It is a truism that speech and language reiect character. It is
of persons, and it is tree of nations. Now, there was every
to
believe that, as time went on the American language would
more and more different from the English. This desire for an American
national language was expressed by Noah Webster at an early time,
and thirty years ago, contemplating the then promisingly fresh
outburst of American literature in contrast to the then pale, heavily
?

latinized literary language of England (the contrast between,, say,
a Hemingway and a Galsworthy), BL L. Mencken could propose that

an American language already existed, a language that was more
vital, direct, and clear than the English literary tongue, that
would gain in contrast as time progressed. And yet today we may
see that Mencken was wrong. It is true that in accent, rhythm, spelling, vocabulary, and tenor the American popular language becomes
ever more different from its British counterpart; but it may no longer
be argued that American slang is sufficiently direct, clear, and vital
to form the American language; instead, our everyday language has
manly,

become encumbered, Germanic,
It may not be exaggerated to say

14

bureaucratic, inorganic.
now American writers face

artificial,

that by

but two alternatives: write English, or write gobbledygook. 15 This
14 President Eisenhower in

London, September 1959: "Our nations, with comand almost a common language
." Those who are acquainted
with Eisenhower's language from the record of his news conferences may, then,

mon

traditions

.

.

ponder the following defense of his way of expression by his Press Secretary,
Hagerty (Saturddy Evening Post, 21 May 1960): 'The American people understand him. He talks the same way they do/*
15
Here, too, the Redskin element was insufficient to create an American tradition. Not only Mencken but Ezra Pound, too, tried to develop an American language: the result was tragic, often ludicrous, at times beautiful, but generally
probably significant that Mencken and Pound were Anglophobes.)
only the Paleface alternative remains: now the question is whether
the English or the German Paleface version will prevail.
Chinese. (It

At any

rate,

is
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is

not merely a

literary

as

popular

problem. For the
as the reverse.

literary

language forms the

much

to say that while there is an
It would be perhaps
American people and an American state, there is as yet no such thing
as an American nation. But it is not exaggerated to say that the
absorption of a mass of immigrants by the young American nation
may not have ban such an unqualified success story as we are
generally told. Both mass immigration and the American frontierthe two most important developments in the history of America after
the Civil War closed around the First World War; but their tremendous impact still continues, gradually and underneath the surface of
American political life. Its indirect effects are still going on: and two
or three more generations may have to pass until truly American

may emerge anew among the great-grandchildren of earlier Americanized immigrants who will share a feeling
of affinity with the very history and not merely with the ephemeral
national characteristics

superficial and popular habits of their United States.
Let us remember that the overwhelming majority of immigrants
brought little cultural baggage with them. Their "Americanization"

and

was, therefore> an almost absolute success but at the cost of a
transformed concept of American nationality. 16 The kind of American
patriotic nationalism that y despite its crudities,

was beginning to

coagulate a hundred years ago around a new prototype of an Englishspeaking nation thereafter changes into a newer kind of ideological
nationalism where the "patriot" is distinguished not by his adherence
to tradition but by his adherence to the current and popular brand
of publicized national ideology. 17
It is at
16

The

any rate

significant that it is usually the

history of the

word "Americanism"

is

instructive.

immigrant, and

Though

it

originated

the nineteenth century, it became widely current only around 1900,
"Americanization" meant the teaching of the basic concepts of American

earlier in

when

citizenship to the masses of alien immigrants. Subsequently, the adjective

"Un-

ironically enough, patriotism came to be
to traditions but to current political ideas, and a

American" gained currency. Thus,
equated with adherence not

word connoting an immigrant education program acquired universal meaning.
*7
Only in America is the title of a current sentimental best seller by a Jewish
newspaperman who exults and largely rightly in the thoughtless generosity of
America in accepting immigrants of diverse races who conform to its basic patterns of rapid civilization; yes, only in America would university students in 1958
give Dr. Wernher von Braun, the German ex-Nazi rocket maker, the award of
Patriot of the Year.
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often the second-generation immigrant^ who most strenuously
American national interest. Probably this inner
sense of national insufficiency may explain the
strident

radical concepts of

of Manifest Destiny touted by publicists and congressmen during
the earlier part of the nineteenth century, when the American nation
had not yet lived for more than a generation or so. Sorely there have
been crucial occasions when American diplomatic commitments and
foreign policies have been unduly influenced by organized pressure
groups of diverse immigrants. Certainly the exhortations of an
ideological, as distinct from a patriotic, nationalism have been a
product of relative immaturity, of people who are not sure of themselves

and of

And

their position in the world. 18

yet

none

of these

things equal the really tremendous contribution that the millions of
immigrants have made not only to the industrial power of the United
States but also to the quickening of the

The American

American

spirit.

mobile, restless, uniform
in ephemeralities but manifold in deep unrevealed sentiments and
occasionally revealed inclinations. This involves the very relationship
of America to

national character

European

the American Indians

is still

civilization.

The

race

and the

religion of

almost extinct; the overwhelming majority
of Americans are of European stock, Palefaces: but what kind of
is

Palefaces?

Here, then, is a partial clue to the evolving problem of American
national interest and character. It is to be found in the inclinations
of Americans toward other nations.

I

have said

ter of a nation, like that of a person,

is

earlier that

revealed

most

the charac-

clearly in

her

relationship with other nations; consequently, the formative component of these relationships may be revealed in the relative attraction

toward certain national prototypes.

We

have seen

how

different

18 It

may be symbolic that among the myriad Experts of International Relawho have been berating and advising the American people ever since the
beginning of the last World War, Americanized immigrant professors have
played a large role: they have fashioned, defined, and proposed new kinds of
tions

an atomic Redpolitik tailored to what they state
lies one of these incantations by a Director of
a Foreign Policy Research Institute, consultant to the Government and Pentagon: "For the next fifty years or so, the future belongs to America. The American

American National

Interests, of

are America's needs. Before

me

empire and mankind will not be opposites but merely two names for the universal
order under peace and happiness. Novus orbis terrarum." I regard this kind of
thing not merely

pompous but

impertinent.
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concepts of national interest

and

ideological attractions

develop along the lines of national
aversions; and though the two elements

may

and

again the more tangible of the two.
example, it was evident that most of the

are mixed, the national element

As

early as the 17905,, for

is

Federalists were Francophobes at least as much as they were conservatives, while most of the Democratic-Republicans were not only
liberals

but Anglophobes. Hence the enduring wisdom of Washing-

ton's anxious parting admonition against American entanglements
we find
with sentiments involving certain European nations.

Now

something similar about the different concepts of American national
sentiments during and after the last World War. For it may be argued
that there was a division not so
Internationalists,

Old and

much between

New Americans,

Isolationists

conservatives

and

and

liberals,

Republicans and Democrats, as between relative Anglophobes (most
of whom were, consequently, Germanophiles) and relative German-

ophobes (who were, consequently, Anglophiles)

a division that, as

certain significant manifestations during the McCarthy period indicated, persists up to the present day. Thus the majority of those who

opposed American aid to Britain in 1940 were Anglophobes rather
than Isolationists; thus recently the more extreme forms of American
Anti-Communism correspond with Germanophilia rather than with
Russophobia. It is true, of course, that such respective inclinations
are strongest and most evident among certain American population
groups of certain national and racial origins. But on the other hand,
they persist deeper beneath the surface of American political life;
these are tendencies that transcend these often parochial inclinations,
reflecting the greater currents of world affairs.
So far as American culture, American institutions,

and the very
of
Americans
the
language
go, throughout history
relationship between
the United States and Great Britain has been enduring and crucial.

So far as world affairs and the course of America among the Great
Powers in this century go, the relationship between the United States
and Great Britain is the key. From the turn of the century onward
every British government has recognized the primary importance of
securing American good will for Britain; for nothing could be so
disastrous for her than the hostility of the

American giant. Conversely,
American governments have recognized the usefulness of an
Atlantic alignment with Britain from 1900 onward, at a time when the
various
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American nationalist and
tail had
already waned.
have
how a person's character

of

the Lion's

We

be

Ms

relationship with his important neighbors. Thus
concept of national interest (and the vet}* refection of her
in

may be often seen best in her relationship with Poland
(and Germany), while the key of American national interest in this
century is often the American relationship with Britain (and with
have seen how, because of geography, the United
Germany).
character)

We

States

and Russia

are

still

sufficiently far

away from each other so

that they are able to understand each other's immediate sphere of
national interest; we have also seen how tragic are the consequences
of misunderstandings between the United States and Great Britain.
The conditions of the cold war arose because of such misunderstand-

between Britain and America about their respective national
even though Roosevelt was not an Anglophobe; we have
also seen how, at least under Dulles, the United States regarded, for
the first time in this century, Germany rather than Britain as her
principal ally. Earlier in this chapter I tried to illustrate the complexities of the American concept of national interest by drawing
ings

interests

attention to the complex character of Wilson; I may now illustrate
my point about the formative importance of respective national
inclinations with the case of Dulles. He was a Republican; but so

He was a moralize^ but so
was a lawyer; but so was Acheson. He was a relative
conservative; but so was Charles Evans Hughes. He was an Internationalist; so were all of his recent predecessors. He was also prowere Theodore Roosevelt and Taft.

was Wilson.

He

German, a tendency that he revealed on
throughout his life; and I believe that of

a
all

number

of occasions

the above-mentioned

categories the last tendency stands out as the formative element in
his personal character and in his foreign
policy.
I wish to mate it clear that I
not asserting new categories of

am

Germanophilia or Germanophobia as if these were to mark the deepest present divisions of American
politics and of the American
national spirit. The American support to Germany in the cold war
has been, after all, the obviously reasonable result of strategic considerations, the reaction to Russian aggressiveness at the beginning of
the cold war. I repeat, too, that the older kind of Anglophobia has
been weakening now in America even among the Irish, the tradition-
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ally

most Anglophobe of

American national groups. But we are

all

dealing with tendencies, not with categories; not so much with a
conscious transformation of the concepts of American national interest but with the effects of transformations within the American
character that are

still

going on (and whose effects on American

strategy are indirect rather than direct).
Before 1860 the United States was overwhelmingly

diplomacy and

people who had come from

the British

Isles.

10

composed

of

Thereafter American

American temperament, and even the American physiogto change; and all of this involved a certain transformation
within the American character. In the last ifty years the spirit of
American culture, ranging from the heavily intellectualized and
of the movies,
professionalized university learning to the mass culture
be
in common
more
time
for
the
there
so
first
that
may
today
changed,
between Americans and Germans than between Americans and the
inhabitants of the British Isles. For the first time Americans are
beginning to look and think more like Germans than like Britons;
that their sons are more at home in Germany than in Britain was

habits, the

nomy began

already obvious during the last war.
Thus, while the institutions of the American people are still Anglo20
Saxon, the character of the people has become more Germanic.

time Germans overtook the
immigrant group. But I must insist that
what I am speaking about is something different from the actual
influx of the German race. For the German influence in the formation
of the American national character has been cultural rather than racial.
The influence of Central European ideas and of forms of thought
that in American higher education and in popular culture began to
replace the up to then predominant Anglo-Saxon and Celtic habits
It

was

in the 18905 that for the first

Irish as the largest single

10

No

matter

how

different the religion, the race, the

temperament of these

consider, for example, how admirably
peoples, they were English-speaking people
the Irish temperament is suited to the poetic and imprecise and noncommittal
character of the English language.
20 It

two American Presidents whose ancestry did
or Holland, but from Germany, were Hoover and
Eisenhower; they were, too, the first two Presidents born in the West. (It is a
curious, and perhaps symbolic, coincidence that Lenin's mother as well as Eisenis

significant that the first

not come from the British

Isles

hower's paternal ancestors had

from cramped and
Europe.)

still

feudal

come from the same central part of the world,
German lands in the middle of Continental
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of learning was often promoted by people who were
and anti-Nazi in two World Wars. What has
is
of the immigrants during the last hundred years, Including
Eastern Europeans, were more familiar with cultural
more inclined toward intellectual habits of the German

of the

English type. In a way this has been a world-wide phenomenon, this
emulation by the upper middle classes of English and by the lower

German ideas, styles, and culture. I repeat that this
do with the German race or with Nazism. The transformation of the American character in a German direction has
developed often (though not always) quite separate from a political
Germanophilia. This transformation, furthered as it was by immigrant
middle

has

classes of

little

to

influences,

is

a cultural rather than a racial

character of a nation, like that of a person,

much

as

by

phenomenon:
is

for the

formed by culture as

race.

In other words, the American people are no longer predominantly
21
Anglo-Saxon and Protestant. During the cold war this transformation

has had

on the Ideological currents of American antibut
this
is a transformation whose ultimate effects we
Communism;
cannot project with any degree of certainty now, when the American
national character Ms not yet crystallized into durable historical forms.
There is, as yet, no general resolution about the limits or the position
of America's place in the world, about the limits or the purposes of
American national interests. Still, such a clarifying resolution may
be slowly forming in our times. The formation of the American
its

effects

national character was disrupted by expansion, internal and external
expansion: by the restlessness of the frontier, by the expansion of

by mass immigration, by imperial and strategic
And yet it may be that this American expansion is
coming to its end; that the American spirit, instead of coursing even
further abroad,
may yet come back to concentrate upon itself. For the
industrialization,

expansion abroad.

21

American Catholics roughly doubled between 1930 and 1960.
been a later and indirect rather than the
are already the
consequence
immigration. American Catholics
on
largest single religious group in the United States. Though the effects of this
national politics are much more subtle and much less direct than commentators
national
right now believe, this has already had a certain effect on the American
character. Even keeping in mind the often tenuous and imprecise nature of
of the
religious statistics, the figures demonstrate the superior American vitality

The number

of

significant that this increase, too, has
direct
of mass

It

is

Catholic population.
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history of

mankind

of Progress;

it is,

is

not

really the story of the expansive explosion

rather, philosophy teaching

by example; and these

examples are furnished by people and by nations.
The historic formulation of America's place in the world,

begun
by the Founding Fathers and promoted one hundred years later by
the clear-sighted Theodore Roosevelt, may now, under the pressing
conditions of the cold war, be entering its third phase. Despite some
of these disturbing developments that suggest the transformation of

the Republic into a centralized military empire obsessed with the
of space, there is still evidence that youthfulness,

inhuman sphere

all traditional
resilience, adaptability, and the idealistic inclination
American social characteristics continue to exist and that, in their

proper context, they

may

play a beneficent role in the world history

of nations.

Peeling away layers, one by one, I have now attempted to approach
the core of the great Russian-American world conflict. I have tried
to describe, in consecutive order, the movements of two peoples, of
their political ideas, of two empires, of two nations. In other words,
I have tried to demonstrate, in successive chapters, the contrast and

the conflict of these two great societies on the economic, on the
ideological, on the strategic, and on the national level; I have moved

the focus of attention from material to political to geographical to
deep-seated national factors.
The concept of this history will, by now, appear to the reader. It
is

a concept rather than a thesis; an approach rather than a method.
Each of these factors is, of course, important. At the same time

they overlap: the movements flow into each other. But my argument
has been that the economic element, with its material factors, is less

important than the political element, with its categorical ideologies,
which, in turn, is less important than the geographical element, with
the strategic factor of national interest, which, in the end, is involved
with the complex elements of national character. Russian industrial
statistics are less important than the condition that the masters of
the Soviet Union are Communists; but that, in turn, is less decisive

than the

fact that they are Russians, the masters of a long-standing

Empire and the children of

a long-standing nation.

The development

TWO

NATIONS
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of politics is more important than the routine life of
but the national interest of states is more important
official ideologies; and the concept of their national
not only on their geographical circumstances but on their
characteristics.

me illustrate this evolving argument for the last time. As
writing these lines (9 May 1960), the fantastic story of the
American spy plane shot down over the Urals has "broken upon the
Let

I

am

Was

that airplane sent over Russia for economic reasons? No .
For ideological reasons? No. Because of the present strategic concepts

world.

1

The emphasis is on the
Communism, and even Atomic Weapons have now

of American national interest? Yes.
for Russia,

and

existed

yet
only in recent years that such clandestine
were
missions
flying
organized by agencies of the American government. Thus this recent concept (suggesting, for instance, that the
for a long time;

it is

United States has the right to
its

fly over any country in the world),
the
very origin (suggesting
increasingly dangerous complexity of

direct

and

indirect military authorities in

American government), and

the very reaction of that government reflect characteristic tendencies
that diverge from the American traditions of the past, and they are,
of course, also different from the way another nation would have
this curious affair. Conversely, Khrushchev's reaction, his
boasting, crafty, uneasy, loud self reflect historic Russian national

handled

characteristics

rather than Russia's economic or

technological

or

ideological position.

At the same time

this brings us back to the technological
of
history. Obviously it has become important to
interpretation
gather intelligence of a highly technical nature: but this should not

obscure our view of the basic motive factors of

human

events. In

human

reason the story of the Scientific Illusion of
Progressive Objectivity has become a sorry tale; and nothing is sorrier
in it than the modern belief that the farther we remove ourselves

the history of

of it. The purpose
understanding rather than accuracy. Every
experienced aerial intelligence officer will tell us that just because
from high up one can see more, this does not necessarily mean that

from the

of

object, the

more accurate our knowledge

human knowledge

is

one can see better; and every
ton of external information

serious student of history will attest that a
may not equal an ounce of introspection.

With electrified whizzing satellite machines

in the sky

one day we

may
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photograph the entire Soviet Union every five minutes. Some of their
information may be useful; but, after all, what will we see? AH of

and yet only a tiny portion of the truth. What
not a photograph of all of Russia but what goes on
in Russian hearts: and the partial clue to that may lie not so much in
the Soviet Union
really

counts

is

scientiSc studies of Soviet mechanical logistics as in old history books.
I have said in this book that the really important elements in this

war ought not to be sought in world economic
movements but within continents and nations and ultimately within
the hearts of persons in the midst of nations. Thus I seem to have
narrowed the focus deeper and closer, peeling away the layers, getting

history of the cold

down

end to a very old-fashioned, narrow sphere of national
character of persons: an approach that was not telescopic but
microscopic in its direction. But the mysterious and divinely created
in the

human beings is such that now, close to the dark recesses
human heart, we find universality again. For the human heart
microcosm in itself, reflecting the universe. "No man is an island"

nature of
of the
is

a

these words of a poet, cited so often by superficial internationalists,
have a meaning only because of the spiritual condition of man. The
body of a man may be confined to a solitary island; but his heart and

mind are

not.

A nation occupies a certain confined

but the origin and the

effect of

place in the world;
its conduct are

the ideas that form

ultimately supranational.
Thus we come back to the history of ideas. There is no such thing
in history as an isolated material condition. The condition of human
existence

is

such that there

is

no purely material

in the end, the spiritual factor

factor in

life.

Thus,

the truly formative one. Life is
inseparable from the idea of life. The
is

stronger than theory; but life is
of nations is more important and more
enduring than their
but
life
the
in
of
nations
itself
is influenced
systematic ideologies;
by
life

current ideas of

life

that form the character, the institutions, the

tendencies of nations: and these ideas contain religious and cultural
elements that are, by their very nature, more universal than national.

The spiritual as well as the material development of Russia and
America in this century has been consequent to national conditions
but also to certain universal developments that are already discernible
in retrospect. I

the

last

must now attempt

chapter of this book.

to sketch their

emerging outlines in

XI!

Conclusion:
of OUT

the

The

great overlapping historical

movements

"biological, racial, social, political, cultural,

moral

of our times are

in order of ascend-

ing significance. From the merely quantitative point of view their
order is the reverse: the problem of overpopulation obviously seems
greater than the future of poetry or of theology.

But

this

may be a

crude illusion: the very word "great"" has not only a quantitative but
a qualitative sense. Historical life is spiritual as well as material; let

me

repeat,

once more,

how

in the long

that which counts. Overpopulation

is less

run the spiritual factor is
important than race, which

important than society, which is less important than politics,
is less
important than culture, which ultimately depends on
religious concept of human destiny and on its moral concepts of

is less

which
its

good and evil.
There is now reason to believe that the expansion of scientific
knowledge may lead either to a hitherto unknown increase and
prosperity of the world population or to the hitherto
struction of the major part of mankind.

Meanwhile there

unknown

de-

-^

reason to believe that the struggle of races may
the
supersede
struggles of nations. There is reason to believe that
the movement toward social democracy, involving the dissolution of
is

distinctions of birth or of wealth, continues throughout the world.
our
is reason to believe that the main
political tendency of

There

century

is

historical

national socialism. There

problem

of our times

is

is

reason to believe that the

still

main

not the future of Asia or of
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Africa but the relationship of Russia and America to Europe. Tliere
is reason to believe that the essence of this problem is not
merely
military

and

political

but cultural, as

it

involves the future of

Western

civilization; religious, as it involves the future of Christendom; moral,
as it involves the future of mankind threatened by arrogant and

weakling

scientists.

These are the matters that

I

must

illustrate

now.

we are told, is threatened by overpopulation. The white
threatened by a rising sea of colored blood. America is
threatened by the rise of Communist millions.
are acquainted

The

race

world,

is

We

with these arguments, illustrated as they are by certain purposeful
statistics. Yet we must sum up some of the contrary evidence.
In the first place, since history is not governed by logic, its
development has already refuted the otherwise seemingly logical
gloomy predictions of the Rev. Malthus. AH over the world living
standards have risen, the span of life extended, infant mortality fallen
during the last two hundred years; and in Europe and in America, at
least,

the highest standards of material welfare are to be found in the

most densely populated

regions.

In the second place, the figures do not bear out the ominous predictions about the decline of the white race. It rather seems that the

population ratio between the Western and Eastern worlds has changed
little
through the centuries. Between 1900 and 1960 the population
of the world nearly doubled, from 1.5 to
2.75 billion, but the proof
the
white
race
remained
portion
approximately the same: 36 out
of a 100 inhabitants of our world were whites in 1900, and
35 in 1958.
In the third place, one of the most encouraging signs of vitality is
the continued increase of the population of the United States (in

and good contrast to the dire predictions of scientific demographers of two decades ago)
Thus, in the last two decades, the population of the United States

great

:

IN MILLIONS

UNITED STATES
190O

76

1940

132

1960

180

0.S.S.R.

130

190 (including annexations)
208 (including annexations)
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by almost 40 per cent, while that of the Soviet Union

in-

creased by less than 10. Even if we consider the
of the Soviet
people during the war, these are significant igeres.
It is also instructive to note the distribution of the
respective
populations. There has been a strong westward movement in America

and an eastward movement

in the Soviet

Union. In 1940 in the United

States 70 per cent of the people were living east of the Mississippi;
in 1960, 67 per cent. In
1940, 76 per cent of the population of the
Soviet Union was living in the "European" portion, west of the Urals;

than 70 per cent. Thus the movement of the populations
from
away
Europe and away from the relatively densely inhabited
been
has
regions
greater in Russia than in America.
in 1960 less

In Russia, of course, the government

enforced this eastward

movement into

itself

encouraged and at times

thinly populated Siberian lands.

For the movement of populations may be connected with political
and strategic factors. And demographic figures indicating the relative
biological vitality of nations do not stand alone: they are involved
with the race, with the culture/ with the religion of peoples.
This does not mean that in the future, with the extension of medical

and other improvements throughout Asia, the proportion of the white
may not decrease further and faster. Still, Russia as well as
America are even now relatively "underpopulated" nations. In
race

different ways, however, they are beginning to feel the pressure of
colored races. Whether these pressures will bring them together or not
is an
open question; anyhow, the pressure on Russians
on Americans.

is

greater than

3

We

cannot avoid the problem of race: for it involves the very
problem of national character in these two great nations.

We have seen that the Bolshevik regime was established in that
most European and most cosmopolitan of Russian cities that was
subsequently renamed Leningrad. The first capital of the United
States, too, was the cosmopolitan city of New York; the subsequent
capital, too, bears the name of the Founding Father of the Revolution.
But the American Revolution did not get its start in New York; unlike
1

See below, page 274.
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as In Russia, there are
history;

no

and Washington

New York and Chicago periods in American
Is neither New York nor Chicago.

however, become transformed in our lifetime into the
strategic capital of the world. This transformation of
political
the character of the city of Washington not only symbolizes but marks
It

did,

and

perhaps better than any other place of the Union the recent
transformation of the American Republic in an imperial directionthis transformation of a slightly provincial, middle-sized Southern

town into an expensive, malicious, cosmopolitan, occasionally brilresplendently white, military metropolis, overgrown and formless, its sky crisscrossed every minute by military airplanes, with its
liant,

influx of sullen Negroes, 2 with its recently erected great
cated to visiting and transient Arabs, with its principal

Mosque

dedi-

landmark the

impassive Egyptian shaft erected in honor of Washington, with its
gigantic Byzantine shrine erected by contributions of forty million

American Catholics, with

its

vast

and

central

Pentagon an American
American Tokyo as

Persepolis rather than an American Athens, an
well as the American Rome.

And Moscow,
most
the

too, despite its old-Russian origins, has

become the

modem

metropolis of the Russian Empire, the largest city on
Eurasian continent, the capital of an enormous centralized

bureaucracy: to Moscow lock not only civil servants but young
Russians full of aspirations; and though the character of Moscow has
4<

become more American,"

as visitors attest, its streets are also dappled
with the faces of a hundred thousand representatives of a dozen

different races.

For we must keep in mind that the Soviet Union,
States,

is

a multinational as well

inhabited not only

as

a

multiracial

like the

United

Empire.

It

is

by Russians but by Ukrainians, Bessarabians,

Tatars, Estonians, Finns, Latvians, Lithuanians, Kazakhs, Armenians,
Georgians, Turks, Tajiks, Mongolians, Uzbeks, and twoscore different
Siberian and Central Asiatic peoples, each
numbering more than a

million, apart

from the

different races in her outlying satellite posses-

2

Reflecting a national problem that cannot be solved by legislation. It is a
national problem visible to (and often falsely misunderstood
by) the outside
world. Thus already in 1850 the Congress of a divided nation was sufficiently

aware of considerations of international prestige to legislate accordingly: the
Washington was one of the points of the California

abolition of slave trading in

Compromise.
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Apart from the different races around the
American strategic empire, too, the United States and her
slons.

of the

are inhabited

Chinese,,
by Negroes, Indians, Mexicans,
Hawaiians, Puerto Ricans, forming about one fifth of the American
population. It is only now that the entire United States, and not
only the South, is beginning to experience those problems of race,
is so difficult; it is
only now that the Soviet Union
beginning to experience national and racial problems of her own.
Both the United States and the Soviet Union stood against

whose solution
is

and against slavery; both preached the principle of racial
equality for a long time, the United States rather generously, the
Soviet Union rather cynically. But cynicism is seldom a good and
colonialism

durable policy. The rising sentiment of nationalism (again a political
idea that spread from Europe all around the world) and of racial
consciousness has already begun to affect the Soviet Union. The repressive Tsarist policies of pro-Russianism were cast aside by Lenin,
in 1921, with certain world revolutionary
implications in mind,
transformed the constitution of the new Russian Empire by granting

who

autonomies to a variety of republics and sub-republics.
Russian primacy; and
Khrushchev now is on the horns of a lasting dilemma. He faces the
evidences of rising nationalism, occasionally breaking out into violent,

cultural

Stalin, then, returned to the older pattern of

riots in Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan; his
return to the federalist system of Lenin, after all, promotes those
very opinions of national Communism that he fears most of all;

though quickly subsiding,

and behind him on the vast Russian frontier inhabited by Mongols
and other varicolored races rises the sullen monster of China. Indeed,
the Soviet Union is one of the largest colonial systems in the world;
and this is one of the reasons why its rulers, emulating the United
States, propose to buy time and good will by promoting the independence and the welfare of newly emerging colonial peoples throughout
Africa and Asia. When their rise, however, conflicts with what he
conceives to be Russian national interests, there is no question that
the latter consideration

is

dominantas,

for example, in his decision

to diminish Russian support to the North African rebels for the sake
of maintaining reasonable relations with France.

But China, on the other hand, has no such scruples or dilemmas.
And, because of racial, national, cultural differences, the picture of
Peiping and Moscow grows more and more different. This transcends
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categories of official Ideology. Coming from Europe travelers still
attest to how they sense a touch of Asia at the irst Russian frontier

but coming back from China, as they cross from one Communist Empire to another, they feel a sudden ease, an inner lightening
of the atmosphere: there, in the Far Eastern depths of Siberia, they
feel that they are coming home again.
There are certain affinities between America and the Far East,
too; consider only the Oriental element in the cultural climate of
California or the widespread Japanese influence in modem American
architecture and art. But, like those enduring Russian affinities with
Oriental habits of thought and even of religion, these are fragmentary
station;

considerations.
of the last century Bismarck said that the most
would be that Americans, after

Toward the end

important factor in the next century
all,

spoke English.

this century

The most important

may be

that, after

factor in the second half of

the Russians are white.

all,

sadly enough, at least possible that throughout the world
the struggle of races may be beginning. But we shall see that more
It

is

is,

involved here than just the color of skins.

The problem

is

cultural

as well as racial Consider only the ambiguity of the term "white race"
when it comes to the mixed racial populations of South America.

Consider the curious
lightness of skin

prejudices exist

human

among
among

inclination to attribute prestige to the

the colored races, too: for the cruelest racial
these races themselves. Consider that one

hundred and

Santo Domingo Rebellion,
fifty years ago, during the
the
first successful rebellion of Negro slaves against their white
during
masters, the previously freed Negroes and the mulattoes sided with
the whites: their regard for their social status was more decisive than

were their

racial affinities.

4

Meanwhile the movement toward

equality, the

advance of

social

democracy, continues throughout the world. It is perhaps the most
universal of the movements of our century; it is happening everywhere.

What I described in Chapter VIII about the gradual transformation of
American and of Russian societies: the socialization of possessions,
the disappearance of class distinctions, the emergence of the administrative state, the centralization of

power

these,

all,

are consequences
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of a world-wide

movement of social democracy. Throughout the world

during this center}' Equality has rises, while Liberty has
declined. This progress of Equality has obviously brought

important benefices; but some of its less fortunate consequences have
also become obvious. The advance of equality, the mechanization of
life,

and the

centralization of

not

government have often

merely in a decrease of liberty but in a decrease of the very taste
for it. Hence, for one thing, the emergence of Totalitarian States in
this century. These have been essentially different from other tyrannies
in the past: not only because of their widespread powers and efficiency
but because the dictators have been often actively supported by large

masses of the population.

Most

of these evils of centralized

government and of a new potential

kind of tyranny by majorities were foretold more than a century ago
by Tocqueville; but his noble soul nevertheless refused to despair
of Democracy, in which he saw a greater Providential design. Though
no one described so clearly as Tocqueville the often inherent conlict

and Liberty, he did not say that they must necessarily conalways and everywhere. He saw that the advance of social democracy may assume a thousand different forms, dependent on the historical conditions of different peoples. At any rate, "a new science of

of Equality
flict,

politics/' said Tocqueville, "is indispensable for a

new

This admonition has been often quoted, but seldom
through. But

no longer

it

world/'

really

must be considered nowadays when the old

thought

categories

7

fit:

"conservative/ "liberal," "radical," "rightist," "leftist,"
''democracy/' "socialism," are, all, words connoting categories that
are rapidly losing their meaning (while the older national realities of

"Russian/' "American/' "British," and so on, have remained more
intact). The advance of democracy throughout the world has been

tremendous; and yet its influence has not been accordingly formative.
For this has been, by and large, a movement too general and too

seldom conscious to have influenced more than the routine lives of
peoples. The socialization of life and the centralization of government
have been promoted not only by Communists and Socialists but by
Nazis, Fascists, monarchists, conservatives, liberals, radicals. In differing ways and to varying extents, Hitler as well as Stalin, Mussolini
as well as Lenin, De Gaulle as well as Blum, Roosevelt as well as

Eisenhower, Nehru as well as Franco, whether conscious or not,
have been agents of the broad movement toward socialism of this
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century. But

we have

in history

seen that

man

does not

live

by bread alone;
Is what
people

important than what happens

even

think happens; that it is only in science that what is routine counts,
while history is principally concerned with the unique. Consequently,
we must look at the more or less conscious national varieties of this

world-wide social movement;

there that

it is

we may

detect certain

general features.

5

So

far as

movement

Western

Civilization

is

concerned, the main totalitarian
Communism but National

of this century has been not

may be surprising: and yet it is true.
half of the twentieth century we have seen four
the
first
During
kinds of dictatorships: the Communist* the prototype of which has
Socialism. This

been Russia; the National

Germany; the

Socialist,

the prototype of which was Hitler's
which was Mussolini's Italy;

Fascist, the prototype of

the authoritarian, a prototype of which

may be

Salazar's

Portugal

these categories are neither perfect nor exclusive, two
fundamental considerations emerge from them. The first is that not

Though

every

modem

dictatorship

is totalitarian,

since in

some

of the author-

remain important segments of private life that
are excluded from the interference of the state. 3 The second is that
Hitler was not really a Fascist and that there is an essential distinction
between Fascism and National Socialism. The original doctrines of
Fascism were cruel, lucid, rational, Latin; the postulates of Hitlerian

itarian regimes there

National Socialism were crude, turgid, emotional, Germanic. The
Mussolinian ideal was a neo-Renaissance one, reminiscent of Rienzi
as well as of Machiavelli, with

an important residue of aristocratism;
the Hitlerian emotion was strongly reminiscent of the anti-Renaissance
fury of Luther, with a powerful populist appeal. This distinction has

been recognized by a few historians here and
3

The

there,

but the confusion

converse question of our times is then this: there have been non-totalimay we not see the emergence of totalitarian democracies?

tarian dictatorships;

this I mean democracies where universal popular suffrage exists but where
the essential and earlier basic conditions of political freedoms, of freedom of
speech, of the press, of assembly, are hardly more than theoretical benefits to the

By

average citizen, whose

life and ideas, whose rights to
privacy, to family autonomy,
and to possessions are regimented by the state and rigidly molded by mass production and by mass communications.
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of "Fascist" with "National Socialist" persists even now,
flowing
the general and erroneous attribution of the "Fascist" adjective to

aU

"Rightist" or non-Communist, dictatorships.
It is significant that the confusion of these two terms has been
since about 19-52 the term
"National Socialist/* or "Nazi," has been prohibited in Russia; the
approved terms were "Fascists" and "Hitlerites." This blanket
employment of the "Fascist" term immediately took root among the

promoted by Soviet propaganda. Ever

commentators and

journalists of the

West,

particularly in Britain

and

America. But

why did Stalin insist already in 1932 on suppressing the
term "National Socialist"? The answer is there in the historical
development of his own Soviet Russian state; it lies in what may
be called the common ideological denominator between the three

main totalitarian systems. Speaking of the Communist, the Fascist,
the National Socialist: which one influenced the others more? This
an important question, for the comparison of their respective and
reciprocal influences will indicate which was the strongest and the
most enduring of the three.
is

The results of such a comparison will be remarkable. It is obviously
nonsense to call Stalin a Fascist or Mussolini a Communist; yet the
National Socialist term fits both rather well. As the years advanced,
Stalin

became less and less internationalist and more and more
and even race-minded; so did Mussolini, This is why

nationalistic

Stalin

back

in 1932 proscribed the National Socialist term;

it

fitted

his evolving Russian state only too well.
Thus, while of the three dictators Hitler

was the one who seems
most repudiated by posterity and perhaps even by his own
people, we find that it was his National Socialism whose impact
on the other two prototypical dictatorships steadily increased and,
to be

in the case of Stalin's Russia,
least

one reason why we may

even survived Hitler's death. This
assert that National Socialism did

is

at

not

die with Hitler,

And national socialism, in one way or another, became the common
denominator not only of the totalitarian but even of many of the
authoritarian and of the democratic mass movements of the twentieth century. There are great differences among Mao, Mussolini,
Tito, Trujillo, Castro, Stalin, Peron, Hitler, Khrushchev; but in one
way or another

all

of

them

are national socialists.

extent so was the late Joseph McCarthy.)

(To

What we

a considerable

see throughout
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the twentieth century is the fadiag of the earlier appeal of international socialism: the leading socialist prophets become old, respected,
solitary figures, a Norman Thomas, an Attlee, a Blum. At the same

happening to another old-fashioned matter: to
from ideological) nationalism, with its traditionand semi-feudal tinge. Consider the fading of the type

time a similar thing

is

patriotic (as distinct
alist, military,

of MacAxthur, eclipsed by the nationalist image of a McCarthy, or of
old Prussian generals, whose most typical representatives were bratally

eliminated by Hitler, Instead of old-fashioned internationalist

socialism and of old-fashioned patriotic nationalism, it seems that the
merging concept of nationalism with socialism has become the domi-

nant ideological constellation at least up to now in this century,
Still y we must keep in mind the distinction between national socialism in general and the Hitler variety in particular. 4 Not every manifestation of national socialism will necessarily conform to the Hitlerite
ideology: anti-Semitism, for example, is not necessarily a part of every
national socialist movement or state. In the larger sense of the term,

McCarthy as well as Tito may be considered national socialists; but,
then, so could Gomulka or Bevan. The category is too broad. But is
It so broad as to be
entirely useless? I do not think so; for there is at
least

one main conclusion that we may draw from recent

historical

experience.
It is that, all superficial
appearances notwithstanding, our world in
this century, including Russia and America, has moved in a "rightist"
rather than in a "leftist" direction. Even though the two categories of

"Right" and "Left" are rapidly losing their meaning,

we may

still

observe that in this age of mass equality and of mass communications,
emotional, religious, national, and racial sentiments continue to exist
and to attract. On one hand, furthered as it is by the practices of our
technological civilization, the bureaucratized Welfare State exists praceverywhere in the world. On the other hand, what Hitler first

tically

sensed fifty years ago has proven true in many places since then, that
the appeal to national, popular, racial, or religious ideological emotions may carry the modern politician further than the intellectual
socialist appeals to international
failures of Marxist predictions in

say that
4

it

may

not be an

brotherhood.

I

have sketched the

Chapter 9 of this book; here let me
exaggeration to say that the world has been

National Socialism was in many ways a German phenomenon; on the other
hand, Hitler was less typical of Germany than Stalin was of Russia.
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in

the direction of anti-Communism. 5

going steadily
even in China and in Russia
national

we

see the continued

on the

element

Is it not true that Russian nationalism rather than orthodox Marxism forms the domestic currents of opposition that Khrushchev has to
face? Isn't anti-Semitism, for example, such a popular current in Russia that Khrushchev cannot afford to discount its existence? And when

he came to America, the police felt that he had to be protected
more from the industrial workers of Pittsburgh than from the capi6
talists on Park Avenue. Two generations
ago, when the Russian Tsar
visited Paris, the police had to round up radical Communists, Socialists, anarchists; in 1960 Khrushchev had to be protected from the
eventual assaults of radical anti-Communists. In 1853 radical American

mobs

stones; in

pelted a visiting Papal nuncio in Midwestern cities \vith
1959 the same kind of people in the same cities threw

stones at Mikoyan, the visiting representative of the Workers' State.
There was a time when the radicals among the masses were inter-

and Communists; now they are nationalists and antiCommunists. This is especially true of America; but it is true, to a large
extent, of the entire Western world and even of Eastern Europe:
witness the sentiments of the workers in Poland and in Hungary.
nationalists

we are

Still,

But

gories.

and

it

dealing here with sentiments, not with recognized cateis
through ideas that sentiments become recognized

crystallize into historical forces:

Communism

world
religion

and the ideas that move the

as well as National Socialism, science as well as

have come, and are

still

coming, from Europe.

5 I am
bypassing here the fascinating speculation whether the very organization
of our societies, too, is not unconsciously moving in a "rightist" direction, away

from Capitalism toward older, medieval institutions. Consider only the movement
away from money economy, the dependence of the citizen's position not upon
birth or wealth but upon his function; a status rather than a contract society, and
so forth.
6 It is

but the
cause

its

this is

not the

capitalist

Herdd Tribune and not even

New York Daily News whose anti-Communist line
editors think that this

what they want

is

to read.

Wall Street Journal
the most violent be-

the
is

how the American working masses think and that
And Congress scurried out of Washington, ad-

journing in haste r just in time not to have to meet Khrushchev. Politicians are
sensitive to mass currents of opinion. They wished to avoid meeting Khrushchev
in public: they were worried not that the American rich but that the American
working masses might see them photographed together with a Communist.
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The

cold war has

ond World

come out

War came

World War and the SecBut both of these World Wars

of the Second

from the

First.

were primarily European wars, begun by Europeans, because of Europeans, wars In which the nations of Europe inflicted wounds in each
other's flesh and division in each other's souls. It Is the paradox of
history that no one was as responsible for the advance of Communist
Russia into Europe as Hitler, the self-appointed creator of a New
7
Europe and the Crusader of Anti-Communism. I have said in

the very first page of this book that neither America nor Russia
wanted the Second World War; but the theme of this book is, then,
j

that their consequent conflict arose because of their clashing concepts of Europe. Thus that small continent is still the center of the

and not only because of the cold war, not only politically so.
ideologies, discoveries of Europe are still the predominant ones. It is not only because of strategic and political but because
of racial and cultural, not only because of material but because of
spiritual conditions that the relations of America and of Russia with

world

The religions,

Europe count foremost.
Despite the weakness and the division of Europe, Russians and
Americans have been forced increasingly to recognize that they are Europeans in a sense, after all; that not only their race but that their
is
originally European. It is already evident that neither Soviet Russia nor modern America could altogether tear herself away

culture

from Western and European

Civilization.

For there has not been

suf-

substance either in the Eurasian elements of the Slavophile or
in the Redskin elements of a Far Western tradition to create and

ficient

maintain a great civilization.
have seen, for instance, that the vertical movement of the
masses toward social equality is still going on; indeed, it has become

We

World-Wide, Meanwhile the horizontal, geographical mass

movement

7

Here, again, we meet spectacles of historical paradox, flowing from the ultimate
discrepancy between human intentions and of their consequences. In 1914 Mussolini received French monies for his nationalist propaganda pushing Italy into
the war; in 1917 the German General Staff expedited Lenin's journey back to
Russia; in the 19305 certain Prussian generals, certain British capitalists, and
certain German conservative industrialists supported Hitler. They, all, succeeded in
the short run; but their success led to their own disaster in the long run.
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of European
to an end,

to

to

the

movement

of the

westward and of the Russians
still
must remember that both of these
1917, before the American and the Russian
slowing down. Already forty years ago the American
turned
largely over, and mass migration

we

But
1776
are
era

into a trickle.

Though the westward movement

of the population
on,
reason to doubt that the large but arid American West would
attract a sufficient quantity and quality of people to
a
of history. And in Russia, too, notwithstanding the strenuous

Is

and exhortations of her rulers, the young and ambitious people gravitate to Leningrad and to Moscow.
"Europe," wrote General MacArthur In 1944, "is a dying system.
It is worn out and ran down.
The lands touching the PaciSc
.

.

.

with their billions of inhabitants will determine the course of history
for the next ten thousand years." Perhaps in ten thousand years; "but

not

yet.

Russia, America, China, Japan: they all are powerful, dynamic nations, more dynamic than the old nations of Europe. Yet it Is not

dynamism but

human

resistance

and resilience that mark the health of a living

organism, a lesson that

modem

medicine

is

now

learning

where the crude Darwinian theory of the survival of
the fittest goes wrong. For who are "the fittest"? I have argued before
that when It comes to human beings and to their societies, there is
no such thing as an isolated material or biological factor, that every
anew. This

is

material condition

is

a spiritual condition as well.

Nazi concentration camps, of Soviet

The

terror prisons,

prisoner camps has shown that religious men
vived better than dockworkers and pugilists.

experience of

and of Korean

and philosophers

sur-

To

argue, therefore,
whether the Swiss or the Russian, whether the Dutch or the Chinese
nations are "fittest" is nonsense.

When
ment

It

comes to human

life,

then, the supremely important eleand of resilience.

of radiance enhances the factors of resistance

radiance I mean that spiritual factor of prestige that Is not devoid
of latent historical consequences, when a man, a nation, a church,, a
civilization, exercises a spiritual and cultural influence far beyond its

By

actual domains.

war

is

One

of the

the condition that,

most astonishing evidences

Communism

in this cold

notwithstanding, Russia

Is

not
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radiant*

Her

influence does not even

pervade her

own

brutally

prestige of Russia and of Communism may
be high in Indonesia or in the Congo: in Poland and in Hungary it
hardly exists at all. Even before 1956, when the Communist masters

clinched domains.

The

Warsaw from its rains, they followed not Russian
models but the architecture of the European eighteenth century. In
this respect, too, the Eastern European events of 1956 fly in the face
of all those gloomy prognostications about The Decline of the

of Poland rebuilt

West*
The
no;

for,

West, yes; the end of Europe,
two words Decline and Fall,
despite the iambic rhythm
decline of the bourgeois

of the

they are emphatically not the same.
This again shows how a Newtonian theory of gravitation does not
quite hold in the historic life of nations. The tremendous Eurasian

Empire of Russia, with its two hundred million people, had conquered
and occupied Vienna, the capital of tiny Austria, for ten years; even

now

the armored frontier of the Soviet sphere stands but an hour's
Vienna it is as if the Russians

drive from that ancient capital: yet in

there. When Napoleon's Frenchmen occupied Vienna
few weeks in 1809 (or Hitler's Germans for a few years after
1938), their influence left marks lasting for a hundred years.
Russia is in Europe but not of Europe. America is not in Europe but

had never been
for a

of Europe. In a limited sense, both of these statements are true. And
America should gain self-confidence from the evident condition that

her influence, too, is more radiant than that of Russia.
I have said earlier that the best way to find the
respective strength
of influences is to compare their effects on each other: which one has
influenced the other more? In the relations of Russia and America

We

there can be no question about that.
have seen throughout this
book how the masters of Communist Russia imitated American prac-

and adopted American ideas in hundreds of ways; we have seen
that while few people in the world are as invulnerable to Communist
ideas as are Americans, Russians are by no means as invulnerable to
tices

American
This

is

expansion
8

ideas

and practices.
one of the reasons why, unlike American, Russian

at least

may have

reached

There are two symbols that

its

limits during this decade.

illustrate this best.

This

is

the

In Vienna, Stdtn-Platz is
down during the

again Schwarzenberg'Pla.tz; and Stalin's gigantic statue, pulled
short-lived revolution in Budapest, has not been replaced.
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main

why what

instead of a

is

Is

with the

will

In the Orient the short-lived
at

of the
this

is

In the sense that the prestige and the
European nations may have been
not true of American power and

but
not

in

And in Europe, too especially in Germanythe American ima
pact far transcends any Russian influence. Together
life We are
increasing variety of European influences on
witnessing, to some extent, the Americanization of the world.

But these

considerations, though they are certainly not devoid of
cannot stand alone. The history of nations and

historical substance,

of Empires

is

not formed by power

alone;_ but, at least in

the short ran,

not formed by prestige either. Power without prestige cannot for
long endure unbroken; but prestige without power will not prevail in
this world. The cultural supremacy of Europe's nations did not preit is

vent their defeats in the past; the cultural inferiority of Russia did not
prevent her expansion. If the new resilient and comfortable Europe

going to relinquish to America the very task of her own self-defense, her superficial "Americanization" may yet be a portent of doom
not only for herself but for Western Civilization as it now exists.

is

We have

seen that

now Europe and America

are closer together

than ever before: yet the essence of their relations is still undecided.
For it is not necessarily true that when great societies get in close con-

borrow good things from each
and
bad things alike. Europe is
and
borrow
adapt good
They
now learning American English; her nations are turning to the
American practice of non-ideological two-party systems; her young
people adapt American habits and entertainments; her national societies are becoming more democratic and egalitarian. America is
now becoming more and more Catholic, military, bureaucratic, intact with each other, they invariably

other.

but ultimately
transformations that counts.

tellectualized:

it is

the quality, not the extent, of these

But "Europe": the very concept of that term,
and not to a mere geographical category,

zation

referring to a civiliis

relatively

new:

it
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dates from the seventeenth century. Before that time what we call
"European"' was synonymous with "Western Christian/* At that time
neither Russia nor America really belonged to Western Christendom.
And now Russia as well as America have become more European in
spirit;
til

but meanwhile the unity and the power of Europe declined unEurope became divided along an artificial line; and who

in 1945

knows whether that line may not last longer than we think?
For the great question is this: Are there going to be two great confederations of the white race, a North Atlantic and an Eastern European one, stretching together around the world from Pacific to Pacific,
encompassing most of the vital part of the globe, the Northern Hemisphere? An American confederation, stretching from Japan to Berlin;
a Russian confederation, stretching from Berlin to Vladivostok; two
confederations that meet in Europe but whose centers are not in

Europe? Eurasia and Euramerica. Or will we really see a united Europe, between Russia and America, a superior middle ground reversing
the tendency that prevailed up to now: is it possible that the Old

World may

step in to redress the balance of the

New?

This question is still open: and it depends, of course, on Russians,
Americans, Europeans, in increasing order of importance. So far as
Russia goes, it seems that Russia may be bound to become more European because of the pressures of China and also because of the
transformation of her own society; but also because under certain circumstances, the existence of a Europe not allied with the United
may be to her advantage. So far as the United States goes, the
answer is not yet clear. With foresight and magnanimity, the United
States

States supported the

United Europe

is

first

steps toward a United Europe; but this
to American purse strings and atomic

now bound

power-lines. America's great hour of decision will come one day when
the United States may have to decide whether to aquiesce in a truly
united and a truly independent Europe, a Europe that may be even
a powerful competitor of the

United States in the trade of the world.

a tribute to American generosity that we may not in advance answer this question in the negative. After all is said, Americans
It is at least

helped to save the freedom of Western Europe twice. Whatever their
motives, these actions stand out in history. But, in any case, this question will be decided by Europeans themselves. It will

depend on the
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quality of their determination to be free,
determination to live.

on the

of

In this respect again, the Germans, in the center of Europe, arc in

the center of the problem. 9

8

The

is still more
the history of
important
but
the
of
transcends
technology;
problem
morality already
decisions not only in an ethical but in a practical way. During the last
century Waterloo and Sedan were more important events than the
invention of the steam locomotive or of the phonograph; in 1945 the

history of nations

defeat of Germany and of Japan were still more important events
than the Atomic Bomb; and even in recent years the Hungarian
Revolution was a more important event than the Sring of Sputniks.
But because of the awful weapons now at the disposal of the managers

war and peace has already become a
and not merely in an abstract, sense of

of great nations, the future of

moral problem in a

practical,

morality.
It is therefore that ultimately it is the quality of America's stewardship and of Russia's adaptation of the European heritage that counts.

This, even more than the technological race into space, is bound to
involve the future of the Russian and of the American peoples. These

deeper tendencies are now becoming important and visible as the resilience of Europe, the potential danger of China, and the nuclear
stalemate force the rulers to attempt negotiations on the highest level.
But civilized mankind is now capable of destroying itself, not merely

because of the existence of horrible weapons but because of the

spir-

and managers.
From Europe to Russia and to America came the Christian saints,
the discoverers, great art, the supreme ideas of justice and of truth.
itual inadequacies of their constructors

From Europe, too, came Communism, National Socialism, the
Atomic Bomb. America and Russia: their power has been the product
of the Modern Age; and the Modem Age has been the product of
Europe. Loyola and Calvin, Shakespeare and Cromwell, Pascal and
Newton, Dr. Johnson and Robespierre, Tocqueville and Marx, De
Gaulle and Hitler, Heisenberg and Von Braun -all Europeans.
For five hundred years our view of the universe expanded as we
9

See also above, Chapter vu.
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more powerful telescopes and microscopes until now the
meet uncertainty and confusion at the two edges
of our universe. While they are returning to a new recognition of older
and deeper truths about human beings and about their inescapable
built ever

best of our scientists

spiritual condition, lesser

men

are

still

spreading confusion: masses of

told to expect Science to bring Paradise closer to Earth
and Glory to their nation,
Glory to their nation: it is not that historic photograph of American
and Russian soldiers meeting in April 1945 atop a ruined Europe that

people are

still

most saddens

the 1945 picture of the charnel
icy experiments had been made with
of Science; and that other word
in
name
human
the
living
beings
in
New Mexican desert on 16 July
the
the
scene
picture, depicting

my

imagination.

It is

house of Buchenwald, where

1945, as one

^ e U- S. Official Scientists, an immigrant of European

jumps and shouts with glee, slapping the Chief Scientist on
the back, as the Erst hot atomic bomb burst and darkened the sun in
that desert dawn. There, in that prairie-dog dugout, we may see how
origin,

sad it is when puny men who no longer believe in the virtue of imitating Christ arrogate to themselves the part of gods.

"Some day," Henry Adams wrote one hundred years ago, "science
may have the existence of mankind in its power and the human race
commit

suicide

by blowing up the world." But Henry Adams, that
was a fatalist of sorts; for no one commits suicide
Our danger comes from those men and women
themselves that an Atomic War is unavoidable; but

fine-spun American,
unless he wants to.

who

are telling

is
simply what people no longer wish, or dare, to avoid.
In view of certain dangerous fatalistic inclinations in American and
Russian souls, it is this precious unique Christian doctrine of Free

"unavoidable"

Will, leading to the will to

queath to both. For while

one must
well,

also

know how

that the European heritage may betrue that in order to live a good life

live,
it is

to die,

it is

one must have known how to

also true that, in order to die

when it comes to the saland the unwillingness to live

live; for,

vation of the soul, the willingness to die
are not at all the same*
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